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Those who seek judicial accreditation, under Canada's constitution, of meaningful rights of 

aboriginal self-government face two competing challenges. They must suive to maximize 

constitutional space for aboriginal difference by opposing al1 unnecessary mainstream 

interference with the use of such rights. At the same time, they must demonstrate that coum 

will be able, even after accepting self-government as a constiwtional right, to ensure that its 

exercise does not compromise the arrangements and values fundamental to the mainsueam 

constitutional order. Without such assurance, Canadian courts almost ceminly will not take 

responsibility for declaring such rights to be constitutional rights. 

The present work suggests a way of meeting and reconciling these two challenges. In doing 

so, it does noc rely on the Charter of Rights, because the Charter most probably would not 

govern the exercise of aboriginal rights of self-government, and would not meet either 

challenge adequately i f  it did. 
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Since a t  least 1982, when Canadian law first gave explicit constitutional protection to the 

"existing aboriginal and treacy righu of the aboriginal peoples of Canada," ' no aboriginal issue 

has been more important, legally or politically, here than the daim of its aboriginal peoples 

to have the inherent right to govern themselves. It was self-government righw that a special 

House of Commons committee recommended in 19832 for federal endorsement and for 

entrenchment in the constitution. It was self-government that prompted, then dominated the 

agendas at, no fewer than four constitutional conferences held during the 1980s specifically 

about aboriginal issues.' It was first ministers' refusal a t  those conferences to support 

constitutional amendments entrenching self-government righrr that led, as much as anything 

else, to the downfall, in 1990, of the unrelated constitutional amendmenu known as the 

Meech Lake Accordm4 And it was self-government rights that Canada's aboriginal leaders and 

first ministers agreed in Charlottetown in 1992 to include in an omnibus package of 

1 Consduidon Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada A a  1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 1 1 ) 
("Consdardon Act, 1982"), S. 35( 1 ). For an insighctiil account of how diis happened, see 
Douglas Sanden, "The lndian Lobbyn in Keith Banting 6T: iüchard Simeon, eds., And No One 
Cheered: Federalism. Democracv and the Consdardon A a  (Toronto: Methuen, 1 98 3) 30 1. 

2 See Canada, House of Cornmons, Special Comminee on Indian Self-Governmenc, lndian Self- 
Government in Canada (Ottawa: Minkter of Supply and Services Canada, 20 October 1 98 3) esp. 
a t  43-46. 

3 In 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1987. See Constitution Acf 1982, ss. 37-37.1, repealed in 1983 
and 1987, respeaively, by S. 54 and 54.1. For cornmencary on these conferences see, e.g., 
Brian Schwam, First Princi~les. Second ThouPhts: Aborfainal Peoples. Consdardonal Reform and 
Canadian Statecrak (Montreal: Insdmte for Research on Public Policy, 1 9 86) ( " Schwartz, Second 
Thoucltiu"); Douglas Sanders, "The Constitution, the Provinces, and Aboriginal Peoples," in 1. 
Anthony Long ef Menno Boldt, eds., Covernments in Conflin' Provinces and lndian Nations in 
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988) I 5 1 at 1 65-1 69. 

4 See, e.g., M.€. Turpel ?.Am Monture, "Ode to Elilah: Reflections of Two Rrst Nadons Wornen 
on the Rekindling of Spirit in the Wake of the Meech Lake Accord" ( t 990) 15 Queenfs L.]. 345. 



constitutional ~mendments:' a package later abandoned because it did not eam the support 

of a majority of voting Canadians in a majority of provinces. 

The fate of the Charlottetown proposals, and the constitutional exhaustion it bespoke, may 

well have postponed indefinitely any prospect of entrenching self-government rights explicitiy 

in the constit~tion;~ it h a  not, however, diminished the aboriginal peoplesf own conviction 

that they have, and always have had, inherent self-government righrç.' In the yean since the 

Charlottetown referendum, attention has turned with new intensity to the task of determining 

whether, as a matter of law, Canada's constitution might already protect inherent self- 

governrnent rights: to whether, that is, the inherent right can qualify as an "existing aboriginal 

righcn recognized and afirmed by section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act  1 98Ze8 For the 

foreseeable future, "the political process has chosen to defer [thb issue] to the  court^."^ 

The notion that the constitution does indeed already protect the exercisef as Canadian law, 

of a t  least some inherent rights of aboriginal self-government has strong support in recent 

5 See Canada, Consensus Report on the Consdtudon: Charlottetown (Final Text, 28 August 1 992) 
(Ottawa: Mfnister of Supply and Services, 1 992) ( " Ularlotretown Accord " ) and Dra ft Leml Text 
(9 Octaber 1992) ("Draft Legal Textn). The self-government propouls, if approved, would have 
amended m. 3, 25, 32 and 35 of, and would have added ss. 33.1 and 35.1-35.9 1 to, the 
Constitution Act. 1 982. 

See, eeg., Jefkey Simpson, "The grand ralk of consdaidonal reforrn for aboriginals is a miragen 
JTorontol Globe &t Mail ( 1 5 August 1 995) A 1 6. 

See. e.g., Assembly of First Nations, First Nations CTrcle on the Consdtudon, To die Source 
( 1 992) ( "To die Sourcen) ac 1 3-2 3; Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Aborlainal 
Peo~les, vol. 2 (Ottawa: Mlnister of Supply and Services, 1996) ("2 RCAP Final Report") esp. 
at  139. 

See, e.g., Kent McNell, " Envisaging Consdtutional Space for Aboriginal Covernmentsn ( 1 994) 
1 9 Queen's L.J. 95 ( "McNeil, 'Consduidonal Space'" ). 

P A .  Monture-OKanee sf M.E. Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and Canadian Giminal Law: 
Rechinking ]usdcen [1992] U.B.C. L. Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 239 ("Monture-OKanee eir Turpel, 
'Rediinking ]uscice'") at 263 n. 79. 



academic legal wridng,I0 has the formidable endonement of the Royal Commission on 

10 S e ,  e.g., Shaun Nakatsuru, "A Consdaidonal Rlght of lndian Self-Govemmentn ( 1985) 43 U. 
T. Fac. L. Rev. 72; Dariene M. ]ohriston, "The Quest of die Six Nations Canfederacy for Self- 
Detennlnadonn ( 1966) 44 U.T. Fac.L.Rev. 1; Bruce Clark, Native Liberty. Gown Sovereimicy: 
The Wsting Aboridnal Rfatit of Self-Govemment in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 1990); Michael Asch a Patrick Macklem, "Aboriginal Rfghts and Canadian Sovereignty: 
An Essay on R. v. Sparrow" ( 1 99 1 ) 29 Alta L. Rev. 498; Patn'ck Macklem, "First Nations Self- 
Govemment and the Borders of die Canadian Legal Imaginationn ( 199 1 ) 36 McGII L.]. 382 
( "Macklem, 'Bordent"); Patrick Macklem, " Ethnonadonalism, Aboriginal Identities, and the Law, " 
in Michael D. Levln, ed., Ethniciw and Aboriainalltv: Case Saidles in Ethnonationalism (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1993) 9 ("Macklem, 'Ethnonationalismt"); Patrick MacWem, 
"Distribudng Sovereignty: lndian Nations and Equality of Peoples" ( 1993) 45 Stanford L, Rev. 
1 3 1 I ("Macklem, 'Distributing Sovereignty'"); Patrick Macklem, "Normative Dimensions of an 
Aboriginal Right of Self-Government" ( 1 995) 2 1 Queen's L.]. 1 73; Bruce Ryder, "The Demise 
and Rise of the Uassical Paradlgrn in Gnadian Federalism: Promoting Autonomy for the Provinces 
and Fint Nationsn (1 99 1 ) 36 McGiil L.). 308; Brian Slattery, "Aboriginal Sovereignty and 
Imperia1 Uaimsn ( 1  99 1) 29 Osgoode Hall L.]. 101 Brian Slattery, "First Nations and the 
Constitution: A Question of Trust" (1992) 71 Can. Bar Rev. 261 ("Slattery, 'Question of 
Trustt"); Brian Slattery, "The Organic Constitution: Aboriginal Peoples and the Evolution of 
Canadan ( f 995) 34 Osgoode Hall L.). 1 0 1 ; Hamar Foster, " Forgotten Arguments: Aboriginal 
Title and Sovereignty In Canada lufisdiction A a  Cases" (1992) 21 Man. L.). 343; Donna 
Creschner, "Aboriginal Women, the Constitution and Criminal Justice" [ 19921 U.B.C. L. Rev. 
(Sp* Ed,) 338; Alan Pratt, "Aboriginal Self-Govemment and die Crown's Fiduciary Duty: Squaring 
the Circle or Cornpledng the Circle?" ( 1992) 2 N.J.C.L. 163; Mark Walters, "Bridsh Imperia1 
Consdtudonal Law and Aboriginal Righu: A Comment on Delaamuukw v. Bridsh Columbia" 
( 1 992) 1 7 Queen's L. J. 350 ("Walters, 'Comment on Delmmuukw'"); Mark Do Walters, 
"Mohwn Indians v. Connecticut ( 1705-1 773) and the Legal Status of Aboriginal Customary 
Laws and Government in British North America" ( 1 995) 33 Osgoode Hall L.]. 785 ("Walters, 
'Moheaan Indians'"); John Borrows, "Constitutional Law fiom a First Nations Perspective: Self- 
Government and the Royal Proclamationn ( 1 994) 28 U .B.CD L. Rev. 1 ; McNeil, " Consdaidonal 
Space," note 8 above; Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal Righrs in Canada: From Titie to Land to 
Territorial Sovereignty" (lanuary 1 998) [unpublkhed] ( "McNeiI, 'Aboriginal iüghts'"); Delia 
Opekokew, "The lnherent Right of SelPGovernment As an Aboriginal and Treaty iUghtn in 'T'& 
lnherent Riafit of Aborinlnal Self-Government, papers presented to Canadian Bar Association, 
Condnuing Legal Educadon Program, Annual Meeting, 1 994 ("CBA, The lnherent W&tn ), vol. 
2; Mei Lin Ng, Convenient Illusions: A Considendon of Sovereimw and the ~boridnal Mt of 
Self-Government (LL.M., Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, 1 994) [unpubllshed]; Peter 
W. Hutchins, Carol Hilling eu: David Schulze, "The Aboriginal Right to Self-Govemment and the 
Canadian Consdtudon: The Ghost in the Machinen ( 1 995) 29 U.B.C. L. Rev. 25 1 ("'Ghost in 
the Machine'"); Peter W. Hogg, Consdtudonal Law of Canada, 4th ed., abridged (Toronto: 
Carswell, 1997) a t  573, 589. 

For commentaries chat express doubt - some regrediilly, some not - about the sufficiency of the 
legal basis In the exisdng constitution for meaninfil rigtits of aboriginal self-government, see 
Schwartz, Second Thountits, note 3 above, at  385-390; W.I.C. Binnie, "The Sparrow Doctrine: 
Beginning of the End or End of die Bqinning?" ( 1 990) 1 5 Queen's L.]. 2 1 7; Hany S. LaForme, 
" Indlan Sovereignty: What Does It Mean?" ( 1 99 1 ) 1 1 Cm. ]. Native Studies 253; William 
Johnson, "Modern Myths: Uements of Self-government Haven't Been Perpetuated" T& 
JMontreal'l Gazette (7 July 1992) 83; Syhrain Lusder, "R4flexions sur 'Partenaires au Sein de la 
Confédéradon' et le Droit 'Inherent' A l'Autonomie Gouvernementalen in CBA, The Inherent 
Riinht, vol. 1 ; Kenneth J. Tyîer, "Another Opinion: A Critique of the Paper Presented by the Royal 



Aboriginal Peoples" and is now the official policy of the government of Canada.I2 

Canadian and commonwealth courts, on the other hand, have rarely, i f  ever, upheld aboriginal 

peoples' daims to have such rights," and the prospect of self-government continues to 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples Endded: Partners in Confederation" in CBA, The lnherent 
Right, vol. 1 ; Bob Freedman, "The Space for Aboriginal Self-Govemment in British Columbia: 
The Effect of the Decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeat in Delmmuukw v. British 
Columbia" ( 1994) 28 U.B.C. L.Rev. 49; Bradford W. Morse, "Perrnafiost Rlghts: Aboriginal Self- 
Govemmen t and die Supreme Court in R. v. Parnaiewonn ( 1 99 7) 42 McCiill L.) . 1 0 1 1 ( "Morse, 
'Perrnahst Righu'" ) . 

1 1 See 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above, a t  166- 169, 1 86-2 1 3. The Royal Commisston had 
announced this conclusion in a t  least two of Its earlier reports: Bridaina the Cultural DMde: A 
Report on Aboridnal People and Criminal lusdce in Canada (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and 
Services, 1996) ("RCAP, Briddng") esp. a t  2 19-224, and Partners in Confederadon: Aborlainal 
Peoples, Self-Government and the Consdaidon (Ottawa, Ministry of Supply and Services, 1993) 
("RCAP, Partners") a t  2945. 

12 See Canada, Department of lndian Affairs and Northem Development, Federal Poliw Guide: 
Aboridnal Self-Government: The Government of Canada's Aaproach to lm~lementation of the 
lnherent Riatic and the Neaotiadon of Aboridnal Self-Govemment (Ottawa: Minister of Public 
Works and Government Services Canada, 1995) ("Federal Policv Guide") esp. a t  3-4. 

Between 1990 and 1995, it was also the policy of the government of Ontario to regard the 
inherent right of self-government as already recognized and afflrrned under the constitution of 
Cimada. See Bob Rae, "The Road to Self-Determinadon," in Frank Cassidy, cd., Aborininal Self- 
Determinadon (Lanaville, B.C.: Oolichan Books, 199 1 ) ("Aboridnal Self-Determination") 1 50 
a t  t 52, and Staternent of Polidcal Retadonshi~ between Ontario and the First Nadons in Ontario, 
6 September 1 99 1 . 

13 For Canadian and commonwealth cases rejeaing assertions of kee-standing rights or powen of 
aboriginal governance, see, e.g., Doe d. Sheldon v. Ramsay ( 1852), 9 U.C.Q.B. 105, Burns 1.; 
R. v, Beboning (t908), 17 O.L.R. 23 (C.A.); Sero v. Gault (1921), 50 O.L.R. 27 (S.C.); 
Logan v. Styres ( 1959), 20 D.L.R. (2d) 416 (Ont. H.C.); Isaac v. Davey ( 1974), 5 O.R. (2d) 
6 10 (C.A.), aff'd. on other grounds (sub nom. Davev v. Isaac), [ 19771 2 S.C.R. 897; Coe v. 
Commonwealth of Australia (No. 1 ) ( 1979), 24 A.L.R. 1 18 (H.C.A.); Re Stacev and Montour 
and The Queen (1 98 1 ), 63 C.C.C. (2d) 61 (Que. CA.); A.G. Ontario v. Bear Island 
Foundadon ( l984), 1 5 D.L.R. (4th) 32 1 (Ont. H.C.].) ac 407, afPd. on other grounds ( 1 989), 
58 D.L.R. (4th) 1 1 7 (Ont. C.A.), aff'd. without reference to the point [ 1 99 1 ] 2 S.C.R. 570; 
Delaarnuukw v. The Queen in Mt of B.C. ( 1 99 1 ), 79 D.L.R. (4th) 1 85 (B.C.S.C.) ("Delmm- 
uukw (S.C.) "), aff'd. [ 19931 5 W.W.R. 97 (B.C.C.A.) ("Delaamuukw (C.A.)"), rev'd. on other - 
grounds [ 19971 3 S.C.R. 1 O 1 O (Delgamuukw"); Coe v. Commonwealth of Australia (No. 21 
( 1993), 1 18 A.L.R. 193 (H.C.A.); Walker v. New South Wales ( 1994), t 82 C.L.R. 45 
( H.C.A.); R. v. Williams, [ 1 9951 2 C.N.L.R. 229 (B.CCA.). For Gnadian and commonwealth 
judgments that suggest at least some bask for argument in support of exisdng aboriginal rlghts of 
self-government, see Connollv v. Wooldch (1 867), 17 R.J.R.Q. 75 (SOC) a t  83-84, 138, 1 
C.N.L.C. 70 a t  78-79, 1 32, affd. sub. nom. lohnsmne v. Connolly ( 1869), 17 R.I.R.Q. 266, 
1 C.N.L.C. 15 1 (Q.B.); Arani v. Public Trustee of New Zealand, [1920] A.C. 198 (P.C.); 
Delmmuukw (C.A.), Lambert ].A. (dissendng in part), Huccheon ].A. (dkendng in part); Casimel 
v, Insurance Corp. of British Columbia ((1 993), 82 B.C.L.R. (24) 387 (C.A.); R. v. Bear Uaw 
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evoke both popular and considered apprehensfon, and even oppositiod4 On borh 

occasions when self-government has been squarely before the Supreme Court of Canada, it 

has chosen to deflect and defer the issue." 

Why has this issue generated so much interest and controversy: such penûtence, such 

resistance, and, a t  Canada's highest court, such hesitancy? 

Casino Ltd., [ 19941 4 C.N.L.R. 8 1 (Sask. Prov. CC.). 

For Supreme Court of Canada consideradon of aboriginal self-government, see note 15 below. 

14 See notes 26-58 below and the text accompanying them. According to a 1995 lnsight Canada 
research survey commissioned by the federal Deparanent of lndian Afiairs, 53% of Canadians 
believed chat aboriginal peoples weren't ready to assume self-government powen, and only 46% 
belleved that aboriginal peoples should be given more autonomy. By comparkon, about 70% of 
Canadians polled in 1993 had supported radfying the Charlottetown propouls that would have 
entrenched the inherent selflgovernment rights. See Jack Aubry, "Canadbns Wary of Native 
Autonomy" Calmry Herald ( 1 ]une 1995) A7. 

By no means al1 the newspaper coverage of self-government issues has been negative. For examples 
of generally supportive repom or analyses, see Ruth Teichroeb, "Democracy on the Reserve: 
Reserve Proves Model of Democracy" Winnipea Free Press ( 1 0 April 1 992) 82 1 ("Teichroeb, 
'Model of democracy'"); Peter Fends, "Native Self-government= Change That Can Help Everyonen 
Winnipe~ Free Press (3 1 May 1 992) A7; Robert Sheppard, "Maybe It's Racist, But It's a Good 
Thing" JTorontol Globe Mail (2 ]une 1992) A1 7; Stephen Hume, "Tirne to Pop the Self- 
government Bogeyman Bubblen Vancouver Sun (7 Omber 1992) A l  5; "Self-government and 
the Charter" [editorial] JTorontol Globe 8î Mail ( 1 5 October 1 992) A30; Ruth Teichroeb, 
"Native Self-rule: Is It a Dead End? Vlctims Are Trying to Reclaim Control" Winni~ea Free Press 
( 14 July 1 996) 02 ("Teichroeb, Yicdms Are Trying"'). 

15 See Pamakwon v. The Queen, [ 1 9961 2 S.C*R. 82 1 ( "Pamaiewon") esp. at 832-833 (124), 
where the court characterized the rights issue much more narrowiy and decided the case on that 
basis, and Delaamuukw, note 1 3 above, at  1 1 1 4- 1 1 1 5 (7 7 1 70- 1 7 1 ), Lamer C.J.C., a t  1 1 34 
(7205), La Forest 1. (concurring), where the court decided unanimously - after over ten years 
of legai proceedings - to send the endre matter back to trial. For discussion of Pamaiewon, see 
Morse, "Permafrost Rlgtm," note 10 above; for discussion of  self~vernmenc issues in both 
Pamaiewon and Del~amuukw, see McNeil, "Aboriginal iüghts," note 10 above, a t  56-68. 

Earfler, in Sparrow v. The Queen, [ 1 9901 1 S.C.R. 1 075 ( " Sparrown ), a case about aboriginal 
fishing rights, a unanhous court had noted (at 1 1 03) that "there was fiom the outset never any 
doubt that  sovereigncy and legisladve power, and Indeed the underlying dde, to [aboriginal] lands 
vested in the Gownn; in Mamui lndian Band v. Canadian Padfic Ltd., 119951 1 S.C.R. 3, the 
court had decided a statutory question of admhistradve law in part on die bastr of a federal policy 
promoting aboriginal self~vemment. 



For aboriginal communities, their memben and supporters, acknowledgement that they have 

enforceable righu to govern themselves -- to resume responsibility for their own collective 

destiniesI6 -- may well now be the minimum price that the mainsueam legal system must pay 

to earn from them a modicum of respecd7 For centuries now, such communities have done 

everything humanly possible to maintain the integrity and vitality of their own traditions, 

languages, ceremonies and other authoritative interna1 arrangements, and to continue hlfilling 

their ancestral obligations to one another and CO the rest of creation, '' despite catastrophic 

changes to their physical and economic circumstances, inexorable pressures tom non- 

aboriginal settlement and often concerted efforts by settler peoples to undermine and 

marginalize cheir most sensitive and deeply grounded relation~hips.'~ To count as a 

rneaningful departure h m  this history of interference and exploitation, mainstream 

acknowledgement of such rights must begin from a respect for both the fact and the legitimacy 

16 See 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above, a t  1 39- 1 4 1 . 
17 I say this from the ouolde, as a non-aboriginal person, so please discount and cross-check this daim 

accordingly. But see Rrst Mary Ellen Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Charter: 
lnterpreclve Monopolies, Cultural Differences" ( 1 989-90) 6 Can. Hum. Rts. Y.B. 3 ( "Turpel, 
'Interpredve Monopotiesf") esp. a t  25-26, 33-34, 45; Monture-OKanee H Turpel, "Rethinking 
Justice," note 9 above, a t  262-263; Asch â I  Macklem, note 10 above, esp. a t  5 1 7, and die other 
sources cited In diis paragraph in the  tex^ 

18 For accounu of such efforts in two unrelated aboriginal cornmunides, see Johnston, note 10 above 
(Iroquois) and John 1. Borrows, "A Genealogy of Law: lnherent Sovereignty and First Nations Self- 
Government" ( 1 992) 30 Osgoode Hall L.]. 29 1 (Anishnabek) . 

19 There are, of course, too many useful accounts of colonial oppression of aboriginal peoples in 
Canada for me to be able CO llst hem al1 in a single fooaiote. For a representative sampling of 
good brief accounts, however, see lames R, Miller, "The H'itorical Context of die Drive for Self- 
Governmentn in Richard Gosse, James Youngblwd Henderson Roger Carter, eh., Candnuing 
Poundmaker and Riel3 Quest (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 1994) ("Poundmaker") 41 esp, a t  
42; Mary Ellen Turpel, "Patriarchy and Patemalism: The Legacy of the Canadian Scate for First 
Nations Women" ( 1 993) 6 C.I.W.L. 1 74 a t  1 8 1 - 1 82 ("Turpel, 'Paaiarchy'"); Mary UIen 
Turpel-Lafond, "Enhanclng lnCegriCcy in Aboriginal Covernmenk E d i b  and Accountabilky for 
Good Governance," research study prepared for the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Qeoples, 
1995 ("Turpel-Lafond, 'Enhandng Integrity'") at 9-1 5; James Youngûlood Henderson, "Ail Is 
Never Said" in Poundmaker, 423 esp, a t  428, and the sources clted in these publications, 
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of aboriginal difference:" must dedicate sufficient "constitutional space for aboriginal 

peoples to be aboriginal," to borrow Donna Greschnefs wonderhl phrase.2' This entails 

respecting and protecting comrnunities' power, and indeed duty, to defend such individuals, 

lands and resources as rnay remain to them against mainstream "laws and policies which are 

demonstrably threatening to their culture,n22 and generally to address their own needs and 

im peratives in ways that they themselves consider effective and appropriate, even when those 

aims and ways differ substantially from what we in the mainsueam culture might have done 

or preferred? This, in turn, necessarily involves "the significant letting go of Canadian 

government power over the lives of Aboriginal ~ i t izens"~~ and accepting that self-governing 

aboriginal comrnunities are bound sometimes to make mistakes (even by their own reckoning) 

that it cannot be our business, uninvited, to correct. 

For those in the nonindigenous mainstream, such prospects rnay be troubling for any of several 

cornplex and layered reasons. For some, especially those in positions of real power or legal 

To me, to be a First Nations person in Canada rneans to be fke to exist 
polidcally and culuirally (these are not separate concepts): to be free CO 

undentand our roles according to Our own cultural and polldcal systems and not 
according to a value system imposed upon us by the lndian Act for over 100 
yean, nor by role deilnition accepted in the Anglo-European culture: 

Turpel, "Patriarchy," ibld. at  185. See also Turpel, "Interpredve Monopolies," note 17 above, 
at  33. 

See Greschner, note 10 above, a t  342. 

LaForme, note 1 0 above, a t  26 3. See also Monture-OKanee Turpel, " Rechinking Justice, " note 
9 above, a t  263. 

See LaForme, noce 10 above, ac 263-264 ("lt is this capacity to deal with threats to cultural 
survival, in a manner that may be drasdcally different fiorn that required by other elements of 
Canadian society, which Is needed to ensure the survhral of Aboriginal cultures"); Macklem, 
" Distributing Sovereignty," note 1 0 above, a t  1 354 ( " lndbn government involves more than die 
con ferra1 of  special rightr to engage in particular aaivities: It also invoives rights to determine how, 
Men, where and by whom such acdvity can accur, and the possibilfty that such dedsions w!!! be 
made in ways that contlia widi nonindigenous political values . . . "); RCAP, Briddng note I 1 
above, a t  277. 

Patricia Monture-OKanee, "Thinking About Aboriginal Justice: Myths and Revoludon" in 
Poundmaker, note 19 above, 222 a t  230. See also Tyler, note 10 above, a t  7-8. 



authority, judicial accreditation now of inherent self-government rights would most probably 

register as a profound rebuke: a rebuke to decades -- perhaps to centuries -- of careful, 

considered practice infonned by accepted conceptions of penissible conduct and of the 

public interest. For i f  aboriginal peoples today possess aboriginal rights of self-government, 

it follows necessarily that they have always had such rights, a t  cornmon law, in Anglo-Canadian 

juri~prudence,~' and that a very great deal that has happened to aboriginal peoples and 

cornmunities since the Crown asserted sovereignty in North America has been, by domestic 

Canadian standards, in breach of those rights. To be judged and found wanting, according 

to enforceable standards one has no choice but to accept, for having failed to respect Iegal 

rights that one's predecesson considered too ephemeral to bother extinguishing is, 

undoubtedly, not a welcome experience. 

Other widely-shared apprehensions, which reinforce but do not depend upon such discomfi- 

concem the practical consequences of constitutional protection for aboriginal self- 

government. Most such apprehensions fit within a t  least one of three general kinds. 

Doubts about aboiginal cmmunities' readines, and current capacity, m assume the burdens 

of self~vemment. Transitions from colonial to indigenous forms of governance, some 

commentators point out, require patience and particular care, especially given the impatience 

and unrealistically high expectations such transitions often prompt in community members. 

Even a t  the best of times, there are real risks of failure and frustration: outcomes that can 

undennine communities' social vitality and the legitimacy, in the eyes of their members, of 

25 This is sa, of course, whedier or not such righcs, as a matter, of history, had ever received "the 
Iegal recognition and approval of European colonizers": see Delaamuukw, note 1 3 above, at 1092- 
1 09 3 (1 7 1 34- 1 36), quodng (at '( 1 36) C6té v. The Queen, [ 1 9961 3 S.C.R. 1 39 ("Côtén) at 
1 74 (1 52). 

26 See, es., Richard Cosse, "Charthg the Course for Aboriginal Justice Reform Through Aboriginal 
Self-Governmentn in Poundmaker, note 1 9 above, 1 at 16. 
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their self-government ef ford7 These risks seem to some particularly acute in many of 

Canada's aboriginal communities, for two reasons: because of the truly staggering scale of 

deprivation, despair, abuse and dyshinction that one too often fin& in such communities, 

problems of a kind and scale beyond the contemplation of the collective coping mechanisms 

traditional to aboriginal societie~;~~ and because of the fear that many such communities 

have too few members with sufficient leadership skills, technical expertise or practical 

experience to meet the collective3 needs in these highly complex and difficult circum- 

stances.29 Indications that leaders in some aboriginal communities have not used effectively 

even the very limited powers now available to them makes many outsiders, especially, sti l l  

more cautious about the prospect of their having more p~wer.~' 

27 Roger Gibbins eif 1, Rick Pondng, "An Assessment of the Probable Impact of Aboriginal Self- 
Govemment in Canadan in Alan Cairns and Cynthh WIITams, eds., The Politics of Gender, 
Ethnicitv and Lanmage in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 986) 1 7 1 a t  1 89, 
192, 220-22 1. See also Miles Monisseau, "Wll Self-government Set Natives Agalnst Each 
Other?" The Plontreall Gazette ( 1 8 August 1 992) 83 ("And what will be left of the fragile unity 
that now exisu [among aboriginal peoples] when we have only ourseives to blame?"). 

2 8 See Mary Ellen Turpel, "Refleaions on Thinûing Concretely About Criminal justice Refonn" in 
Poundmaker, noce 1 9 above, 206 a t  209 ("Problems of alcohol and soivent abuse, fàmily violence 
and sexual abuse, and youth crime - these are indications of a fundamental breakdown in the 
social order in Aboriginal communities of a magnitude never known before"); Monture-OKanee, 
note 24 above, at 227 ("We cannot look to the past to find the mechanisms to address concerns 
such as abuse, because many of che mechanisms did not exist. The rnechanisms did not exist 
because they were not needed" ) . 

29 Gibbins &î Pondng, note 2 7 above, a t  1 9 1 ; David C. Hawkes sr: Allen M. Maslove, "Fiscal 
Arrangements for Aboriginal Self-Govemmentn in David C. Hawkes, ed., Abortainal Peo~les and 
Govemment Res~onsibility: Exdorina Federal and Provincial Roles (Ottawa: Carleton University 
Press, 1 989) 93 at 1 2 3. See also To the Source, note 7 above, a t  vi ("While al1 the people spoke 
of the need for change, many also said, almost in the same breadi, that they are not ready for it. 
They are ah-aid, and their fears need to be addressedn). 

30  See, e.g., Gerald Flood, "Native Woman, Elder Fear Self-governmentn Winnirrea Free Press (8 
October 1992) 85 (quodng a native elder in Manitoba as raying "aboriginal leaders have failed 
in their efforts to improve conditions, and now expect to be trusted with more powern); Tom 
Oleson, "Native Self-rule: Is It a Dead End? Know Sovereignty Before Building Itn WinnC~ea Free 
Press ( 14 July 1996) B2 ("[Self-government] might receive more publlc sympathy . . . if there - 
could be a clearer perception chat che bands could run well the business they already have 
authority overn) . 



Concm about the conseqwnces for nikienble inaviduJs (wtio may or may not be 

cmuni ty  memben or even aboriginal people) of giving constitutional pmtdon  <O 

aboriginal govemance. According to several cornmentators, individuals living in aboriginal 

communities are especially vulnerable to the power of their aboriginal governments: not so 

much because those governments happen to be aboriginal, but because such communities 

share a number of features each of which contributes independencly to the risk of excessive 

centralization of government power: 

transitions from colonial to local rule are themselves occasions and incentives for those 

in power a t  the time to consolidate their authority by trading on their prestige;" 

when communities have no tradition of selecting their leaders regularly and 

dernocratica~ly,~~ and their governments obtain the vast majority of their wealth 

through fiscal transfen from sources outside the ~ornmunity,~~ those governments 

have much less incentive to account to community mernbers for their conduct or to 

rnake a point of addressing communicy mernben' needs or concerns, because they are 

effectively insulated from the consequences of residents' disapproval; 

generally speaking, individual rights and freedoms are more vulnerable in small, 

homogeneous communities, because such arrangements encourage highly personal 

3 1 See Gibbins Pondng, note 27 above, a t  190; Schwam, Second Thoushtc, note 3 above, a t  
396. 

32 See Wiiliam lohnson, "Noc All Are Leaping on Native Self-government Bandwagon" J& 
JMontreall Gazette (5 May 1992) 83 ("Johnson, 'Bandwagon'"); William Johnson, "Native Self- 
governrnent: Let's Pay Attendon" The lMontreal1 Gazette ( 12 May 1992) B3 ("Johnson, 'Let's 
Pay Attendon'" ) . 

33 "If a hfgh proportion of total revenues are provided by an external authority, can the 
accountability link between die aboriginal government and its cidrens be as sarong and effective 
as in situations in which the community iaelf is the major source of government revenues?": 
Hawkes Maslove, note 29 above, at 1 13. See also a t  123; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 
7 above, a t  345-346; Richard Simeon, "Sharing Power: How Can Firsc Nadons Government 
WoWn in Aboriginal Self-Determinadon, noce 1 2 above, 99 a t  105; Schwaia, Second Thouahû, 
note 3 above, at 396; Wlliam Iohnson, "What Would lndlan Self-government Look Like? Big, 
Very Bign The Montreal1 Gazette (20 May 1992) 03 ("]ohnson, 'Big, Very Big'"); William 
Johnson, "Why Native Leaders Don't Want Charter of Rights in Their Governmentn 
IMonireall Gazette ( 1 0 October 1 992) B5 ("Johnson, 'Don'c Want Charter'"). 
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styles of community management and discourage boch the diversity of overlapping 

minorities chat tend to foster respect for such rightr and the articulation of separate 

roks and powers within government that tend to be required to protect them.14 

Published repom of favoriti~rn,~~ personal haras~ment,'~ misuses of funds," unaccount- 

able lêadenhipJO and other alleged abuses of political authority by chiefs or other band 

officialc in some comrnunitie~~~ only lend credibility to these apprehensions." The Royal 

See generalb Schwartz, Second Thouahu, note 3 above, at  394-396; Bryan Schwartz, "Bryan 
Schwam Takes a Close Look a t  Aboriginal Selfcgovernment" jToronto1 Globe a Mail (4 August 
1 992) A 1 2 ("Schwartz, 'Close Look'"); Cibbins 81 Pondng, note 27 above, a t  2 16-2 19; Roger 
Gibbins, "Cldzenship, Polidcal, and Intergovemmental Problems Ath lndian Self-Govemment" in 
J. Rick Pondng, ed., Arduous loumev: Canadian lndians and Decolonizadon (Toronto: McUelland 
cw Stewart, 1986) 369 ("Gibbins, 'Problems'") a t  374-376; Iohnson, "Bandwagon," note 32 
above; Johnson, "Big, Very Big," E. 

See, ee.g., Ir is Yudal, "Chiefi Abuse Power, Funds, Group Charges" Winni~ea Free Press (2 1 
February 1992) B23; Ruth Teichroeb, "Democracy on the Reserve: limiu Soughc on Powers of 
Chiefi" Winni~ea Free Press (6 April 1 992) B 1 3 ( "Teichroeb, 'Limits'" ); Wendy Dudley, "MP 
Sees Pitfalls in Self-rule" Calnaw Herald ( 1 2 September 1 994) B 1 ; Rudy Pladel, "Native Councils 
Facing Challenges tom Withinn JTorontol Globe Eut Mail ( 1 5 May 1 996) A8. 

See, e.g., Heidi Graham, "Natives 'Rebels' Meet in Bid to 'Get Self%ovemment Stalled'" Winnipeg 
Free Press (29 March 1992) B 14; Patrick Nagle, "Male Dominadon Heightens Fear of Self-rute" 
Calaam Herald ( 1 April 1 992) 88; Teichroeb, "Limits," ibid,; Ruth Teichroeb, " Democracy on 
the Reserve: Mother Who Reported Abuse Ostracized" Winni~ea Free Press (8 April 1 992) B 18 
("Teichroeb, "Mother ostracized'"); Ruth Teichroeb, "Democracy on the Reserve: Family Pays 
Heavy PrÏce for Reporting Sex Abuse" Winnipen Free Press (8 April 1 992) B 1 8 ("Teichroeb, 
'Heavy Pricetn); Flood, note 30 above; Pladel, M. 

See, e.g., "Native Croup Fears Dictatorial Wayrn Calaarv Herald (2 1 February 1992) A9; Yudal, 
note 35 above; Tekhroeb, "Limits," note 35 above; Pladel, note 35 above. 

See generafly Turpel-Lafond, " Enhancfng Integrity, " note 1 9 above, a t  1-2 3. 

Sorne communides, of course, have no such problems: see, e.g., Teichroeb, "Model of 
Democracy," note 14 above. For a somewhat more favarable account of the internal 
accountability pracdces and attitudes among leaders of aboriginal communides generally, see Simon 
Mclnnes M Peny Billingsley, "Canada's Indians: N o m  of Responsible Government Under 
Federalismn ( 1992) 35 Can. Pub. Admin. 2 15. 

See 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above, ac 345 ("There is a widespread perception in some 
communities that their Ieaden tule radier than lead dreir people, and diat  corruption and nepotism 
are prevalent"); Turpel-Lafond, " Enhancing Integrity," note 1 9 above, a t  1 9 ("Widiout the 
existence of [internal conflict of interest guidelines], die uusc and confidence in the integrity of 
a band council to act in the interesc of al1 rnembers k significandy lessened due to the inabillty to 
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Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, for example, received more than mo hundred submissions 

expressing concerns about ethics and conflicts of interest in aboriginal governments." Such 

reports and experiences, it seems safe to suppose, convibuted significantly CO aboriginal voters' 

own reluctance to support the explicit constitutional entrenchment of their inherent self- 

government rights pursuant c the Charlottetown Accord. 

No issue better illustrates this kind of apprehension, among both aboriginal and non-aboriginal 

people, than the concern about the fate of aboriginal women if today's aboriginal governments 

were constitutionally empowered. Although it seems widely accepted that neither sexual nor 

domestic abuse nor any of the other usual incidents of patriarchy or sexism was characteristic 

of North Aruerican native societies before they began to have regular contact with the 

Eur~peans,~~ it seems equally clear, a t  least to several commentators, that substantial 

numbers of aboriginal men today, including many in positions of community leadership, have 

engaged in such practices and acted upon such attitudes to the disadvantage of the women 

in their comm~nities.'~ During negotiations that led to the Charlottetown Accord, for 

require indMduals to account for their conduct"). See ais0 "Inherent But Unclear" [editorial] 
Winnipw Free Press (1 1 April 1992) A6; Johnson, "Big, Very Big," note 33 above; Peter 
OfNeil, "Self-rule for Natives Arouses Hopes, Doubts" Vancouver Sun (7 October i 992) A4 
("O'Neil, 'Hopes, Doubts'"); Johnson, nDon't Want Charter," note 33 above. 

Turpel-Lafond, "Enhancing Integrity," note 19 above, a t  1. See also To the Source, note 7 above, 
a t  2 1 ("many of Our witnesses . . . wonled diat  additional power could be abused by some of die 
leaders" ) . 
Se, e.g., To the Source, ibld. a t  59; Thomas Isaac a Mary Sue Maloughney, "Dually 
Disadvantaged and Hiscorically Forgotten?: Aboriginal Wamen and the lnherenc Right of 
Aboriginal Self-Government" ( 1992) 2 1 Man. L.]. 453 ac 454457; Greschner, note 10 above, 
a t  339-340; Joyce Green, "Consdtudonalhing the Patriarchy: Aboriginal Women and Aboriginal 
Governmentn ( 1993) 4 Const. Forum 1 10 a t  1 1 2; Turpel, "Pauiarchy," note 1 9 above, ac 1 80; 
Monture-OKanee, "Myths and Revolution," note 24 above, a t  227. But see also Emma 
LaRocque, "Re-examfning Culturally Appropriate Models in Criminal Justice Applicationsn in 
Mchael Asch, ed., Abotiainal and Treaty W b t s  in Canada: €ssavs on Law, Eaualitv, and Respect 
for Difkrence (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997) ("AborMnal and Treaw Rlahts") 75 ac 83-84. 

See, e.g., To die Source, @& a t  59-61; Isaac 81 Maloughney, ibid.; Nagle, note 36 above; 
Teichroeb, "Limitr," note 35 above; Teichroeb, "Modier Osuacized," note 36 above; Teichroeb, 
" Heavy Price, note 36 above; Ruth Teichroeb, " Democracy on die Reserve: Professor Says lndlan 
Women Have Reason to Fear Autonomy" Wlnnipea Free Press (8 April 1 992) B 1 8 ("Tekhroeb, 



example, it became clear that many aboriginal women simply did not believe that male 

aboriginal leaders, amed with constitutionally protected rights of self-government, could be 

uusted, left to their own devices, to respond fairly and respectfully to the womenrs interests 

or to give sufficient priority to their need for protection from abuse." NWAC has insisted 

that mainstream human rights standards, and mainstream courts, remain available for the 

protection of aboriginal women in communities acting pursuant to rights of self-govern- 

ment.45 It considered these protections so crucial to the safety and well-being of Canada's 

'Professor Says'" ); Turpet, "Patriarchy," note 1 9 above, ac 1 8 1 - 1 82; Green, ibid. ap. a t  1 1 2; 
John Borrows, "Contemporary Traditional Equality: The Effect of the Charter on First Nation 
Polidcsn ( 1994) 43 U.N.B.L.J. 19 ("Barrow, 'Equality'") esp. a t  46; Karina Byrne, "Indian 
Women Want Protection" Winnipeg Free Pr- (27 March 1994) A3; Patricia Robertson, "Native 
Women Demand Role" Winnipea Free Press ( 1 8 May 1 996) A l 1 ; LaRocque, m. 

44 In the words of Sharon Mclvor, a t  die dme a spokesperson for the Native Womeds Associadon 
of Canada ("NWAC"), "It's really scary ta h o w  diat these guys are going to be ln complete 
control, they are going to be able to do whatever they want. . . . We are lost; if you non-lndian 
Canadians don't put pressure on your people to help look after our ri&&, then we are dead in the 
watern: "Native Women Fear Autonomy Will Hide Sex Abuse" CaI~ar, Herald (29 July 1992) 
A9. See also, e.g., To the Source, ibld. a t  6 1 ("Wornen who have been raped, beaten, sexually 
harassed, overlooked, excluded, ignored, or otherwise oppressed by Aboriginal men are hardly 
eager to wst the men to look afcer their Interestsn); Susan Delacourt, "Natives DMded Over 
Chartern JTorontoi Globe eit Mail ( 1 4 March 1992) A4 ("Delacourt, 'Natives DMded'"); Peter 
OtNeil, "Native Women Push for Human Rigtiu" Vancouver Sun ( 1 4 March 1 992) A3 (O'Neil, 
"Native Women Push'"); Sarah Scott, "The Native Rights Stuff: Many Women Fear Self-govern- 
ment Without Charter Guarantees" The iMontreal1 Gazette (28 March 1992) B5 (Scott, "Native 
Righrs SaifPn); Nagle, note 36 above; Teichroeb, "Limits," ibid.; Teichroeb, "Professor Says," 
ibid.; "Nadve Fights for Charter" GImw Herald (23 April 1992) A 12 ("Native figt-16 for 
Chartern); flood, note 30 above; Green, ibid.; Byme, Ibid.; Born, " Equality," Ibid. a t  4 1 -46; 
LaRocque, ibld. esp. at  93-95. 

Aboriginal women have sexual equallcy ri&&. We want those rights respected. 
Governments simply cannot choose co recognize the patriarchal fonns of 
govemment which now exist In Our communides. The band councils and Chiefi 
who preside over our lhres are not aur traditional forms of govemment. . . . 
Recognizing the inherent right to self-government does not mean recognizing the 
paaiarchy creaced by a foreign governmenc: 

NWAC, "Statement on die Canada Package" (Ottawa: NWAC, 1992) a t  7, quoted in Borrows, 
"Equality," note 43 above, a t  41. See also Michele Rouleau, "Proposal for Native Self- 
government Cauld Deny Fundamencal Human Rights to Women" The Montreal1 Gazette (23 
October 1 992) 03; Green, ibid,; LaRocque, Ibfd. esp. a t  93-95. 

There is, of course, controversy, especialiy among aboriginal peoples, about the extenc to which 
diese views of the current male aboriginal leadership are fair and, assuming that they are fair, about 
whether recourse to extemal tribunals and standards is, as NWAC maintains, the most appropriate 
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aboriginal women, and so differenr from the positions being taken by the four aboriginal 

organizations participating offkially in the Charlottetown negotiations, that it brought legal 

proceedings seeking independent representation a t  those negotiations." 

Concems about the implimtions Cor maimeam Canadian imitutiorisI and kr Canadbn 

society generally, of implernenting aboriginal rights of self-government. For some commenta- 

tors, apprehensions such as those itemized above matter not just for their own sake, as signs 

of an altruiuic regard for disadvantaged peoples, but also because the aboriginal peoples of 

Canada are entitled, as Canadian citizens, to the ongoing assurance that the law will protect 

their rights as individuals no les fully than it protects the rights of the other citizens of 

CanadaO4' It would, on this view, be awkward a t  best for Canada's federal and provincial 

governments, each of which is subject CO enforceable obligations to respect and protect the 

constitutional rights of individuals, to have to provide ongoing financial support to aboriginal 

governments that recognized, and were subject to, no such c~nstrainu.~~ 

way of addressing that reality in sdf-governing aboriginal communides. These issues, unfortunately, 
lie beyond the scope of the present work. The academic sources clted here and in notes 42-44 
above provide a useful range of views on these issues. For addidonal contributions and viewpoints, 
see, e.g., Turpel, "Interpretive Monopolies," note 17 above; Mary Ellen Turpel, "Aboriginal 
Peoples and the Gnadian Charter of Rfghts and Freedoms: Conuadicdons and Challenges" ( 1 989) 
10 Can. Woman Studies (Nos. 2 3) 149; Wendy Moss, "Indïgenous Self-Government in 
Canada and Sexual Equality Under the lndian Act: ResoMng Conflicts Becween Collective and 
Individual Rights" ( 1 990) 1 5 Queen's L.]. 279; Ruth Teichroeb, " Democracy on the Reserve: 
Solidarity Vital, Province's Native Leaders Say" Winnlwz Free Press ( 1 0 April 1 992) B 1 ; "Nadve 
Women Urged to Ignore White Feminists" Calmrv Herald (3 1 July 1992) A 10; Margaret A. 
Jackson, "Aboriginal Women and Self-Government" in John H. Hyiton, ed., Abarialnal Self- 
Covernment in Canada (Saskatoon, Purich Publishing, 1994) 1 80. 

44 The Oueen v. Native Woments Associadon of Canada, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 627. For cornmencary 
on thk litigadon and its concext, see Green, ibld. and Borrom, "Equalicy," Ibld. a t  4244. 

47 See. e.g., Report of the Rom1 Commission on the Economic Union and Develo~ment Prospects 
for Canada, vol. 3 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1985) ("3 Macdonald Report") a t  
37 1 ; Cibbins 8t Pondng, note 27 above, a t  205,2 1 8-2 1 9; Brian Schwartz, "The Ceneral Sense 
of Things: Delaamuukw and the Courtsn in Frank Cassidy, ed., Aboriainal Tide In Brfdsh Columbia: 
Delmmuukw v. The Queen (Lantzville, B.C.: Oolichan Books, 1992) 1 6 1 ("Schwartz, 'Ceneral 
Sense'") at 1 72; "Inherenc But Unclear," note 40 above. 

48 Schwara, Second Thouahts, noce 3 above, a t  394; Cibbins, "Problerns, " note 34 above, at  3 76. 
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These and other commentaton, including the Royal Commission on the Economic 

have expressed public worry about whac could happen to the institutions and arrangements 

on which Canadians and their governmenu now routinely depend i f  Canada were suddenly 

CO accredit as many as 600 w l y  self-governing aboriginal cornrnunitie~:~~ especially given 

the breadth and strength of the powers and the immunities that such communities are 

sometimes said to expect." For some critics, the mere existence of so many additional 

governments, each with its own interna1 structures, conventions and priorities, poses serious 

risks of fragmentation in a country whose national institutions already sometimes seem 

dangerously ~eak, '~ and whose need for economic integration can only continue to 

g r ~ w . ~ '  Others have ernphasired the risks that such potentially different approaches and 

outlooks pose to the country's defining and fundamental values.54 Sti l l  others doubt the 

possibility of creating workable intergovernmental arrangements that could possibly accommo- 

3 Macdonald Report, note 47 above, at  368-37 1 , 

"At this point we cannot assume that self-government can be implemented without inflictfng 
serious damage to democndc principles, to the intergovernmental structures of the Canadlan 
federal state, and to the dtitenship rights of Canadian Indians": Gibbins, "Problems," note 34 
above, a t  376. See also Binnie, note 10 above, esp. a t  2 18, 225; William Iohnson, "Mercredi 
Has No Mandate, But That Doesnft Stop Hlm" The Wontreall Gazette (26 ]une 1992) 63; 
Phillp Authier, "Quebec Lawyers Slam Nadve Self-government: It Poses 'Unprecedenced Threat 
to Province's Powers,' Legal Paper Says" The CMontreall Gazette (22 July 1992) B 1 ; Schwartz, 
"Uose Look," noce 34 above; Bob Cox, "Self-rule Scenario Packs Potendal for Future Conflict, 
Author Says" Vancouver Sun (29 September 1992) A8; "Reformer Inflaming Issues, Says 
Minirter" Calaary Herald (8 February 1994) A9. 

See, e.g., Johnson, "Big, Very Big," note 33 above; Ted Byfield, "Native Self-government Goes 
Beyond What Canadians Think" Financial Post (2 1-23 March 1992) S3; Tyler, note 10 above, 
at  7-1 0. 

See, e.g., Johnson, "Bandwagon," noce 32 above; Authkr, note 50 above; Schwartz, "Uose 
Look," note 34 above; Milo Cernetig, " Refonn Attacks Native Self-rule" JTorontol Globe Mail 
(5 October 1 992) A 1 at A 1, A4. 

See lem-ey Simpson, "me Words Are Magnificent, But Can They Be Realisdcally Implemented" 
JTorontol Globe a Mail (28 Februav 1997) A1 8 (review of RCAP Final Report). 

See "Aboriginal Gamble" [editorial] Winnipea Free Press (2 ]une 1992) Ad; Authier, note 50 
above; Gordon Gibson, "Where the Aboriginal Report Takes a Wrong Turn" JTorontol Globe sf 
Mail (26 November 1 996) A 1 9 ("Cibson, Wrong Turn'") . - 



date so many distinct aboriginal polities that are at  once so srnall and so poorly resourced, and 

insist that self-government cannot work unless there is significant consolidation of aboriginal 

communities into larger governance units that have the power to bind al1 their rnernber~.~~ 

For these -- and occasionally, as well, for other, leu credibles6 -- reasons, many non-native 

individuals and institutions, and some aboriginal people themselves, continue in some measure - 

ro fear, and even sometimes to oppose, the notion of aboriginal governments having 

constitutional prote~tion.~' According to published reports, the Chretien government, 

having recognized the potential for public opposition to this notion, gave serious thought in 

1995 to backing away from its earlier promise to treat the inherent right of self-government 

as an existing aboriginal right.'' 

5 5 See 3 Macdonald Report, note 47 above, a t  370-37 1 ; Gibblns 8I Ponting, note 2 7 above, a t  
209-2 1 3. 

56 See, e.g., Gordon Gibson, "Let's Not Use Racism to Tackle Native Needs: lsoladng Aboriginal 
People fkom the Mainstream l s  a Mistake" LTorontol Globe eif Mail ( 1  ]une 1992) A1 5. 

57  See, e.g., Byfield, note 5 1 above; Susan Delacourt, "Native Self-government Difflcult Sell, Clark 
Saysn JTorontol Globe a Mail (2 lune 1992) A 1, a t  A I -A2; Peter O'Neil, "B.C. Tories Voice 
Fears Over Native Govenment" Vancouver Sun (4 lune 1992) A4; Sandro Contenta, "Native 
Deal Sdn Deep Fears in Quebecn Toronto Star ( 19 July 1992) A 10; "Go Slowîy on SeK 
government: Canadians Oeserve More Than Vague Conceptsw [editorial] The iMontteal1 Gazette 
(24 January 1 994) B2; Oleson, note 30 above; Gibson, " Wrong Turn," note 54 above. 

From this standpoint, it hasn't helped, either, that, in iust the past Rve years, aboriginal 
communides have gone to court asserdng constitudonally proteaed rights: to abduct cornmunity 
rnembers and subject hem, without consent, to tribal rituals invoMng physical punishment 
(Thomas v. Nomis, [ 1 992 1 2 C.N .L.R. 1 39 ( B .C.S.C.) ); to hear on reserve, exclusively before 
a jury composed of community members, sexual assault charges brought against a community 
elder, despite objections ftom the complahant (also a cornmunity member) that she could not be 
safe, or be hirly heard, in such clrcumstances (R. v. A.F. (1 994), 30 CR. (4th) 333 (Ont. 
(G.D.)), affd. ( 1997), 101 O.A.C. 146 (CA.)); ta withhold band membership and related 
endclements fiom women bom and raised in the community merely because they had "married 
out" (Sawridae Band v. The Queen, [ 19961 1 F.C. 3 (T.D.), rev'd. [1997l 3 FOC 580 (CA.)), 
and to promoa and engage in high-stakes gaming completeiy fiee of any provincial or federal 
supedsion (Pamaiewon, note 1 5 above). 

58 Jim Bronskill, "Liberals Wavered on Promise: Native Self-government Mernoraridumn Cahry 
Herald (6 May 1 996) AB. In the end, the federal government coniirmed its original intendon 
to proceed on die basis that the constitution already proteas the inherent righc ibid.; Federal 
Policv Guide, note 1 2 above. 



Considered as reasons to deny the constitution~s protection to aboriginal peoples' inherent 

rights to govern themselve~,~~ these various apprehensions are open to criticism on several 

grounds. Members of surviving aboriginal comrnunities, whose culture and institutional 

arrangements have already endured much worse and whose anceston were not given the 

option of weighing the merits and implications of settler peoples' self-government claim, will 

be forgiven for finding many of these apprehensions ironic, i f  not precious, and for obselving 

how little faith those who express them seem to have in the staying power of the mainstream 

sy~tern.~~ No les ironic, or unfair, from their standpoint is the inference that aboriginal 

peoples are now disqualified from governing themselves precisely because of al1 the disruption 

and deprivation suffered in their comrnunities at the hands of the settler peop~es.~' Others 

are bound to find convenient, i f  not colorable, some non-native criticcf sudden expressions of 

tender concern for the welfare of native women and other vulnenble individuals engaged with 

aboriginal cornmunitie~.~~ Still others, who have documented our courts' propensity, when 

59 To be fair, one must acknowledge that several of those cited above with concerns about self- 
governrnent made clear chat their intention was not to discourage its eventual constitutional 
entrenchment or accreditation, but only to idendfy pidalls that would have to be addressed in the 
course of design or implernentadon. See, e.g., Gibbins $2 Pondng, note 2 7 above, at 1 74, 193, 
235; Schwartz, Second Thouahtr, note 3 above, a t  396; Green, note 42 above, at  1 19. 

60 "[Hlave fiith chat your own system of laws is flexible enough and will not crumble i f  you accept 
that nrst Nations have a rigtit to administer their own justicen: Blaine Favel, "Fint Nadons 
Perspective of the Split in ]urisdictionn in Poundmaker, note 1 9 above, 1 36 a t  t 39. See also 
Monture-OKanee, note 24 above, a t  224-225. Compare Asch MacWem, note 1 0 above, ar 
5 1 7. 

6 1 See, e.g., Macklern, "Dlstribudng Sovereignty, " note 1 0 above, a t  1 360; Teichroeb, "Victims Are 
Trying," note 1 4 above. Compare J. Anthony Long Katherine Beaty Chiste, " Indian 
Governments and the Canadian Charter of Rigtits and Freedoms" ( 1994) 1 8 Am. Ind. Culture 
8t Rsch. 1. 91 a t  103-1 11. 

Concem for aboriginal women is piously invoked by closet opponentr of 
aboriginal self-determinadon who reiect the ldea and praccice of aboriginal 
sovereignty and use a new-found solidarfty widi women as an expedient and 
polidcally correct justification for their resistance. This belief in an inherent or 
irrernediable chauvinism of aboriginal men, wone than the chauvinism of non- 
aboriginal men, m u t  be shown for what it is: filse, pernicious and r a c k  

Greschner, note 10 above, a t  339. See also, Borrows, "Equalfty," note 43 above, a t  4647. 
Compare Turpel-Lafond, " Enhancing Integrity," note 1 9 above, a t  2, 5. 
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adjudicating the daims of aboriginal peoples, to rely on unacknowledged and unacceptable 

assumptions about the superiority of mainsueam vaditions and arrangements, are apt to 

conclude, with some justification, that rnosr of the apprehensions being expressed by self- 

government's critics are further examples of this pattern, and of such a~surnptions.~' Others 

still, asked to imagine settler society's powerlessness to deal with rogue inherent right 

cornrnunities, may insist on recalling the "very large club" that mahtream governments will 

continue CO hold over the aboriginal peoples dependent on their fiscal tran~fers.~~ 

Although I share these reservations about the critique of self-government rights, it seems to 

me essential -- especially for those who believe, as I do, that judicial accreditation of existing 

aboriginal rightr of self-government is both legally sound6' and morally and politically cimely 

63 Pacrick Macklem has explored these issues most thoroughly and conslscently. See, e.g., Axh eiT 
Macklem, note 1 0 above; Mackiem, "Borders, " noce 1 0 above; Macklem, " Edinonationalism, " 
note 1 0 above; Patrick MacWem, " What's Law Got CO Do Widi It? The Protection of Aboriginal 
Tide in Canadan ( 1997) 35 Osgoode Hall L.]. 125. See also Colin H. Scott, "Custom, Tradition, 
and the Polidcs of Culture: Aboriginal Self-Government in Canadan in N. Dyck and ].B. Waldram, 
eds., Andiro~olonv, Public Policy. and Narive Peo~les in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1993) 3 1 1 esp. a t  327, and Turpel, "fnterpredve Monopolies," note 1 7 above, 
a t  33-35. 

64 "The point CO stress here is chat any condnued dependency on fiscal transfers tom die broader 
Canadlan community gives the federal and provincial governments a very large dub that can be 
used to force lndian compliance wieh convendonal noms of taxadon": Gibbins, "Problems," note 
34 above, a t  3 70. See also Gibbins st Pondng, note 2 7 above, a t  2 33; Hawkes st Maslove, note 
29 above, a t  123; O'Neil, " Hopes, Doubts," note 40 above ("One govemmenc ofRcial pointed 
out that few if any aboriginal governments will be self-rufficfenr. Any thac abuse indiidual rights 
will have trouble getting govemmenc cooperadon.") 

65 Tempdng chou& it is, I cannot pause here co substandate this conclusion in any detail. I am 
satisfied, though: ( 1 ) thac social organizadon 4th some recognizable fonn of governance and laws 
is a precondidon ta the kinds of aboriginal righa chat the Supreme Court of Canada has already 
recognized (see, e.g., Delrramuukw, note 1 3 above, 1 099- 1 100 (1 7 1 47- 1 48), quodng Hamlet 
of Baker Lake v. Minister of lndian Affairs a Northem Devefoament, [ 19801 1 F.C 5 1 8 (T.D.) 
a t  559; Mabo v. Queensland (No. 21 ( 1  992), 175 C.L.R. 1 (H.C.A.) ("Mabon), a t  59-62); 
McNeil, "Aboriginal Rights," note 10 above, a t  66-77; (2) that jurisdiction and govemance 
arrangemen& were, as a matter of andiropological k t ,  characteristic of al1 North American 
aboriginal sociedes Idendfiable as such (see Catherine Bell 8t Mchael Asch, "Challenging 
Assumpdons: The Impact of Precedenc in Aboriginal Rigtits Lidgadonn in Aboridna1 and Treaty 
Riahts, note 42 above, 38 esp. a t  64-71 ); (3) that colonial law provided for pre-exisdng 
indigenou legal arrangements to survive and continue to operate in British colonies, subject only 
ta die power of duly authorized colonial legislaaires to exdnguish biem (see, e.g., Walters, 



-- to acknowledge its currency and appeal and to seek to addrerr it on ia merits. This is so, 

in my view, for a t  least three reasons. 

First, whatever else one may say about some of the inherent right's gpponentr, they identib 

real problems that, like it or not, are going to need attention if effective self-government 

arrangements are to endure and flourish, even under the special protection of the constitution. 

Practically speaking, it is going to cake patience, cooperation and special effort to situate such 

arrangements, and such rights, In relation to the rest of the Canadian legal order. 

Underestimating these challenges will not make them easier to address. 

Second, whatever the law may say, the success or failure, in Canada, of self-government 

initiatives is going CO depend, indefinitely, on how much support and cooperation such 

initiatives receive from non-aboriginal cana di an^.^^ Mainstream Canadians, generally 

speaking, are likely to be less supportive of the self-government rights and arrangements of 

aboriginal peoples i f  they remain apprehensive about the impact such arrangements rnay have 

on the individuals living in self-governed ~omrnunities,~' on themselves, or on Canadian 

society generally. Hostility or resistance from the non-aboriginal public may very well make 

prohibitively time-consuming, expensive and difficult the already daunting tassk, of revivifying, 

"Comment on Debamuukw," note 10 above; Walters, "Moheaan Indians," note 10 above), and 
(4) that nothing chat any duly authorized colonial or Canadian legislaaire is known to have done 
exhibits a sufficiendy clear and plain intendon to extinguish aboriginal communidesf pre-existing 
rights and powen of self-governmen t (se, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above, at 206-2 1 3). 

66 "ln reconstrucdng Our world we cannoc just do what we want. We require a rneasure of Our 
oppresson' cooperadon to disentangle oursehres fiom the web of enslavement they created": 
Borrows, " Equality, " note 43 above, ac 2 3. Compare Bradford W. Morse, " Indigenous Lam and 
Scate Legal Systems: Conflia and Compadbilityn in Bradford W. Morse Gordon RI Woodman, 
eds., Indbenous Law and the State (Dordrechc Foris Publications, 1988) ("lndiaenous Lawn) 10 1 
a t  1 14 ("The challenge coday is ta And a mi% of solutions which can respond CO the difirent needs 
and clrcumstances of indigenous peoples. To do so will require the support of the general 
community, which means that some minimum standards mu t  be adhered ta R order to gain that 
approval and tolerancen). 

6 7 See Turpel-Lafond, "Enhancing Integrity," note 19 above, a t  2, 5, quoted below in the text 
accompanying note 83. See aisa ibld, at 39-40. 
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realizing and protecdng indigenous f o m  of govemment for contemporary use. 

Finally, and above all, it seems to me e m e l y  unlikely -- especially given the nature and 

extent of the current public apprehension about self-government rights -- that Canadian courts 

will treat such rights as constitutional rightr unless they are confident that the existlng law 

equips them to address, in practlcal ways and case by case, the concerns that self-govern- 

ment's critics have identified. This daim is exceptionally important, so let me elaborate. 

As I have said, I believe chere is, from a purely legal standpoint, a sound and credible path 

CO the conclusion that self-government is an existing aboriginal right protected by section 

35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982. In my view, the arguments that create this path 

deserve to prevail, on their legal merits and on other gro~nds.~~ They are not, however, by 

any standard, so compelling -- sti l l  from a legal standpoint -- that no responsible court could 

decide the question otherwise. Most current precedents, again, support the opposing  vie^.^^ 

And there is, as some have already noted, a certain rhetorical awkwardness about arguing 

now, after five unsuccessful efforts in fifteen years to amend the constitution to provide for 

self-government righcs, that such rights, in fact, have been there al1 a~ong.~* 

68 For a l is t  of sources offering legal arguments to this effecc, see notes 10-1 t above and the cext 
accompanying it. For a very brief summary of my o m  view, see note 65 above. 

69 See note 1 3 above and the cext accompanying it. 

70 Kennedi Tyler, no pardcular fan of the inherent ri& has hmed die situation with his 
characteristic force and flair: 

Were the Aboriginal governments secredy inducted into the Confederation 
paruiership on the 1 7th of April, 1 9823 There is no evîdence that any o f  the 
participants in the patriation of die Canadian constitution thought they were 
doing any such thing. Neither the Queen, nor die Prime Minister, nor any of 
the Provincial Premiers, nor any member of the Canadian or United Kingdom 
Parliaments made any mendon of such a momentous event. Representatives of 
the First Nations themseives, hr ffom greedng their long-awaited acceptance into 
the Canadian fàmily, rushed to the English Cour6 in a desperate and unsuccessfiil 
attempt to block an initiative which they were convinced placed their Aboriginal 
and Treacy rights in mortal danger. Since 1982 we have had four First 
Mtnister's [sic] Conferences devoted exclusively to Aboriginal Consdmdonal 
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Under these conditions, it will cake effort, and some professional courage, for the courts to 

include the inherent right among those aboriginal rightr that the constitution already protects. 

In these circumstances, a worthy legal argument leading them to that result is linle more than 

an instrument available for their use: it almost certainly will not, on io own, give them 

sufficient reason CO use it and to endorse that result, precisely because it leads them upstream, 

into uncharted waters. If self-government% supporters are going to expect Canadian judges 

CO follow their legal argument upstream, they are going to have to satisfy them, a t  a minimum, 

that the intended destination is not only one that deserves their patronage, but one that they 

can recognize and inhabit, as judges, in full conscience." In the current vernacular of 

aboriginal rights, chat means showing that rights of self-government can be "reconciled with 

Reform plus the Charlottetown process, in each of wf~ich the major priority for 
die Aboriginal participants was to have the 'rigfic of self~vemment' entrenched 
in the Constitution. Surely it would require some very starding new evidence, 
and some very convincing arguments, to persuade Canadians that al1 of diese 
efforts were unnecessary, and al1 of the earnest concems of  the Aboriginal 
people were unwarranted, because the tamers of the Constitution Act, 1982 
had unwitdngiy accompllshed al1 chat they desired: 

Tyler, note 1 0 above, a t  25. See also Schwara, "General Sense," note 47 above, at  1 74 ("The 
1 982 Constitution recognizes the 'existing' rightr of aboriginal peoples. Can the court., in good 
intellectual conscience, suddenly 'discover' chat diese rights al l  along contained rights for self- 
government chat would require a massive set of negodadons, leading ta a certain kind of 
outcome?"). 

7 1 Compare Mabo, note 65 above, per Brennan 1. (for the plurality) a t  29-30: 

In dtscharging its duty to declare the common law of Australla, di& Court is not 
fiee to adopt rules that accord Ath contemporary notions of jusdce and human 
rights i f  their adoption would f iaare the skeleton of prindple which &es the 
body of Our law i6 shape and intemal consistency. . . . Whenever such a 
question [here, about overtuming some well-establlshed pre-exisdng common law 
rule] arises, i c  k necessary ta assess whether the pardcular rule is an essential 
doctrine of Our legal system and whether, if the rule were to be overtumed, die 
disairbance ta be apprehended would be dispropordonate to the benefit flowing 
fiom the ovemrning. 

See also lererny Webber, "The ]urisprudence of Regret: The Search for Standards of Justice in 
Mabo" (1995) 17 Sydney L. Rev. 5 a t  27-28. - 



the sovereignty of the Crown."" 

It is this additional task that the public apprehensions about self-government complicate. 

Many of them, taken full strength, suggest that self-government rights and powers, unchecked, 

could pose significant riskr to values, institutions and arrangements considered fundamental 

CO, and constitutive of, the Canadian legal and constitutional order. The character of those 

apprehensions, the basis they have in observable fact and the hold they appear, from the 

coverage, to have on much of the public imagination make them especially difficult for 

mainsueam couns to ignore.73 Our courts would almost certainly consider it irresponsible 

to recognize and enforce such rights within Canadian law without drst satisfying themselves 

that our legal system, as a whole, can absorb and manage such risks. 

The paramount concern is that section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982, i f  it protected 

inherent rights of self-government a t  all, would protect them so well as to deprive the 

mainstream orders and branches of Canadian government of the effective capacity to do 

72 Van der Peet v. The Queen, [ 19961 2 S.C.R. 507 ("Van der Peet") a t  539 (1 3 1 ); Delaamuukw, 
note 13 above, a t  1096 (7 141). 

The large number of intervenors and the signifiant economic dimensions of the 
1996 [Supreme Court] decisions [on Aboriginal rtghts] are a clear indication to 
die court that they [sic] musc be constantly aware of the pracdcal and polidcal 
consequences of dieir decisions in this area. Decidons which are detrimental to 
exisdng non-Aboriginal government and economk inarests are bound to result 
in increased public crldcism as Canadian cidzens fel the impact of Supreme 
Court decisions in their daily Iives: 

Catherine Bell, "New Directions in the Law of Aboriginal Rightsn ( 1998) 77 Ch. Bar Rev. 36 
a t  6566. Compare Jonathan Rudin, "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back: The Polltical and 
Institutional Dynamics Behind the Supreme Court of Canada's Decisions In R. v, Soarrow, R. v. 
Van der Peet and Delmmuukw v. British Columbia" ( 1 998) 1 3 3. L, Social Pol'y. 67 a t  68 
("In the area of Aboriginal rights, the Court cannoc provfde much support in die fice of signifiant 
polidcal opposition to the expansion of such rightsn), As Rudin observes, the courts cannot a h r d  
to ignore the polldcal climate in which they proceed, because they musc depend on odier branches 
of government, and on public cooperadon, to give e k t  to their decisions: ibid, at  79-89. It is 
worth recalling chat bodi the United States governrnent and the Georgia state courts refiised to 
enforce the U.S. Supreme Court's decision on aboriginal soverdgnty in Worcester v. Ceorda, 3 1 
US, (6 Peters) 5 1 5 ( 1 8 32): see, e.g., Philip Bobbitt, Consdûidonal Fate: Theory of the Consdu- 
don (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982) a t  1 1 1-1 14 and the sources dted there. - 



precisely thar: to prevent or contain the riski that aboriginal self-government may have the 

potential to pose to the rest of the constitutional order. 

It was lan Binnie who fint articulated this concem, almost immediately after the Supreme 

Court of Canada fint prescribed, in the S~arrow decision," the kind and degree of 

protection that section 35 ( 1 ) was to give aboriginal rights: 

. . . the S~arrow doctrine makes it improbable that the judicial concept of 
Aboriginal rights will extend to such key objectives as Aboriginal self govem- 
ment. The application of the Supreme Court's interpretations of section 35 
in S~arrow would afford too much immunity frorn other levels of government 
to Aboriginal communities, many of which lie cheek by jowl with non- 
Aboriginal communities in densely populated areas of southern Canada. 
" Constitutionalizing' a ri& t to Aboriginal self-government would, in light of 
S~arrow, leave the couns with inadequate mechanisms to regulate the 
overlapping interests of communities occupying contiguous territory." 

If one accepts Binnie's premises, it seems almost impossible to quarrel with hk conclusion. 

In the absence of clear constitutional text insvucting them to do so, Canadian judges are most 

unlikely to cake responsibility for extending Soarrow's protection to righo of self-government 

if they are frightened, as judges, by the consequences of doing so, no matter how many 

scholars and royal commissions tell them -- correctly -- that it would be the right thing for 

them to do. And accrediting constitutional rights that pose uncontainable threats to basic 

institutions or fundamental values would certainly frighten them." 

Twice now -- in Pamaiewon and more recently in Del~amuukw -- the Supreme Court of 

Canada has taken pains to avoid deciding the broader self-government issue; on both 

74 Sparrow, note 1 5 above. 

75 Binnie, note 10 above, ac 2 1 8. See also ibfd, ac 225, 234. 

76 Consider, for instance, the court's evident anxiety in Gladstone v. The Queen, [ 19961 2 S.C.R. 
723 ("Gladstonen) at 774-775 (qf73-75) about how ta accommodate wfthin mainstream 
commercial arrangements the consdtudonally protected right of the Heiltsuk to harvest hening 
spawn on kelp for commercial purposes and in commercial quantid-- 



occasions, it also sought to narrow significantly the breadth of the self-government inquiries 

it was invited to ~ndertake.~~ This means, I think, two very important things: the court is 

not eager to close the door on self-government rights altogether, but it is still quite concerned 

about how - or whether -- it is possible to integrate such rights harmoniously into the larger 

legal framework for which the courts are responsible. For aboriginal peoples and other 

supporters of self-government, these two decisions are a reprieve and an invitation to 

demonsuate how such integration could work. It will be a prudent invitation to accept, before 

the next self-government case appears before the courts. For i f  it is forced to decide the issue 

without being shown a cogent way of addressing the risk that selfgovernment, a t  its wont, 

could pose for its members and for the rest of society, the Supreme Court will, I am almost 

certain, close the door on self-government rather than exposing the rest of the legal system 

to risks that it believes it cannot contain. 

Success a t  showing that such integration is indeed possible depends, in my view, on meeting 

successfully two related challenges: reducing to a minimum the avoidable tensions and 

apprehensions that now attend the notion of aboriginal selfgovernment, and demonstrating, 

in response to lan Binnie's challenge," that Canada's legal system already provides sufficient 

means to ensure that existing aboriginal rights of self-government could not be exercised, even 

with the constitution's protection, in ways or for purposes chat would do violence to the 

principles and arrangements on which our legal order depends. 

Meeting the first of these challenges means increasing mainstream public confidence in the 

enterprise of aboriginal self-government by improving the public understanding of what self- 

n See note 15 above and the text accompanying it. 

78 See nom 74-76 above and the texc accompanying them. 
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government is, why it matten, and how it is intended that it will operate." Efforts to do 

so might usefully cal1 greater attention to the complementarity that already exists, especially 

at  the higher levels of generality, between aboriginal peoples' various defining traditions and 

values and those of the mainswam culture,00 and to the extent to which aboriginal practice 

and precedent has already informed and improved the developmenc of mainstream political 

institutions in North ~merica.'' 

Success a t  this task, however, seems to me almost inconceivable unless there is  real progress, 

soon, on two others. One is for aboriginal peoples themselves, especially, to begin addressing 

the reasons for the apparent los, within significant numben of aboriginal cornmunities, of trust 

and confidence in those communities' leaders and governance arrangernentd2 As long as 

The results of a 1992 study, based on the consdtudonal reform proposais for self-govemment as 
of September, 1991, support the hypotheses that public attitudes toward aboriginal self- 
government correlate affimaohrely with cultural and economic security and "that providing factual 
information about Aboriginal self-government would result in an anitude change towards favouring 
Aboriginal self-governmentn: see Marlene Wells ef 1. W. Berry, "Anlaides Toward Aboriginal Self- 
Govemment: the Influences of Unowledge, and Cultural and Economic Securityn ( 1992) 12 Can. 
1. Native Studies 75 esp. a t  85. "Many people," Wells Berry add, "have heard of Aboriginal 
self-government but are unfarniliar with the meaning. As a result, many people may hold 
Inaccurate belkfs about it, The results of this study suggest that if people knew more about the 
meanhg of Aboriginal self-government they would hold more positive attitudes towards it" (m). 
See, e.g., James W. Uon, "Searching for lndian Common Lawn in lndiaenous Law, note 66 above, 
1 2 1 a t  1 23- 125. But see Turpel, " Interpredve Monopolies," note 1 7 above, a t  30 for a pointed 
waming about the risks, buiit into such efforts, of overlooking important differences arnong distinct 
aboriginal cultural systems. 

See, e.g., lames Youngblood Henderson, First Nations' Leml Inheritance, Wotking Paper No. 9 1 - 
5, University of Manitoba Canadbn Legal History ProJect ( 1 99 1 ) ap. a t  1 0-20; Bruce Johansen, 
Fowotten Founders: Beniamin Franklin, the lroauois and the Rationale for the American 
Revoludon (Ipswich, Mass.: Gambit Inc., 1982); RCAP, Partners, note 1 1 above, a t  40; Menno 
Boldt 8;t J. Anthony Long, "Tribal Philosophies and the Canadian Charter of iüghts and Freedomsn 
in Menno Boldt and J. Anthony Long, eds., The Ouest for lusdce: Abariainal People and 
AborMnal Rifia (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 985) 1 65 a t  1 70; Greschner, note 1 0 
above, a t  345-347, and the sources clted in these works. 

We must also establlsh trust and communicadon between our leaders and die 
people. The Uders said: Iisten to your grassroots. The youth said: walk your 
talk. Leaders must assure the people that the grassroots will be invoived In 
rebuildhg and reimplementing self~vernrnenc. The grassrootr feel that their 
leaders have lefi hem behind. The leaders musc also be consistenk if they mlk 



those who live in aboriginal communities are widely perceived to be suffering under 

unresponsive and sornetimes untrustworthy leadership, and as long as aboriginal women are 

perceived CO face aggravated risks of abuse and marghalization in their own communities, 

Canada's non-native governmenu are going to be reluctont to relax the supervisory powers 

they now exert over such communities. This is so regardles of where responsibility ultimately 

lies for the deterioration of conditions in those comrnunities. As Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond 

observed in her report about these issues to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: 

[The adversarial character of some disputes between Aboriginal citizens and 
their governments] is the consequences [sic] of an absence of alternative 
internal political structures to address grievances regarding ethics and 
accountability in Aboriginal governments. Meanwhile, increased media 
attention is being paid to these allegations and internal debates. Without 
appropriate responses or initiatives, public confidence in self-government 
initiatives on these matten, already tentative in many regions, faces further 
erosion. What is required by Aboriginal leaders is to squarely address these 
concerns and the underlying problems from which they stem. 

Any widely-held perception that F in t  Nations' governmeno act arbitrarily, 
unilaterally and capriciously and are not accountable to their people, whether 
legitimate or otherwise, will have adverse effects upon the opponunities for 
First Nations to implement sel f-govemment and assume greater recognition for 
First Nations' governments. Indeed, increased negative attention to the 
activities of the former are panicularly susceptible to being seized upon to 
discredit self-governmen te' 

The other is for proponeno of the view that self-government rights are existing aboriginal 

rights to stan being much more specific about the parameten -- legal, political and operational 

-- of the rights being claimed. The greater the public uncertainty about what such rights might 

about self-government, they should act according to their own traditions and 
values, not the lndian Act. Again, educadon and communication are essential: 

To the Source, note 7 above, at vi. 

83 Turpel-Lafond, "Enhandng Integrity," note 19 above, at 2, 5. See also Ibid. at 39-40; RCAP, 
Bridplng, note 1 1 above, at 275-277. For some confirmation of  Turpel's observadons about die 
impact of such concerns on public attitudes, see nom 35-46 above and the text accompanying 
them. 



possibly mean, about the size and composition of the self-goveming aboriginal collectivities and 

about the interface beween such units and existing mainstream governments, the more 

reluctant the courts will be to assume the responsibility for locating such righu within the 

existing consdtuti~n.~~ Fortunately, the self-government options proposed for consideration 

in the final report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal ~eoples,~' the recent develop- 

mena in the Canadian law of aboriginal right~,'~ and the federal government's recent 

willingness to proceed with self-government talks on the bask chat the constitution already 

includes the inherent rights7 should make it much easier than it would have been five years 

ago to begin thinking more concretely about self-government issues. 

Progress toward minimizing the avoidable apprehensions about the potential impact of 

aboriginal rights of self-government will encourage, and ftee, the courts to be more receptive 

to the legal arguments that support such righa. Even complete succesr a t  this task, however, 

seems most unlikely to eliminate altogether the kinds of risks to which Binnie alluded: the risk 

that the exercise of such rights would threaten values and institutions fundamental to the 

Canadian constitutional order and that section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982 would 

protect such rights so well that rnainstream courts and governments would not be able to 

address and contain such threats as they arase.'' This second challenge, therefore, deserves 

84 The Supreme Coun of Canada has already emphasized several dmes the importance of "tdend- 
fy[ingJ precisely the nature of die claim being made" In aboriginal righb ltdgadon (see, e.g., 
der Peet, noce 72 above, a t  55 1-553 (7 1 5 1 -54)), and has twice expressed displeasure a t  the 
"excessively general terrnsn in which communides have fkamed their daims to existing aboriginal 
rights of self-government: see Pamaiewon, note 1 5 above, esp. a t  8 34 (1 2 7); Delaamuukw, note 
13 above, a t  t 114-1 115 (1170). 

85 See 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above. 

86 See especially Nika1 v. The Oueen, [ 1 9961 1 S.C.R. 10 1 3; Van der Peet, note 72 above; 
Gladstonet note 76 above; Adams v. The Oueen, [ 1 9961 3 S.C.R. 1 0 1 ; Côté, note 25 above; 
Delmmuukw, note 1 3 above. 

87 See note 12 above and the text accompanying it. 

88 See notes 73-76 above and the text accompanying them. 



and requires independent attention. 

The principal purpose of the present work is to respond to b a t  second challenge. Its central 

contention -- what I cal1 the "fundarnental values hypothesis" -- is that our courts already have 

al1 the power they need to constrain, as necessary, the exercise of existing aboriginal rights of 

self-government in the interest of preseMng truly fundamental Canadian values and 

institutions. This is so, in brief, because our courts, in giving effect to rights enforceable 

within mainstream law, have both the power and the duty to define the scope of such righu 

in a way that ensures their ongoing harrnony with the arrangements and values essential to the 

legal system on which their protection de pend^.'^ Properly understood, the task of 

protecting our legal system's integrity -- what the court in Mabo called iu "skeleton of 

principlen9' -- from the hams that could result from misuse of self-government rights 

requires not a one-tirne-only assesment, winner take all, of the havoc such rights could 

conceivably cause but continuing alertness to the need for systemic harmony in the ongoing 

work of articulao'ng, case by case, what such rights mean (and protect) and what they do not, 

To me, the greater danger is that the courts will find it too easy, and too tempting, CO 

constrict the protected scope of self-government rights in the course of applying them. The 

purpose of the hamonization exercise is not to find ways of domesticating, to the point of 

impotence or unifomity, what are, after all, supposed to be inherent rights. The virtue of 

including self-government rights within the constitution's protection -- a t  least for those of us 

who believe that doing so ha2 some virtue -- just is, again, to secure constitutional space within 

89 For earlier adumbradons o f  this general approach, see Bruce H. Wlldsmidi, Aboridnal Peo~les and 
Section 25 of  the Canadian Charter of M n  and Freedoms (Sasûatoon: Native Law Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, 1988) ac 2, 24-29, 50-52 and "Chost in the Machine," note 10 
above, at 293-298. See also Dan Russell bt Jonathan Rudin, Native Alternative Dispute 
Resoludon Systems: The Canadian Future in Liaht of the American Past (Toronto: Ontario Native 
Council on Justice, 19923) at 154-1 55. 

90 See Mabo, noce 65 above, at  29-30, Brennan Je (for the plurality), quoted above ac note 7 1, 



which aboriginal difference, irc sources and foundations, are authoritative, not just 

inconveniences in need of ongoing management, and within which respect for aboriginal 

difference is enforceable?' Constraining more than necessary authoritative expressions or 

examples of aboriginal difference would compromise the integrity of the undertaking from the 

courts, and from the constitutional order, to protect such right~.*~ Where fundamental 

values or institutions are not a t  risk, therefore, it will be ememely important that couns 

approach such rights with restraint and respect, in order to maximize the protected space 

available to inherent right communities for self-direction and -realization. 

Here, in brief oudine, is the structure of the argument I want to make. 

Chapter 2 attempts to situate aboriginal rights of self-government within (what we know so 

far about) the Canadian law of aboriginal rights, in order to clarify the key initial characteris- 

tics and coordinates of self-government rights, considered as rights having force in rnainstrearn 

law, and the jurisdictional relationships that obtain within mainstream law among federal, 

provincial and "inherent rightn governments. In doing so, it examines mainsueam 

governments' capacity CO impose effective external limits on the exercise of constitutionally 

protecred self-government rights. 

Chapter 3 explains why rny approach does not rely upon, or advocate, the application of the 

Canadian Charter of Riahts and ~reedoms~~ CO inherent right governments. Several 

9 1 See notes 16-24 above and die wct accompanying them. 

92 Concem about this kind of dsk has &en rire to doub~  about the "cultural authority" of 
mainsueam courts to interpret, apply and enbrce aboriginal peoples' self-government righû. See, 
eq., Glbbins a Pondng, note 27 above, at 229-230; Turpel, "Interprethre Monopolles," note 1 7 
above, esp. at 46, 23-26, 45; RCAP, Bridalnn. note 1 1 above, at 277-279; Kelty Gallagher- 
Mackay, "Interpredng Self-Govemrnenc Approaches to Building Cultural Authority," [ 1997'1 4 
C.N.L.R. 1. 

93 Part I o f  the Constitution Act. 1 982 ("Chartern or "Charter of Rlghts"). 



influential commentaton9' and organizationsPS have argued forcefully that it is essential, 

as a matter of policy, that the Charter apply to aboriginal governments exercising inherent self- 

government powers, i f  those powers are going to receive the protection of mainsveam law. 

Others have argued that, as a matter of law, the Charter probably would apply to inherent 

right cornmunities exercising existing aboriginal righo of self-go~ernment.~~ I disagree. My 

view is that the Charter would not apply to inherent right governments and that, i f  it did 

apply, it would not be very helpful in protecting our most basic values against a misuse of self- 

government rights. Any protection it did provide would come a t  the cost of excessive 

intrusion on aboriginal difference. Chapter 3 is where I argue for these views. 

Acceptance of these conclusions, of course, makes lan Binnie's challenge that much more 

difficult to answer successfully. Chapter 4 offen my response to it: an explanation and 

defence of the fundamental values hypothesis. It identifies several different sources of 

rnainstrearn judicial authority to constrain fkom within the protected scope of exisdng 

aboriginal rights of self-government, whether we undentand such rights as comrnon law rights 

or as constitutional rights, and it demonstrates a consistency of approach among these 

doctrines designed to preclude unnecessary interference with aboriginal difference. 

94 See, e.g., Schwam, Second Thowha, note 3 above, a t  394-396; Gibbins Ponting, note 27 
above, a t  2 1 8-2 1 9; Gibbins, "Problems," note 34 above, a t  374-375; Green, noce 42 above, 
a t  1 15; Johnson, "Let's Pay Anendon," note 32 above; ]ohrison, "Don't Want Charter," note 
33 above; "Native Groups Need Strategy to Achieve Self~vemment" Calmw Herald (26 May 
1 994) A5. For a different view, see Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal Govemments and the Canadian 
Charter of Rfmits and Freedoms" ( 1 996) 34 Osgoode Hall L.J. 6 1. 

95 These include the Royal Cammissbn on the Economic Union and the Native Womenfs Association 
of Canada and its affiliates. See, e.g., 3 Macdonald Report, note 47 above, a t  371; Delacourt, 
"Natives DMded," noce 44 above; O'Nell, "Nadve Women Push," note 44 abave; Borrows, 
"Equality," note 43 above, a t  41 -46; Teichroeb, "Limlts," note 35 above; "Native Flghu for 
Charter, " note 44 above; Rouleau, noce 45 above; Byme, note 43 above. 

96 See, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 7 above, a t  168,226-236; RCAP, Bridalng, noce 1 1 above, 
esp. a t  257-264; RCAP, Partners, note 1 1 above, at  3 9 4  1 ; Slattery, "Question of Trust," note 
10 above, a t  286-287; Peter W. Hogg ef Mary Ulen Turpel, "Impiementhg Aboriginal Self- 
Covernment= Consdaidonal and ]urfsdicdonal Issues" ( 1995) 74 Can. Bar Rev. 1 87 a t  1 99,2 1 3- 
215. 
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Chapter 5, the final chapter, considers some consequences of adopting the fundamental values 

hypothesis, especiafly in comparison with an approach that would insist on resort to the 

Charter. It concludes, on four grounds, that the fundamental values approach is preferable: 

because it has a sounder foundation within Canadian Iaw; because it can address a broader 

range of "fundamental valuesn issues than can the Charter, alone; because, a t  the same time, 

it minimizes unnecessary interference with aboriginal difference, and because it creates the 

occasion for an ongoing intercultural conversation about which values and institutions are vuly 

fundamental to the Canadian constitutional order, instead of enforcing a pre-established code 

of individual rights that may have little anchorage in the cultures, traditions and languages of 

many of the aboriginal peoples living in Canada. 



CHAPTER TWO: 
SELF-GOVERNMENT AS AN ABORIGINAL RlGHT 

Chapter I suggests that it will take more than defensible legal arguments to achieve judicial 

acceptance, within the existing constitution, of aboriginal peoples' inherent rights of self- 

government and meaningful protection for such rights within mainstream law. Those of us 

who seek that result will also have to satisfy two other, sometimes conuary, imperatives. We 

must, on the one hand, continue to oppose unnecessary restrictions on the scope and exercise 

of inherent self-government rights, in order to maximize "the constitutional space for 

aboriginal peoples to be aboriginal." ' At the same time, we must address the existing public 

apprehensions about self-government r i g h ~ , ~  and demonstrate that the exercise and domestic 

protection of such rights need not compromise those essential arrangements and values on 

which Our whole legal order depends. Courts should not, and most probably will not, take 

responsibility for locating lnherent self-government righu within our constitution unless they 

are confident that they will have the means, after doing so, CO continue securing the coherence 

and the integrity of our legal system as a whole.' 

The best way of initiating either of these undertakings is to try to understand what it would 

mean, as a matter of law, for self-government to be an "existing aboriginal righc[] . . . 
recognized and affirmedn by section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982.4 That question 

soon resolves into several others. What would have to be true of an aboriginal community 

I Donna Greschner, "Aboriginal Women, the Consdtudon and Criminal ]usdcen 119921 U.B.C. L. 
Rev. (Sp. Edo) 338 at 342ff. Compare Kent McNeil, "hvisaging Consdtudonal Space for 
Aboriginal Governments" ( 1995) 19 Queen's L.]. 95  ("McNeil, 'Consdtudonal Space'"). See 
generally Chapter 1, notes 16-24, 9 1-92 and the text accompanying them. 

2 See Chapter 1, notes 26-58, 65-77 and the text accompanying hem. 

3 See Chapter 1, notes 68-77, 88 and the text accompanying them. 

4 Constitution Act, 1 982, being Schedule B to die Canada Act. 1 982 ( U.K.), c. 1 1 ( "Constitution 
Act, 1982"). 



for it to have an existing aboriginal right of self-government? What kinds of conduct and 

arrangements would such a right, once established, protect? And how would constitutionally 

protected self-government powen relate to the legi'slative and executhre powen st i l l  vested in 

Canada's federal and provincial orden of govemrnent? 

The purpose of this chapter is to try to anmer these questions, given the existing Canadian 

law of aboriginal rights. My hope is that, after these inquiries, we can appraise more 

concretely how much room the constitution seems apt to provide for the realization of 

aboriginality and, conversely, what risk, if any, en forcement of self-government rightr might 

pose to the mainstream legal systemfs defining arrangements and values. Once we begin to 

understand the dimensions of any such risk, we can consider possible ways of addressing it. 

In this chapter and throughout, rny project is to understand and explore the inherent right of 

aboriginal self-government considered as a ri& that exisu. and that can be enforced. within 

the Canadian constitutional order. An inquiry that adopts that agenda necessarily takes for 

granted the sovereignty of the Crown.' In doing so here, I mean only to leave to one side, 

5 This approach has certain other advanrager, as well. One is that it reflects and accords with 
current Supreme Court of Canada authority on Gown sovereignty and aboriginal rigtits; see, eq., 
S~arrow v. The Queen, [ 1 9901 1 S.COR. 1 075 ( " Soarrow" ) ac t 1 0 3  ( " there was fiom the outset 
never any doubt that sovereignty and Iegislative power, and indeed the underlying dde, ta 
[aboriginal] lands vested in the Gown" ); Van der Peet va The Queen, [ 1 9961 2 S,C.R. 507 
("Van der Peetn) at 539 ( f 3 1 ) ("the aboriginal rfghts recognized and anirmed by S. 35( 1 ) [of 
the Consduidon Act. 19821 musc be directed toward die recondliation of the pre-existence of 
aboriginal sociedes with the sovereignty of die Gown"). Another is that it accommodaces the fact 
that domestic courts, whose own au&ority derhres kom ha< of the Gown, have no jurisdidon 
themsehres to question the ha of Gown sovereignty: Sobhuza Il v- Miller, f 19261 A.C 5 18 
(P.C.) a t  525,528; Mabo v. Queensland [No. 2 )  ( 1992), 1 75 C.L.R. I (HaC.A.) a t  3 1-32,69, 
Brennan J., a t  78, Deane and Gaudron JJ. 

I accept, though, that the Gown's sovereignty may well be problernadc Corn other perspectives 
(sec, e.g., Michael Asch Patrick Mackiem, "Aboriginal Rfghtr and Canadfan Sovereignty: An 
Essay on RI v. Sparrown (1991) 29 Alta. L. Rev. 498 at  510, 512-515; Brian Slattery, 
"Aboriginal Sovereignty and lmpedal Uaims" ( f 99 1 ), 29 Osgoode Hall L,], 1 0 1 ), and thac 
amibudons of sovereignty always risk arbitrariness unless they are successfully grounded in more 
basic principles of iustice (ibld. esp. at  1 10- 1 16). And Kent McNeil has reminded me rhat 
domestic courts may indeed draw conclusions of law from die timing and the manner of the 
Gown's acquisition of sovereignty, even diough diey have no power to quesdon the hct  of Gown 



not to predetermine, the issue of whether aboriginal peoples living in Canada themselves have 

sovereignty, in the sense of separate international personality. 

I want for cwo r e m s  to leave aride dixusion of aboriginal sovereignty. One, of coune, is 

to keep rny own project manageable. There is ongoing controversy about the incidents and 

attributes of sovereigncy6 and about whether that tenn -- originally a European notion - itself 

distorts in troubling ways authentic aboriginal notions of governance.' These are important 

and difficult issues, worthy of study for cheir own sake, but they complicate, instead of 

clarifying, discussion of Canada's constitutional readiness to protect domestic rights of self- 

government. The other, bener reason is that aboriginal sovereignty is not an issue that we can 

expecc our domestic courts to help salve.' There is substantial Canadian and commonwealth 

authority that sovereignty determinations are simply not justiciable as questions of law before 

dornestic courts, not least because such couas' powers themselves derive from, and depend 

upon, the sovereignty of the C r o ~ n . ~  When sovereigncy issues arise in domestic proceedings, 

sovereignty i tsel f. 

6 For a helpful overview of the different refevant uses of the cerrn "sovereignty," see Patrick 
Macklem, " Distribudng Sovereignty: Indian Nations and Equality of Peoplesn ( 1 99 3) 45 Stan ford 
L. Rev. 1 3 1 1 ("MacWem, 'Disaibudng Sovereignty") at 1 346- 1 349, and the sources cited there, 
See also Hamy S. taforme, " Indian Sovereignty: What Ooes IC Mean?" ( 199 1 ) 1 1 Can. J. Nadve 
Sardles 253 a t  254-256, 259. 

7 See, e.g., Menno Boldt J. Anthony Long, "Tribal Traditions and European-Western Political 
Ideologies: The Dilemma of Canada's Native Indians" in Menno Boldt Eu: J. Anthony Long, eds., 
The Quest for lustice: Aborldnal Peoples and Abariainal Ridm (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1985) ("Quest for lusdcen) 333 esp, a t  333-334. For cridcism of Boldt a Long, see 
Thomas Flanagan, "The Sovereigncy and Nadonhood of Canadian Indians: A Comment on Boldt 
and Longn ( 1 985) 1 8 Can. J. Pol. Scf. 36 7 and Macklem, "Distributing Sovereignty," note 6 
above, a t  1 349- 1 350. 

8 "Indian sovereignty is not a domestic consdaidonal issuen: Macklem, "Distributing Sovereignty," 
ibid. a t  1 36 7. - 

[Tlhe Court does not enjoy ie usual stance of independence in these cases. It 
is itself an emanadon of die Gown, and the very sovereignty being questioncd 
by aboriginal peoples is the source of the judges' authority. If judges were ta 
deny the Crown's daim to sovereignty over al1 o f  Canada they would deny their 
own authority to determine diese cases: 
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our courts refer them to the federal executive and accept as dispositive the position 

communicated by the federal minister re~ponsible.'~ For this reason, and to this extent, 

aboriginal sovereignty Is a political, not a legal question, and must be dealt with as such." 

Although we still know very little about what protection, if any, section 35( 1 ) of the 

Constitution Act, 1 982 affords to self-government rights, we do know two important and 

Noel Lyon, "A Perspective on the Application of the Criminal Code to Aboriginal Peoples in Light 
of the ludgrnent of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. SparrowW [ 19921 U.B.C. L. Rev. (Sp. 
Ed.) 306 at 308-309. See also Noel Lyon, "An Essay on Constitutional Interpretadonn ( 1988) 
26 Osgoode Hall L.]. 95 ("Lyon, 'Esay'") a t  i 0 1 - 102. 

It is established beyond doubt that a certificate &en on the authority of a 
Minister, that a party to a proceedings is an independent sovereign, will be 
accepted by the Courts as conclustve. . . . Judgments clearly imply that the 
issue is not /usciciable, and that if the Executive infoms the Court that a Ruler 
is independent, that is conclusive whatever the qualifications. In other words, 
'independent' in the rule of law means what the Executive says it means: 

Sir Kenneth Roberts-Wray, Commonwealth and Colonial Law (New York, Praeger, 1966) a t  589. 
See generally Ibid. a t  589-59 1. For refevanc judicial audiority, sec, e.g., Old HW-GW Ltd. v. 
Minister of National Revenue ( 1993), 1 53 N.R, 1 36 (F.C.A.) a t  143- 144; De la Penha v. The 
Queen in ripht of Newfoundland ( 1986), 63 Nfld. est P.E.I.R. 356 (Nfld. C.A.) a t  359; Chateau- 
Gai Wines Ltd. v. A.G. Canada, [1970] Ex.C.R. 366 a t  384; Carl Zeiss Stifaina v. Ramer 81 
Keeler Ltd., [1967] A.C. 853 (H.L.) a t  901-902; Duff Development Co. v. Governmenc of 
Kelantan, [ 19241 A.C. 797 ( H L )  a t  8 1 3, Viscount Finlay, a t  820, Lord Canon; Akslonarnoye 
Obschestvo A.M. Luther v. lames Saaor Co., [192 1 ] 1 K.B. 456 a t  474, afPd. on the point 
(but revtd. on other grounds) [ 1 92 1 ] 3 K.B. 532 (C.A.). 

1 1  " [Slovereignty is a polidcal hct for which no purely legal authority can be constituted . . , ": 
Reference re Secession of Quebec (20 August 1998) (S.C.C.) [unreportedl ("Quebec Secession 
Reference") ar 70 (1 1 42), quodng H.W.R. Wade, "The Bask of Legal Sovereignty" [ 1 9551 
Cambridge L. 1. 1 72 a t  196. 

It is reasonable to wonder whether the Supreme Court of  Canada, or a provincial court of appeal, 
woutd entertain and answer a question about aboriginal sovereignty in the exerdse of Its advisory 
jurisdicdon, in response to a reference fiom the federal or a provincial execudve. It is clear that 
these courts have broader jurlsdicdon when they act in an advisory capacity than they have when 
they exercise their usual adjudicative functions: Quebec Secession Reference, a t  1 1 (725); even 
there, however, "the Court must determine whedier the question is purely polidcal in nature and 
should, therefore, be determined in another forum or whether Tt has a sufficiendy legal component 
to warrant die intervention of the judicial branch": @& a t  12 (126), quodng Reference re Canada 
Assistance Plan ( B.C.), [ 1 99 1 ] 2 S.CR, 525 a t  545 (added emphasis deleted) . Although much 
would depend on the context and on the question referred to the coure, my sense is that a court 
would Hkely declhe to advise on whether an aboriginal people possessed international personality. 
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usehl dlings. Self-government claims are "not cognizable under S. 35 ( 1 )" i f  they are " framed 

in excessively general And claims to self-government rights, "[iln so far as they 

can be made under S. 35(1), . . . are no diflerent h m  other claims to the enjoyrnent of 

aboriginal rights and must, as such, be measured against the same standard." l 3  

One must be a bit cautious in making use of these dues. In Adams, the Supreme Court had 

said that claims of aboriginal ticle "are simply one manifestation of a broader-based conception 

of aboriginal rights"; l4  in Delaamuukw, however, where it dealt with aboriginal ride in much 

greater deuil, it prescribed an approach somewhat different from the one it had adopted 

before in dealing with aboriginal rights that are not, as such, rights to land.15 The same thing 

could happen again when the court deals in depth with self-government. 

All the same, our besc current hope of understanding how self-government rights might 

operace under section 35's protection is CO explore the current Canadian law of aboriginal 

rights and CO sicuate self-government in relation to it. That task will require some care, 

because of the diverences between the standards the court has approved for dealing with 

claims of aboriginal title and those it uses for other clairns of aboriginal right. 

A. The Current Law of Aborininal Riahts 

It was in Van der Peet chat the Supreme Court first set out the conceptual foundation of 

Canadian aboriginal righû law: 

'' Del~muukwv.TheQu~nInriehtofB.C.,[1997]3S.CR.1O1O("Del~amuukw~)atI114 
1 1 1 5 (1 1 70). Compare ParnaLewon v. The Queen, 11 9961 2 S.C.R. 82 1 ("Pamaiewonn) at 
a34 (127). 

13 
Pamaiewon, ibid, at 832-833 (724). 

14 Adams v. The Queen, [ 1 9961 3 S.CR. 10 1 ("Adams") at 1 1 7 (125). Compare ibid. at f26. 

15 Compare Delmmuukw, noce 12 above, at 1079-1 107 (1 7 1 09- 1 59) with Van der Peet, noce 5 
above, ac 548-562 (1 744-74). 



the doctrine of aboriginal rights exists, and is recognized and affirmed by S. 
35( 1 ), because of one simple fact: when Europeans arrived in Nonh America, 
aboriginal peoples were alreadv here, living in communities on the land, and 
panicipating in distinctive cultures, as they had done for centuries. It is this 
fact, and this fact above al1 others, which separates aboriginal peoples from al1 
other minority groups in Canadian society and which mandates their special 
legal, and now constitutional, status. 

More specifically, what S. 35( 1 ) does is provide the constitutional framework 
through which the fact that aboriginals lived on the land in distinctive societies, 
with their own practices, traditions and cultures, is acknowledged and 
reconciled with the sovereignty of the Crown. The substantive rights which 
fall within the provision must be defined in light of this purpose; the aboriginal 
rights recognized and afflnned by S. 35(1) must be directed towards the 
reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal societies with the sovereigncy 
of the Crown.l6 

50 understood, the court continued, "the rights recognized and affirmed by S. 35( 1 ) must be 

temporally rooted in the historical presence -- the ancestry -- of aboriginal people in North 

America." ' Three conclusions follow from these founding principles. 

First, because aboriginal rights are exceptions frorn the general law and particular to aboriginal 

peoples, they must be specially proved. The burden is on those who daim protection under 

an aboriginal right to prove that the right exists, and that it protects them." 

Second, "the interests aboriginal rights are intended to protect relate to the specific history 

of the group claiming the right. Aboriginal righrr are not general and ~niversal,"'~ even 

among aboriginal peoples, because different aboriginal cornmunities have different histories, 

and, as a matter of history, have occupied different territories in different ways. As a result, 

16 Van der Peet, note 5 above, at 5 38-539 (7 7 30-3 1 ). Emphasis In original, Compare @& at 543 
( 1  34). 

18 See at 526 (72); Gladstone v. The Queen, [ 19961 2 S.C.R. 723 ("Gladstone") at 742 
(1 20) (aboriginal rights); Delaamuukw, noce 1 2 above, at 1 0 9  7 ( 1  7 1 43- 1 44) (aboriginal dde) . 

19 Van der Peet, Ibfd. at 559 (769). 



determinations invohnng the existence, content and scope of aboriginal rights can take place 

only with specific reference to the constitutive features of the community claiming the right, 

and to any relevant land in issue." "The fact that one group of aboriginal people h a  an 

aboriginal right to do a particular thing will not Be, without something more, sufficient to 

dernonstrate that another aboriginal community h a  the same aboriginal rightW2' 

Finally, aboriginal rights exist and derive unique protection from the mainstream legal system, 

not to give aboriginal peoples unique advantages when they take part routinely in mainstream 

activity, but to respect and preserve, so far as is possible today, the dynamic integrity of the 

aboriginal cultures and legal arrangements undemay already when the Europeans arrived. 

Contemporary practices, activities and relationships quali fy as protected uses of aboriginal 

righrr only where, and only because, they demonstrably keep faith with the customs, themes 

and traditions constitutive of those cultures from those tirnes? 

This theme of maintaining faith with ancestral community traditions pervades the law of 

aboriginal righrr in Canada. 50 far, though, it h a  figured differently in the law of aboriginal 

title than it has in relation to other kinds of aboriginal rights. To undentand this notion, we 

need to consider not only i ts  implications for aboriginal rightr jurisprudence generally but the 

specific variations that have arisen in i ts  application to different kinds of aboriginal rights. 

20 Ibid. Compare Knimr and Manuel v. The Queen, 119781 1 S.C.R. 104 ("Kruger 81 Manuel") - 
a i  109; Gladstone, note 18 above, a t  769 (165). 

2 1 Van der Peet, Ibid. a t  559 (169). Compare, e.g., Gladstone, ibld. (the Heilauk peoples have an 
aboriginal right to harvest herring spawn on kelp In commercial quanddes to supply a commercial 
market) with Van der Peet and N.T.C. Smokehouse Lcd. v. The Queen, [ 19961 2 S L R .  672 
( " N .T.C. Smokehouse" ) (the Sto:lo and c)ie Tseshaht and Opetchesaht peoples, respealvely, do 
not have aboriginal rïg)its to exchange even smaller quantiries of fish for money or other goods). 

22 This idea has resonance elsewhere in mainsueam law, as well. In "On the Moral Presence of Our 
Pasc" ( 199 1 ) 36 McGill L.]. 1 153, Gerald Postema argues (at 1 1 70Cf) that some nodon of 
"keeping faith with our past" is crucial CO the moral force that mainstream law amibutes to 
precedent. See also Jeremy Webber, "The Jurisprudence of Regret: The Search for Standards of 
Justice in Mabo" (1 995) 17 Sydney L. Rev. 5 esp. a t  18, 24-25, which relates Postema's 
argument CO Australfan aborifinal rights jurisprudence. 



There are a t  least drree featuw that an aboriginal relationship, custom, tradition or practice 

must have if it is to qualify for protection as an aboriginal right. It makes sense to consider 

each in turn, with both of these interests in mind. 

1. Certainty (or Ascertainabllity) 

If mainstream law is going to protect a community's right to engage in a particular custom or 

tradition, courts must be able to ascertain with sufficient precision the nature, dimensions and 

limits of that custom or tradition. They must, for example, be able to detemine, in any given 

case, whether or not the relevant tradition or custom involves the relevant territory, 

individuals, relationships, arrangements or activitiesez3 Otherwise, they will not be able to 

2 3 The Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized the importance of identimng precisely die dght 
being claimed: see, e.ge, Van der Peet, note 5 above, a t  55 1 -553 ( 7 75 1 -54); Gladstone, note 
1 8 above, a t  743-744 (7 723-24); Pamaiewon, note 12 above, a t  833-834 (7726-27); Adams, 
note 14 above, a t  122- 123 (7 7 35-16); Cdté v. The Queen, [ 19961 3 S.C.R. 1 39 ("Côté") a t  
176-1 77 (1 755-57). 

Unforcunately, it has sometimes approached this pe r fdy  legidmate inquiry in a pardcularisdc, 
"sire to fit" way that seems to me co risk distortion and to promote uncertainty. In Gladstone, 
for instance, the court described its task as one of 

detemining what the appellants will have to demonstrate to be an aboriginal 
right in order for the actMdes they were engaged in to be encompassed by S. 

35( 1 ). There is no point in the appellanu' being shown to have an aboriginal 
righc unless that aboriginal right includes the actual a d t y  they were engaged 
in; this stage of the Van der Peet analysis ensures that the Court's inquiry is 
cailored to the acîual acdvlty of the appellants: 

ibid. a t  743-744 (723). Compare Pamaiewon, at 833-834 (7126-27). If the coum insist on - 
confining their gaze to those features of a tradition or custorn that happen to engage the specific 
condua at  issue before them, they are most unlikely to gain a clear picaire of the tradition or 
custom as a Mole, on its own terms. Disregarding the full range of interconnections b a t  
consbaite a tradition or custom can easily lead them either to undentate the range of conduct b a t  
die tradition comprises or to exaggerate Icc scope by overlooking internai Iimits recognùed within 
the community. John Borrom has argued chat the latter may well have been what happened In 
Gladstone: see "Frozen Rlghts in Canada: Constitutional lnterpretadon and the Trïcktern ( 1997) 
22 Am Ind. L. Rev. 37 ("Borrows, 'Frozen Righfsrn) a t  58-59. And taken fiill strength, this 
approach deprives both govemmentr and community members of the guidance they need to deal 
with similar instances in the fiiture. If die only way of finding out whether some aboriginal dght 
protects particular conduct is CO go to court about each specific incident (see, e.ge, Kelly Callagher- 
Mackay, " Interpredng SelFGovemment: Approaches to Building Cultural Authoricy," [ 1 9971 4 
C.N.L.R. 1 at  7), then, as Brad Morse has argued effeahrely, there is going to have to be a lot of 
very expensive and time-consuming Iitigadon: see Bradford W. Morse, "Pennabt wtr: 
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distinguish what is. protected from what is not2' In aboriginal title cases, courts will need 

to be able to identify the lands that are subject to tide, the kindr of relationships with the 

lands on which the community's title is based, and the kinds of arrangements that give rise to 

authoritative collective decisions about uses or allocations of those ~ands.~" 

2. Antiquity 

Mainstream law protects and enforcer as aboriginal rights only those traditions, custorns and 

relarionships that already existed in sorne fom, and were of central or defining significance 

to the culture of the relevant aboriginal community, before and apart from European influ- 

en~e.*~ These are the ancestral touchstones with which contemporary practice must keep 

faith to qualify for constitutional protection. When adjudicating aboriginal rights claims 

generally, Canadian law measures the antiquity of traditions and customs with reference to the 

moment of first contact with European~;~' only those having the requisite status a t  or before 

Aboriginal Self-Government and the Supreme Court in R. v. Pamakwon" ( 1 99 7) 42 McCill L.). 
10 1 1 ("Morse, 'Permafrost Rights'") esp. a t  1036. Taken together, these predicamenrs seem 
bound to have a chilling effect on chose who might have been tempted to assert or rely on 
aboriginal rights. 

In Dela;~muul<w, note 12 above, on the other hand, the Supreme Coun dealt quite comfortably, 
and fiiriy expansively, with broadly-based claims of aboriginal dde. (In Delaamuukw, however, 
there was no "actual aah/ityn ac issue.) We cari only watt and s e  whether this difference is a 
change of direction in aboriginal rights law generally or whether it is one more dlsdnction between 
aborlginal title and other klnds of aboriginal rights. 

Because aboriginal righû, as exceptions fbom die general law, must be specially proved (see noce 
18 above and the text accompanying it), a dafm o f  aboriginal rlght will fiil if a court cannot 
discern its boundaries. 

The clearest account of diese speciflcadons so far appean in La Forest 1.3 concurring judgrnent 
in Delaamuukw, note 12 above, a t  1 1 28- 1 129 ( 1  1 194- 1 96)- 

Van der Peet, note 5 above, a t  554-556 ( 1  160-62); Delnamuukw, tbtd. at 1 097- 1099 (7 7 144- 
145). 

See Van der Peet, Ibid, a t  554-555 (f160-6 1 ). Contact Is the appropriace moment, the Supreme 
Coun explains (H at  555 (f60)), because aboriginal rights exlst to accommodate "die ha chat 
distinctive aboriginal sociedes lhred on the land prior to the arriva1 of Europeanr" (emphasis 
added). 



that time are capable of anchoring modem claims of aboriginal right. For purposes of 

aboriginal title adjudication, however, the Supreme Court deliberately selected a different 

historical referent: the moment the Crown asserted sovereignty over the relevant territ~ry.~' 

There fs sdll ample room for dispute and confusion about what kinds of interaction, and by whom 
with whom, would qualify in a *en case as "first contact with Europeans." Did "contactn occur 
the day the first aboriginal person encountered the h t  European in North America? The day the 
fint European first visited, or setded pennanendy in, a &en community's traditional area? The 
first day a community member encountered a European explorer, trader or setder? And was 
personal contact necessary, or was indirect interaction enough? (As Greg Levine has reminded me, 
some aboriginal societies encountered European goods -- guns and horses especially - birough 
made Ath other aboriginal peoples long before they encountered any Europeans themsehres.) 

The Supreme Court's own jurisprudence to date does not help much in aying to answer these 
questions. In Adams, note 14 above, a case about Mohawks in Quebec, the Supreme Court used 
Champlain's arriva1 there in 1603 as "the time which can most accurately be identified as 
'contact'" (ibid., a t  1 28 (7 46) ), despite noa'ng (at 1 2 5 (1 40)) Carder's presence in the area in 
1 5 35. In Delaamuukw, ibid., the court speaks of "the precise moment thac each aboriginal group 
had first contact with European culture," acknowledges the difïicutty of establishhg when d ia t  
moment is, and cites that ditnculty as one reason for its decision to use the date of Gown 
sovereigncy, instead of the date of first contact, as the historical anchor for claims of aboriginal 
title: see ibJ, a t  1098-1 099 (1 145)- See note 28 below and the text accompanyfng it. In no 
case, however, has the court made clear what contact amounts to. 

It is also open to doubt, of course, what relevance the moment of contact could possibly have for 
purposes of ascertaining the legal rights of those already here. " [Gliven the generally poor state 
in which Aboriginal people found the first European exploren to Canada," Jonathan Rudin points 
out, "it is certainly questionable as to what degree of significance they attached to contact with a 
rag tag group of men In danger of dying of starvadon or fieezing to deathn: "One Step Forward, 
Two Steps Back: The Political and Institutional Dynamics Behind the Supreme Court of Canada's 
decisions in RI v. Sparrow, R. v. Van der Peet and Delaamuukw v. British Columbia" ( 1996) 1 3 
1. L. eir Social Polfy. 67 a t  73. See genenlly Ibid. a t  72-76; Borrom, "Frozen Rights," note 23 
above, a t  49-50. 

28 Dekamuukw, ibid. a t  1083-1 O88 (f 1 1 1 7- 1 24), 1097-1 1 O 7  (17 143- 159). The court gave 
three rasons for adopdng a different historicai anchor for aboriginal tide claims: because aboriginal 
dde is a burden on Gown dde, and Gown tide did not exkt undl the moment of sovereignty; 
because issues arising frorn European arriva1 and influence are much less important to the 
disposition of aboriginal dtle claims, and because the moment of sovereignty 1s generally easier to 
identifL with precision than the moment of fint contact (& a t  1097- 1099 (1 7 144- 145))- 

There is, of course, also room for dispute about what should count as the moment the Gown 
asserted sovereignty: the day the King executed the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company? The 
day the first explorer arrived and planted a ffag in the name of the King? The day the Gown 
established effective authorlty over the area? The day - if there was one - on which the anceston 
of the relevant aboriginal peoples acknowledged the sovereignty of the Gown? That bue, to say 
the least, awaits clarification. 

Even so, my own view is that the moment of sovereignty - whenever that is - is the more 
appropriate historical referent for al1 daims of aboriginal right. Whatever its shortcomings, it has 
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In neither instance, however, need one prove affimatively what was really in place before 

European settlen arrived or assumed authority; often that will now be impossible.29 In the 

absence of better evidence to the contrary, evidence from more recent times -- including oral 

 historie^,'^ elden' recollections of community life," and evidence of a custom's key 

roleJ2 (or, for land, of substantial conne~tion)'~ in community life today -- will support an 

inference that the relevant tradition, custom or relationship is of sufficient antiquity. 

3. Continuity 

Aboriginal righu protect contemporary venions of constitutive ancestral traditions, customs 

and relationships. Proof of continuity is what shows that the contemporary observance is a 

version of the ancestral custom or connection with land, not something diRerent resulting from 

European influence or othewise of more recent (thus, ineligible) origin." One need not, 

however, establish "an unbroken chain of continuity" from ancestral tir ne^;^' communities 

die benefit of some legal relevance. Aboriginal rights are rights preserved in and by die common 
law (see, e.g., Van der Peet, Ibfd, a t  538 (128)) and the common law could have no effect unles 
and undl the Gown acquired sovereignty. Undl then, the presence of Europeans here had no 
mainstream legal signiflcance. 

We shall have to await the Suprerne Court's next decision on aboriginal rights to see whether die 
Delnamuukw decision has Ied it to reconsider ia earîier reliance on the moment of  contact. 

"It would be endrely contrary to the splrit and intent of S. 35( 1 ) to define aboriginal rightr in such 
a fashion so as to predude in pracdce any successful daim for the existence of such a rfghtn: 
der Peet, & a t  555 (162). See also Delmmuukw, ibid. a t  1 O69 (187), 1 102 (1 1 52); Simon 
v. The Queen, [ 1 9851 2 S.C.R. 38 7 ("Simon") at 908. 

Delnamuukw, IbCd. at 1 O7 1 - 1074 (f 193-98). 

Ibid. a t  1075-1076 (lf99-101). - 
Van der Peet, note 5 above, at  555-556 (7 762-63). 

Delaamuukw, note 12 above, a t  1 102-1 103 (17 152-1 54). 

See, e.g., Van der Peet, note 5 above, a t  556-55 7 (1  76 3-64), 56 1 -562 ( 1 73); Delaamuukw, 
ibid. a t  1 102-1 103 (7 1 52). - 
Sec Van der Peet, ibid. a t  557 (165) (aboriginal rigtits generally); Del~amuukw, ibid. at  1 103 
(1 1 53) (aboriginal dde). 
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that take up ancestral customs or lands' again do not forfeit their aboriginal interests in them 

merely because they ceased to engage in, or occupy, them for an extended period? 

It is here, in the operation of the continuity requirement, that the emerggng law of aboriginal 

title in Canada departs most substantially from Canadian aboriginal rights law generally. 

As a general rule, the Canadian doctrine of aboriginal rights displays its insistence on keeping 

faith with the ancestral traditions that delne a community by requiring aftimative proof in 

contemporary practice of vital, ongoing connection with those traditions. The customs, 

traditions and practices constitutive of a culture must be construed with sufficient general- 

ity," and with sufficient regard for the aboriginal per~pective,~' to allow for ongoing 

adaptation and development, in response to European arriva1 and influenceJ9 or to other 

relevant circumstances; there is no expeccadon that they survive unchanged from pre-contact 

cimes.40 Contemporary practices or customs qualify for constitutional protection, however, 

only if one can demonstrate that they existed in pre-contact4' versions, chat they were of 

central significance to the pre-contact culture, and that they remain so t~day.~' Customs 

or practices chat "arose solely as a response to European  influence^,"^^ or that, for whatever 

reason, originated after a culture's first contact with Europeans, do not qualify, even i f  they 

Van der Peet, a t  557 (165); Delaamuukw, Ibld. at  1 103 (17 153-1 54). 

Van der Peet, fbld. a t  55 3 (1 54). 

Ibid. esp. at 550-55 1 (7 149-50). - 
Ibid. at 56 1-562 (1  73). - 

Ibld. a t  553 (f 54), 556-557 (7641, 56 1-562 (7 73). - 
See noce 2 7 above and the text accompanying Tt. 

Van der Pet,  note 5 above, a t  553-558 (f 7 55-67). 

Ibid. at 562 (f73). - 



are now integral pans of community culture.44 And activities or practices not themselves 

constitutive of the culture, but rnerely incidental ro those that are, may not qualify, eithera4' 

44 But see notes 29-33 above and the text accompanying them. There Is, of course, no clear or easy 
distinction between those customs or practices that are contemporary versions of pre-contact 
equivalents and those customs or practices that are just contemporary; courts can treat almost 
anything in the one way or the orner, dependhg on the degree of pardcularity they bring to the 
task of characterization. The outcomes of pardcular cases often mm precisely on diese choices of 
aspect and of level of generality. Supreme Court decbions applying this general approach to 
aboriginal rights -- espedally Van der Peet, ibid., and N.T.C. Smokehouse, note 2 1 above - have 
already prompted extensive academic criticism for excessive pardnilarity, and for insensidviry to 
aboriginal perspectives, in constniing contemporary aboriginal practices within the context of 
dynamic indigenous cultures, legal systems and traditions: see, e.g*, JO hn Borrom, "The Trickster: 
Integral to a Distinctive Culture" ( 1997) 8 Const. Forum 29 (reprinted, in gready expanded forrn, 
as Borrows, "Frozen Rlghts," note 2 3 above); L.I. Roman, " Hunting for Answers in A Strange 
Ketde of Fish: Unilateralism, Patemalism, and Fiduciary Rhetoric in Badner and Van der Peet" 
( 1997) 8 Const. Forum 40; Anna Zalewski, "From Sparrow to Van der Peet: The Evolution of 
a Definition of Aboriginal Rights" ( 1997) 55 U.T. Fac L-Rev. 435; Russel Lawrence Barsh eic 
James Youngblood Henderson, "The Supreme Court's Van der Peet Trilogy: Naive lmperialism 
and Ropes of Sand" ( 1997) 42 McGill L.]. 993; Morse, "Permafrost Rights," note 23 above; 
Gallagher-Mackay, note 23 above, at 4-7; Rudin, note 27 above, esp. at 7 1-79, Compare Colin 
H. Scott, "Custom, Tradition, and the Polida of Culture: Aboriginal Self-Government in Canada" 
in N. Dyck a 1.8. Waldram, eds., Andiro~olow, Public Policy, and Native Peoples in Canada 
(Mana-eal: McGiII-Queen's University Press, 1993) 3 1 1 a t  328. 

I think much of this cridcism has meric; it was, in my view, especially unfortunate that  the Supreme 
Court elected CO dismiss the appeals in Van der Peet, N.T.C. Smokehouse and Parnalewon on the 
basis of findings of fact and evidendary records &en a t  trial without *e benefit of its reasons in 
Van der Peet, instead of sending those cases back for retrial in accordance with ics conclusions of 
law, as it had done in Sparrow, note 5 above, and was to do in Gladstone, note 18 above and in 
Delaamuukw, note 12 above. I agree, too, with some commenmtors chat it might have been 
better for courts deiining and idena'fying aboriginal rights to cake their cues kom the legal 
arrangements and determinadons interna1 to the relevant aboriginal communides diemselves: see, 
e.g., Van der Peet a t  627648 (1 7229-275) McLachlin 1. (dissenting). 

Strictly speaking, diough, the Supreme Court's fiamework in Van der Peet does not compel such 
narrowness of approach to pardcular insrances of contemporary acdvity: see, e.g., Zalewski, Ibtd. 
a t  454-455. And there would, I thhk, be substandal room for interpretive discretion no matter 
how mainstream judges tded to determine, having regard to laws and customs so different fiom 
their own, which aboriginal practices, reladonships or acdvldes were to qualify for mainsueam 
consdardonal protection. (For a sense of /use how difRcult h e  methodological problems can be, 
see, e.g., Roger F. McDonnell, "Contextualizing the Investigation of Customary Law in 
Contemporary Native Cornmunides" ( 1 992) 34 Can. J. Gim, 299 at 309-3 1 3.) In these 
circumstances, there is some advanrage in trying to work with the fiamework prescribed - in 
continuing to insist, for example, on aie authority of the community's own perspective on its 
history and itr traditions, even though the Supreme Court, in pracdce, has somedmes 
underemphasized chat - in the interest of opdmizfng the manner of its deployrnenc. 

45 Van der Peec, @& at 559-560 (1 70). Here too, chere is plenty of scope for interpredve choice: 
when is something a fùncdoning part of a consdtudve custom, and when k it separate kom, and 
merely "incidencal tom, iQ In Van der Peet, a maiority of the Supreme Court accepted (ibid, at 



In respect of aboriginal title, however, the fairhfulness standard operates not as an affirmative 

requirement, but negatively, as a limitation on the range of othenvise protected activicy. 

Aboriginal title is a community's right to continue engaging in exclusive use and occupation 

of any lands it occupied exclusively when the Crown assened sovereignty over them.46 A 

community can prove that Itr occupation was exclusive by showing either that it met the 

comrnon law's tests for exclusive possession a t  the relevant tirne or that it had some other 

collective connection with the relevant lands -- craditional legal arrangements for their 

governance, use or allocation, for instance -- chat would have equipped and entitled it, given 

the times and the relevant cultures, to exclude others from t h e d 7  Aboriginal title includes 

the community's righc to decide collectively how, and by whom, the relevant lands may and 

may not be ~sed.~' Generally speaking, it protects an-y uses of those lands that the 

community may authorize, whether or not such uses, when considered individually, are 

thernselves integral to the community's identity as a culture,49 and whether or not chose uses 

568-569 (1  1 86-8 7)) a ia l  court findings that exchanges of salmon in Sm10 culture before contact 
"were only 'incidental' to fishfng for food purposes," and that the role of such exchanges in kinship 
and family interactions had insunlcient fndependent significance in that culture to ground a claim 
of aboriginal right to engage in fish exchange. In Côté, note 23 above, on the other hand, the 
court concluded unanimously (at 176 (f56)), and without the benefit of a supportive finding at 
trial, that "a subsrandve aboriginal right" - here again, the right to fish for food -- "will normally 
include the incidental [!] right to teach such a practice, cusmm and tradition to a younger 
generadon." There is no obvious principled basis for thk difTerence in result: see, e.g., Barsh 
Hendenon, ibld. a t  1004- 1005; Borrows, "Frozen fügh~," note 23 above, a t  5 1. The approach 
In Côté is more consistent with previous treaty dgim jurisprudence: see, e.g., Simon, note 29 
above, ac 403 (treaty rightr protea "those activides reasonably incidentaln to their exercise); 
Saanichcon Marina ttd. v. Uaxton (1989), 36 B.C.L.R. (2d) 79 (C.A.) (treacy right to fish 
entails right to protection of fishing grounds). 

46 See note 28 above and the text accompanying it. 

47 Delmmuukw, note 12 above, a t  1099-1 101 (fT146-149), 1104-1 107 (11155-159). 
Although, A cheory, a community clalming aboriginal dde must also dernonsrrate that the relevant 
lands, and its relationships with them, help define its idendty as a culture, the Supreme Court has 
sald that proof of exclusive occupation at  sovereignty, and of ongoing substantial connedon with 
the lands since then, sufnces as proof that the lands are of defining significance to the culture: ibid, 
a t  1101-1 102 (11 150-151). 

48 Ibid. a t  1082-1083 (11 15), 1100 (1148), 1 1  11 (f166), 1 1  12-1 113 (1168). - 
49 Ibid. a t  1 O80 (f 1 1 1 ), 1083-1088 (1 1 1 1 7- IM) ,  1095-1096 (1  140). - 



or foms of occupation have changed since the moment of sovereignty, "as long as a 

subsrantial connection between the people and the land is maintained."" The only 

restriction the doctrine imposes on a community's use of its aboriginal title lands is a 

prohibition on uses irreconcilable, in manner or in purpose, with the historic patterns of use 

and occupation -- the "special bond between the group and the land in question"" - that 

anchor its claim of aboriginal title.s2 Aboriginal title, in other words, "allows for a full range 

of usesns3 of the lands to which it applies, excluding only uses that would break faith with 

the ancestral traditions that constitute the community's relationship with the land. 

B. Self-Government As An Aboriainal Riaht 

As we have just seen, there are some important specifications thac contemporary aboriginal 

arrangements and relationships must satisfy to qualify as aboriginal rights, and there are some 

important limits on their protected scope and exercise. If seif-government rights are indeed 

to be measured "against the same standard" as other aborlginal rigt~ts,'~ it should be clear 

already that such rights will not equip self-appointed aboriginal groups, or even soundly 

established aboriginal communities, with constitutional mandates to do just whatever they 

want, in whatever random or capricious way they might want. At  the same time, such rights 

most probably will equip the cornmunities to which they belong to do, within mainstream 

Canadian law, some very important things in ways quite different from those familiar CO most 

of the rest of us. We need now to consider a little more closely how self-government rights 

might look, and operate, within this general framework. 

50 Ibid. ac 1 103 (1 154). - 
5 1 Ibid. at  1 0 8 9  (7 128). - 
52 Ibid. a t  1 O 8 0  (1 1 1 1 ), 1 O83 ('1 1 1 7), 1088- 109 1 (71 125- 1 32)) 1 103 (7 1 54). - 
53 Ibid. a t  109 t (7 1 32). - 
54 See note 1 3 above and the text accompanying it, 



1. The Nature of the Self-Government Right 

Aboriginal rights are rights to continue engaging, in contemporary ways, in the cumms, 

traditions and relationships that characterized particular aboriginal societies before and apan 

from European influence. Contemporary aboriginal rightr of self-government will, therefore, 

be anchored in the customs, relationships and traditions of governance -- the institutions, the 

authority structures and the procedures for makfng decisions and dealing with interna1 disputes 

-- that were, along with other things, constitutive of the societies in place when Europeans 

arrived or when the Crown asserted sovereignty. More recent governance arrangements 

adopted because of European or mainstrearn influence -- those implernented pursuant to 

various federal lndian Actc, for instance -- will neither serve as a basis for, nor count as 

exercises of, aboriginal rights of self-go~ernrnent.~~ 

These conclusions already tell us two key things about aboriginal rights of self-government. 

First, it is not mere rhetorical flouish to speak of aboriginal peoples' self-government rights 

as "inherent" rights. We speak of certain rights as "inherentn to distinguish them from other 

rights chat are "derivative" (or "created" or "contingent"). Derivative rights, by al1 

account~,~~ are rights chat, fiom a legal standpoint, owe their existence entirely to some 

affirmative step by mainstrearn legislatures or governments: in the constitution itself, in 

kgislation, or through executive or prerogative grant. lnherent righcs, however, are rights that 

exist before and apart from any authority vested in, or conferred by, any of these sources of 

mainstream government power. By this standard, as we have seen," al1 Canadian aboriginal 

5 5 See notes 43-44 above and the text accornpanying them. 

56 For helpfûl discussions o f  this distinction, see, e.g., Canada, Reoort of the Roval Commission on 
AborMnal Peo~les, vol. 2 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1996) ("2 RCAP Final 
Reportn) at 192-1 93; Canada, Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Parmers in Confedera- 
don: Aboridna1 Peo~les. Self-Covernment and the Consdaidon (Ottawa: Minister of Suppiy and 
Senrlces, 1 99 3) (" RCAP, Partnersn ) at 36; Scott, note 44 above, ac 3 1 8; Brian Slattery, " First 
Nadons and the Consdaidon: A Quesdon of Trust" ( 1 992) 7 1 Can. Bar Rev. 26 1 ("Slatcery, 
'Question of Trust'") at 280-28 1 ; Asch cY Maciûem, note 5 above, at 50 1-503. 

5 7 See notes 16-53 above and the text accompanying them. 



rights are inherent righc~;~' indeed, it Is only because they are inherent, in this sense, that 

they can be aboriginal rights. No derivative right could possibly qualify. 

Second, and as a consequence, the collectivities now entitled to exercise existing aboriginal 

rights of self-government will be those whose contemporary structure and identity derive from 

the same shared set of specific ancestral governance customs, refationshlps and traditions that 

give rise to those rights. This has a t  least three significant implications. It means that self- 

government rights will not reside in the individual bands constiwted punuant to the federal 

lndian ~ct,"  because the bands, considered as such, derive their existence, their definition 

and their authoricy not from ancestral traditions or customs but from federal legislation. (It 

is difficult to imagine creatures of stature having inherent rights to do anything.)60 It means 

that such righrr will not reside, either, in aboriginal groupings or organizations that formed 

from different ancestral traditions after the moment of first contact, or ~overeignty.~' And 

58 The Supreme Court has been carebl to say d ia t  "se 35( 1 ) [of die Constitution Act, 19821 did 
noc create die legal doctrine of aboriginal rights; aboriginal rights existed and were recognized 
under the common lawn: Van der Pet ,  note 5 above, a t  538 (f28), Compare Delaamuukw, 
noce 12 above, ac 1091-1092 ( T T  133-134). 

lndlan Act, R.S,C, 1985, c. 1-5 ("Indian Actn). 

60 And die structure the lndian Act has imposed will not, for chis purpase, pre-empt the aboriginal 
peoples' own ancestral organizadonal arrangements, because aboriginal rights are not to be "read 
so as CO incorporace the specific manner in Mich [bey were] regulated before 1982": Soarrow, 
note 5 above, a t  109 1 . 

6 1 Méds communities may prove to be an exception to di is  general proposition. In Van der Peet, 
note 5 above, each of the wo dissenting judges obsewed, widi jusdficadon, that the rnajorlty's 
approach ta aboriginal rights, which focuses on custorns, traditions and pracdces in place a t  the 
dme of firsc contact (see notes 2745 above and die text accompanyfng hem), leaves litde or no 
room for aboriginal ri&& clairns from Mktis: see ibtd. at 598 (7 1 69), L'Heureux-Dubé Je, at  6 35 
(7 Z48), Mctachlln j. . In response to diese cridcisrns, Lamer C- J-C., who wroce for the maiority, 
specifically lefc open die possfbilicy of approaching differendy the aboriginal ffghts daims of Métis: 
ibld. ac 557-558 (176667). 

Ic remains to be seen Mac, if anything, may come of dits possibility. The principal concern I have 
about a spedal mle for Méds is that such a tule would make no difference unless it made it easier 
for the Méds to establish their claims of  aboriginal right than it already is for aborigina! peopks 
who are not Métis. So far, a t  least, I a n  see no principled basis on wtiich to say thac Métis, as 
such, should be able to succeed in establlshing claims of consdaidonal right in drcumstances where 
odier aboriginal peoples could nob And any such difierendation is almost certain to aggravate the 



it suongly suggests that the collectivities bearing self-government righrs today will be, a t  least 

at fint instance, the contemporary incarnations of the tribes or nations constituted by shared 

observance of those traditions a t  the time of contact or soverelgnty. lndividuated sealements 

that spun off later from such collectivities will likely be unsuccessful in establishing separate 

aboriginal rights of self-government unless they can show that their separation was itself an 

outgrowth or adaptation of the larger collenivity's governance traditions and processes. 

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, in other words, appean to have been on suong 

legal ground when it concluded, primarily for policy reasons, that "the constitutional right of 

self-government is vested in the people that make up Aboriginal nations, not in local 

communities as s u ~ h . " ~ ~  This conclusion has several important pollcy implications for 

present purposes; if sound, it addresses a number of public misgivings about the suuctural 

consequences of constitutionalizing rights of self-government. Many of the concerns identified 

in Chapter 1 -- about the sufficiency of communities' h ~ r n a n ~ ~  and e~onornic~~ resources 

CO govern themselves, about community governments' accountability to their rnernbers and 

the potential dangers to vulnerable community member~,~' and about the potentially 

disruprive effect self-government could have on Canada's current, and fragile, intergovern- 

mental arrangeme& -- related in significant part to 

aboriginal communities that it seemed mighc prove to 

the size and the number of the 

have constitutional rights of self- 

concroversy that now e x b  about which aboriginal peoples can qualify as Métis. 

62 2 RCAP Final Report, note 56  above, at 2 36. See generally ibld, at 1 68, 1 78- 1 79, 1 82, 234- 
236; Canada, Royal Commission on Ahriginal Peoples, Bridrtina the Cultural DMde: A Re~ort 
on Aboridna1 People and Criminal lusdce in Canada (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 
1 996) (" RCAP, Bridalngn) at 77, 248, 275-2 76. 

63 See Chapar 1, noce 29 and die text accompanying it. 

64 See Chap ter 1, note 3 3 and the text accompanying ic. 

65 See Chapter 1, notes 32-34 and die text accompanying them. 

66 See Chapter 1, notes 50-53, 55 and the text accornpanying diem. 



government. Consolidating the powers and the resources of self-government, a t  least initially, 

in the substantially smaller number of larger collectivities whose members share cornmon 

ancestral traditions and customs of governance should, as the Royal Commission suggests, 

promote greater intemal consistency, capacity and coherence within chose cornrnunitie~.~~ 

2. The Scope of the Self-Government Right 

I f  aboriginal rights of self-government are, as I have suggested above,*' rightç to continue 

engaging in conternporary versions of the ancestral governance traditions, customs and 

relationships on which a community's cultural integrity depend, then the current scope of a 

given community's self-government right -- the kinds of matters that it can determine with 

authority, and the kinds of procedures and other arrangements that make cornmunity decisions 

authoritative -- is going to depend, a t  fîrst instance a t  least, on the relationships and traditions 

that happen to be constitutive within that cornmunity. In principle, therefore, different 

communities may very well turn out to have different aboriginal rights of self-government. 

To ascemin what those rights are and how far they may extend, we have little ~ h o k e ~ ~  

67 See especially RCAP, Bridaina, note 62 above, at  77, 275-276; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 56 
above, a t  1 79, 1 82, 234-236. 

68 See note 55 above and the text accompanying it. 

69 "Aboriginal rightr, including any asserted right ta self-government, must be looked a t  in Iight of 
the specific ctrcumstances of each case and, in particular, in light of the specific history and culture 
of the aboriginal people claiming die rightn: Pamaiewon, note 1 2 above, a t  8 34 (127). Compare 
Gladstone, note 18 above, at  769 (965). 

It follom, I think, that it is very probably inaccurate, and unhelphl even if me, ta Say, as some 
commentators have, that "the Aboriginal sphere of authority under section 35 1s co-extensive with 
the Federal head of power recognized in section 9 1 (24) of the Canstiuidon Act, 1 867": Sbttery, 
"Question of Trust," note 56 above, at 282-283. Compare RCAP, Paraiers, note 56 above, a t  
38; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 56 above, esp. at 2 16. Inaccurate because, as we have just seen, 
the conternporary self-government rightr of different aboriginal communides may very well turn 
out to be configured quite differendy fiom one another, and because a t  least some of the powen 
the federal govemment has pursuant to s, 9 1 924 of the Constitution Act, 1 86 7, 30 a 3 1 Vict., 
c. 3 (U.K.) ("Constitution Act, 1867") - die power to regdate the labour relations of Indlan Act 
band coundts (se, e.g., Whlcebear Band Coundl v, Camenters Provincial Council of 
Saskatchewan, [ 1 9821 3 W.W.R. 554 (Sask C.A.)), for Instance, or the power to make lawî that 
govern ail lndlans in Canada - seem clearly to be beyond the reach of any community exerclsing 
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except to proceed with constant reference to those constitutive ancesual traditions and to the 

ways in which they have developed and adapted through the intervening generation~.'~ 

Other things equal, this inquiry must ascertain and honor the cornrnunity's own authoritative 

perspective on these traditions and developmentsm7' 

I t does seem quite clear, though, that any cornrnunity's current efforts to govern itsel f will not 

come within the protected scope of its right of self-government unles those efforts keep faith 

-- and, if need be, demonstrably so -- with the constitutive custorns, traditions and 

relationships that give that right its anchorage and protection in mainsueam law. This means 

that the activities of community governments, like those of mainstream governments, musc 

proceed and emerge in accordance with the most authoritative contemporary versions of their 

own ancestral governance customs: they mut, in other words, have the force of law within 

the community. And it means that the laws, arrangements and decisions that emerge from 

such activities must, a t  a minimum," be compatible with the community's own constitutive 

exlsdng aboriginal rights of self-government. Unhelpfiil because we do not yet have a very clear 
understanding of the hll dimensions of the powers (exclusive ar extended) that S. 9 1 124 confers 
on the federal govenment and because, Iike it or not, we shall have, in any evenc, to carry out the 
case-by-case inquiry into the scope of pardcular communidest rights of self-govemment. 

For iltumlnating accounts of different aboriginal peoplesf efforts to preserve, adapt and restore 
ancestral lam and fonns of audiority, especially in response to non-nadve suppression of traditional 
ways and conamporary community aspiradons to self-government, see James Youngblood 
Henderson, First Nadons' Leml Inheritance, Wortcing Paper No. 9 1-5, University of Manitoba 
Canadian Legal History Projea ( 1 99 1 ) (Mtkmaq); E.]. Dkkson-Gilmore, " Finding the Ways of 
the Ancestors: Cultural Change and the Invention of Tradidon in the Development of Separate 
Legal Systems" ( 1992) 34 On. 1. Gim. 479 (Mohawks of Kahnawake) and john 1. Barrom, "A 
Cenealogy of Law: lnherent Soverelgnty and First Nadons Self-Government" ( 1992) 30 Osgoode 
Hall L.]. 29 1 (Anishnabek). 

Sec, e.g., S~arrow, note 5 above, a t  1 1 12; Van der Peet, note 5 above, a t  550-55 1 (lf49-50); 
Delaamuuh, note 1 2 above, ac 1 100- 1 10 1 ( f 7 1 48- 1 49). 

Earlier, we saw the two diffèrent ways in whkh the Canadian law of aboriginal rlghtr enforces 
fidelicy to the ancestral traditions and cunoms on which a right Is based. Most aboriginal rights 
protect contemporary conduct only where it can be shown to exemplify, in modem tenns, such 
a custom, tradition or pracdce. Community-authorized uses of aboriginal dde lands, however, 
need only be consistent with the reladonships that give rise to that right. See notes 27-53 above 
and the text accompanyfng them, We sdll do not know whether courts will treat aboriginal rights 
of self-government as they treat aboriginal dde or as they treat other aboriginal rightr. ( S e ,  e.g., 



governance traditions and relationships. 

The Canadian law of aboriginal rights, in other wordr, already gives our coum sufficient bais 

on which to withhold the constitutionrs protection, on a case-by-case basis, from arbitrary 

measures promulgated in a communityls name that do not meet, a t  the relevant time, the 

cornmunity's own criteria for ~egality.'~ 

Catherine Bell, "New Directions in the Law of Aboriginal Rights" ( 1998) 77 Cm. Bar Rev. 36 
at  60, 71 .) In "Aboriginal Righa in Canada: From Tlde to Land to Aboriginal Sovereignty" 
January 1998 [unpublished], Kent McNeil argues cogendy that the las restrictive, aboriginal dde 
approach is the more appropriate, in part because aboriginal dde itself includes collective powers 
of governance over use of the relevant territory. (See notes 47-50 above and the text 
accompanylng them.) I agree. My own inidal hunch, though, is that courts may use die more 
generous "reconcilability" test when construing the substantive scope of a self-government right 
but insist on afflnnative condnuity with ancestral formalides and procedures. 

73 Friends who read th& chapter in draft expressed two strong resewadons about this discussion. One 
is that it seems to leave no room for change or development in a community's own legality criteria. 
If mainstream law insists on freezing communides' permissible decision-making arrangements and 
legal systems a t  the moment of contact, this argument continues, hherent right communides today 
will And it pracdcally impossible ever to exerdse their self-government rlghts in a way that engages 
the rnainstream law's protection. Contemporary communides will find it difficult enough, in the 
best of circurnstances, to demonstrate condnufty with their ancestral forms of organizadon, because 
of the cataclysmic disrupdons that have resulwd fiom their engagement with the setder peoples. 
The other 1s that this paragraph makes some quesdonable assumpdons about both the authority 
and the competence of mainstream courts to determine for an inherent right community what itr 
own law is. These are serious issues, and they desewe reply. 

To the first objection, 1 have three responses. First, it is not pan of my argument - or of Canadian 
aboriginal rigttts law, as I understand it - that selfvvernment righa would fieeze inherent right 
communities' lam, procedures, or forms of organizadon as they stood at the moment of contact 
or sovereignty. (Sec notes 37-40 above and the text accompanying them.) What the law 
requires, of govemance fonns and of the other relationships and customs that gîve rise to extsdng 
aboriginal rlgha, is that they change and evolve in ways that maintain a diread of condnuity - at  
a minimum, consistency, but perhaps, as well, an orderfy course of development that acknowiedges 
ongoing connecdon - with the essencial ancestral arrangements of whlch the right is based. 
Second, there are strong indications (in, for example, the sources dted at note 70 above) that 
significant numbers of aboriginal communides have maintained, dirough dedication, adaptadon and 
strategic compromise, contemporary versions of their ancestral lam and forms of organizadon. 
Accordlng to Colin Scott, for example, 

al1 forms of corporate otganizadon referred to in the late nineteenth- and eariy 
twendeth-century 'classical* ethnography on aboriginal people in Canada - 
familles, clans, bands, ciibes, and tribal confederacies - are active in some 
capadty in die political lik of aboriginal sociedes in Canada today. . . , Despite 
adverse state policies, these fonns have fiequendy disappeared . . Even if 
some inmitudonal forms of tradidonal government have been undermined, it 
remains die case chat indigenous p remk  shape everyday lik. It Ù Iikely, then, 



The converse of this, however, is that the community may exercise its self-government right, 

on its own initiative, as it sees nt, as freely as it might exercise any other aboriginal rigi~t,'~ 

as long as it operates in good faith in accordance with, and pursuant to, its own essential (and 

evolving) constraints and traditions of governance.'' And as we al1 know, the defining 

that &en the opportunity, aboriginal communides will know how to reconsmct 
self-government institutions that are coherent with their cultural premises: 

Scott, note 44 above, at 326 (emphasis in original). Finally, the Supreme Court of Canada has 
repeatedly ernphaized that treaty and aboriginal rights are not to be deflned in ways that preclude 
anyone fiam ever succeeding in establishing or invoking them: see the sources cited at note 29 
above. If the Supreme Court accredits aboriginal rights of selfwvernrnent, therefore, diere is 
reason to expecc it not to apply the condnuity requirement in a way that made the exercise of such 
rights, as a praaical matter, impossible. 

Now for the second concern. On the issue of authodty, there is, in my view, litde doubt that the 
provincial superior courts have inherent jurisdicdon to determine consdaidonal quesdons raised 
before hem, including quesdons about the scope and application of aboriginal righa. For purposes 
of Canadian law, such determinadons are authoritadve; they establish wl~ich forrns and examples 
of aboriginal selfmvernment the consdaidon of Canada can protect. (For purposes of internal 
Anishnabek or Mohawk law, of course, they are not necessarily dispositive, excepc ta the extent 
that those communides need or want the procecdon of mainsueam law.) The fia that mainsueam 
couru have the power themeives to determine, a t  least for mainsueam law putpases, what Is 
consistent with Anishnabek standards of Iegality, however, does not mean that they shoufd look 
for occasions CO subsdaite their judgment on such matters for the judgment of the Anishnabek 
authorides. Like issues of foreign law generally, these are not matterr that come within the 
mainsueam courts' ordinary expertise. When dealing with the internal rules of self-governing 
minority groups, it is ofcen appropriate, as Denise Réaume has observed, for a mainstream court 
CO defer to the dispositions of a group's own adjudicators, once it is sadsfied of their authoricy 
under group rules: see Denise C. Réaume, "nie Legal Enforcement of Social N o m :  Techniques 
and Principles" ( 1 997) [unpublished] esp. ac 34, 8- 10, 1 9-2 1. Wlthin domesdc law generally, 
issues of foreign law are treated as quesdons of fact, ta be proved by expert evidence. When al! 
else fails, though, mainstream judges must do their best and decide such issues, If mainstream law 
is to give effect to communides' own laws and arrangements: Ibld., at 3 4 ;  Mabo, no& 5 above, 
ac 58, 62, Brennan J.  (for the plurality); Lakeside Hutterian Colonv v. Hofer, [ 1992[ 3 SoCRo 
165 a t  191-192. 

74 Like other aboriginal rights, self-govemment rights will be subiect to jusdfied extemal limits 
imposed by the federal, and perhaps by provincial, govemments: see notes 97- 146 below and the 
text accompanying them. Such extemal Iimiû, however, do not a f f a  the scope and definidon 
of the right iûelf: only the circurnstances in which one may engage in the kin& of acdvicy diat the 
righc protecrs. See, e.g., S~arrow, note 5 above, at  1 09 1 - 1 09 3. 

7s This is not the view of the Royal Commission on Aborighal Peoples. The Royal Commissionfs 
view k that the "sphere of inherent [aboriginal] jurisdiaion" - the scope of an exkting aboriginal 
right of self-govemment - "is dMded into two sectors: a core and a periphery": 2 RCAP Final 
Report, note 56 above, a t  1 67. Core matters are those that "( 1 ) are vital ta the life and welfare 
of a particular Aboriginal people, its culture and identity; (2) do not have a major impact on 
adjacent jurisdidons; and (3) are not otherwise the obiect of transcendent kderal or provincial 



features of aboriginal legal culture are often very different from those of out- own. 

C. Preliminaw Overview 

We can now begin to asses the impact self-government rights might have on the coherence 

and the integrity of the mainsueam legal order if they emerge as aboriginal rights protected 

by section 3 5 ( 1 ) of the Constitution Act! 1 982. 

Because i t s  focus is on protecting continuity with, and ldelity to, ancestral customs, traditions 

and relationships, Canadian aboriginal rights Iaw limits in two important ways any harmful 

impact such rights might have on Our legal order's key arrangements and values. 

conceni"; al1 other relevant macters comprise the periphery: Ibid. Only in respect of "coren 
rnatters, the Royal Commission, continues, could an aboriginal commuriity exercise its self- 
government right on its own initiadve; its judsdicdon over macters on the periphery, though also 
inherent [!?], "remafns in abeyance," and unavailable to it, undl it concludes a self-government 
ueaty or agreement with the Gown chat provides for the exercise of diis juiisdicdon: a t  1 67- 
168. Compare ibid. at  2 14-2 1 9; RCAP, Bridnlng, note 62 above, a t  246-248; RCAP, Partners, 
note 56 above, a t  38. 

The Royal Commission's anaîysis preceded, and could not take account of, the Supreme Court of 
Canada's recent decisions on aboriginal righû. Those deciskns, as we have seen, confirm that 
aboriginal righû are rights to engage in contemporary versions of ancestral traditions, customs and 
relationships: see, e.g., noces 27-53 above and the text accompanying them; nothing in their 
analysis suggem that the exercise of such rightr today depends on obtaining prior agreement fiom 
the Gown. Indeed, the Gown musc jusri@ any meaningful interference Ath the exercise of such 
rights: see, e.g., S~arrow, note 5 above, a t  1 109- 1 1 1 1. So i f  aboriginal righîs of self-government 
are indeed "no different fiom other cbirns to the enjoyment of aboriginal rights" (Pamafewon, note 
12 above, a t  832-833 (724)' quoted in text above at note 13), dien diere is, I think, no bask 
in law for suggesting that full use of such rights is condidonal on successful conclusion of prior 
enabling agreements. (Whether it would be prudent for aboriginal communides to exercise self- 
government rights unilaterally, without prior arrangement, is, of course, a separate issue.) 

From a policy standpoint, I s e  a t  least three problerns with dMding the scope of self-government 
rÎghts into an available core and an inchoace periphery. First, it is, a t  a minimum, odd to say that 
self%ovemment rights are "inherent" if a substandal part of their exercise is, by nature, contingent 
on the Gown's cooperadon. Second, the Royal Commission's delineation of die "coren appean 
to give die federal and provincial govemments leverage to control the avallable scope of 
communldes' self-government rights by determining, or declaring, fiom time to time that certain 
matters are of "transcendent . . . concernn to them. (But see RCAP, Bridnlng a t  248: 
"[dletennhing what is core and what is pedpheral is a matter Tor each Aboriginal nation co 
decide.") Finally, the very imposition of such a distinction - especially one founded on such 
malleable criteria - would ioelf very Iikely have a chilllng e f k t  on the use of such rights, by 
introducing such uncertainty about when and how communldes could exercise them unilaterally. 



First, it lirnits the kinds of aboriginal collectivities that can exercise, a t  least a t  Int instance, 

inherent rights of self-government to those whose existence and intemal structure derive ftom 

the same shared set of ancestral governance customs and uaditlons. In doing so, it vests self- 

government rights in the collectivities that are a t  once best positioned to preserve ancestral 

traditions in contemporary venions and most likely to have enough "critical marc" to function 

effectively as more autonomous  unit^.^^ 

Second, as we just saw, it limitr the kinds of measures that will qualify for protection as 

exercises of aboriginal rights of self-government to those that comport with the community's 

own authoritative standards of legality and that are, a t  a minimum, reconcilable with the 

community's own defining customs and traditions. No indigenous govemance measure will 

have effect in Canadian law unless it is itself consistent with the hndamental values, and fully 

authorized according to the interna1 standards, of the community responsible for it." 

Canadian courts, in other words, already have capacity, within eristing doctrine, to protect, 

on a case-by-case basis, the values and institutions constitutive of our legal order from any riskr 

that self-government rights may pose to [hem exceDtJ perhaps, such riskc as may emerge from 

genuine differences between aboriginal and mainstream cultures and traditions. 

This exception, of course, is hardly trivial. There are some profound differences between the 

mainstrearn and the various aboriginal ways of understanding and preserving social order;" 

76 See notes 59-6 7 above and die text accompanying thern. 

77 See note 72 above and the text accornpanying Ic. 

For useful backgmund, see, e.g., Menno Boldt 1. Anthony Long, 'Tribal Philosophies and the 
Gnadian Chamr of Rights and Freedomsn in Ouest for lustice, note 7 above, 165; Lyon, 
"Essay," note 9 above; Mary Ulen Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Charter: 
Interpretive Monopolies, Cultural Differences" ( 1989-90), 6 Can. Hum. RB. Y.B. 3; Patrick 
Mackîem, "Aboriginal Peoples, Gitninal ]ustice Initiatives and the Constitution" [1992] U.B.C. 
L. Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 280; Murray Sinclair, "Aboriginal Peoples, Justice and the Lawn in Richard 
Cosse, James Youngblood Henderron 81 Roger Carter, eds. Condnuina Poundmaker and Riel's 



. 56 .  

we'll consider some examples in Chapter 3." Because of those differences, it rernains 

possible thai punuit of authentic aboriginal ways and values will challenge structures and 

principles at the foundation of the mainstream legal order. (And vice versa, as we al1 know 

kom the past several centuries.) 

It is, however, very helpful to grasp that @ is the problem we need to address. We are now 

in a better position CO consider what to do about it. In doing so, we will want to remember 

that this is precisely the tension that section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982, in the 

Supreme Court of Canada's view, exisu to address and to re~oncile.'~ 

The principal way in which courts so far have sought to reconcile the integrity of the pre- 

existing aboriginal cultures, as expressed in the exercise of aboriginal rights, with the fact of 

Crown sovereignty is by considering when, and to what extent, the mainstream orders of 

government may impose external consvaintr on die exercise of such rights. We now need to 

focus that inquiry on aboriginal rights of self-government. To do so, we must understand the 

relationships among the federal, provincial and aboriginal spheres of authority. 

II .  FEDERAL, PROVlNClAL AND ABORfGlNAL AUTHORIN 

A. Federal and Provincial Authoritv 

Although it has often been difficult to apply in particular cases, the relationship, in our 

constitution, between the federal and provincial orders of government is by now quite clear. 

Quest (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 1994) 1 73; J. Anthony Long &t Katherine Beaty Chiste, 
"Indlan Governments and the Canadian Charter of iüghts and Freedornsn (1 994) 18 Am. Ind. 
Glaire Rsch. J. 9 1. 

79 See Chapter 3, notes 1 15-1 53 and the text accompanying them. 

BO See, e.g., Van der P e t ,  note 5 above, esp. at 538-539 (77 30-32)) 547-548 (1 142-43); 
Gladstone, note 1 8 above, at 774-775 (1 172-73); Delaamuukw, note 12 above, at  1 107- 1 108 
(1161). 
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Sections 9 1 - 10 1 of the Constitution Act. 1 867 distribute al1 the powers that pertain to the 

governance of Canada between the federal and the provincial orders of government." In 

addition to being exhaustive, the constitution's distribution of governance powers is, with rare 

and specific  exception^,'^ exclusive: each subject macter of governance belongs either to the 

federal or to the provincial cohort of powers, but not to both. Generally speaking, al1 subjects 

not assigned exclusively CO the provinces belong exclusively to the federal order of 

go~ernrnent,~~ and al1 matters chat properly fit within the classes of subjects assigned to the 

federal government are, as such, ouuide provincial capacity," even if they also happen to 

fit within a class of subjects assigned exclusively to the  province^.^^ 

As a result, neither level of government may regulate, either directly or indirectly, matters that 

the constitution has assigned exclusively to the other. Provincial laws enacted to regulate 

banking, navigation, "Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians," or any other subject 

assigned exclusively to the federal order,06 and federal laws enacred to regulate provincial 

See A.C. Ontario v. A.C. Canada (Reference A~peal), [ 1 9 1 21 A.C. 5 7 1 (P.C.) a t  58 1. 

Constitution Act. 1867, S. 92A(2),(3), 94A and 95 provide for concurrent federal and 
provincial powen in relation to non-renewable natural resources, electrical energy, old age pensions 
and supplernentary benefits, and agriculture and Immigration, respeaively. 

Constitution Act. 1867, S. 9 1, preamble. See, e.g., Munro v. National Ca~ital Commission, 
[ 1964) S.C.R. 663 a t  670; Jones v. A.G.N.B., [1975] 2 S.C.R. 182 a t  189. 

See Constitution Act, 1 86 7, S. 9 1, dosing words. 

See, e.g., CP.R. v. A.G.B.C., (1 9501 A.C. 122 (P.C.) a t  140; A.Ç. Canada v. C.P.R. and 
C.N.R., [1958] S.C.R. 285 a t  290, 30 1 ; A.C. Canada v. C.N. Transportadon Ltd., [ 19831 2 
S.C.R. 206. 

Though this is the general proposldon, couru cake a different approach to chose enumerated heads 
of  federal authoricy - ss. 9 1 12, 9 1 13 and 9 1 q26 are examples - that are drawn so broadly as 
to leave litde, If any, r o m  for the exercise of narrower, related heads of provincial power (e.g., 
u. 921 1 3, 9212 and 921 1 2). In chose instances, courts treat the narrower provincial powers 
as exceptions tom the broader enumerated federal powers. See, e.g., Gtizens Insurance Co. of 
Canada v. Panons ( 1 882), 7 App. Cas. 96 (P.C.) a t  1 08- 1 09; In re Marriaae Leaisladon in 
Canada, [ 1 9 1 21 A.C. 880 (P.C.). 

See Constitution Act, 1 867, S. 9 1. 
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appointments, municipal institutions, propercy and civil rightc in the province, or any other 

subjects assigned exclusively to the  province^,^' are invalid, without force or effect. 

Likewise, although provincial laws may, and often do, validly affect the persons, places, 

undertakings or things chat are subject to exclusive federal authority, they cannot have the 

effect of regulating them "in what rnakes them specifically of federal jurisdicti~n."~~ Valld 

provincial legislation whose incidental effects include regulation of, for instance, intellectual 

property rights, banking activity or the use of "Lands reserved for the Indiansn have no legal 

force or effect, as su~h,'~ as regards chose subjects or activities, even though they continue 

CO apply as before, according to their terms, to other matterse90 The federal and provincial 

orders of government, in other words, have "interjurisdictional immunityn as against one 

another. Provinces have no power co regulate maaers assigned exclusively to the federal 

government, whether or not the federal government ever elects to use its own power ro do 

soe9' And federal authorities may not, except in emergencie~,~~ exercise powers assigned 

exclusively to the provinces, whether or not any province chooses to use them. 

See Constitution Act, 1 86 7, ss. 92, 92A( t ), 93. 

Bell Canada v. Quebec ICSST), [ 19891 1 S.C.R. 749 ("Bell 88") at 762. 

Parliament may, of course, if it chooses, enact legisladon incorporadng such lam by reference and 
applying them, as federal law, to persons, places, undertakings or things diat are subiect to 
exclusive federal authority. See Dick v. The Queen, [1985) 1 S.C.R. 322 ("Dick 85") a t  328. 
Section 88 of the lndlan Act - the federal provision a t  issue in Dick 85 -- is the bat-known 
example to people familiar with aboriginal Issues. See note 146 below for brief discussion of 5. 
8 8 and i ts  relevance to the present work. 

Stricdy speaking, die same restriction applis to the fedenl government, but the siaiadon rarely 
arises because the enumerated heads of federal authority are understood, generally speaking, as 
exceptions fiom provincial authorîty: see notes 84-8 5 above and the cext accompanying thern. 
One case where federal law was "read dom" to accommodate core provincial subie- is C.N.R. 
v. Uark, [ 1 98 81 2 S.C.R. 680. 

See, e.g., Union Colllerv Co. of B.C. v. Bryden, [ 18991 A.C. 580 (P.C.) ac 588; Naairal Parents 
v. Su~erintendent of Child Welhre, [1976] 2 S.CRI 75 1 ac 759-760, Laskin C.J.C (for the 
plurality); Bell 88, note 88 above, ac 8 35. 

See, e.g., Reference re And-Inflation Act, 1 19761 2 S.C.R. 373. 



Finally, it is senled that valid federal laws take precedence over valid provincial laws 

whenever9' both apply and the two conf l i~ t .~~  

Neither the federal nor the provincial order of government, therefore, has power, through 

mandatory measures, to convol the activities of the ~ t h e r . ~ ~  When the federal government 

has wanted to ensure provincial compliance with federal standards, it h a  sought to achieve 

that result by using itr spending powerP6 or other financial incentives. 

B. Federal and Aboriainal Authorim 

If self-government rights are of a piece with other aboriginal right~,~' then they stand in the 

same relation, other things equal, to federal and provincial laws and activity as do other 

aboriginal rights. We need to understand those relationships, and to see how they differ from 

the relationship between federal and provincial authority. This section relates self-government 

rights to federal authority; the next one relates them to provincial authority. 

There is, to begin with, good reacon to doubt that either federal or "inherent right" 

governmencs have interjurisdictional immunity -- mutually exclusive powers -- as against one 

93 The one excepclon 1s S. 94A of the Constitution Act, 1867, whfch appear to give precedence to 
provincial Iegislation in respect of old age pensions and supplemencary benefitr. 

94 
See, e.g., Tennant v. Union Bank of Canada, [ 1 8941 A.C. 3 1 (P.C.) ac 45; Bank of Montreal v. 
HaJ [ 1 9901 1 S.C.R. 1 2 1 ; Reference re Provincial Court ludaes, [ 1 99 71 3 S.C. R. 3 a t 7 1 
(W). 

95 Even S. 94 of che Constitution Act. 1867, which authorizes Parliament to enact legisladon 
providing for uniformity of legal arrangements in the common law provinces and co assume 
exclusive legisladve audiority over macten included in such uniformity legisladon, makes the 
efficacy of such legisladon in any province contingent upon the approval of that province's 
legislsture. 

96 For discussion of the spendhg power, see, e.g., Reference re Canada Asslscance Plan, [ 1 99 1 ] 2 
S.C.R. 525; Brown v. YMHA lewish CommunitY Centre of Winninez Inc., [1989] 1 S.C.R. 
1532. 

97 See note 1 3 above and the text accompanying it. 
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another, in the way that the federal and provincial orders of government do routine~y.~~ 

The mere existence of federal legislative authority (over, for instance, " Indians, and Lands 
n 99 reserved for the lndians ) is, in iwlf, no bar to the exercise of an aboriginal right;'w 

inherent right communities, therefore, acting within the protected scope of their rights of self- 

government, may exercise power over matters that the constitution elsewhere assigns to the 

federal government.'O' At  the same time, federal laws and arrangements do not cease to 

apply in or CO a given community merely because it h a  a particular aboriginal right. "Federal 

legislative powers continue" 'O2 in respect of such communities; federal measures continue 

to apply within them except when and as they interfere with the exercise of the aboriginal 

right-'O3 The burden of proving that a measure infringes an aboriginal right rests on those 

relying on the rightO1*' Unless, therefore, a particular federal rneasure restricts an inherent 

right community's c a ~ a c l t ~ ' ~ ~  to exercise its aboriginal right of self-government, it will 

See notes 8 1-92 above and the text accompanying them. 

Constitution Act, 1 867, S. 9 1 124. 

See, e.g., Silarrow, note 5 above, as 1 109. 

Compare, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 56 above, a t  2 1 6; RCAP, Bridning, note 62 above, 
a t  247; RCAP, Partners, note 56 above, a t  38; Slattery, "Question of Trust," note 56 above, ac 
282, Again, I do not share Slatteryfs, and the Royal Commissionfs, vfew chat the protected scope 
of inherent right comrnunidesf aboriginal rights of self-government is congruent with the scope of 
federal authority under S. 9 1 124 of the Consdtudon Act. 1867: see note 69 above. We do al1 
agree, though, that federal and aboriginal powers, whatever their relevant scope, are concurrent. 

Sparrow, note 5 above, a t  1 109. 

Ibid. a t  1 109- 1 1 10. - 
Ibid. at 1 1 12, 1 120- 1 12 1; Gladstone, note 18 above, a t  76 1 (753). - 
Restrictions on "capacity," as I use the arm here, lnclude extemal restrictions on the manner, form 
or substantive scope of governance in an inherent right community. In calling attention to this 
exception, 1 do not mean to suggest that federal capacity restrictions would not, or could not, 
apply a t  al1 to inherent dght cornmunides. My point is that fèderal laws whose subject matter is 
aboriginal governance are unique in that, as such, they will almost ahvays interfere widi the exerdse 
of self-governrnent righa; as a result, they will almost always stand in need of /utifkation. Federal 
measures dealing with Meries or criminal law, on the other hand, will generally not interfere wlth 
die exerclse of self-government rights unless a community uses such rigtits to establish arrangemenû 
with which such measures are incompatible. 



almost certainly continue to apply there unlw and until it conflicu somehow with community 

legal arrangements made in the exercise of the r igkLo6 

If this is so, then constitutional accreditation of existing aboriginal rights of self-government 

poses no meaningfùl risk of a "legal vacuum" in communities having such rights. For one 

thing, such communities are likely to have already in place a t  least some authoritative legal 

arrangements of their own, whose force derives from ancestral traditions, customs and 

relationships.lo7 Even if they do not, however, federal (and probably some provincial) 

measures will continue to govem there until the community makes arrangements of its own 

that leave no room for them. 

The other significant difference between the federal order's relationships with provincial and 

with aboriginal authority is that the precedence rule when federal and aboriginal laws conflict 

is much les straightforward than the rule for federal-provincial conflicts. When federal and 

provincial laws conflict, the federal arrangement just prevails, no questions asked. 'O8 When 

federal arrangements interfere with the exercise of existing aboriginal rights -- including, we 

mut  assume, aboriginal rights of self-government --, it is the aboriginal arrangements that 

prevail, except when and as the federal government can jurtify the interference.'09 The 

justification inquiry is a caseby-case detemination, because the circurnstances, the rights 

106 For slrnilar views, see, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 56 above, at 167, 2 17; Slanery, 
"Question o f  Trust," note 56 above, a t  28 3. 

1 O7 See, e-g., McNeii, "Consdaidonal Space," note 1 above, a t  124-125; John Borrows, "With or 
Wdiout You: First Nations Law (in Canada)" ( 1  996) 41 McGill L.]. 629 a t  646-657. 

1 O8 See nom 93-94 above and the cext accompanylng them. But note the excepdon mendoned in 
note 93. 

109 See, e-g., Sparrow, note 5 above, a t  11 10, 1121; Nikal v. The Queen, 119961 1 S.C.R. 1013 
( "NikaIn) a t  1065 (7 1 1 1 ); Gladstone, note 1 8 above, a t  762 (7 S4). Compare 2 RCAP Final 
Report, note 56 above, a t  167, 2 16; Slattery, "Question of Tnm," note 56 above, at 282- 
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themselves and the rneasures infringing them al1 differ from case to case."' 

According initial priority to self-government rights over the federal laws and arrangemenu that 

interfere with them is essential if such rights are to receive any meaningful protection within 

the mainstream legal order. U nless inherent right communities have the power, recognized 

and enforceable within the mainsueam system, to follow procedures and make arrangements 

in respect of their memben and lands that differ from those in the general law, and <O insist 

on those differences despite the general law, they have no effective way of giving conternpo- 

rary expression to the values, traditions and relationships that define and animate their 

understanding of themselves, and of governance. And that is what self-government righu exist 

to ensure their capacity to do. 

Acknowledging that inherent right communities have such power within the mainstream legal 

systern, however, creates a risk that their use of that power might sometirnes conflict with, or 

jeopardize, Canada's own defining values and arrangements. The question is whether federal 

authorities have effective means of containing those dangers. 

The short answer, it seems to me, is yes. For one thing, they may have recourse to the same 

arsenal of financial incentives that have so often led provinces to use, or not to use, their own 

authority in particular ways. l ' ' lnherent right communities, which typically have far fewer 

resources to meet their mem bers' needs and expectations than do provinces, might well find 

such incentives cornparably impelllng.' l2 More important, federal authorities may impose 

110 See, e.g., S~atrow, ibid. a t  1 1 1 1; Gladstone, at 763-775 (f 7 56-75), esp. 156. 

I I I  See noce 96 above and die text accompanying it. 

"' See, e t ,  Roger Gibbins 1. Rick Pondng, "An Assessrnent of the Probable Impact of Aboriginal 
Self-Govemment in Canadan in Alan Cairns Cyndiia Williams, eds., The Politics of Gender, 
Ethnicitv and Lanmiaae in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 986) 1 71 at 2 33-234; 
David C Hawkes M Ailan M. Maslove, "Fiscal Arrangements for Aboriginal Self-Governrnent" in 
David C. Hawkes, ed., Aboridnal Peopies and Govemment Responsibilitv. Explorina Federal and 
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mandatory constraints on the use of such rights, or simply enforce federal law a t  the expense 

of community arrangements, when they can justify the interference with self-govemment rights 

that results. The justification formula the Suprerne Court has designed assures the federal 

government, despite aboriginal rlghts and difference, of a way of doing the things it really has 

to do, as long as ir can show in so doing that such rights "are taken ~eriously.""~ 

To justify a given infringement of an aboriginal right, federal authorities must prove two things. 

They must show chat " there is no underlying unconstitutional objectiven l 4  behind the 

measure infringing the right; only "compelling and ~ubstantlal""~ objectives can justify 

interference. Then they must show that the means they have chosen to achieve their objective 

are, despite the interference, in keeping with the Crownfs iioiior and consistent with its 

fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples. ' l 6  

According to recent Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence, a government objective will be 

Provincial Roles (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1 989) 9 3 a t  1 2 3. 

There may well be some resalcdons on the use of federal financhl incendves to structure the 
exercise of aboriginal right. of self-governmen~ Because aboriginal rights prote  only condua and 
arrangements that keep faith with constitutive ancestral tradidons and customs (see notes 22-53 
above and the text accompanying rhem), inherent right governments, acting as such, codd not 
agree to condidons attached to federal financial incentives i f  those condiaons required them to 
break hith with diose tradidons and customs. (1 owe this observation to Ionahan Rudin.) And 
diere rnay well be cimes, apart fiom that, when the federal government would have to jusdfy irs 
use of such measures. Condidoning discredonary govemment benefio co a community on irs 
agreement to restrict the use of its self-govemment rights may itself be a contravention o f  such 
rights. See, e.g., Nikal, note 109 above, at 1059-1064; Ra v. Bab, [1991] 2 C.N.L.R. 104 
(Sask. C.A.). (In the United States, such requirernents are somedmes called "unconstitutional 
condidons": se, e.g., Kaîhleen M. Sullivan, "Unconsdaidonal Conditionsn ( 1989), 102 Harv. 
L,Rev. 1 4 1 3.) Altemachrely, it is concehiable, as Kent McNeil has suggested to me, that certain 
kinds of uses o f  conditional financial incendves mighc contravene federal fldudary dudes to 
inherent rigtit communides. 

Il3 Sparrow, note 5 above, a t  1 1 19. 

Il4 Ibid. a t  1 12 1. - 
Ils Ibid. a t  1 1  13. - 
116 Ibid. a t  1 1 1 4. - 
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"compelling and substantial" enough to justffy interfering with an aboriginal ri& i f  it promotes 

either of the goals that, to the court, underlie the envenchment of such rights in the 

constitution: recognition and protection of the "critical and integral aspectsn of pre-existing 

aboriginal societies, or reconciliation of those pre-existing societies with the Crown's 

sovereignty over Canada. (Most often, measures imposing restrictions on aboriginal rights will 

contribute only CO the goal of reconciliation.)' l7 In the court's view, however, objectives 

that "are of sufficient importance to the broader comrnunity as a whole" are as essential to 

the task of reconciliation as the aboriginal rights themse~ves"~ and can anchor efforts to 

justify interference with such righû. I l 9  Measures designed to presewe Institutions and 

values chat the courts consider essential to the Canadian legal and constitutional order seem 

al1 but certain to satisfy this requirement. Existing federal measures, invoked today for that 

purpose but enacted originally to accomplish other objectives, rnight or might not.I2O 

Where interference does result from pursuit of compelling, substantial objectives, the courts 

must decemine whether the interfering measures themselves promote those objectives with 

I l 7  Gladstone, note 1 8 above, a t  773-775 (1 770-73); Delmmuukw, note 12 above, at  1 1 1 1 
(1 165)- 

Il8 Gladstone, ibld. a t  774-775 (173); Delmmuukw, ibld. at 1 107- 1 t 08 (7  16 1 ). 

119 For cridcism of dits conclusion, and of other aspects of the Supreme Court's recent jurisprudence 
on jusdficadan under S. 35 of the Consdaidon Act, 1 982, see Kent McNeil, "How Can 
InMngementr o f  the brisdaidonal Mgha of Aboriginal Peoples Be lustified?" ( 1997) 8 Const. 
Forum 33. 

t 20 In dealing widi similar issues under S. 1 of die Canadian Charter of Mhtr  and Freedorns, Part I of 
the Constitution Aa, 1982 ("Charter of Rights," or /ust "Chartern), the Supreme Court of 
Canada has said thac "[iln showing that die legisladon pursuer a pressing and substantial objective, 
it is not open to the government to assert post facto a purpose which did not animate the 
legisladon in the first place": A.G. Quebec v. lrwin Toy Ltd., [ 19891 1 S.C.R. 927 ("lrwin Toy") 
a t  984. See also tbid. at 973; R. v. B k  M DninMan Ltd., [19851 1 S.C.R. 295 a t  335, 352- 
353. On the other hand, it has also acknowîedged "that a purpose which was not demonstrably 
pressing and substandal at the dme of the legislacive enactment becornes demonstrabiy pressing and 
substancial with the passing of dme and die changing of drcumstances": lmln TOY, at  984; 
Edmonton lournal v. A.C. Alberta, [ 19891 2 S.C.R. 1 326 a t  1 342-1 345. 
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sufficient "sensitivity to and respect for the righu of aboriginal peoplesn:I2' whether, that 

is, they have given sufficient priority, in design or in execution, to the aborignal interests that 

the relevant aboriginal right exists to protect.'" In making that decemination, courts have 

considered: how important the rneasure is to fulfillrnent of the approved objectives,'" and 

what other, less intrusive options may have been avai~able;'~' how extensively (if a t  all) the 

aboriginal community and its mernbers were involved in the measure's design or implementa- 

tion;I2' whether compensation is available to the community for economic loss it suffers 

because of the interferen~e,'~~ and what other significant interests (aboriginal and non- 

aboriginal) also need taking into account outside the community whose right is infringed."' 

The standard of care chat the courts enforce in weighing these (and any other relevant) 

considerations depends from case to case upon, perhaps arnong other thlngs, the nature and 

configuration of the right infringed, the seriousness and severity of the measure's interference 

wich it, the importance of the objective the rneasure exists to serve and the urgency of the 

situation that prompted the rneasure. Other things equal, for example, a narrowly focused 

right that contains i ts  own "inherent limitation," such as an aboriginal right to fish or to hunt 

Soarrow, note 5 above, a t  1 1 1 9. 

See ibld. at 1 1 1 4- 1 1 1 6; Gladstone, note 1 8 above, at 766-769 (7 16 1 -64). In Delnamuukw, 
note 12 above, die Supreme Courtsuggests (ac 1 108- 1 109 (1  162), 1 1 12- 1 1 1 3 (1  1 167- 168)) 
that iusdficadon analysis of aboriginal dde inmngements need not proceed on the basis of priority, 
a t  least in the sense, closely related to resource allocation, in whkh chat notion arose in S~arrow 
and again in Gladstone. I use die word "priodty" here in a somewhat broader sense that, I Mn&, 
incorporates and addresses the court's concems about it in Delmmuukw. 

See e.g., S~arrow, ibid. a t  1 12 1 (federal govemment "would have to show diac die reguladon 
sought to be imposed was required to accomplkh die needed Ifmitadon"). 

Ibid. a t  1 1 1 9; Nikal, note 109 above, a t  1064-1 065 (1 7 109- 1 1 O); Gladstone, noce 1 8 above, - 
a t  767-768 (163). 

S~arrow, ibid. a t  1 1 1 9; Gladstone, @& a t  768 (q 64); Delaamuukw, note 1 2 above, a t  1 1 1 3 
( f  168)- 

Sparrow, ibid. a t  1 1 19; Delmmuukw, Ibid. at 1 1 1 3- 1 1 14 ( 1  169). 

See, e.g., Gladstone, note 18 above, at  768 (f64), 770-771 (7767-68). 



for subsistence, will command greater priority, and attract a higfier standard of care, than a 

more expansive right, such as aboriginal title or a commercial harvecting right, chat contains 

no such interna1 restrictions and that, taken on its own, would confer a virtual monopoly. 12' 

Similarly, measures prompted by situations of urgency may atuact a somewhat lower standard 

of care than would otherwise app~y. '~~ 

These indications suggest thac courts might well be rather generous in appraising federal 

restrictions on the use of aboriginal rights of self-government, especially in circumstances 

where an exercise of such righrr would pose a genuine, imminent threat to values or 

arrangements on which the mainstream legal order depended. Whether any &en federal 

interference with such rlghts would meec the justification test, even assuming the legitimacy 

of ia own objectives, would depend on the considerations identified just above."* 

C. Provincial and Ahriainal Authoritv 

We saw in passing above that "Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indiansn are among the 

subjects within exclusive federal (as opposed to provincial) authority."' This does nor 

mean, again, that no provincial law can affect, or apply CO, lndians or lndian lands; it does 

mean, though, that the provinces have no power to regulate these subjects "in what makes 

them specifically of federal juri~diction."'~~ Provincial measures that set out to do so are 

invalid, and have no effect; valid provincial rneasures chat would have the effect of regulating 

128 Compare, e.g., Sparrow, note 5 above, at 1 1 1 3- 1 1 19 (absolute priority for aboriginal food fishing 
rights, afcer conservation needs are taken inm account) widi Gladstone, lbfdz at 764-775 (7 7 57- 
75) (fesser priority for aboriginal right to fish to supply a commercial market) and Delaarnuukw, 
note 1 2 above, at I 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 4 (7 1 1 65- 1 69) (lesser degree of protection for aboriginal dde, 
which confers an excfvsive right to use and occupy lands). 

129 See, e.g., Nikal, note 109 above, at 1065 (7 1 10). 

130 See notes 1 2 1 - 1 2 7 above and the text accompanying chem. 

13 1 Constitution Act. 1 867, a 9 1 '(24. See notes 86, 99 above and the text accompanying them. 

1 32 Bell 88, note 88 above, at 762. 
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them have no application, as such, to them, though they operate nonnally othen~vise."~ 

We now know that "aboriginal rights are part of the core of lndianness a t  the heart of S. 

9 1 (24)."'34 This must also be true of self-government rights that quallfy as aboriginal 

rights. According to generally accepted constitutional principles, it follows that the provinces 

have no lndependent authority to restrict or otherwise to interfere with their exercise. 

If this is so, then there ought to be some important differences in inherent right communities' 

relationships with federal and with provincial authority. But we need to proceed with some 

care, in order not to overstate them. It may be best to begin with the similarities. 

Fint, there is st i l l  no reason to worry about a "legal On the one hand, if 

federal authority cannot, by its mere existence, reduce the protecred scope of aboriginal righrr 

of self-governrnen~,"~ then provincial authority surely cannot do so, either. On the other 

hand, the mere existence of aboriginal rights of self-government does not hrther reduce the 

reach of provincial measures into inherent right communities, except, again, where such 

measures might limit such comrnunities' capacity to exercise such rights."' lnherent right 

communities, of course, already benefit from the interjurisdictlonal immunity that results from 

exclusive federal authority over lndians and lndian lands; that in itself restricts somewhat the 

xope of provincial power over them. Provincial laws that would otherwise apply in such 

133 See notes 8 1-9 1 above and the text accompanying hem. 

i 34 Delmmuukw, note 12above,at 1121 (1181). Seegenerallywat 1 1  16-1 121 (71173481);  
Van der Peet, noce 5 ahve, esp. at 534-535 (11 19-20). 

135 See noces 102- 107 above and die text accompanying them. 

1 36 See notes 99-1 0 1 above and the cext accompanying them. 

137 See note 105 above. If, as I believe, maners related to lndian governance are within the exclusive 
aufhority of the federal (as opposed CO the provincial) order of govemrnent, then the provinces 
have no power, dlrealy or indirecdy, to Ilmit an Inherent right community~s capacity to exercise 
aboriginal rights of self-government. 



cornmunities, however, will continue to do so, unlw and until they interfere with indigenous 

legal arrangements that arise from the exercise of self-government rights. In this respect, too, 

the provincial authority is in the same position as the federal. 

Second, from a legal standpoint, a province, like the federal government, may offer financial 

incentives to inherent righr comrnunities in an effort to structure the uses of their self- 

government powers."' This option, however, will hardly matter to provinces with too few 

resources to offer meaningful financial incentives. If those provinces wanc to try to h i c  the 

use of self-government rights, they need the capacity to reson to mandatory measures. The 

difficult question is whether they have any such capacity. That is where the potential 

difference from federal authority lies. 

This much one can say with confidence. Provincial measures that interfere wlth the exercise 

of self-government rights can stand in no better position than federal measures as against such 

rights. In cases of conflict, proper and authorized use of a self-government right will have at 

least initial priority over provincial  arrangement^."^ And if provinces are in a position by 

justifying their measures to overcome that initial prioricy, the justification standards will almost 

ceminly be the same as chose that already apply to the federal go~ernrnent.'~~ The 

unanswered question ic whether justification is an option open to the provinces at ail. 

138 See notes 1 1 1 - 1 12 above and the text accornpanying them. Restrictions simllar to some of diose 
idendfied in respect of federal financial incencives (see note 1 1 2 above) would apply. For ludicial 
confirmation of a provincial spending power, even to accornplfsh obiecdves diac are beyond thet 
regulatory capacity, see, e.g., Re Lovelace and the Queen in r i h t  of Oncarlu ( 199 7), 3 3 O.R. 
(3d) 735 (CA,) ac 765; Dunbar v. A.C. Saskatchewan (1984), 1 1  D.L.R. (4th) 374 (Sask, 
Q.B.). 

1 39 See notes 109- 1 1 1 above and die text accornpanying hem- 

1 4 0  Compare Côté, note 2 3 above, at 1 8 5 (7 74). For discussfon of the standards for jusdQing 
federal interference widi aboriginal rights, see notes 1 1 3-1 29 above and the text accompanying 
them. 
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Twice now the Supreme Court has said, in cases where the issue had no bearing on the 

outcorne, that provinces may restrict the use of aboriginal rights when they are able to justif" 

the resuiccfons. 14' Ordinarily, such observations might well be conclusive; the problem here 

is that the court h a  yet to reconcile them with its detemination, in a situation where the issue 

was dispositive, that "aboriginal rights are part of the core of lndianness as the heart of S. 

9 1 (24)" and that, as a consequence, "[p]rovincial governrnents are prevented from legislating 

in relation tom thern.I4' I f  provinces simply have no independent authority to regulate the 

exercise of aboriginal r igh~, "~  it is difficult to understand how the issue of justification can 

even at3~e.I~~ Until the Supreme Court resolves this tension within its own jurispru- 

dence,"' we cannot Say what power, i f  any, the provinces have to conuol the use of 

aboriginal rights of self-government.'" 

Côtéi, Ibld. at  1 8 5 ( f 74); Delaamuukw, note 1 2 above, a t  1 1 07  (7 1 60). In Côté, the Supreme 
Court held (at 1 8 7- 1 89 (1 1 77-80) ) thac the relevant provincial law did not interfere with the 
aboriginal righc; in Delaamuukw, the court decided (at 1063 (77 76-77), 1079 (f  108)) to retum 
the daim of aboriginal dde back to trial on Its merlts. 

Delmmuukw, a t  1 12 1 (7 18 1 ), 1 1 19 (1  178), respectively. The court held (at 1 I 15- 1 123 
(7 7 1 72- 183)) chat the provinces have no power ta exdnguish aboriginal rfgtirs because such rig)its 
"are part of the core of Indianness" and therefore subject excfusively to federal authority. 

See noces 1 3 1 - 1 34 above and the text accompanying them. 

See, eg., Stactery, "Question of Trust," note 56 above, ac 285; Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal 
Governments and the Canadian Charter of iüatiu and Freedorns" (1996) 34 Osgoode Hall L.). 
6 1 ac 75-76, n.4+ Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal Tltfe and the Division of Powers: Rethinking Federal 
and Provincial ]urisdiaionn ( 1 998) 6 1 Sask. t. Rev. 43 1 ("McNeil, 'Rethinking ]urisdialanr" ) 
esp. a t  449-450, 463-464. 

"With al1 due respect, it seems to me that in Delaamuukw Lamer C1.C. did not really have his 
own views on exclusive federal lurisdiction in mind when he wrote the part of his lucigrnent dealing 
with infiingement of Aboriginal dden: McNeil, "Rethhking ]urisdiaion, @& at 453. 

Some have suggested S. 88 of the lndian Act as a solution. Section 88 incorporates by reference, 
and, subiect ta some restrictions, applies as federal law to lndians in a province, provincial laws of 
general applicadon chat, though valid, annot apply ta them of their own force: se ,  e.g., Dick 85, 
note 89 above, a t  326-327; Delaamuukw, note 12 above, a t  1 12 1-1 122 (7 t 82). Aldiougti S. 

88 expressfy pro- treaty righa and provisions fiom the effects of the provincial laws it 
incorporates, i c  confers no specfal protection on aboriginal rights: Kruaer ~JC Manuel, note 20 
above, at  1 14-1 1 5. (But see Badmr v. The Oueen, [ 1 9961 t S.C.R. 771 a t  809 (169) which, 
in passing, suggests the contrary.) The argument is that provincial laws whose e f k a  is to lirnit the 
exercise of aboriginal rights will apply to such righa, noc of their own force, but purswnt to S. 88, 



III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Part I of this chapter suggested that existing law already gives Canadian courts the capacity to 

protect the mainsueam legal ordercs most fundamental arrangements and values from risks 

brought about by de~arwres from the ancestral traditions and cusms whose contemporary 

versions define inherent right communities. CollecU'MU'es whose existence as such does not 

somehow derive from shared ancestral governance customs and relationships will not even 

qualify as bearers of aboriginal rights of self-governmenr; they are just subject to the general 

law. And particular governance measures of inherent right governments will not qualify as 

protected uses of self-government rights unless, a t  a minimum, they are compatible with those 

defining customs, traditions and relationships: with the community's own fundamental values. 

If constitutional accreditation of self-government rights is going to pose uncontainable threats 

to our fundamental arrangements or values, such threats, it appears, can arise only from 

genuine differences between aboriginal peoples' defining values and our ~wn. '~ '  

so long as those limit~ thernsekes can be jusdfied in accordance with the standards developed 
pursuant to S. 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982: s e ,  e.g., R. v. Alphonse, [ 1 9931 5 W.W.R. 
401 (B.C.C.A.) a t  42 1-423 (716245); R. v. Dkk, [1993] 5 W.W.R. 446 (B.C.C.A.) a t  453 
(71 17-1 8); R. v. Sundown, [ 19971 8 W.W.R. 379 (Sask. C.A.) a t  400 (761). 

Among several problems with this view, two deserve mendon here. First, s, 88 itself is limited in 
range. It applies incorporated laws only to "Indians" as defined within the lndian Act, not, for 
example, co die Inuit: compare Re Esklmos, [ 19393 S.C.R. 104 with Indan Act, S. 4( 1 ), It 
incorporates only provincial laws "of general appllcadon," not, for example, laws that apply 
differentially within provincial terricory: see, e.g., Kruaer a Manuel, a t  1 10. And the most 
cornmon view is that S. 88 does not incorporate and apply provincial measures that govem the 
occupation, use or disposidon of land: see, e.g., McNeil, " Rethinking Jurisdidon," a t  458- 
462 and the sources cited there. So diere will be situations in which the relevant provincial 
measures cannot apply, for these technical reasons, punuant to S. 88, 

Second, thls approach overlooks the ha that aboriginal rights infringernents that result tom 
incorporation of provincial law are possible exclwively because of S. 88: the provincial measures 
themsehres, on diis view, are powedess to restrict die use of such rights. If Ehis is so, however, 
ben S. 88 itself is what stands in need of justifkadon under S. 35 of the Cansdtudon Act. 1982. 
And because S. 88 has legislathe objectives of its own, distinct fiom those of the various provincial 
measures it incorporatÊs, It cannot be the case that it Ail be jusdfled iust whenewr those 
incorporated measures thernselves would be. My own view, which I cannot pause to substandate 
here, is that S. 08 itself k not a ]usdfied means of restricting the exerdse of aboriginal rïghts. 

147 See notes 76-78 above and the text accompanying them. 
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In P a n  II, we examined the capacity of Canada's (other) two orders of government, provincial 

and federal, to manage the riskc that remain through extemal incentives and constraints. Let's 

review the reasons we have for reassurance, 

First, any risks self-government rights may pose to our defining values will corne, a t  least 

initially, from what inherent right communities choose to do with chose righu, not from what 

they fail to do with them. Federal and provincial laws that now govern such communities will 

continue to do so, at least unless and until they interfere with specific results of, or efforts at, 

cornmunity governance. Accreditation poses no meaningful risk of a legal vacuum. 14' 

Second, provincial and federal governments al1 may encourage inherent right communiries to 

comply voluntarily with specified mainsveam standards by offering new financial incentives 

conditional on such compliance, subject only to resource availability and to federal 

paramountcy in case of conflict between provincial and federal incentive ~chemes."~ 

Finally, the federal government, which possesses broad and exclusive mainsveam authority to 

make legal arrangements for lndians and lndian lands,'50 almost ceminly has enough power 

to aven or to neutralize any genuine threat to essential mainstream values that might result 

fi-om aboriginal governance measures or practice. It will have to justify any measures that 

operate co restrain the use, or to override specific effects, of selfgovernment rights; the 

couru, however, already have a doctrinal mandate to be tolerant -- especially in situations of 

genulne danger or urgency -- of limits the federal government imposes in good faith on such 

148 See no tes 1 02- 1 07, 1 3 5 above and the tes accompanying them. 

1 49 See notes 1 1 1 - t 12, 1 38 above and the text accompanying diem. But se, again, the potendal 
restrictions noted in note 1 12 above. 

150 See notes 1 3 1 - 1 33 above and the text accompanying them. 



rights, because of their unusual substantive xope."' There is good reason to suppose that 

federal authorities, i f  they proceed with sufficient forethought, care and sensitivity to 

aboriginal interests and perspectives, will be able to justify almost any new measures they 

implement to ensure protection of Our most basic values. 

The existing Canadian constitutional framework, in other words, already gives mainstream 

governments substantial capacity to contain and manage, in advance or tom cime to time, any 

genuine risks that inherent right communities will use their self-government rights in ways, or 

for purposes, chat compromise or threaten the foundations of the mainstream legal order. 

The protection such capacity affords, though, is far from complete. Conditional financial 

incentives are effective only when chose offering them have suficient resources to make the 

package atuactive; competing clairns on scarce resources may sometimes make it impracticable 

CO offer them. Provinces have no authority CO make it their business to regulate the exercise 

of any aboriginal righa, including rights of self-government. Any power they have to control 

the exercise of such rights derives tom the incidental effects of measures enacted for other 

purposes; there is good reason to doubt their power to do so even then.Is2 And the fact 

that the federal government mav resvain, in ways it can justify, panicular excesses in the use 

of self-government righa does not ensure that it will choose to do so in any given instance, 

or that it will do so successfully. lt is easy enough to imagine some self-government crisis 

arising in circumstances where no federal measure exlcts to address it. Federal authorities may 

believe they have compelling political or poiicy reasons for not responding in some such 

situations, or they rnay simply lack the resources to respond in a timely way. It is equally 

possible that they will sometimes have proceeded in ways they cannot justify. No matter how 

urgent the situation or how broad the self-government right, there will always be some 

"' See notes 1 1 3-1 29 above and the text accompanying them. 

'" See notes 1 3 1 - 1 34, 1 39- 146 above and the tut accompanying them. 



minimum standard of care for them to meet if they are to justify their measure or activity. 

Most existing federal statutes, for instance (including, I suspect, most Criminal Code 

prohibitions), came into force without any prior deliberation or consultation about their 

potential impacts on comrnunities with aboriginal rights. External constraints are of no use in 

protecting essential values unless ihey are in place and are enforceable when it matters. 

If al1 this is so, there is, 1 think, much leu reason than some have suggested to be apprehensive 

about the consequences of providing the constitution's protection to inherent rightr of 

aboriginal self-government. Exlcting doctrine addresses and reduces much of the risk to 

fundamental mainstream institutions and values. At lean some meaningful risk, however, 

remains. lnherent right communities, acting authoritatively from within their own defining 

traditions, may sometimes adopt procedures, make decisions or take other steps that seem 

repugnant to the foundations of the mainstream legal order, in circurnstances where there is 

no enforceable statutory restriction upon them. Providing constitutional protection to self- 

government rights without a satisfactory way of addressing such predicaments individually, as 

they arbe, would still, as lan Binnie had suggested in 1990, "leave the courts with inadequate 

rnechanisms to regu late the overlapping interests of communities occupying contiguous 

territory." Is3 Faced with that prospect, Canadian courts, as I argued in Chapter I ,  are 

most unlikely to take responsibility for giving such rights constitutional pr~tection."~ 

The next two chapters consider nvo different ways of managing, case by case, that residual 

concern. Chapter 3 appraises the popular view that inherent right communities are, and 

ought to be, wbject CO the Charter of Rights. Chapter 4 articulates an alternative approach 

that I think works better. 

Is3 See W.I.C. Binnie, "The Spatrow Doctrine: Beginning of  the End or End of die Beginning?" 
( 1 990) 1 5 Queen's L. 1.2 1 7 at 2 1 8, quoted a t  greater length in Chapter 1 a t  note 75. See also 
ibid. a t  225, 234. - 

154 See Chapter 1, no tes 7 1 -77, 8 8 and the text accompanying diem. 



When Canadians reflect on the consequences of aboriginal difference, on the prospect of 

constitutionally protected righa of self-government, and on the impact such rifia might have 

on mainstream practice, values and arrangements, their first thoughts, very oken, are about 

the Canadian Charter of RiPhts and Freedoms.' According to a substantial body of infomed 

Canadian public opinion, constitutional accreditation of inherent self-government rights is 

acceptable, if a t  all, only i f  aboriginal governments exercicing such rights are subject to the 

discipline of the Charter. This is the view, for example, of widely read journali~ts,~ of 

recognized scholars in Canadian law3 and p~litics,~ and of such diverse and influential 

organizations as Canada's Royal Commission on the Economic unionS and the Native 

I Canadian Charter of Rihts and Freedoms ("Charter of Rights," or just "Charter"), Part I of the 
Constitution Act, 1 982, being Schedule B to the Gnada Act 1 982 (U.K.), c. 1 1 ) ("Constitution 
Act. 1982"). 

2 See, e.g., William Johnson, "Native Seffwvemment= Let's Pay Attendon" The IMontreall Gazette 
( 1 2 May 1 992) 83; William Johnson, "Why Native Leaders Don% Want Charter of iüghts in Their 
Govemment" The [Montreall Gazette ( 10 Oaober 1 992) 85; "Native Croups Need Strategy 
to Achieve Self-government" Calaar~ Herald (26 May 1994) A5. 

3 See, e.g., Bryan Schwartz, First Prinddes. Second Thowhts: AborMnal Peo~les, Consdaidonal 
Reforrn and Canadian Statecraft (Monmeal: Insciaice for Research on Public Policy, 1986) 
("Schwartz, Second Thouphts") a t  394-396. But see also Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal Govemments 
and the Canadian Charter of R M t s  and Freedoms" ( 1996) 34 Osgoode Hall L.J. 6 1 ("McNeil, 
'Aboriginal Govemments'" ) . 

4 See, e.g., Roger Gibbins 6t J. Rick Pondng, "An Assessment of the Probable Impact of Aboriginal 
Self-Govemment in Canada" in Alan Cairns Cynthia Williams, eds., The Politics of Gender, 
Ethnicitv and Lannuam in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 986) 1 71 a t  2 1 8-2 19; 
Roger Gibblns, "Citizenship, Political and lntergovemmental Problems widi lndian Self- 
Covernment" in ]. Rlck Pondng, ed., Arduous loumev: Canadian Indians and Decolonkation 
(Toronto: McUelland eut Stewart, 1986) 369 ("Gibbin~, 'Problems'") a t  374-375; Joyce Green, 
"Constitudonalizing the Patriarchy: Aboriginal Women and Aboriginal Government" (1  993) 4 
bnst. Forum 1 10 a t  1 15. 

5 See Re~ort of the Royal Commission on the Economk Union and ûeveio~ment Prospects for 
Canada, vol. 3 (Onawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1 98 5) (" 3 Macdonald Report") a t  3 7 1 . 
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Women's Association of Canada6 and Its affilia te^.^ Former Chief Justice Brian Dickson, CO- 

author, while Chief Justice, of the Supreme Court's decision in Soarrow,' said in 1992 that 

explicit constitutional enuenchment of self-government rights would be "chaotic" and a 

"disaster" unless aboriginal governments were subject, a t  a minimum, to the Charter.9 The 

Charlottetown Accord would have included specific provision for the Charter's application to 

such governments exercising such rights.1° And current federal policy, which recognizes the 

existence of inherent self-government rights, requires that al1 agreements implementing such 

rights provide for the Charter's application to panicipating aboriginal governments.' ' 
One tack of this chapter is to appraise this popular and widely-held view from within the 

normative kamework developed in Chapter 1 and summarized a t  the very beginning of 

See, e.g., Susan Delacourt, "Natives DMded Over Charter" ITorontol Globe sr: Mail ( 1 4 March 
1992) A4; Peter O'Neil, "Native Women Push for Human Rights" Vancouver Sun ( 14 March 
1 992) A3; John Borrows, "Contemporary Traditional Equality: The Effea of the Charter on F in t  
Nation Polidcs" ( 1 994) 43 U.N.B.L.J. 1 9 (" Borraws, 'Equality'") at 4 1-46. 

See, e.g., Ruth Teichroeb, "Dernocracy on die Reserve: Limits Sought on Powen of Chiefi" 
Winnlpep Free Press (6 April 1992) B 1 3; "Nathre Fights for Chartern Calaarv Herald (23 April 
1 992) A 12; Michele Rouleau, "Proposal for Nadve Self-government Could Deny Fundamental 
Human Rights to Women" The /Montreal1 Gazette (23 Oaober p. 83; Karina Byrne, "Indlan 
Women Want Protection" Winnf~ea Free Press (27 March 1994) A3. 

S~arrow v. The Queen, [ 1 9903 1 S.C.R. 1075 ("Sparrown), the fint Supreme Court of Canada 
decision to consider S. 35(1) of the Consdardun Act. 1982, ensured that that provision would 
give meaninml consdaidonal protection to aboriginal rightr. 

See ]oan Bryden, "Native Demand Confiising: Tou* Questions Surround Meantng of lndian Self- 
rule" Calaary Herald (2 1 March 1992) AS; Ted Byfield, "Native Self-government Goes Beyond 
What Canadians ThinkW Financial Post (2 1-23 March 1 992) S3. 

See Canada, Consensus Re~ort on the Consdaidon: Charlottetown: Draft Leml Text (9 October 
1992) ("Drafc Legal Téxt"), ss. 26 (amending S. 32( 1) of the Charter w include aboriginal 
legislathe bodies and govemmenû) and 27 (creadng a new S. 33.1, which would have @en 
aboriginal govemments "nocwlthstanding" privileges). 

See Canada, Department of lndian Affairs and Nordiern Development, Federal Policv Guide: 
Aborlainal Self-Govemmenc: The Govemment of Canada's Approach to lm~lementadon of the 
lnherent Mmit and the Negodadon of Aboriginal Self-Government (Ottawa: Minister of Public 
Work and Govemment Services Canada, 1 995) ("Federal Polior Guide") a t  4. See a b  "Charter 
Cavers Natives, lrwin Says" Vancouver Sun (6 May 1994) A4; Joan Bryden, "Charter Wl Apply 
to Natives, Rock Says" Vancouver Sun ( 1 3 May 1 994) A9; Susan Delacourt, "Nadves OfFered 
Limited Powen" JTorontol Globe 6î Mail ( 1 1 August 1995) A 1 a t  A6; Jim Bronskill, "Liberals 
Wavered on Promise: Native Self%ovemment Memorandumn Calaaw Herald (6 May 1996) A8. 
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Chapter 2:" to examine, chat is, whether the Charter, if It applied to inherent right 

governments exercising existing aboriginal rights of self-government, would assure our courts 

of the means to protect the coherence and the integrity of the mainstream legal order, while 

keeping to a minimum the mainsueam order's interference with the integrity of the evolving 

ancestral governance arrangements that the aboriginal right exi'sts to preserve and protect. 

From a legal standpoint, however, the prior question Ir whether, in the absence of explicit 

constitutional amendment, the Charter, as written, would (or could) govern the exercise of 

such rights. If the Charter turns out to be unavailable for this purpose, then any normative 

vinues it has will be of liale comfort or assistance. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples" and such eminent constitutional scholars as Brian Slanery, l 4  Peter Hogg and Mary 

Ellen Turpel" al1 have argued recently that the Charter would apply to inherent right 

governmentsmt6 It makes sense to begh with this issue, and those arguments. 

1. DOES THE CHARTER APPLY? 

A. Backmound and Overview 

Discussion of the Charter's reach begins with section 32(1) of the Charter. According to 

t2 See Chapter 2, notes 1-3 and the text accompanying them. 

13 See Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peo~les, vol. 2 (Ottawa: Minister of 
Supply and SenAces, 1996 ("2 RCAP Final Report") ac 168, 226-236; Canada, Royal 
Cornmisslon on Aboriginal Peoples, Sridaln~ the Cultural DMde: A Reoort on Aboridna1 Peoole 
and Criminal lusdce in Canada (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1996) ("RCAP, 
Bridning") esp. ac 257-264; Canada, Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Parmers in 
Confederation: Abortafnal Peo~les, Self-Govemment and the Consdaidon (Ottawa: Minister of 
Supply and Services, 1 99 3) (" RCAP, Partners" ) a t  39-4 1 . 

14 Brian Slactery, "First Nations and the Constitution: A Quesdon o f  Trust" ( 1 992) 7 1 Can. Bar Rev. 
26 1 ( " Slattery, 'Question o f  Trust'") a t  286-28 7. 

15 Peter W. Hogg Mary Ulen Turpel, "Implemendng Aboriginal Self-Government: Consdaidonal 
and ]urisdicdonal Issuesn ( 1995) 74 Can. Bar Rev. 1 87 at 1 99, 2 1 3-2 1 5. 

16 For a conuary view, see McNeil, "Aboriginal Covernments," note 3 above. 



section 32 ( 1 ), ' the Charter applies to fedenl, provincial and territorial" legislation and 

government action generall~.'~ There is every remn to suppose that aboriginal individuals 

are entitled to the Charter's protection, on essentially the same ternisZ0 as anyone else, in 

17 Section 32 ( 1 ) reads as follows: 

32,( 1 ) This Charter applies 

(a) to the Parîiament and govemment of Canada in respect of al1 
matters wlthin the authority of Parliament induding all matters relating 
to the Yukon Tenitory and the Northwest Territories; and 

(b) to the legislature and government of each province In respect 
of al1 matters within the authority of the legislature of each province. 

i 8 References in the Charter to provinces and provincial legislaaires are underscood to Include 
reference ta the two territories and their legislaaires: see Charter, S. 30. 

19 So far, the Supreme Court of Canada has identified only two exceptions to this general 
proposition. Section 1 5 of the Charter does not operate to resaict the exercise of the provinces' 
exclusive legislathe authority, conferred by S. 93 of the Consdtudon Act, 1 867, 30 eu: 3 1 V i a ,  
c, 3 (U,K.) ("Constitution Aa. 1867") to make provision for separate and dissendent schools 
(see Reference re Bill 30. An Act to Amend the Education A a  (Ontario), [ 1 98 71 1 S.C.R. 1 1 48 
("Bi11 30 Reference"); Adler v. The Queen in riaht o f  Ontario, [ 1 9961 3 S.C.R. 609 ("Adler")), 
and nodiing in the Charter can restrfct the exercise by federal or provincial legislaaires of their 
inherent prMlege, implicit in the preamble to the Consdtudon Act. 1982, of taking measures 
necessary to control their own incemal procedures (see Donahoe v. Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, [ 1 9931 1 S.C.R. 3 1 9 ("Donahoe")). ln each case, the application of the Charter 
has been constralned "on the principle that  one part of the Constitution cannot abrogate another 
part of the Consdtution" (Donahoe, per McLachlin 1. a t  390), See also note 20 below. 

20 This qualification is meant to acknowledge that there may be a third, and more relevant, constraint 
on the Charter's application, comparable to those rnendoned above at note 19. Section 9 1 124 
of the Constitution Act. 1867 confers exclusive authority on the federal govemment to make laws 
in relation to " Indfans, and Lands reserved for the Indians." In A.C. Canada v. Canard, [ 1 9761 
1 S.C,R. 1 70, a pre-Charter case about the Canadian Bi11 of Rlahts, RS.C 1970, Appendlx III, 
the Supreme Court of Canada said (at 1 87) that S. 9 1 124 "necessarily contemplates legislation 
respeafng the statu and rights of a particular class of persons. If the words 'equality before the 
law' in S. 1 (b) of the Bi11 of Riaha were to be construed as precluding legislation of this klnd Tt 
would prevent Parîiament fiom exercising the power enbwted to it by S. 9 1 (24)." Left to Its own 
devices, S. 15% much more robust equality rights guarantee could hardly fiil to have the same 
effect. In both the Bill 30 Reference, and Donahoe, ibid., however, the Supreme Court 
concluded that Charter provisions cannot operate "to diminish or abrogate the very power which 
the Consdtution conferred," h this case, on the federal govemment (Donahoe, a t  392). Courts 
may well be tempced, therefore, ta conclude that section 91 124, like section 93, of the 
Constitution Act, 1867, operates fiee of secdon 15 constraints. See, e.g., R. v. Campbell 
(19961, 1 12 CC.C (3d) 107 (Man. C.A.) ("Campbell") a t  1 10-1 13. Compare Peter W. 
Hogg, Consdardonal Law of Canada, 4th cd., abridged (Toronto: Carswell, 1997) ("Hogg, 
Consdtudonal Law") a t  563. In Batchewana lndian Band v. Canada (Mlnister of lndian and 
Northem Af i i r s l  [1997] 3 C.N.L.R. 2 1 ("Batchewana"), however, the Federal CourtofAppeal 



their dealings with federal, provincial and territorial governmentse2' In two kinds of 

circumstances, however, the Charter also applies to other statutory entities exercising powen 

conferred upon them by federal, provincial or territorial legislatione22 La Forest J., in 

Eldridrre. identifies these two kinds of circumstances. 

Fint, it rnay be detennined chat the entity is i w l f  'government' for the 
purposes of se 32. This involves an inquiry into whether the entity whose 
actions have given rise to the alleged Charter breach can, either by its very 
nature or in virtue of the degree of governmenral control exercised over it, 
properly be characterized as 'government' within the meaning of S. 321 1 ). In 
such cases, all of the activities of the entity will be subject to the Charter, 
regardlesr of whether the activity in which it is engaged could, if perfoned 
by a non-governmental actor, correctly be described as 'priva~e'.~' 

held that s, 77( 1 ) of the federal lndian ActI R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-5 ("lndian Actn) contravened S. 
15 of the Charter by distinguishing invidiously between resident and non-resident members of  the 
Batchewana Band. 

Some have argued that S. 9 1 124, considered in light of S. 1 5, "does authorize legfslative 
discrimination which hanns Indians, only that which is preferendal to hem": see, e,g., Alan Pratr, 
"Federalism in the Ga of Aboriginal Self-Govemmentn in David C. Hawkes, ed., Aborininal 
Peoples and Government ~es~onsibility: Exdorina Federal and Provincial Rola (Ottawa: Carieton 
University Press, 1 989) ("Covemment Responsibllty") 1 9 at  4 1 (emphasis in original); David C. 
Hawkes eir Allan M. Maslove, "Fiscal Arrangements for Aboriginal Self-Govemmentn in 
Government Res~onsibilitv, 93 a t  98-99. 1 see litde merit in this argument. It is the specificity 
and exclusMty of the federal power under S. 9 1 124 that will determine whether its use is subjea 
co S. 1 5 of die Charter, not whether the federal govemment happens to use chat power in Indians' 
favor or to heir detriment. This k true in U.S. law, as well: see U.S. v. Antelope, 430 US. 64 1, 
97 S.Ct. 1 395 ( 1977). 

21 See, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, a t  226; McNeil, "Aboriginal Governmenû," note 
3 above, a t  6263, and the sources cited there. 

22 This is so because 

[alcdon taken under statutory authority is valid only if It k wlthin the scope of 
that authority. Rnce neither Pariiament nor a Legislature can itself pass a law in 
breach of the Charter, neither body can authorize action which would be in 
breach of the Charter. Thus, the limitadons on statutory authority whkh are 
imposed by the Charter will flow domi the chain of statutory authority and apply 
to reguladons, by-laws, orders, dedsions and al1 other aalon (whether legislathe, 
administrative or judidal) which depends for iîs validity on statutory authority: 

Hogg, Constitutional Law, note 20 above, a t  668, quoted with approval (fiom earlier editions) 
in Eldridae v, A.G.B.C., [19971 3 S.C.R. 624 ("Udridaen) a t  644 (12 1 ) and Slaiaht 
Communications v. Davidson, [ 1 9891 1 S.C.R. 1 038 (" Slaiaht Communicadonsn ) at 1 078- 1 079. 

23 Eldridge, at  66 1 -662 (144). 



Statutory endties will qualify as "governmental," in other wordr, where the powers conferred 

upon them are "Inherently governmental in naturew24 or where their activities are subject to 

the "routine or regularn (not merely the "ultimate or exuaordinary") conuol of a federal, 

provincial or territorial government" The fim of these prescriptions probably means that 

the Charter governs lndian Act band councils in the exercise of the self-government powers 

that Act confen on them, because band councils' bylaws and other decisions are, within their 

territorial scope, binding on the public genera~ly.~' It makes sense to assume, as well, that 

24 See, e.g., Slaia)it Communications, note 22 above, a t  1077-1 079; Eldridm, ibid. a t  659660 
(142); McKinney v. University of Guel~h, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 229 ("McKinneyn) at 270. 
Compare Ramsden v. C i t ~  of Peterborouati, [ 19931 2 S.C.R. 1084, where the Supreme Court 
applied the Charter to a municipality and its bylaws without reference to S. 32. It is not enough 
that a statutory entfty exist CO provide a public service or to serve some other public purpose, or 
that it be subiect to judicial review: McKinney, a t  267-270; Stohan v. Vancouver General 
Hos~ital, [ 19901 3 S.C.R. 483 ("Stoffinan") a t  51 1-5 12; Udridm, a t  658459 (141 ). 

2 5 Stofhan, ibid., a t  5 1 3-5 1 4; Harrison v. U.B.C., [ 1 9901 3 S L R ,  45 1 (" Harrisonw) a t  463; 
Doudas Collene v. Doudas/Kwanden Faculw Assodadon, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 570 ("Dounlas 
Collene") at 584-585; Lavime v- O.P.S.E.U., [ 199 1 ] 2 S.C.R. 2 1 1 ("Laviane") a t  3 1 1-3 12; 
Eldridm, ibid. a t  657 (q  39). It is not necessarily enough that the endty is heavily dependent on 
fiinding ikom the govemment (McKinney, Ibld. a t  27 1 -2 75; Stofhan, at  5 12-5 1 3; Harrison, a t  
463), that the government appointr a maiority of the members of the endty's board of directors 
or governors (Stohan, a t  5 14-5 15; Harrison, a t  463), that a minister of the Gown musc 
approve al1 regdations the endty rnakes (Stofhnan, a t  507-5 1 l), or chat the govemment has 
authority, In extraordinary circumstances, to assume direct conuol of die endty or of the services 
it provides (Stofiinan, at 5 12-5 14). 

26 Sec, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Reporc, note 1 3 above, a t  226; Bruce Wildsmith, AborMnal Peo~les and 
Secdon 25 of the Canadian Charter of Righb and Freedoms (Saskatoon: Native Law Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, 1988) a t  5 1. For cases in which the courts have applied the Charter 
to bylaws enacted pursuant to the lndian Act, s e ,  e.g., Campbell, note 20 above; Six Nations of 
the Grand River Band v. Henderson, [ 19971 1 C.N.L.R. 202 (Ont. (G.D.); R. v. Laforme, 
[ 19961 1 C.N*L.R. 193 (Ont. (Prov. D.)); Nakochee v. LinMater (29 April 1993), (Ont. 
(G.D.)) [unreported]. ln R. v. Hatchard, LI9931 1 C.N.L.R. 96 (Ont. (GD.)) and Crow v. 
Blood Band ( 1 996), 1 O7 F.T.R. 2 70 (F.C.T.D .), the courts assumed widiout deciding that the 
Charter applied to lndlan Act band councils. 

Not everyone agrees that lndian Act band coundis are subject to the Charter. Kent McNeil, for 
example, has argued that band coundis "may not be within the scope of sedon 32( 1 ) " of the 
Charter, because, in hk view, they "are not mere delegates of Parliament": see McNeil, 
"Aboriginal Govemments," note 3 above, a t  88, and generally ibfd. at 79-90. McNeil's 
conclusion that band counciis "are not mere delegates of Pariiamentn appears to be based 
principally on the ha that S. 74 of the lndbn Act coritemplates seldon of band couilcillors in 
accordance widi band custom, and on authority that appears to adcnowledge that such councils 
have some power, not expressly conferred by Parliament in the lndian Acg to make hternal rules 
ardculadng the customary seleccion procedures. This view, though ingenious, does not take 



the Charter will govern the use of any additional self-government powen that the federal 

government may confer on such governments by treaty or agreementz7 The cases suggest 

that the Charter's application will depend, other things equal, on the nawre of the powen 

conferred and on the nature of the statutory entity on which they are conferred, not on the 

mechanism used to confer or delegate those powers. 

Second [La Forest 1. continues], an entity may be found to attract Charter 
scrutiny with respect to a panicular actjvity that can be ascribed to govern- 
ment. This dernanâs an investigation not into the nature of the entity whose 
activity is impugned but rather into the nature of the activity itself. In such 
cases, in other words, one must scrutinize the quality of the act a t  issue, rather 
than the quality of the actor. If the act is truly 'govemmental' in nature -- for 
example, the implementadon of a specific statutory scheme or a government 
program -- the entity performing it will be subject to review under the Charter 
only in respect of that act, and not its other, private activitie~.~' 

Even in this second kind of circumstance, however, 

while it is a private actor that actually implements the program, it ir govern- 

account of much of the Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence on S. 32 of the Charter and 
requires great dexterity to reconcile Ath the bulk of the exisdng case law on band councils and the 
lndbn Act, including Public Service Alliance of Canada v. St. Reds lndbn Band, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 
72. 1 agree widi McNeil, though, chat powers conferred, and restrictions imposed, on band 
councils by the lndian Act do not necessarily preclude or constrain the exercise of inherent powers 
that aboriginal communides possess in other capaddes. 

A separate, and more Interesdng, suggestion is die extent to which S. 25 of the Charter rnay 
insulate band councils fiom Charter review: see Wildsmith, ibid., esp. at  38; McNeil, "Abortgfnal 
Governments," ac 89. It will do so only it and to the extent thac, the statutory powers the Indian 
&t confers on band coundls qualiw as "other ri&& or fieedorns of the aboriginal peoples of 
Canadan for purposes of s. 25. In Batchewana, noce 20 above, the Federal Court of Appeal 
observed (at 32) that "[slome lndian Act provisions enacted to assbt in the accommodadon and 
implementadon of [aboriginal difference] may well be suitable for s.25 protection," but that the 
Act's provisions for democradc eleaions, which were not enacted for that purpose, are not among 
diem. For fiinher discussion of S. 25 generally, see notes 94, 194-235 below and the text 
accornpanying them. 

27 See, e.g., Schwartz, Second Thouahts, note 3 above, a t  39 1 -392; Dan Russell Jonathan Rudin, 
Native Alternative Dispute Resoludon Svstems: The Canadian Future in Liaht of  the American Past 
(Toronto: Ontario Native Council on Justice, 1 9922) a t  1 5 7- 1 59. 1 argue below chat there is  
an impomnt difference in Hi respect becween agreemena or treades that confer seifmvernmenc 
rights and those that confirm or acknowledge d ia t  such rigtrts already exlst independendy. See 
notes 70-80 below and the text accornpanyhg them. 

'' Udridne, note 22 above, at 66 1 -662 (144). See generally, @& a t  654466 ( f f3 5-52} and the 
sources cited there. 



ment that reeins responsibility for i t  . . . Just as governments are not 
pemitted to escape Charter scrutiny by entering into commercial conuacts or 
other 'private' arrangements, they should not be allowed to evade their 
constitutional responsibilities by delegating the implementation of their policies 
and prograrns to private ent i t ie~.~~ 

It now seerns clear, therefore, that the federal govemment itself will remain responsible for any 

Charter consequences that result from the exercise of self-government powers it confers on 

aboriginal bodies or organizations not themselves subject to the Charter?' This will be so, 

again, whether it confers such powers by statute13' conuact, treaty or agreement," and 

even where it confers such powen exclusively a t  the behest of the aboriginal 

Briefly, then, the Charter applies generally to the federal, provincial and territorial 

governments and to certain statutory entities on which they confer certain kinds of authority. 

Other entities may also sometimes attract Charter scrutiny, but only insofar as they are 

engaged in the implementation of government policy. These arrangements probably mean 

that the Charter will govern the exercise by aboriginal governments of most, i f  not ail, self- 

government powers that originate from the federal, provincial or territorial governments. 

B. The Problem 

Our concern here, though, is not with the Charter's application to self-government powen 

29 tbid. a t  659460 (742). As a result, although private enddes, not the B.C, government itself, - 
were primarily responsible, in Hdridae, for implemendng the government's policy on health 
insurance, the Supreme Court direaed the Charter remedy a t  the government, not a t  the private 
enddes. See ibid. a t  69 1-692 (7 795-96). 

30 See Wildsrnidi, note 26 above, at 5 1 -52; Russell af Rudin, note 2 7 above, a t  1 5 7- 1 59. This may 
well explain, in part, why it is federal policy to require thac al1 self-government agreements 
negodated widi aboriginal communides contaln provisions subjecdng signatory aboriginal 
governmencs ta the Charter. See Federal Polic~ Guide, note 1 1 above, a t  4. 

Eldridge, note 22 above, a t  654-666 (7 135-52); Russell ût Rudin, Ibid. a t  1 58. 

" See, e.g., Mclürtnev, noce 24 above, a t  277; Doualar Collene. note 25 above, at 585-586; 
Lavime, note 2 5 above, at  3 1 2-3 1 4; Russell 8ï Rudin, ibfd, a t  1 59. 

See Lavime, note 25 above, esp. a t  3 1 3. 



that originate from federal, provincial or territorial governmenrs but with aboriginal 

communities exercising inherent self-government rights or powen. To Say that a right is 

"inherent," as we saw in Chapter 2, Lr just to Say that it does not owe its existence, as 

"derivative" or "contingentn rights do, to federal, provincial, territorial -- or, before that, 

Imperia1 -- authority: that it existed before and apart from those sources of mainstream 

power?' Our interest is in inherent rights for two compelling reasons. 

First, the self-government rights chat matter most to aboriginal peoples are those that they 

thernselves represent as inherent. Derivative rights of self-government are, by nature, 

dependent on the largesse of settler govemments; as such, they are less secure, because they 

are always a t  risk of withdrawal when the interests of settler govemments require it. More 

important, representation of their self-government rights as derivative would falsiw aboriginal 

peoples' own best sense of the nature and source of such rights: in their relationships with, and 

rheir responsibllities CO, the Creator." It is inherent self-government righa for which they 

seek protection within the mainsveam constitutional order, so inherent self-government rights 

are the ones we ought to be discussing. 

34 See Chapter 2, note 56 and die text accompanying it. 

35 This paragraph too reflects my own best sense of thlngs fiam die outside, as a non-aboriginal 
perron. Aboriginal peoples thernseîves are much better placed to report thek own understandings. 
For sources that support the approximations in diis paragraph, see, e.g., Assembly of Fint  Nadons, 
First Nations Urcle on the Constitution, To the Source ( 1 992) esp. at  16-20; Colin H. Scott, 
"Custom, Tradition, and die Politics of Culture: Aboriginal Self-Govemment in Canadan in N. 
Dyck ].B. Waldrarn, eds., Anthro~oloav, Public Policv, and Nathre Peo~les in Canada 
(Montreal: McGiII-Queen's University Press, 1993) 3 1 1 a t  3 1 8; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 
above, a t  1 08- 1 1 3, 1 39- 1 4 1. Afkr acknowiedging the wide diversity of viewpoints among 
aboriginal peoples on govemance issues, die Royal Commission described the "cornmon coren of 
aboriginal visions (a a t  1 39) as follow: 

Uldmately, Aboriginal people want greater control over their Iives. They want 
fteedoms ikom extemal incerfixence. They do not wanc to be dependent on 
others. They want to realùe thek own visions of govemment. Aboriginal 
people a R i m  chat they have the inherent right to detennine thelr own haire 
within Canada and to govern themsek under insdtudons of their own choice 
and design. No one can give thcm thk right, they say, and no one can cake It 
away. 



- 8 3  . 
Second, as Chapter 2 explained, any self-government righu that qualify for the constitution~s 

protection as aboriginal righs will, of necessity, be inherent righa. There is sirnply no room 

within the Canadian law of aboriginal rights for righrr that are derivative? 

For those who would have the Charter apply to the use of inherent self-government rights, the 

problem should now be obvious. Although section 32 of the Charter, and the case law 

interpredng it, make clear provision for the Charter% application to the "legislative, executive 

and administrative branches"" of federal, provincial and territorial governments, it makes 

no provision for the Charter's application to governance powers that, by their nature, did not 

and could not have derived from one or more of those go~ernments.'~ Their challenge now 

is to find some plausible legal basis on which to apply the Charter, despite that fact. The next 

section considers the arguments offered so far in response to that challenge. 

C. The Araurnena in Favor of the Charter's Amkation 

One finds three distinct lines of argument offered to support the view that the Charter applies, 

despite section 32's phrasing, to the exercise of existing aboriginal rightr of self-government. 

Each is independent enough to deserve individual consideration. 

1. "NonexhaustiVeness" Arguments 

The simplest and most obvious response to this predicament is that section 32( 1 ) says only 

that the Charter applies to federal and provincial legislatures and governmentr; it nowhere says 

that the Charter, as such, has no other application. On this view, it is not necessary, despite 

the interpretive maxim exoreuio unius est exclusio alterius (or, more properly here, exweuum 

36 See Chapter 2, notes 55-58 and the text accompanying them. 

37 This description, in this context, originated in R.W.D.S.U. Local 580 v. Ool~hin Oeliverv Ltd., 
[1986] 2 S.C.R. 573 ( "Dol~hh  Dehery") a t  598. 

38 See notes 19-33 above and the text accompanying them. 



facit cesrare tacitum), to in fer, from the Charter's mention of jus these specific entities, that 

the Charter applies to them alone; there may well have been other drafting reasons for making 

explicit the Charter's application to these legislatures and governmentd9 If this is so, section 

32(1) is no lmpediment to the conclusion that the Charter applies to other persons and 

entities, including aboriginal governments exercising inherent powen, because section 32 ( 1 ) 

does not purport to prescribe exhaustively the Charter's application. 

This approach had a certain vogue in the mid- 1980s among those who urged the univenality 

of the Charter's application: not just to self-governing aboriginal communities, but to public 

and private activity genera~ly.~ The short answer to it, whatever its rnerit~,~' is chat 

Suprerne Court of Canada jurisprudence now precludes i~ In the court's first decision on the 

Charter's application, Dol~hin Delivery, Mclntyre ]., writing for a unanirnous court, said: 

In rny view, S. 32 of the Charter, specifically dealing with the question of 
Charter application, is conclusive on this issue. . . . Section 32 ( 1 ) refers to 
the Parliament and Government of Canada and to the legislatures and 
governments of the Provinces in respect of al1 matters within their respective 
authorities. . . . 
It is my view that S. 32 of the Charter specifies the actors to whom the 
Charter will apply. They are the legislative, executive and administrative 
branches of government." 

39 Dale Cibson has suggested, for instance, that S. 32( 1 ) was a prudent precaution to ensure the 
Charter's application to federal, provincial and territorial leaislatures in ligtit of the well-entrenched 
principle of legislative supremacy, and to ensure its application to federal, provincial and territorial 
governmentr in llght of the comrnon law understanding that no legisladon can bind the Gown 
unless it does so expressly or by necesrary implication. See Dale Gibson, The Law of the Charter: 
General Principles (Toronto: Cameil, 1986) a t  1 1 1 - 1 1 3. 

40 See generally ibfd., a t  1 10-1 19; Dale Gibson, "The Charter of Rights and the Private Sector" 
( 1982) 1 2 Man. L.]. 2 1 3; Brian Slattery, "Charter of füghts and Freedom - Does It Btnd Private 
Persans?" ( 1 985) 63 Crin. Bar Rev. 148. Compare David Beatty, "Consdaidonal Conceits: The 
Coercive Authority of Courts" ( 1 98 7) 3 7 U.T.L.]. 1 8 3. 

4 1 For criticisrns of this approach, see Schwartz, Second Thoup)its, note 3 above, esp. a t  380-384; 
McKinney, note 24 above, a t  334-335, Wilson 1. (dbendng on other grounds). 

42 Dol~hin Delivew, note 37 above, a t  597-598. 



In McKinney, the court reamrmed this conclusion expre~sly;~~ it h a  continued, in ahnost 

every majority judgment on Charter application since, to link the application inquiry explicitly 

to section 32.« Given this phalanx of precedent, the option of basing the Charter's 

application on anything other than section 32 seerns clearly to be no longer available. 

Despite this development, some srill rely on this general approach to support their view that 

the Charter governs the exercise of inherent self-government righu. In doing so, they rely on 

a narrower version of the nonexhaustiveness thesis. This variant acknowledges that section 32 

Ir indeed conclusive on the issue of Charter application, but urges us to read it as an indication 

of the kinds of entities -- governments - to which the Charter is meant to apply, not as an 

exhaustive list of the entities that the Charter governs. lnherent right governments, on this 

view, are just as "governmentaIn as the entities designated in section 32, so one ought to infer 

that the Charter also applies to them. According to Brian Slattery, for example, 

[i]t is possible to argue that section 32(1) of the Charter, which States that 
the Charter applies to the Federal and Provincial legislatures and governments, 
exempts Aboriginal governrnents from any fonn of Charter review by failing 
CO mention them. However, the better view is that the section does not 
provide an exhaustive l ist  of governments subject to the Chartere4' 

This has been the consistent position 

early study Panners in Confederation 

43 See McKinneb note 24 above, at 

of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. Its 

sets out most fully the legal bais for this argument: 

26 1, ("The application of the Charter fs set forth in S. 32( 1 ) 
. . . "), 263 ("the Charter was by S. 32 limited in its application to Parliament and the legislatures, 
and to the executhre and administrative branches of govemment"), La Forest 1, (for the majority), 
a t  320-342, Wilson 1. (dissenting on other grounds). 

44 See Stofhan, note 24 above, a t  505, 507-508, 5 10, 5 16; Doualas Calleae, note 25 above, at 
584-585; Lavime, note 25 above, a t  308; Donahoe, note 19 above, a t  370; Younav. Young 
[1993] 4 S*C.RI 3 ("Youngn), at 90, L'Heureux-Dubé 1. (for die majodty on th& issue, dlsrented 
in the result); D.P. v. CS, [ 1 9931 4 S.CR 1 4 1 a t  1 8 1 ; Udridae, note 22 above, at 654-656 
( 1  1 35-37), 660662 (1 143-44). The one exception is Harrison, note 25 above, where the 
majority (at 463-464, La Forest 1.) shply adopced the reasons it had given concemporaneously 
in McKlnney, ibid, and in Stofhan. 

45 Slattery, "Question of Trust," note 14 above, a t  286, n. 82. 



While Aboriginal governments are not specifically rnentioned in section 32( 1 ) 
of the Charter, which lists govemmenral authorities to which the Charter 
applies, this l ist  does not seem to be comprehensive. In the case of . . . 
Dobhin Delivew . . . , the Supreme Court of Canada heid d ia t  the Charter 
does not apply in litigation between private parties and that section 32 was 
conclusive on the point; see Mclntyre J. a t  p. 597. Justice Mclntyre went on 
to state a t  p. 598: 'It is my view that S. 32 of the W r  specifies the actors 
to whom the Charter will apply. They are the legislative, executive and 
administrative branches of government.' This holding suggests that the 
purpose of section 32 is to draw the dividing line between private and 
governmental actors, rather than CO l is t  in a comprehensive fashion the 
governrnental bodies to which the Charter applies." 

I find this argument, and this approach, unpersuasive for several reasons. First, it is not the 

approach that makes the best sense of the text of section 32 ( 1 ). Section 32 ( 1 ) does not say 

-- as it surely could have said, and more briefly -- that the Charter is to apply to "legislative 

and government actionn generically; instead, its drafters twk the trouble to itemize with some 

care which legislatures and governments were to be subject to the Charter & the matters in 

respect of which the Charter was to govern them. Section 30 cakes additional care to provide 

for the inclusion of the two territories and their legislatures. Such fastidiousness in drafting 

would be unusual, other things equal, i f  its sole purpose were to offer examples of the kinds 

46 RCAP, Partnen, note 1 3 above, a t  65, n. 1 39 (supporting text a t  39). Compare RCAP, 
Bridnin~ note 1 3 above, a t  263: 

section 32( 1 ), radier than exhauscively caaloguing the governments covered by 
the Charter, can be seen as standing for the broader prfnciple chat the Chatter 
applies to the acts of governments radier than to the aco of private individuals. 
According to this view, which the Commission shares, die faa that secdon 32 
does not state that it applks to Aboriginal governments is not necessarily 
determinative of die matter; 

and 2 RCAP Final Report, note 13 above, a t  23 1 : 

We agree that the main purpose of  secdon 32( 1 ) is to indlcate that govemments 
rather than p h t e  indMduals are subject to the Charter. The wording of the 
section Is not exhaustive. It allows for the possibility that governmenc bodies not 
specifically named in the section are subiect to the Charter's provisions. 



of entities CO which the Charter was meant to apply.47 Wilson J., commenting on the 

reasoning in Dol~hin Delivew, made a similar point: 

i f  coun orders constitute government action for purposes of S. 32(1), then, 
since virtually al1 disputes before the court end in a coun order of m e  kind, 
al1 litigation would be subject to Charter scrutiny. Mclntyre 1. obviously 
thought that this would be a very convoluted way of making the Charter 
applicable to private action. Why would S. 32( 1 ) restrict the application of 
the Charter to legislatures and governmeno i f  it was meant to apply to private 
action as well? Why not simply say so?" 

Why, one might ask with equal force, would sections 30 and 32(1) provide with such 

specificity for the Charter's application to federal, provincial and territorial legislatures and 

governments i f  it was meant to apply to government action generally? 

Second, it is not the approach that rnakes the best sense of the reasoning in Dol~hin Deliverv. 

Taken on itc own, the Dol~hin passage that the Commission cited in Pamiers in Confederation 

rnight indeed support a contention that S. 32 provides for the Charter's application to 

"government" generally. Viewed in the conten of the paragraph just preceding it, however, 

such a reading is difficult to susoin. Here is the relevant text of that earlier paragraph: 

In my view, S. 32 of the Charter, specifically dealing with the question of 
Charter application, is conclusive on th[e] issue [of the Charter's application 
to private litigation]. . . . Section 32(1) refers to the Parliament and 
Government of Canada and to the legisfatures and governments of the 
Provinces in respect of al1 matten within their respective authorities. In this, 
it rnay be seen that Parliament and the Lwbslatures are ueated as separate or 
specific branches of government, distinct from the executive branch of 
government, and cherefore where the word *irovernment' is used in S. 32 it 
refers noc to Povernmenc in its aeneric sense -- meaninn the whole of the 
governmental amaratus of the state -- but to a branch of Povernment, The 
word 'government', following as it does the words 'Parliament' and 'Legisla- 
ture', must then, it would seem, refer to the executive or administrative 
branch of government. This is the sense in which one generally speaks of the 
Covernmenc of Canada or of a province. I am of the o~inion chat the word 

47 See Schwam, Second Thountits, note 3 above, at  385; McNeil, "Aboriginal Governments," note 
3 above, ac 69. 

48 McKinnev, note 24 above, at 332, Wilson 1. (concurring on the issue, dissendng in the result). 
For the original, see Dolphin Delhrerv, note 37 above, a t  60060 1. 



'novernment' is used in S. 32 of the Charter in the sense of the executive 
government of Canada and the Provinces. This is the sense in which the wordr 
'Government of Canada' are ordinarily employed in other sections of the 
Constitution Act. 1 867. Sections 12, 16 and 1 32 al1 refer to the Parliament 
and the Government of Canada as separate entities. The words 'Government 
of Canada', particularly where they follow a reference to the word 'Parlia- 
ment', almost always refer to the executive g~vernment.'~ 

This passage bans by itemizing the entities to which section 32( 1 ) rnakes specific reference 

-- the federal and provincial legislatures and governments - then adds expressly that the word 

"governmentn in section 32(1) refers ngf to "government in i t s  generic sense," but to a 

branch of government. It then defines the word "government" in section 32( 1 ) specifically 

as "the executive government of Canada and the Provinces," and supports this definition with 

detailed references to usage in the Constitution Act. 1867," an instrument silent about 

interna1 aboriginal government and concerned with prescribing the structure of the 

governments it was creating, not with expressing the nature of government generally. Viewed 

in this concext, it seems clear chat the "governmentr" whose "legislative, executive and 

administrative branchesn are "the actors to whom the Charter will apply" are not just any 

governments, but the governments of Canada, the provinces and the territories.' ' 

49 Dolphin Delivew, Ibid. a t  597-598 (emphasis, except "Charter" and "Consdaidon Act, 1 867," 
added). 

50 Compare McKinnev, note 24 abovef at  263-264, where the court, cidng widi approval the last 
half of the passage quoted in the text above a t  note 49, amibutes pardcular signiflcance to 
Mclntyre 1.3 reliance on the Consdaidon Act 1 867 in conswing the meaning of "govemmencn 
for purposes of S. 32( 1 ). 

5 1 It is arguable that the subsequent decisions on Charter application âilute the force of this objection, 
because dieir analysis focuses almost exclusively on the presence or absence of sufRdent 
"governmen t action" and rarely, if ever, pauses to say that only the actions of "S. 32 " govemmen ts 
and their emanadons trigger Charter scrudny. (This is substandally me, for example, of Staffman, 
noce 24 above; Doualas Colle, note 25 above; Lavigne, note 25 above; Young, note 44 above; 
D.P., note 44 above and Eldrlda~, note 22 above.) The short answer here fs chat the court had 
no reason to revisit an issue it had already dedded, unanimously, in Do l~hh  Delivew, note 37 
above, in a series of cases (about the line between "govemmentn and "private" acdvfty) chat did 
not raise it. Besides, other cases do apply Dol~hin Delhery to restrict the range of governmencs 
to which die Charter applies. See notes 54-57 below and the text accompanying them. 
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Third, the Royal Commission's approach is difficult to reconcile with other acknowledged 

limitations that section 32 imposes on the Charter's reach. Peter Hogg has identiled one such 

constraint. Laws enacted by pre-Confederation legislatures, and sti l l  in force pursuant to 

section 129 of the Constitution Act, 1 867, "would be outside the scope of the Charter," 

despite restricdng rights or freedoms that the Charter guarantees, because "S. 32 is not 

satisfied: there h a  been no action by 'the Parliament and govemment of Canada' or by 'the 

legklature and governmenc of [a] province.'"52 This conclusion is consistent with the 

Supreme Coun jurisprudence on section 32." Unlike inherent right governments, pre- 

Confederation legislatures derived their authority fiom the same ultimate source as the 

legislatures and governments mentioned in section 32. If section 32 precludes the Charter's 

application to them, it seems unlikely that the Charter can reach inherent right governmencs. 

It is in the cases involving the conduct of foreign officiais, however, that the Supreme Court 

has articulated most explicitly the constraints that section 32 imposes on the Charter's 

application. In three extradition cases decided together in 1987," each about foreign 

52 Peter W. Hogg, "A Comparison of the Canadian Charter of iüghts and Freedoms widi the 
Canadian Bill of Rigtits" in Walter S. Tarnopolsky a Cérald-A. Beaudoin eds., Canadian Charter 
of R M t s  and Freedoms: Cammentanr (Toronto: Carswell, 1982) 1 a t  7. The Charter would, in 
al1 likelihood, govern the conduct of "S. 32" governments engaged today in enforclng, or acting 
pursuant to, such laws. See also note 53 below. 

53 The Supreme Court's recenc decision in Vriend v. The Queen in riah t of Alberta, [ 1 9981 1 S.C. R. 
493 ("Vriendn), however, raises the possibility that a contem~orary legislacure would Face Charter 
liability for fàiPng to reca'fj preConfederadon arrangements whose effea was CO infringe Charter 
rights. Vriend ftself deals only with a discriminatory omission in an underinclusive statute; the 
court expressly stopped short of deciding whether a legislathe body "could property be subjected 
to a challenge under S. 15 of the Charter for faiiïng to a a  at all" (ibfd. at  533 (763)), let alone 
whether it would have an obligation to recdw laws inherfted 6om before the province entered 
Confederadon. And nothing in Vriend aRem the conclusion îhat pre-Conkderadon legisladon 
is not subiea as such to Charter discipline. 

54 Canada v. Schmidt, [ 1 9871 1 S.C.R. 500 ("Schmidtn); Araenha v. Mellino, [ 1 98 fl 1 S.C.R. 
536 ("MeIlinon); United States of America v. Ailard Charette, [l987l 1 S.C.R. 564 
( "Allard"). 
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proceedings that would have infringed the Charter i f  they were taking place in  anad da," the 

court concluded that the relevant Charter rights had no application in the appraisal of those 

proceedings; they governed only the conduct of the Canadian authorities. ~arrer," in 

1995, concerned the admissibility in a Canadian criminal case of evidence obtained by U.S. 

authorities in the United States in a manner that, in Canada, would have conuavened the 

accused's right to counsel (Charter, S. 1 O(b)). The Supreme Court held unanimously that 

there was no domestic basis on which to exclude the evidence, because, in these circum- 

stances, the Charter did not apply to the conduct of the U.S. officiais. 

It is, of course, hardly surprising that the court did not apply the Charter full strength -- or, 

in these cases, a t  al1 -- to the conduct of the foreign governments on their own territory. 

What makes these decisions interesting here is the reasoning the court used to reach chat 

conclusion. It would have been easy, and unremarkable, for the court to conclude, without 

explicit reference to section 32, that the Charter had no application because foreign 

governments, acting at home, are not subject to domestic Canadian law; that, in fact, was the 

basis for McLachlin ].'s concurring reasons in Harrer. It was not the basis on which the 

majority proceeded. Instead, in each case, it anchored its reasoning in its understanding of 

the meaning of section 32. In each case, it held thar the Charter applies exclusively to "the 

governments mentioned in S. 32."'' It was, in these cases, not because foreign governments 

55 In Schmidt, note 54 above, the accused faced prosecution in the state of Ohio in respect of  a 
transaction for which she had already been ûied and acquitted in the U.S. federal courts; in 
Mellino and Allard, both note 54 above, the primary issue was the length of dme that had elapsed 
before the home jurisdiction sought the fugitives' extradidon to face the charges. 

56 Harrer v. The Queen, [ 1 9951 3 S o C R .  562 (" Harrern). 

57 See, e.g., Schmidt, note 54 above, a t  5 18 (Charter, S. 1 1 has no application to domesdc 
extradidon proceedings - even though al! such proceedings involve persons "charged with an 
oiTencen - because it "was intended to govern trials conducted by governmenû of this counay 
mendoned in S. 32 "), 5 1 9; Ailard, note 54 above, a t  57 1 (it is nobvious . . . that the Charter 
can only apply to the advides of the govemmenû mendoned in S. 32"); Harrer, ibld, a t  571 
("governmenû of Canada, the provinces [and] the territodes [are] the state amrs to which, by 
v i ne  of S. 32( 1 ), the applicadon of the Charter is confined; see . . . Dol~hin Deliveryn). See abo 
Mellino, note 54 above, at 550 (invoivement of "offtdals of the Canadian government . . . a 



were involved, but because no "governrnents mentioned in S. 32" were implicated in their 

conduct, that the Charter had no appli~ation.~' It was as i f  the Supreme Court, having an 

easy way of avoiding the issue, made a point of underscoring section 32's exhaustivenw on 

the subject of Charter application. These authorities make it extremely difficult to adopt the 

Royal Commission's interpretation of section 32. 

Even if none of this were so, the m a t  an argument based on nonexhaustiveness could establish 

is that section 32( 1 ) does not preclude the Charter's application ro the use of inherent rights 

of aboriginal self-government; it cannot suffice to establish that the Charter does indeed 

app~y.'~ (No one has argued that section 32 provides for the Charter's application to 

aboriginal governments exercising inherent powers.) Even if such an argument succeeded 

fully, therefore, al1 it could do is clear a path for some other legal argument to tv to establish 

affinnatively thar the Charter indeed applies to inherent right governments. It makes sense, 

therefore, to consider, just in case, the other arguments now available. 

2. "Ongoing Federal I nvolvemen t" Arguments 

In an important recent work on self-government's implementati~n,~~ Peter Hogg and Mary 

Ellen Turpel consider the Charter's application to aboriginal governments. They acknowledge 

prerequisite to the application of the Charter by virtue of S. 32: see . . . Dobhin Delivery"), and 
Kindler v. Canada M'inister of lusdce), [ 199 1 ] 2 S.C.R. 779 ("Kindler") a t  846-847, where 
McLachlin ]., relying on these pages fiom Schmidt, reaches the same conclusion about the reach 
of S. 12 of the Charter. 

58 See especially Allard, ibld. at 57 1 ; tlarrer, a t  57 1 (" lt follows that the Charter simply has 
no direct application to the interrogations in the United States because the governmencs mentioned 
in S. 32 ( 1 ) were not lmplicated in diese aaivldes" ). 

59 The Royal Commission iaelf appean to have acknowledged this. See, e.g., RCAP, Briddng, note 
13 above, a t  263 ("the ha that secdon 32 does not state that it applies to Aboriginal 
governmena is not necessarib determinathe of the matter"), and 2 RCAP Rnal Report, noce 1 3 
above, at 23 1 ("The wording of [section 321 . . . allows for die souibillcy that government bodies 
not spediically named in the section are subject to the Charter's provisionsn) (emphasis added 

60 Hogg bf Turpel, note 1 5 above. 



there that "Section 32 does not contemplate the existence of an Aboriginal order of 

governmentn and, citing Dol~hin Deliverv, that the Supreme Coun regards section 32 as "an 

exhaustive statement of the bodies that are bound by the Charter."6' They point out, as 

well, thac the drafters of the Charlottetown Draft Legal Text thought it wise to amend section 

32 to make expliclt Charter's application to aboriginal governments and legislacive bodies.62 

Even so, Hogg and Turpel conclude that "it is probable that a court would hold that 

Aboriginal governments are bound by the Charter." "This would be so," they explain, "where 

self-government institutions have been created by setute, because the Charter applies to al1 

bodies exercising statutory power~."~~ This observation seems generally sound, given the 

discussion above of powen delegated to statutory entities,6' but it does not engage 

communities exercising inherent powers. Hogg and Turpel continue, however, as follows: 

W here sel fgovernment institutions have been created by an Aboiginal people 
and empowered by a self-government agreement, the source of the self- 
government powers is probably a treaty right (if the self-government 
agreement has treaty status) or an aboriginal right (the inherent right of self- 
government) or both. Even here, the self-government agreement requires the 
aid of a statute to make clear chat the agreement is binding on third parties. 
The statute implementing the self-government agreement probably constitutes 
a sufficient involvernent by the Parliament of Canada to make the Charter 
appli~able.6~ 

62 Ibld. See Draft Legal Text, note 10 above, s. 26. - 
63 Hogg 81 Turpel, note 15 above, at 2 14. See afso tbld, ac 199 ("the Canadian Charter of Rtatitr 

and Freedoms would probably apply to the exercise by an Aboriginal govemrnenc of its personal 
(as well as its territorial) jurisdiction"). 

64 See notes 22-27 above and the text accompanying them. Strialy speaking, it overstates somewhat 
co say that the Charter applies to a bodies exercfsing statutory powers: see, e.g., McKinnev, note 
24 above (Ontario universides); Stohan, note 24 above ( B o C  public hospitals); Harrison, note 
25 above (B.C. universides). 

65 Hogg 8L: Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t 2 1 4. 



The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples h a  endorsed these conc~usions.~~ 

What matters most about thk passage for present purposes is that it deals exclusively with self- 

government activity that takes place pursuant to a prior agreement between an aboriginal 

community and the federal government. It does not consider whether the Charter applies 

when such a community exercises inherent rights of self-government unilaterally, without resort 

to prior federal agreement or enabling legislation. (The history of the ~elnarnuukw~' and 

Pamaiewon6' litigation demonstrates that at  least some aboriginal communities are prepared 

to exercise self-government rights unilaterally, without prior arrangement for federal or 

provincial cooperation.) As a result, it does not support the conclusion that the Charter 

applies automatically to the unilateral exercise of such p0wers.6~ 

66 See 2 RCAP Final Report, note 13 above, a t  232. 

6 7 Del~amuukw v. The Queen in riatic of B.C., [ 19971 3 S.C.R. 10 1 O ("Delmmuukw"), rev'g. 
[1993] 5 W.W.R. 97 (B.C.C.A.), aWg. (1991), 79 D.L.R. (4th) 185 (B.C.S.C.). 

68 Pamaiewon v. The Queen, [ 19963 2 S.C.R. 82 1, afPg. ( 1994), 95 C.C.C. (3d) 97 (Ont. GA.), 
afFg. [ 19931 3 C.N.L.R. 209 (Ont. (Prov.D.)). 

69 One could, of course, attempt to close thk drcfe - though Hogg and Turpel themselves do not, 
a t  least in this article - by arguing either that self-government dghts depend for their legal emcacy 
on some prior federal act of implementadon (an agreement or an enabling statute, for instance, 
or both) or that inherent self-government rightr, like self-govemmenc agreements, require enabling 
legisfation to be "bindhg on third parties" (see quotadon above a t  note 65). Such arguments, if 
successful, would make unilateral exercise of self-government righo al1 but pointles, either 
altogether or within a substantial portion of their potendal range. Their pracdcal impact, 
therefore, might well be to compel communides seeking to exercise such r i g b  to enter into 
enabling agreements with the federal govemment. 

All the fint of these arguments does, chough, is to insk that self-government rights, as such, 
cannot be inherent but must be derivative. 50 understood, ifs principal impact is merely to change 
the subjen See notes 34-36, above and the text accompanying them. As for the second, diere 
is, at  this stage, no reason just ta assume that inherent self~vernment rights, exercised unilaterally 
by those to whom they belong, cannot be effective or enforceable against third parder. These 
issues remain to be determined in the coune of ardculadng the protected scope of such righo 
within mainsmeam law, In ia final report, for example, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples identifies certain "core areas of /urisdkdon," in which "an Aboriginal people is fLee to 
implement its inherent right of selfwvenment by self-starting inidadves, without the need for 
agreements with the federal and provincial govenments . . . ": 2 RCAP Final Report, note 13 
above, a t  2 1 5; see generally Ibld. at  2 1 3-225. And in the United States, the courts have 
recognued that lndian nations' inherent self-government powers extend co non-member third 
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There may very well be situations, of course, in which aboriginal communities agree to 

exercise their inherent self-government rights in accordance with the tenns of treaties or other 

fonnal agreements they conclude with federal, and perhaps provincial, govemmentdO 

Where that is so, there is every remn to Say, with Hogg and Turpel," that Charter relief 

will be available when conduct punuant to such agreements results in unjustified Charter 

infringements; it is now well-established that the Charter governs federal and provincial 

government activity general~~,'~ including any arrangements such govemments make with 

non-governmental third parties." 

Even where such agreements, backed by enabling federal legislation, exist, though, rhere is 

reason to doubt the Charter's application, as ~uch,'~ to the communities exercising inherent 

parties in a wide range of circumstances: see, e.g., Williams v. Lee, 358 US, 2 17 (1 959) 
("Williamsn) (jurisdicdon over contracts entered lnto on reservadons between non-lndians and 
Indians); Merrion v. Ilcarilla Apache Tribe, 455 U .S, 1 30 ( 1 982) ( "Merrion") (tribal authorlty 
ta tax oil and gas production on reservadon land); New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 
U.S. 324 ( 1 983) (exclusive aibal regulatory authority over memben' and non-memkrs hundng 
and fishing acdvides on reservadon land); Kerr-McGee Carnoration v Navaio Tribe, 47 1 U.S. 1 95 
( 1987) (aibe may tax business aaMties on its land without first obtaining fkderal pennisskn); 
Brendale v. Confederated Bands and Tribes of YaWma lndian Nadon, 109 S.CL 2994 ( 1 989) 
(tribe has some zoning authority over reservadon lands owned by non-members). 

It is arguable, though, that federal and provincial governmenn would contravene a community's 
aboriginal rightr of self-government if they made other righa or discredonary beneflts to that 
community condidonal on i ts  agreement ta resa-fa in pardcular ways the exercise of those rights. 
If so, such condidons might well not be enforceable. See, e.g., Nika1 v. The Queen, [1996] 1 
S.C.R. 101 3 a t  1059-1064; R. v. Bob, [199 11 2 C.N.L.R. 104 (Sask. C.A.). Compare the 
United States jurisprudence on " unconstitutional conditions," discussed in, e.g., Kadileen M. 
Sullivan, " U nconstitudonal Conditions" ( 1 989), 1 02 Harv. L,Rev. 1 4 1 3. 

See Hogg Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t  2 1 4, quoted above in the text accompanying note 65. 

But see notes 19-20 above and the text accompanying them. 

See Eldridge, note 22 above, a t  28-29 (y#), quoted in text above between notes 23 and 24; 
Lavime, note 25 above, a t  3 1 1-3 16; Doualas Collene, note 25 above, a t  585-586; McKinnev, 
note 24 above, at 2 76-2 77, See generally notes 1 9-2 7 above and the cext accompanying hem. 

Self%ovemment agreements may, of course, themsehres contain t e m  requiring Charter 
compliance t om  pardcipadng aboriginal communides. Current federal policy requires inclusion 
of such terrns in al1 such agreements, including treades: see Federal Poliw Guide, note 1 1 above, 
a t  4. in such circumstances, though, it would be the agreement itself, not the consdtudon, diat 



self-government rights in accordance with them. The assumption, remember, is that the 

aboriginal parties to these agreements are independently constltuted entities -- "self- 

government institutions created by an Aboriginal people,"" not statutory creations such as 

lndian Act band councils -- exercising independently constituted rights. In these circum- 

stances, the purpose of the relevant agreements (and any enabling legislation) is not to confer 

self-government rights on the aboriginal parties, but to confirm the independent existence of 

such rights and CO manage and hamonize their exercise. Nothing in the existing law on 

Charter application suggests that participation in such arrangements would itself be enough to 

bring self-governing aboriginal communities under the Charter's governance." Public sector 

labor unions, whose representation rights are neither inherent nor constitutionally guaranteed, 

routinely enter collective agreements with the federal or provincial governments as ernployers, 

under the auspices of legislation that makes such agreements "binding on third parties,n77 

but no one has ever suggested that the Charter applies to them because they have done so." 

Even creatures of legislation such as universities and public hospitals are not subject CO the 

Charter, despite the degree of control chat provincial governments are in a position, by 

brougtit the aboriginal governments under Charter discipline. Such discipline would continue, 
other things equal, only whiie the agreement condnued, and only pardes ta the agreement - not, 
for example, individuals, whether community members or not - could enforce the Charter 
discipline against the pardcipadng aboriginal governments. And there may be consdaidonal Iimits 
on federal (and provincial) power to impose such tenns in such agreements, a t  least where 
enforcement of Charter rigt~ts would constrain the exercise of the self-government righcs 
themseîves: see note 70 above and the sources cited there. 

75 Hogg 8X: Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t  2 14, quoted above in the text a t  note 65. 

Agreements and statutory arrangements that conferred selfgowmment powen on statutory 
aboriginal governments, on the other hand, probably would, again, ensure the Charter's application 
to such governments. See notes 26-27 above and the cext accompanying them. 

77 Hogg a Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t  2 14, quoted in the text above a t  note 65. See, e.g., 
McKinney, note 24 above, a t  266. 

'13 See, e.g., Doudas Colle, note 25 above, at 584-586; Lavime, note 25 above, at 3 1 0-3 1 6. 
Compare Re Bhindi and BK.. Proiecdonîsts (1 986), 29 D.L.R. (4th) 47 (B.C.C.A.), cited with 
approval in McKinnev, Ibfd' at 262, 266. 



agreement and by statute, to exercise over their funding and their operations." If enabling 

legislarion and legally binding agreements with federal or provincial governments are not 

enough to bring hospitals, univenities and labor unions under the Charter's discipline, there 

is no good reason to suppose they would be enough, on their own, to make the Charter apply 

to communities exercising inherent self-government rights.sO 

If, therefore, communities contemplating such agreements are not subject CO the Charter 

already, their decision to participate in them will not make them som8' Charter relief will be 

available, on the other hand, against the federal and provincial parties to such agreements 

because they are among the governmenu mentioned in section 32 of the Charter. 

3. "Constitutional Baknce" Arguments 

The final strand of argument offered to demonstrate that the Charter applies to inherent right 

governments appears most clearly in the Royal Commission's report on justice issues: 

. . . it would be anornalous to see the Constitution Act, 1982 recognizing, 
through section 35 ( 1 ), the inherent right of Aboriginal self-government in 
other chan express language, yet require the presence of express language to 
ensure that the Charter applies to such governments. 

The tacit recognition of an Aboriginal order of government in section 35 ( 1 ) 
leads us CO take a broad view of section 32( 1 ). If section 35 ( 1 ) is interpreted 
as recognizing an inherent right of Aboriginal self-government, we think that 
section 32( 1 ) should be read in a way that cakes this recognition into account. 
I f  this were not the case, there would be a serious imbalance in the application 
of the Charter, one that should be avoided in the absence of explicit language 
CO the contrary. In other words, the progressive unpacking of the broad rights 
referred to in section 35(1) should be achieved in a manner that cakes into 

79 See, e.g., McKlnnev, @& at 26 1-276; Stofhan, note 24 above, at 505-5 16; Harrison, note 25 
above, at 463-464. 

80 See Kennedi 1. Tyler, "Another Opinion: A Critique of the Paper Presented by the Royal 
Commkion on Aboriginal Peoples Endded: Pariners in Canfederadonn in The lnherenc Rkht of 
Aborlainal SelfiGovemrnent, papers presented to Canadlan Bar Association, Condnuing Legal 
Education Program, Annual Meeting, 1994, vol. 2, at 23, esp. n. 70. 

8 1 See, e.g., Wildsmith, noce 26 above, at 50-5 1. 



account the cenual position of the Charter in Canada's overall constitutional 
scheme. 

This argument is bolstered by the fact that the creation of Charter-free zones, 
where individuals would Iose Charter protections against governmental 
violations of protected rights only to regain those rights when they left the 
territory, would uivialize the dedaration, in section 52, that the constitution, 
including the Charter, is the supreme Iaw of the country and that al1 laws that 
are inconsistent with its provisions are of no force or effects2 

This argument ern, in my view, by confusing the Charter's supremacy with the range of ia 

application. The Charter & a pan of the "the supreme law of Canadana3; it k also, for 

bener or wone, a document of specified and limited applicationee4 So understood, it is no 

less supreme because it does not generally govern the conduct of universitiesBS or public 

hospi~als,~~ the corporations that exercise effective control over life in one-industry towns, 

or the exercise by other private persons of common law right5." (Newfoundland's terrns 

82 RCAP, Bridaing, note 1 3 above, a t  263-264. Similar phrasing appears in the Royal Cammfssion's 
final report: see 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, ac 2 3 1 . 

83 Constitution Act. 1 982, S. 52( 1 ) . 
84 See, e.g., Hill v. Church of Sdentolow, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 1 1 30 ("HiJ) ac 1 1 70 (795): "[c]he 

party challenging the common law cannot allege chat the common law violates a Charter rigtit 
because, quite simply, Charter rights do not exist in the absence of Stace action." (Emphasis on 
"rightn deleted.) 

85 See McKinne~, note 24 above, a t  2 76; Harrison, noce 25 above, a t  463-464. 

86 See Stofhan, note 24 above, a t  505-5 16. But see Eldridae, note 22 above, a t  654-666 (7 1 35- 
52 ), which says dia t the Charter can apply to private enddes, including public hospitals, "in so hr 
as they act in furtherance of a specifk governmental program or policyn: ibid. at 660 (142). See 
noces 22-33 above and the cext accompanyfng them. 

87 ln Dolphin Delivery, note 37 above, the Supreme Court held (at 593), on the bas& of S. 52( 1 ) 
of the Consdaidon Act. 1 982, diat the common law, as such, is subjea to the Charter, but (at 
598) that diis is so "only In so far as the common law is the basis of some govemmental action" 
as deflned in accordance Ath S. 32(1). (See notes 49-57 above and the text accompanying 
hem.) It has dnce reanirrned those conclusions in Tremblav v. Daiale, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 530 a t  
57 1, and Young noce 44 above, at 90-92. Compare Hfll. note 84 above, at 1 169- 1 1 7 1 
(7793-95). 



of union too are part of Canada's "supreme ~aw,"~' despite having no application in 

Ontario.) It remains supreme within the proper sphere of i ts application, and will continue 

to do so whether or not it applies to inherent right governments. For this reason, inherent 

right communities will not be "Charter-free zones" even i f  the Charter does not apply to their 

governmenn; the Charter will continue to govern, throughout Canada, those legislatures and 

governments to which it is held to apply. Such communities are no more "Charter-fieen than 

are university campuses or one-industry towns. 

A t  the heart of this argument, though, is the Royal Commission's strong sense that it would 

not be fair or reasonable to expect the courts to include inherent self-government righn within 

the constitutionfs protection i f  they did not or could not concomitantly apply the Charter to 

the aboriginal governments exercising any such rights. In a way, this amounts to an invitation 

to the courts to overlook the substantiai doctrinal impedimenu that section 32 of the Charter 

and its jurisprudence have impo~ed,'~ in the interest of reaching (what the Commission 

considers) a fair and sensible result. 

The Supreme Court has received, and declined, such invitations before. "Care mun be 

taken," it said in HJ "not to expand the application of the Charter beyond that established 

by S. 32(1)."90 In Tenv, it put much the same point in this way: 

The argument amounts to a plea that this Court should, in the name of 
fairness, ueat conduct which is not governed by the Charter as a 'constructive' 
breach of the rigtits it protects. In short, we are asked to rewrite the Charter. 
That, in my view, is something this Court cannot and should not doa9' 

Constitud~n Act. 1982, r. 52(2)(b); Sdiedule, Item 2 1. 

09 See notes 39-80 above and the text accornpanying them. 

90 note 84 above, at 1 170 (795).  

9 1 R. v. Terry, [ 19961 2 S.C.R. 207 at 2 18. 



This is the answer Our law now prescribes to suggestions thac the Charter govem the exercise 

of inherent self-government rights. Adoption of a conuary view would, a t  a minimum, cut 

very sharply against the grain of established Supreme Court precedent on the meaning and 

hinction of section 32.92 Making an exception now for self-governing aboriginal communi- 

ties, whose own interna1 authorities are neither among the "governments mentioned in S. 

3ZW9= nor, as a matter of law, controlled or empowered by any such governments, would 

risk reviving issues about the Charter's application that the Supreme Court h a  worked hard 

to put to rest. Courts now will not revisit those issues without compelling rearor~s.~' 

Still, it seem unwise to dismiss die Royal Commission's considered sense of the Charter's 

importance to the realization of self-government rights. As Chapter 1 argues in detail, the 

prospect that the constitution migh t protect self-government rights gives rise to some deep, 

and widely shared, apprehensi~ns.~' The Commission's concern, despite everything, to show 

92 See notes 19-33, 39-80 above and the text accompanying them. 

93 See, e.g., Allard, note 54 above, a t  57 1, quoted in text above a t  note 57. 

94 One suggestion I have heard in support of the Charter's application to inherent rigtit governments 
is that S. 25 of the Charter contemplates and andcipates it. Section 25 says that "the guarantee 
in this Charter of certain ri&& and fteedoms shall not be construed so as to abrogate or derogate 
from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights or fkedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peopla of 
Canada . . . " If S. 32 precluded the Charter fkom applying to such governments, this argument 
runs, then s, 25 would have no rneaningfiil work left to do, because Chaner rigtits and fieedoms 
would never be in a position, as such, to "abrogate or derogate fkom" such rights, 

This argument, in my view, oveiiooks the ha that aboriginal peoples have abriginal, treaty and 
"other" iights besides self%overnment rights and that there are other ways, besfdes direct 
application to them, in wtiich, but for S. 25, the Charter might abrogate or derogate tom diem. 
Suppose, for example, that federal law exempted aboriginal people possessing treaty rigtits to hunt 
fiom its reguladons restricdng the hundng of migratory birds, and that a non-aboriginal penon 
claimed that the exemption contravened S. 15 of the Charter, the equality rights guarantee, 
because it discriminated on the basis of race or national origin. In such a case: s, 25 proscribes 
any use OF S. 1 5 ta cut down or dtlute the ueaty right. Such insences - and it is not difficult to 
think of others - ensure a role for S. 25 in the life of die Charter whether or not aboriginal peoples 
have rights of self-government, and whether or not, if they do, the Charter, as such, applies to the 
use of diose rights. I doubt, for that reason, that S. 25 is either suffident reason or suMclent basis 
for reopening S. 32 ta make room for inherent rlght governments. For my own view of S. 25 and 
the difference it makes cci self government rights, see notes 194-235 below. 

95 See Chapter 1, notes 26-58 and the text accompanying them. 



that the Charter applies is a con~ientiouc attempt to respond to such apprehensions. 

Some such response may very well be the price of constitutional accredimtion, and of public 

acceptance, of aboriginal peoples' inherent rights of self-governmentew If  subjecting such 

rights to the Charter were the only way of protecting those essential arrangements and values 

that musc survive alongside such rights, there would be suong incentive to support the Royal 

Commission's efforts, despite the legal odds against their success. 

In Chapter 4, 1 suggest a different way of securing Canada's most fundamental values: a way 

I find more compatible with established legal and constitutional doctrine. The mere existence 

of such alternatives does not, on ia own, preclude rhere being sufficient reacon for insisting 

on the Charter's application to inherent right communlties; to deserve to prevail despite them, 

though, the Charter would have to prove demonstrably better, both a t  protecting those values 

and a t  minirnizing unnecessary interference with aboriginal differen~e.~~ 

To make chat detemilnation, we need to understand better what it would mean for the 

Charter to govern the exercise of inherent selfgovernment rights, and how well it would satisfy 

tbese two imperatives i f  it did apply. The nem task is to consider these questions. 

II. SHOULD THE CHARTER APPLY? 

A. Why Tw to ADD~Y the Charter? 

Even i f  the Charter does govern inherent right communities, it is, a t  best, a partial answer to 

the challenge of presewing the mainsueam legal order's essential values and arrangements. 

The Charter alone, for example, can do nothing to ease any structural, logistical or protocol 

complications that rnay arise in trying ro accommodate such governments within the executive 

96 See Chapter 1, notes 65-77 and the text accompanying them. 

97 See note 12 above and the text accompanying it. 



frameworks needed for the ongoing maintenance of Canadian federa~ism.~' By the same 

token, nothing in the Charter could prevent an inherent right community, acting authorita- 

tively from within its own traditions, from raising an army, creating tax shelters, issuing 

currency, chartering banks, developing and seeking to implement foreign policies, refusing to 

hand over fugitives, or establishing frameworks for duty-free international If these 

prospects seem voubling, one must look ouûide the Charter for ways of protecting the 

mainstream order against them. 

This, of course, is hardly front-page news. The Charter does not exist, or purport, to deal 

with issues of intergovernmental cooperation, with the distribution of substantive governmental 

authority or with a host of other maaen on which Canada's legal and constitutional identity 

might depend; it focuses, exclusively and deliberately, on a lirnited range of issues. In most 

contexts, this obvious fact would not be a bais for criticism. What it shows here, however, 

is that reliance on the Charter, even a t  ia best, cannot be sufficient to address the full range 

of apprehensions that our courts must be able to manage i f  they are to find room within our 

constitutional order for aboriginal rights of self-government. Whether or not the Charter 

applied to the exercise of such rights, the courts would have to find and rely on alternative 

doctrinal measures to fulfill their responsibilities to our legal order as a whole. If such 

alternatives also prove able, as I argue in Chapter 4, to address the concerns that lie within 

the Charter's reach, then it is not necessaw, either, to impose the Charter on inherent right 

governments. In such circumstances, it is much more difficult, from a policy standpoint, to 

96 For articulation of chls concern, see Chapter 1, noces 47-55 and the text accompanying them. 
In Chapter 2, 1 argue that Canadian aboriginal ri&& law already has the capacity to reduce i t s  
impact substandally by locadng aboriginal righo of self-government, a t  first instance, in the 
conternporary incarnations of the aboriginal ûibes and nadons in place at  the dme of European 
contact or British sovereignty, See Chapter 2, noces 59-67 and die text accompanying thern. 

99 For one very small-scale example of (what Canada would consider) International trade aspirations, 
see Mitchell v. Minister of  National Revenue, [ 1 99 71 4 C.N.L.R. 1 0 3 (F.CT.D,) (Mohawks of 
Akwesasne have an exisdng aboriginal right, but not a treaty right, to bdng personal and 
community goods duty-kee across die U.S.-Canada border and CO trade in such goods Ath other 
First Nations across that barder). 
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justify insisting that the Charter apply, or, from a legal standpoint, to justify manipulating 

established doctrine on Charter application to make it possible for it to do so. With this in 

mind, we need to undentand beaer why it maaers, to those to whom it matten, that the 

Charter govern the use of inherent self-government rights. 

Those who insist that the Charter apply to inherent rights cornmunities usually do so for eidier 

of IWO reasons. One is that vulnerable individuals may be in special need of protection from 

the concentration and misuse of power in self-governing aboriginal communitie~;'~~ the 

Charter, on chis view, assures mainsueam couru of the power to protect such interests as 

necessary. The other is that differential access to Charter rights would compromise the 

character of Canadian citizenship by denying a substantial pan of its benefit to aboriginal 

Canadians. "If the Charter is considered purely an operational definition of Canadian 

citizenship, and it can be seen in no other light," say Gibbins and Ponting, "then to place 

aboriginal communities outside the Charter is to diminish fundamentally the citizenship of 

aboriginal Canadians." ' O '  

The first of these desiderata, protection of the vulnerable, seems easy enough to understand; 

the second seems a little more obscure. As we saw above, it is a conceptual error to describe 

inherent right communities as "outride the Charter," whether or not the Charter applies to 

inherent right governments. The members ofsuch communities already have the same Charter 

'00 See Chapter 1, notes 3 5 4 6  and the teu accompanying them. 

101 Gibbins Eu Pondng, note 4 above, at 2 1 8-2 1 9. See also il& ar 205; 3 Macdonald Report, note 
5 above, at 37  1 ; Brian Schwam, "The General Sense of Things: Delmmuukw and the Courts" in 
Frank Cassidy, ed., Aboridna1 Tide in British Columbia: Delmmuukw v. The Queen (Lanaville, 
B.C: Oolichan Books, 1 992) 16 1 at 1 72; "Inherent But Unclearn [editorial] Winnbea Free Press 
( I 1 April 1992) A6. This may also be what the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples meant 
when Tt said that "rhere would be a serious imbalance in the application of the Charter" if the 
Charter were held not co apply to aboriginal communides exercising inherent powers of self- 
government: see 2 RCAP Final Report, note t 3 above, at 23 1 . 



rights, against the same range of organizations, as do other Canadians."' If no Canadian 

citizens have Charter rights against inherent right govemments, it is difficult to argue that these 

Canadians' citizenship, alone, is "diminish [ed] fundamentallyn because of that. Hardly anyone 

would go so far as to argue that the Supreme Court's decisions in StofîÏnan or McKinney 103 

"diminish fundamentallyn the citizenship of staff physicians or university professors by 

depriving Canadians generally of Charter recourse against public hospitals or against 

univenities. Neither would anyone argue that evewne's Canadian citizenship has been so 

diminished by the results of those decisions. 

The argument, then, can only be that inherent right governments are, as such, the kinds of 

entities that engage the very nature of Canadian citizenship: that any coherent notion of 

Canadian citizenship requires that every government operating under our constitution be 

subject, alike, to the rules in the Charter in ia dealings with private penons. 

The fint problem here is that the Charter itself does not prescribe a set of standards that 

operates with complete ~niforrnity.'~' Sections 16-20, for instance, which provide for 

official language use, apply, by their own tenns, exclusively to the governments of Canada and 

New Brunswick; Quebec, alone, has authority to determine whether pam of section 23 of 

the Charter (minorlty language education rights) will corne into force there.Io5 Both 

sections 3 and 4 of the Charter have been held to apply uniquely to representation in the 

House of Commons and in provincial 'O6 leghlatures; 'O' nothing in the Charter, therefore, 

102 See notes 83-8 7 above and the cext accompanying hem. 

'O3 Both note 24 above. 

1 O4 See, e.g., 2 RCAP Final Report, note 13 above, at 226. 

'O5 See Constitution Act. 1982, S. 59. 

'Ob But see S. 30 of the charter, which deem ail references to provinces or provincial legblaiures m 
lnclude the two terrftories and their legisladve bodies. 



would require that inherent right communities hold elections to choose their leaders or, if they 

did, that they ensure that al1 adult community memben could vote in them. All but one of 

the other rightc that the Charter guarantees are subject, a t  the option of the relevant 

legislature, to explicit legislative override a t  any time, and from tirne to tirne, in five year 

increments. 'O8 DO these variegations " diminish fundamentally" the nature of anyone's 

Canadian citizenship? If not, then we need, and must await, some criterion other than mere 

inclusion in the Charter to identify those minimum standards of governmental conduct on 

which the meaningful content of Canadian citizenship is said to depend. 

On the other hand, certain Charter provisions that, on their face, might very well apply to 

inherent right governments would have anomalous and disproportionate impacts on them i f  

they did. Section 23, for instance, imposes affirmative obligations on government to provide 

programs and, where numbers warrant, separate facilities for the instruction of eligible 

community children in whichever of English or French is the minority language in the province 

where they reside.'09 lnherenc right communities subject to rhis requirement would likely 

1 O7 On S. 3, see Haig v. Chief Eleaoral Onker, [ 1 9921 3 S.C.R. 995 ("Haig") a t  1033 ( "Secdon 
3 of the Charter is clear and unambiguous as is  iîs purpose: it is Iimited to the elecdons of 
provincial and federal representadves"); Crow v. Blood Band, note 26 above (applying to 
hold that S. 3 does not apply to lndian Act band coundls); Iones v. A.G. Ontario; Rheaume v. 
A.C. Oncario ( 1 992), 7 O.R. ( 3 4  22 (CA.); Berke v. Cltv of Calmry ( 1 989), 98 A.R. 1 5 7 
(Q.B.); R. v. McKidta (5 November 1986) (B.C. Prov. CL) [unreportedl (s.3 does not apply to 
municipal councils) . On S. 4, see Atkins v. Cicv of Calmry ( 1 994), 1 6 Alta. L.R. (3d) 429 
(Q.B.) a t  434437 (11 15-22), aff'd. 25 Alta. L.R. (3d) 365 (C.A.) (municipal coundls not 
"legislative assemblies" for purposes of S. 4, but otherwfse subjea to Charter). 

The Charlottetown Accord amendments would have confinned chat s, 3 was not to apply to 
inherent right governments: see Draft Leml Text, note 10 above, S. 24. 

108 See Charter, S. 33; Ford v. A.C. Quebec, [ 19883 2 S.C.R. 71 2 ("Fordn) esp. a t  740-743. The 
exception is S. 6 (mobility rights): see S. 33( 1 ). 

1 0 9  See e.g., Mahe v. The Queen in rimit of Alberta, [ 1 9903 1 S.C.R. 342 ( "Mahe"). The Supreme 
Court said there (ac 384-385) that "numbers warrant" requirementr could be determined only 
by examining each case on its medts, taking into account the number of students involved, die 
costs of the contemplated services, and the fia that S. 23 is remedbl, and does not merely 
guarantee the srnais quo. Although the province is the territorial unit used to detennine whetfier 
English or French is the minority fanguage, S. 23 nowhere says that the Mtr it prescribes are 
available only as against provincial governments. 



find it prohibitively expensive and inconvenient to conduct the education of community 

children in their own traditional languages. And section 6 -- which, the Supreme Court h a  

said, "must be interpreted generously to achieve its purpose to secure to al1 Canadians and 

permanent residents the rights that flow from membenhip and permanent residency in a 

united c~unt ry " "~  -- could give to any Canadian citizen or permanent resident the 

constitutional right to take up residency and work a t  any dme in any inherent right 

community, subject only to general community rules and reasonable residency require- 

ments."' This rule would expose such communities' unique and fragile traditions to sti l l  

further pressures from the mainsueam cultures that most new residents would bring with them 

when they took up residence there.'I2 Although it makes perfect sense to include both 

these provisions in a package of constitutional rlghts avaiiable against Canada's mainstream 

governments, it is far fi-om clear what fundamental incidents of Canadian citizenship we 

protect by imposing either standard on inherent right communities. ' l3 

It may be that the substance and coherence of Canadian citizenship depends on the unifonn 

application of certain essential standards of govemment conduct. I f  so, however, those 

I IO Black v. Law Society of Alberta, [ 1 9891 1 S.C.R. 59 1 ( " Black" ) a t  6 t 2. 

I t t  See Charter, S. 6(2),(3). According to Black, ibid. a t  6 17-6 t 8, S. 6(2)(b) "guarantees not 
simply the right to purrue a livelihood, but more spedfically, the right to punue the Iivelihood of 
chofce CO the extent and subject to the same condidons as residents." 

112 See Gibbins Pondng, note 4 above, ac 220-22 1 for discussion of the spedal challenges that 
mobility issues pose for aboriginal communides. 

I l3  It is  me, of course, chat lnherent right communides subjea to these rights would have the 
opporainity, pursuant co S. 1 of the Charter, to jusdw any contraventions of them. It is me, as 
well, chat they might ofkn succeed a t  doing so, &en the fiagilky of their culaires and their ofien 
reduced Rnancial circumstances. In my view, neither fàct weakens the point in the text. Secdon 
1 does indeed permit deparaires, on an exceptional buis, kom the rights set out in the Charter; 
those ri&& thernsehres, however, prescribe the ordinary standards of consdaidonal behavior for 
the legislaaires and govemments to which they apply. It seerns to me essendal that we select and 
apply such standards widi are. No government would have trouble, either, jusdfying 
contravention of a right that endded every Canadian to $10,000 monthly, but that is hardly 
suffcient reason to include such a right in the constitution. For further discussion of S. 1, see noces 
1 69- 1 9 3 below and the texc accompanying them. 
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standards themselves stand in need of further identification and explication. Till then, we must 

try CO cake at face value the two reasons generally offered for insisting that the Charter apply 

to inherent right communities -- protection of the vulnerable and consistency of citizen- 

shipH4 -- and see whether the Charter, in practice, salisfies [hem well enough to warrant 

i ts  impact on aboriginal difference. To do so, we need to understand that impact. 

B. The Charter's Imoact on Aboriginal Difference 

According to many commenuton, aboriginal ' I s  and non-aboriginal, H6 there is profound 

inconguity between the rights regime in the Charter and the various traditions and shared 

understandings that Canada's aboriginal peoples regard as constitutive. In testimony before 

a House of Cornmons subcommittee in 1982, for example, the Assembly of Fint Nations is 

reported to have said: "We could not accept the Charter of Rights as it is written because that 

I l 4  See notes 1 00- 1 0 1 above and the text accompanying diem. 

I I 5  See, e.g., Mary Ellen Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Charter: Interpretive 
Monopolies, Cultural Differencesn ( 1989-90) 6 Can. Hum. RU. Y.B. 3 ("Turpel, 'Interpredve 
Monopolies'"); Harry S. LaFonne, "Indian Sovereignty: What Does It Mean?" ( 1 99 1 ) 1 1 Can. 
1. Nadve Studies 253 esp. a t  260-261; P A .  Monture-OKanee sr M.E. Turpel, "Aboriginal 
Peoples and Canadian Criminal Law: Rethinking Justice" LI9921 U.6.C L. Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 239 
("Monture eir Turpel, 'Rethinking ]usticern); Leroy Litde Bear, "What's Einstein Got to Do With 
It?" in Richard Gosse, lames Youngblood Henderson a Roger Carter, eds, Condnuing 
Poundrnaker and Riel's Quest (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 1994) ("Poundmaker") 69; Murray 
Sinclair, "Aboriginal People, Justice and die Lawn in Poundmaker, 1 73. 

116 See, e.g., Menno Boldt ât 1. Anthony Long, "Tribal Philosophies and the Canadian Charter of 
Rtghts and Freedoms" in Menno Boldt H J. Anthony tong, eds., The Quest for lustice: Aborinlnal 
Peonles and Aboriainal M t s  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985) ("Quest for lusdce") 
1 65 ( " Boldt sr Long, 'Tribal Philosophies'"); Menno Boldt 1. Anthony Long, "Tribal Traditions 
and European-Western Polrdcal Ideologies: The Dilemrna of Canada's Nadve Indians" in Quest for 
Jusdce 333 ("Boldt tong, 'Tribal Traditions'"); Noel Lyon, "An Essay on Constitutional 
Interpretation" ( 1 988) 26 Osgoode Hall L.J. 95 ("Lyon, 'Essay'" ); Patrick Mackîem, "Aboriginal 
Peoples, Criminal Justice lnidadves and the Constitution" [1992] U.B.C. L.Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 280 
("Mackfem, 'Criminal Justice Initiatives'"), esp. a t  288-289; Noel Lyon, "A Perspeaive on the 
Application of the Criminal Code to Aboriginal Peoples in Light of the Iudgrnent of the Supreme 
Court of Canada in R. v. S~arrow" Il9921 U.B.C. L.Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 306 ("Lyon, 'Perspective'"); 
Russell Rudin, note 27 above, a t  1 59- 1 7 1 ; 1. Anthony Long 81 Katherine Beaty Chiste, "Indian 
Governments and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" ( 1994) 1 8 Am. Ind. Culture 
8t Rsch. 3. 9 1; Leon E. Trakman, "Native Cultures in a Righcr Empire: Ending die Dominion" 
( 1  997) 45 Buffilo L. Rev. 189 esp. at 196-209. 
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would be conuary to our own system of existence and governmentn ' " We need to pause 

briefiy to understand the discornfort so many aboriginal peoples feel about the Charter and 

about the legal and political assumptions it exemplifies. 

Nawral as it is for us in the mainstream tradition to think of the righti the Charter protects 

as universal noms, "[tlhe Charter is not," as the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 

acknowledges in itr justice report, "a valuefree document[. It] represents a particular vision 

of the relationship between the individual and governments, a vision that look primarily to 

western legal traditions for its iustification." To illustrate that panicular vision, the 

Commission cites the words of Wilson J., concurring, in Mor~tentaler: "the rights in the 

Charter erect around each individual, metaphorically speaking, an invisible fence over which 

the state will not be allowed to ue~pass.""~ So understood, rights, like fences generally, 

serve no useful purpose except to set offsornething important that would, but for the barrier, 

be a t  meaningful risk of danger or ham. Othemise, they too just get in the way. 

Within the European tradition, where social relations are choroughly -- and, some say, 

necessarily -- adversarial, any concentration of political power poses meaningful risks of danger 

to those who do not share in it: the grearer the concentration, the greater the risk. For 

precisely that reason, and because political power, in concentration, enhances the capacity for 

I l 7  Quoted in Boldt PY Long, "Tribal Philosophies," Ibid. at  1 71, and in RCAP Bridning, note 1 3 
above, at 258-259. Compare Sinclair, noce 1 15 above, a t  175: 

The stardng point k a difflcult one for people raised with the liberal ideas o f  'civil 
rights' and 'equaiity'; it requires one co accept the possibility that k ing 
Aboriginal and k ing non-Aboriginal invoives k ing different. It requires one to 
corne to terrns 4th the concept diat the Aboriginal Peoples of North Arnerica, 
for the most part, hold world views and life philosophies bndamentaliy difirent 
tkom chose of the dominant Euro-Canadian society, and that these belief systems 
and approaches are so fiindamentally difirent as to be inherendy in conflict. 

Il8 RCAP, Bridaing, ibld. a i  258. 

119 Ibid, a t  258, cidng Homentaler v. The Queen, [ 1 9883 t S . C k  30 a t  1 64. - 
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efficient resource exploitation, i ts arrogation, despite the dangers it poses, has proved to be 

irresistibly attractive. Within a shared history shaped by these imperatives and assumptions, 

it makes perfect sense that fences (again, metaphorically speaking) should even now continue 

to be a technology of choice. Our legal tradition is filled with them: the rule of law, to keep 

the exercise of power within certain channels; the separation of powers, to disaggregate certain 

government functions; various rights, again, to keep it presumptively out of other specified 

places. Good fences make good neighbors. 

Nowhere is this clearer than in the mainstrearn justice system's way of dealing with persons 

suspected of wrongdoing. In Canada, as in other societies in the European tradition, the 

ultimate question is whether and how the state may use ics coercive power CO punish a person 

said to have done something wrong. This inquiry too is by nature adversarial: a contest 

between the state and the person accused. Everyone recognizes the inequality of the contest, 

the clear potential within it for abuse of the state's coercive power and the need somehow to 

manage that risk while st i l l  maintaining public order. Over time, our law has sought to meet 

this challenge by devefoping safeguards -- rights -- to fence out the abuses that have seemed 

to be most tempting or most troubling. Some of those safeguards now have constitutional 

protection in sections 7- 14 of the Charter. If, as Noel Lyon has said, "the formulations [in 

the Charter] reflect the European experience, which was a long struggle againsr tyrants, large 

and small, against the view that personhood and rights are the privileges of a few, not the 

birthright of all," 12* that is neither surprising nor grounds for criticism. 

"The North American experience," however, as Lyon himself goes on to say, "was different, 

a t  least until the Europeans arri~ed."'~' The evidence is that many North American native 

traditions, understood on their own terms, have not shared these assumptions or this 

120 Lyon, "Essay," note 1 16 above, at 104. 

121 I bid. - 



orientation. Here is how Menno Boldt and Anthony Long describe some of the differences: 

North American Indian tribes . . . did not have the experience of feudalism. 
Moreover, unlike European States, the foundation of their social order was not 
based on hierarchical power wielded by a centralized political authority. 
Power and authority could not be claimed by or delegated to any individual 
or subset of the uibe; it was vested only in the uibe as a whole. The tribal 
community perfomed al1 governmental functions in an undifferentiated 
fashion. Although highly organized, the vibes d d  not undergo the separation 
of state and church from the comrnunity. Social order was based on spiritual 
solidarity derived from the moral integration that came from acquiescence to 
tribal customs. By unreservedly accepting customary authority as their 
legitimate guide in living and working together, lndians were freed from the 
need for coercive personal power, hierarchical authority relationships, and a 
separate ruling entity to maintain order. Because no state and no rulers 
existed, individuals had no need for protection from the authority of others. 

Custom not only offered a well-elaborated system of individual duties and 
responsibilities, but was designed to protect human dignity. If al1 members of 
the tribe obeyed the sacred customs, then as a logical outcome each member 
would be assured of equality, self-worth, personal autonomy, justice, and 
katernity - that is, human dignity. Dignity was protected by a system of 
unwritten, positively stated mutual duties rather than negatively stated 
individual legal rights. With the exception of his obligation to impersonal 
custom, the individual was unrestrained in his autonomy and freedom. 
Anything not proscribed by custom was '~ermitted."~~ 

Such societies, in other words, have maintained their social harmony by inculcating in their 

individual members, through generations, sumcient conviction about the wisdom of the 

group's defining customs and sufficient internal discipline to ensure that those customs are 

routinely respected and ob~erved.'*~ Because, as societies, they have relied much l e s  

extensively on the technology of coercive power, they have had leu apnrure to the dangers 

it poses and therefore Iess reason to create internal barriers, such as rights, to manage it.'24 

12' Boldt a Long, "Tribal Philosophies," note 1 16 above, at 168- 169. Compare Long cY ai*, 
note t 1 6 above, a i  99- 1 00. 

123 See also Monture-OKanee ef Turpel, "Rethinking Justice," note 1 15 above, at 246-247, 256. 

Aboriginal peoples live with a basic connecdon to the natural order, which we 
see as the natural law. This means that firnily connections, i.e., naarral 
connections, are more important in controlllng and-social behaviour. The Iessons 
offered by a fimily rnember, pardcularly if that person is an Eider, are more 



Traditional aboriginal approaches to justice help confimi this pattern. As Associate Chief 

ludge Sinclair explains, in traditional aboriginal cultures, as a general rule, "[tlhe primary 

meaning of 'justice' . . . would be that of restoring peace and equilibrium to the community 

through reconciling the accused with his or her own conscience and with the individual or 

family that is wronged." Iz5 Within such traditions, 

the guilt of the accused would be secondary to the main issue. The issue that 
arises immediately upon an allegation of wrongdoing is that 'something is 
wrong and it has to be fixed.' If the accused, when confronted, admits the 
allegation, then the focus becomes 'What should be done to repair the damage 
done by the misdeed?' If the accused denies the allegation, there is s t i l l  a 
problem and the relationship between the parcies must still be repaired. 
Because punishment is not the ultirnate focus of the proces, those accused of 
wrongdoing are more likely CO admit having done something wrong.'26 

This whole approach, as Long and Chiste note, "rests on a principle quite different From the 

primacy of individual righo and individual self-interest." la focus is on restoring community 

harmony, on reintegrating the individual into the community and on "restoring to an offender 

an appropriate perspectiven on his or her place within, and obligations CO, the community. 

stgnificant than any odier type of correctional inaracrion, The personal, fàmilial 
interaction is the consensual social fàbric of aboriginal communides. It is thk 
which makes aboriginal comrnunities disdna culturally and polttically fiom 
Canadian social institutions: 

Ibid, at 256. See also Boldt a Long, "Tribal Traditions," note 1 16 above, a t  337.339. - 
125 Sinclair, note 1 1 5 above, a t  1 78, 

126 Ibid. a t  182. See also Monture-OKanee Turpel, "Rethinking ]usdcepn note 1 15 above, a t  245- - 
248, 256, 258. 

This is not to say, however, that punishment does not occur in such traditions. In some tradldons, 
repeated fiilure to respect one's ties and fütflll one's obligations to the communicy could lead ta 
permanent banishment fiom the community: a penalty that, in aboriginal cimes, very often resulted 
in death. See, e*g., RCAP, Bridafng, note 13 above, a t  259-260, esp. n. 409; Russell a Rudin, 
note 27 above, a t  165-1 69, And where the wrongdoing resulted in death or serious hann to an 
individual, restaration of community hamony couÏd re&ire very serious punishment, including 
torture or deadi: see Emma LaRocque, " Re-examining Culturally Appropriace Models in Criminal 
lustice Applications" in Mchael Asch, ed., AborMnal and Trmw Ria)its in Canada: Essays on Law, 
Equalitv, and R e s ~ e d  for Difference (Vancouver: UBC Press? 1997) 75 a t  83-84. Individual 
"safety and dignicy was, as a nile, not sacrfficed for the collecthrltyn: Ibid. at 83. 



"[Aldversarial technologies of justice would have been antithetical tom these goals.'27 

One reason why the kinds of rights set out in the Charter seem foreign to many aboriginal 

peoples, therefore, is probably that they exist to solve problems that simply did not arise 

within those peoples' collective traditional experience. Within those traditions, Trish Monture 

has said in a related context, such mechanians did not emerge because they were not 

needed.I2' Aboriginal traditions oflered other ways of addressing the needs of the 

vulnerable and of cultivating a sense of inclusion. From this perspective, "the Charter's 

particulars of fundamental justice . . . look too much like a catalogue of human rights 

violations drawn from the European experiencew I Z 9  to have much application or utility. 

From a policy standpoint, this in itself is a very strong reason for caution about imposing the 

Charter on inherent right communities, especially if there is some other, l e s  inuusive way of 

ensuring protection of the mainstream orderts essential values. There is reason to believe, 

however, not only that Charter rights are foreign and unhelpful to many traditional aboriginal 

societies, but that insistence on their enforcement, a t  leasc within those societies and those 

proceedings that fit the description above, would operate to undermine the authority and 

effectiveness of their customary arrangements. 

One disadvantage of rights, Iike fences (and for that maaer technology) generally, is that they 

can reinforce, even in the mainstream system, the very conditions that lead to the problems 

they are intended to solve: imposing divisions where no divisions may have been necessary and 

127 Long sf Chiste, note 1 1 6 above, at 9 7-98. 

12' Paoicb Monture-OKanee, "Thinking About Aboriginal Justice: Myrhr and Revoludonn in 
Poundmaker, noce 1 15 above, 222 at 227, Compare Donna CreJdiner, "Aboriginal Women, 
the Consdaidon and Crfminal ]usdcem [1992] U.B.C. L. Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 338 a t  339-340, 344- 
348. 

129 Lyon, "EssayIn note 1 16 above, at  106-107. 



creating substitutes for, and disincentives to engage in, the interna1 discipline on which 

cooperation and civil society oken depend. In traditional aboriginal societies, whose integrity 

depends on perpetuating an ancestral sense of integration and personal discipline, introduction 

of such measures has potential to dissolve their very foundati~ns.'~~ Here is one example. 

In many traditional aboriginal cultures, as we have seen, incidents of alleged wrongdoing 

present as problems of community hamony and integration and cal1 for solutions in service 

of these ends. Sometimes some punishrnent may turn out to be appr~priate,'~' but the 

purpose of the inquiry is to restore and maintain the community's health and integrity. 

Finding appropriate solutions to such challenges requires an appreciation not only of the details 

of the specific incident, but of the reasons for it (what Leroy Little Bear calls "the 'but' 

story"), '32 of the histories and personal circumstances of the alleged perpetrator, the victims 

and their families, of the relationships among these individuals and families, and of the way 

the participants and incidents are situated within the life of the larger community. Community 

elders speak with authority in such situations only because of their extended personal 

experience with comrnunity life and customs, their personal acquaintance with the participants 

and the circumstances, the respect they have already earned fiom everyone involved and the 

It is difiicult for a culturally distinct people to deîine the traieaory of ia own 
developrnent if indMduals kom wlthin or oualde the culture can challenge 
collective decisions on die basis that they infringe their indMdual righcs under the 
Charter in the Canadian legal system which does not understand, or give priodcy 
to collective goals. Some people view this subiugadon of  Aboriginal peoples as 
the trfumph of dernocracy, but it makes die preservadon of a different culture 
and the pursuit of collective polIdcal goals almost impossible: 

Turpel, "Interpredve Monopolies," noce 1 15 above, a t  40. Compare Boldt Long, "Tribal 
Philosophies, " note 1 1 6 above, at 1 70- 1 77; Long Uibte, noce 1 1 6 above, at 1 02; Trakman, 
note 116 above, at 205. 

If l See, e.g., note 126 above. 

'" See Little Bear, note 1 1 5 above, a t  72-73. 



evident fact that diey care about how those involved tum out? 

The Charter, however, guarantees a right to independent and impartial adjudication, explkidy 

to every person charged with an offence"' and implicitly to every individual whose life, 

liberty or personal security is threatened by legislation or government action.'35 The 

impartiality guarantee disqualifies, among others, any adjudicator whose personal interest in 

a proceeding,'16 or whose personal relationships with any participants in it,I3' might 

reasonably be thought CO affect the outcome. The independence guarantee exists to preserve 

enough institutional distance between adjudicators (acting as such) and everyone else to 

eliminate any reasonable risk of external influence or interferenceet3' 

Within the mainstream system, such guarantees are absolutely essential. Adjudications in our 

system are contests among adversaries who have opposing interests and contrary points of 

view. Our system's repuation for fairness in dealing with such contests depends on its 

promise to judge them exclusively on the basis of facts that affect the legal rnen'ts of the issues 

in dispute. Its integrity depends, therefore, on ensuring that adjudicators are insulated 

completely frorn any reasonable risk of influence by anyone or anything other than the facts 

133 See, e.g., Boldt 81[ Long, "Tribal Traditions," note 1 16 above, a t  338-339; Monture-OKanee sr: 
Turpel, " Rethinking ]usdce, " note 1 1 5 above, ac 245-246; RCAP, Bridaing, note 1 3 above, a t  
2 76-277. 

134 Charter, S. 1 1 (d). 

135 Charter, S. 7. See, e.g., Peariman v. Manitoba Law Sociew, [199 1 3 2 S.C.R. 869 ("Peartman") 
a t  882-883. 

'" G4n4reewr v. The Queen, [ 1 9921 1 S.C.R. 259 ("G6ndreuxn) a t  28 3. 

t 37 Pearlman, note 1 35 above, a t  883. 

138 See, e.g., Valence v. The Queen, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 673; Généreux, note 1 36 above; Reference 
re Provincial Court ludaes, [ 19971 3 S.C.R. 3. The dire essential conditions of iudicial 
independence, at least for purposes o f  S. 1 1 (d) of the Charter, are sunident security of tenure, 
sufticknt security h m  reductions in remuneradon, and sunldQnt Intemal administrative 
independence. 



and legal arguments oRered within the pr~eeding."~ From this standpoint, the ideal 

adjudicator, other things equal, is one who has no penonal acquaintance or connection 

whatever with any of the participants and one on whose position and penonal circumstances 

the outcome of the dispute will have no effect. 

From the standpoint of traditional aboriginal justice, however, such attributes would disqualify 

someone from making any useful or authoritative contribution to the ta& of solving the 

problem posed by the incident. "O Conscientious enforcement in such communities of this 

one Charter rtght would very probably undermine and transfomi the entire basis of interna1 

community discipline. To conform to the independence and impartiality standards articulated 

in Charter cases, traditional self-governing communities would have to learn: to reconceive, 

along mainstream lines, the nature and meaning of the wrongs and disputes that occur within 

1 emphashe that the principles of independence and impardslity ernbraced by S. 

I 1 (d) seek to achieve a twofold objective: Rrst, to ensure that a person is tried 
by a tribunal that is not biased in any way and is in a position to render a 
decision whkh is based solely on the medo of the case before it, according to 
law. The decision-maker should not be influenced by the parties to a case or by 
outside forces except to the extent that he or she is persuaded by submissions 
and arguments pertaining to the legal issues in dispute. Secondly, however, 
irrespective of any actual bias on the part of die tribunal, S. 1 I (d) se& to 
mainain the integtity of the judicial system by prevendng any reasonable 
apprehensions of such bias: 

Généreux, ibfd. at  282-283. 

Another 'alien' nom of the Canadian criminal justice systern, is the requirement 
thac /udges declde matters 'impartially.' This so-called 'impardality' is the basis 
for the institutional authority of criminal justice ofncials acting on behalf of the 
Canadian system. In aboriginal cultures, impardality ts not the essential 
ingredient when we think of relations of iusdce. Aboriginal communides are 
closely-knit kinship communities. . . . The person with authority to resolve 
conflias among aboriginal peoples in their communities musc be someone known 
to them who can look a t  ail aspects of a problem, not an unknown person set 
apan tom the community in an 'impartialr way. A 'judge' fiom a non- 
aboriginal context is simply an outsider wfdiout authorlty: 

Monture-OKanee sr Turpel, "Rethinking Justice," note 1 1 5 above, a t  245-246. See also RCAP, 
B r i d a  note 1 3 above, a t  23 1, 277. For a similar perspective on customary tribal justice in 
colonial British West AMca, see W. C Ekow Dankls, "The Influence of Equity in West Aman 
Lawn ( 1 962) 1 1 1.CL.Q. 3 1 a t  4345. 



their communities; to acknowledge the weight and legitimacy of individual and parochial 

interests apart from, and in opposition to, the collective interest, and to professionalire and 

surround with institutional distance the business of disposing of such disputes. In short, they 

would pretty much have to become a different kind of community a~together. Comparable 

transformations would result from imposition of a t  least some other Charter rights."' Such 

expectations seem deeply troubiing, from a number of standpoints. 

Considered frorn a legal standpoint, they conuadict the very foundations of aboriginal rights 

of self-government. As we saw in detail in Chapter 2, successful claims of aboriginal right, 

including self-government claims, require anchorage in, and ongoing faithfulness to, ancestral 

traditions, customs or relationships constitutive of the relevant aboriginal society before and 

apart from European influence. Practices, customs or traditions that "arose solely as a 

response to European influences . . . will not rneet the standard for recognition of an 

aboriginal right."'" A comrnunity that decided voluntarily CO abandon its traditional 

governance customs and to replace them with different institutions to accommodate 

mainstream tastes would, for these reasons, run serious risk, under current law, of forfeiting 

any claim it rnay have had to an aboriginal right of self-go~ernrnent*~" lmposing on chat 

same comrnunity Charter obligations incompatible with those same customs -- compelling it, 

in other words, to do what it could not do voluntarily without jeopardizing the right -- is no 

less repugnant to the Supreme Court's insistence that aboriginal rights 'be rooted in the 

141 See, e.g., Russell 8t Rudin, note 2 7 above, at 16 3-1 7 1 ; RCAP, Bridaing, note 1 3 above, ac 259- 
26 1 ; Sinclair, note 1 1 5 above, at 1 79-1 8 1 ; Lyon, "Essay," note 1 16 above, at 103- 107. For 
cridcism in similar vein of the Supreme Court's imposition (In Lakeside Hutterian Colonv v. Hofer, 
[1992] 3 S.C.R. 165) of naairal I d c e  notice requirements on the interna1 afiiiirs of selfi 
governing Hutterite cornmunides, see Denise G. Réaume, "The Legal Enforcement of Social 
Norrns: Techniques and Principles" ( 1997) [unpublished]. 

142 Van der Peet v. The Queen, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 507 ("Van der Peetn) at 562 (773). 

143 See Chapter 2, notes 16-75 and the text accompanying them. 
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historical presence -- the ancestry - of aboriginal peoples in North Amerka." '44 

Considered from a policy standpoint, such expectations seem distastehl and inconsistent with 

good faith recognition of aboriginal difference.I4' As Associate Chief Judge Sinclair has 

said, "[tlo require people to act in ways contrary to their most basic beliefs is not only a 

potential infringement of their rights; it Is also, potentially, a deeply discriminatory act." 

And as Patrick Macklem points out, "subjecting the rich diversity of aspects of Aboriginal 

societies to the rigid analytic grid of individual rights and obligations ernbodied in the Charter 

potentially represents legal assimilation disguised as constitutionai interpretati~n."'~' These 

are consequences our legal system ought to uy very hard CO avoid. 

Considered from a sociological standpoint, finally, such expectations rnay well contribute to 

funher destabilization of life in Canada's aboriginal communities, and to the social 

consequences we al1 shall have to face because of it. As the discussion so far suggests,"' 

there is good reason to believe that enforcement of Charter rights within traditional aboriginal 

communities would discourage and marginalize the kinds of convictions, comrnitments and 

Van der Peet, note 142 above, at 539 (132). 

"The result of this liberal concepdon of rightr is the displacemen t of  Native stewardship over land 
in hvor of indMdual ownership, a disrupdon in the cultural, linguistic and family values among 
Native Peoples, a breakdown in relations between Native communities, and uldmately, a ehreat to 
a disdna Native way of Iik": Trakrnan, note 1 16 above, a t  209. See also Ibld. a t  205. 

Even many of diose who support the Charter's application to he  exercise of self~vernmenc rights 
acknowiedge its potential for dkrupdon of cadidonal aboriginal ways. See, e.g., RCAP, Bridning, 
note 1 3 above, a t  267 ("The unmodified application of the Charter to Aboriginal nations might 
well make development of Aboriginal iusdce systerns that are responsive to the needs of the people 
difficult if not impossible"), 258-26 1 ; Hogg eir Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t  2 1 3. 

Sinclair, note 1 1 5 above, at 184. I take diis CO be the force, as well, of  Kent McNeil's assertion 
that "[tlhe Aboriginal peoples should not oniy be consulted, but their consent should be a 
prerequbite to the application of the Charter to their govemments": McNeil, "Aboriginal 
Governments," note 3 above, at 70. 

Mackiem, "Criminal justice Inidathres," note 1 1 6 above, a t  289. 

See especially notes 1 28-1 41 above and the text accompanying them. 



personal discipline on which such communities' coherence and integrity depend. As marg'nali- 

zation proceeds, these vaditional forms of authority lose their capacity ro preserve and 

cultivate social ~ r d e r . ' ~ ~  This in itself might not be a problem if, when it happened, 

community members recognized as authoritative and observed the alternative mechanisms a t  

work in the mainsueam Society. Evidence suggests, however, that this does not generally 

t~appen."~ Leroy Little Bear calls our attention to Clyde Kluckhohnrs work on this issue 

in the Navajo culwre of the 1 940s: 

The pressure of such double standards is highly disruprive. ]ust as rats that 
have been trained to associate a circle with food and a rectangle with elecuic 
shock become neurotic when the circle is changed by almost imperceptible 
gradations into an ellipse, so human beings faced with a conlict set of 
standards and punishments tend to cut loose from al1 moorings to float adrift 
and become irresponsible. The younger generation of the Navajo are more 
and more coming to laugh a t  the old or pay them only lip senice. The 
younger escape the control of their elders, not to accept white conuols but to 
rebel in newly found patterns of unrestraint. 

The Navajo are corn between their own ancient standards and those which are 
urged upon them by their teachers, missionaries and other whites. An 
appreciable number of Navajos are so confused by the conflicting precepts of 
their elders and their white models that they tend in effect to reject the whole 

149 See, e.g., Long ef Uilsce, note 1 1 6 above, at 1 04. 

150 

Ibid. a t  - 

Even in those Indian sodeties where lndian Act political structures consdtute the 
primary organlzational forrns, normative ideas congruent wfth these structures 
have not taken hold, and the resultant govemmental processes are often 
problemadc. Underiying premises and concepts change more slowly dian overt 
behavior; the extent of acceptance of die charter values underlying the band 
elective system remains an open question. 

. . . although there appears to be a convergence of modem lndian values and 
those of Western liberalhm around such IndiNidual r i g k  as personal entidements 
and a paralleling belief in the equallty of penons, the strength of these concepts 
as guides co individual and collective behavior depends very much on perceptions 
of thefr origin. A k r  decades of failed govemment policies aimed a t  enhandng 
die welfare of Indians dirough cultural assimilation and polltical control, lndian 
peoples are understandabiy reluctant to accept emernally imposed standards to 
guide dieir conduct. To be meaningbl, such standards must emerge or reernerge 
fkom widiin their own sociedes: 

1 12. Compare Sinclair, note 1 1 5 above, ac 1 74. 



problem of morality as meaningless. For longer or shoner periodr in their life 
their only guide is the expedience of the immediate situation."' 

"One cannot play a game according to rules," Little Bear himself ad&, "if there are sharp 

disagreements as to what those rules are. The incipient breakdown of any culture bring with 

it a loss of predictability, and hence of dependability, in personal relations. The absence of 

generally accepted standards of behaviour among individuals constitutes a definition of social 

disorganizati~n."'~~ These are risks it makes sense to seek to minirni~e.'~~ 

Taken full strength, these concerns suggest strongly that imposition of the Charter would 

interfere substantially, in conception and in panicular, with the foundations of aboriginal 

difference within Canada. They cast doubt, as well, on the Charter's efficacy at  achieving the 

purposes chat those who support its imposition on inherent right governments seek to achieve. 

Indications are that enforcement of a t  least some Charter rights against inherent right 

communities would further erode their own traditional ways of protecting the vulnerable 

without necessarily promoting among community memben themselves any suonger, clearer 

notion of their Canadian citizenship. 

One possible response, of course, is to insist that the Charter must govem the exercise of 

inherent rights of self-government, despite any corrosive impact it may have on aboriginal 

governance traditions, because its provisions just are the minimum standards of justice that 

governments are required to meet for purposes of Canadian law. If such standards are 

151 Clyde Kluckhohn, The Phitoso~hv of die Navaio ( 1946), quoted in Lftde Bear, note 1 15 above, 
at 74. 

152 Little Bear, &kJ at 74. 

153 T h e  international experience is now extensive enough to allow us to see that the worst problems 
rault t o m  the suppression of local laws and customs and fkom die imposition on indigenous 
peoples of a legal system that grew out of a very différent culturen: Lyon, "Perspective," note 1 16 
above, at 3 1 0. 



inconsistent with uaditional aboriginal governance, this response might continue, then, put 

bluntiy, so much the worse for traditional aboriginal governance. Left to themselves, those 

traditions -- and the practice of contemporary aboriginal governmena -- pose jus too much 

risk of abuse and injustice to be allowed to operate free of Charter discipline. 

It is common ground that we cannot expect our constitutional order to accommodate existing 

aboriginal rights of self-government unless it h a  ways of protecting itself, and al1 of us, against 

serious risks of hann or injustice thar may result from the exercise of such rights. And there 

sornetimes - real risks of abuse and injustice within such traditional governance frameworks, 

especially when those in authority there, enticed by mainstream incentives, find themselves 

tempted to mistake, or substitute, their own interests for chose of the community as a whole. 

Even so, I do not think this argument has earned the right to prevail. 

In the fint place, as Chapter 2 argues, our courts already have the capacity, even without 

reson to the Charter, to address any occasions on which inherent right governmenû purport 

to act in ways that are inconsistent wich their communities~ own evolving standards of legality 

or that break faith with their own defining ancestral traditions of governance. Such measures 

lie outside the constitutionally protected scope of aboriginal righû of self-g~vernrnent.''~ 

Second, it is simply not vue that Charter rights are minimum standarâs of justice thac 

Canadian law requires governments to meet in al1 circumstances. The Supreme Court of 

Canada has been consistent in i ts refusal, in deciding domestic issues, to insist that 

governments not subject to the Charter comply with its In Schmidt, for example, 

154 See Chapter 2, notes 68-73, 77 and die text accompanying them. 

155 And compare HiJ note 84 above, where die court concludes (at 1 1 7 1 (198)), in respect of 
cases invoiving no S. 32 governmenq diat "the pany who Ir alleging diat the common law k 
inconsistent with the Charter should bear the onus of proving both diat die common law fàils to 
comply widi Charter values and that, when these values are balanced, die common law should be 
modified. 



the court approved a Canadian citizen's extradition to the United States -- beyond the reach 

of Canadian justice -- to face charges in circumstances that, i f  brought by a section 32 

government, would have violated Charter double jeopardy guarantees (section 1 1 (h)). 

According CO La Forest J., who wrote for the majority, 

A penon who is accused of violating the laws of a foreign country within its 
jurisdiction cannot, it seems to me, rightly cornplain that she h a  been 
deprived of her liberty and security in a manner inconsistent with the 
principles of fundamental justice simply because she is to be surrendered to 
that country for trial in accordance with its traditional procedures, even 
though those procedures may not meet the specific constitutional requirements 
for trial in this 

"A judicial systern," he added, 

is not, for example, fundamentally unjust -- indeed it may in its practical 
workings be as just as ours -- because it functions on the basis of an investiga- 
tonal system without a presumption of innocence or, generally, because its 
procedural or evidentiary safeguards have none of the rigours of our system. 

What has to be determined is whether . . . surrender of a fugitive for trial 
offends against the basic demands of justice. . . . In a word, judicial 
intervention must be limited to cases of real s~bstance.'~~ 

It has persevered in this approach to extradition cases ~ i n c e , ' ~ ~  even where chose resisting 

extradition were apt to face the death pena~ty."~ And in Harrer, the court held that the 

standard for excluding evidence obtained by foreign authorities in a dornestic criminal trial is  

not whether it was obtained in a way that fully complied with the Charter, but whether i ts 

156 Schmidt, note 5 4  above, at 527. Compare at 523-524: "A decision to surrendera bgidve 
for trial in a foreign country cannot be faulted as fundamentally unjust because the operadon of 
the fore@ law in the pardcular circumstances has not been subjected to scrudny to see if it will 
conform to the standards of our systern of fusdce," 

157 Ibid. at 522-52 3. - 
158 See, e.g., Mellino, note 54 above, Allard, note 54 above, and the cases Ilsted below a t  note 159. 

See, e.g., Kindkr, note 57 above; Reference re Na Extraditiont [ 199 1 ] 2 S.C.R. 858. 



admission would deprive the accused of a air trial.'60 

These cases interest us here for two reasons. In al1 of them, the court declined the invitation 

to extend, for policy reasons, the reach of section 32 of the Charter.l6I And having done 

so, t rehsed, in determining the Charter rights of Canadian citizens and other residents, to 

apply Charter standards in appraising the conduct of "non section 32" governments. Instead, 

it applied much more general standards of basic fairness. 

If this is so, then one cannot infer that aboriginal governments based on traditional forms are 

unjust per se from the mere fact that those fonns do not cornply with, or accommodate, 

Charter rights. Neither can one infer systemic injustice from the fact that abuse or injusrice 

has sometimes occurred within them, unless one is ready to do the same with the mainstream 

system. To me, it makes much more sense to deal case by case with allegations of real abuse 

and injustice in the exercise of inherent self-government rights than to begin by demanding 

compliance with a rightc regime that threatens the very traditions on which such rights are 

Insisisrence in these circumstances that the Charter is the onlv real protection 

160 In Harrer, note 56 above, American authorides had obtained evidence from the accused without 
gMng her the addidonal warning of her right to counsel that the Charter requires when 
interrogation tums to another, more serious ofVence. According to La Forest J., who wrote for 
the majority (m a t  576-5 77): 

While no new warning was given when the interrogation moved to the more 
serious offence under Canadian law, I do not thtnk this was unfat in the 
circumsances of diis case. . . . While di& Court has required the further 
warning described in fl eshing out the protection accorded by S. 1 O(b) [of the 
Charter], it by no means f o l l o ~  that the admission of evidence obtained under 
a Iesser standard in anodier country would rnake a trial automadcally unbir. 
Our more saingent rule . . . existr for systemic reasons and is not addressed to 
determining the fairness of a single situation taking place in another country. 

16 1 See notes 54-59, 90-9 1 above and the text accompanying them. 

'" Compare Boldt sr Long, "Tribal Philosophies," note 1 16 above, a t  1 76: 

Where irreconcilable conflict between an individual's rights and the group's 
rigtit to suruhce, the indMdual can make a choice between leaving the group or 
submitdng to it. Indians who wish to give priority to individual rights over group 
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againn abuse in aboriginal communities is difficult to distinguish ftom ethno~entrism.'~~ 

C. Possible Wavs of Alleviacina That Im~act  

The previous section strongîy suggests that imposing the Charter on the exe~ise of self- 

government rights would interfere extencively with aboriginal difference. If, as Chapters 4 and 

5 argue, there is a les intrusive way of protecting crucial mainstream values frM potentially 

unacceptable uses of such righrs, then it is, from a policy standpoint, inappropriate to insist 

on engaging in such interference. Lefr unannvered, this argument leaves no credible basis on 

which to expect that courts reopen section 32 of the Charter to make room within it for 

inherent right governments. 

We have not yet taken account, however, of certain Charter provisions whose operation rnight 

well reduce in negative impact on inherent right communities. We must do so now. 

rights have a ready alternative - they can integrate Ath Canadian society. But 
if the Charter is imposed on al1 Indians, then those who want to express and 
pradce their cultural values and customs will no longer have a space in whkh 
to do so. 

This approach requires, of course, chat ail comrnunity memben retain a meaningful opporainity 
to leave. 

The imposition of die Charter's provisions on lndians is k ing lusdfied by the 
Canadian govenment as a means of enhandng îheir quality of lik. The same 
justification was &en for forcing Christianity on Indians; for enacting die racist 
provisions in the lndian Act; for imposing an elecdve systern and a hierarchical 
structure of govemment; and for legislating a policy of assfmiladon. lmplied in 
al1 of di is is a deeply embedded eîhnocent[r]ic assumpdon that lndian culture 
is infedor to European culture. Ethnacentrism is evident also in die govern- 
ment's contention that its verrbn of human rights is the morally correct and best 
version for lndian people. To insist on imposing western-iiberal conceptions of 
human rights on lndians Is no les questionable than earlier initiatives to impose 
religious confonnity to Chrisdan beliefj: 

Ibid. a t  173. Compare Scott, note 35 above, a t  327. - 
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1. Section 33: The "Notwithstanding" Clause 

Section 33 of the Charter authorizes the legislative bodies to which it applies to exempt their 

arrangements, for up to five years a t  a time, from the application of sections 2 and 7- 1 5 of 

the Charter by enacting provisions expressly declaring that those arrangements "operate 

notwithstanding" any or al1 of the rights set out in those sections. 

There is room for dispute about whether inherent right govemments would be entitied to 

exercise the override power conferred In section 33 if the Charter applied to them othenvise; 

sections 33( 1 ) and (4) speak only of "Parliament or the legislature of a provincen having that 

a~thoricy.'~~ If section 33 is  not available to the govemments of inherent right communi- 

ties, then, of course, it cannot help them avoid the Charter's intrusive impacts. My own view, 

however, is chat inherent right governments most probably would have the use of the 

notwithstanding clause i f  the Charter applied to them a t  ail. The legislatures mentioned 

expressly in section 33, afker al, are the same as the kgislatures and governments mentioned 

in section 32, the other provision that appears in the part of the Charter called "Application 

of Charter." If courts are to read section 32 expansively enough to find room within it 

somehow for inherent right comrnunities, it is hard to imagine a principled basis on which they 

could deny such communities access to the override provision. 16' 

164 Charter, S. 30, however, extends its reach to the legisladve bodies in the Yukon and Northwest 
Terrftories. 

165 This is, for example, the view of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and was the 
compromise reflected in the draft legal text of die Charlottetown Accord. See 2 RCAP Final 
Report, note 13 above, at  231; RCAP, Bridafng, note 13 above, a t  267-269 and Draft Legal 
Text, note 10 above, S. 27. The Royal Commission was careful to add, though, that the "power 
to pass notwidutanding clauses belongs only to an Aboriginal nation and, in the absence of self- 
government treades, can be exercised only in relation to maners filling within the core areas of 
Aboriginal jurisdicdon": 2 RCAP Final Report a t  23 1. For explanadon of  diese rekrences to 
"Aboriginal nations" and to "core areas of Aboriginal jurisdicdon," see ibld, a t  234-240 and 2 1 5- 
225, respecdvely. See also Chapter 2, notes 5967, 75, respedvely, and the text accompanying 
diem. 



If section 33 is available to inherent right governments, it equips them to protect their 

communities from a good many of the intrusive effects that the rights regime in the Charter 

might have on their traditional foms of social organization. It does, however, have some 

peculiar and unsetding consequences. On one hand, the rights set out in sections 6 (mobility 

rights) and 23 (minority language education rights) of the Charter - rights, as we saw in more 

detail above, whose application to inherent right communities serves no clear public policy 

pu rpose, but whose effects could disrupt severely community efforts to preserve and restore 

their traditional social arrangements, languages and  culture^'^ -- are among the riphts a 
subject to the override provision. On the other hand, the Charter rights to which the override 

can apply -- the fundamental freedoms and the legal and equality rights -- are precisely those 

that Charter proponents want to ensure are available as against aboriginal governments. 

Section 33 has clear pocential to render the Charter alrnost useless in its application to such 

governments for that purpose. Pursuant to it, each inherent right government would be able, 

by enacting a single properly framed provision, to immunize al1 the legal arrangements for 

which it is responsible tom the operation of just chose r i g h t ~ . ' ~ ~  It was precisely that 

prospect that Ied the Native Women's Association of Canada and iu affiliates to withhold their 

support from the Charlottetown ~ccord. '~'  Others who insist that the Charter apply to 

such communities in order to protect the vulnerable people living within them are bound to 

find it no more comfoning. 

2. Section 1 : The Justified Limits Clause 

Another possible answer to concerns about the Charter's effects on aboriginal difference 

emphasizes the role and importance of section 1 of the Charter. Section 1 guarantees al1 

'" See notes 1 09- 1 1 3 above and the text accompanying them. 

167 See, e.g., Ford, note 108 above, at 740-743 (upholding Quebec legislation that had done ewcdy 
that). 

168 See Rouleau, note 7 above; Green, note 4 above, ac 1 1 3- 1 1 4; Borrom, " Equallty, " note 6 above, 
a t  44-47; The Queen v. Native Women's Associadon of Canada, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 627. 
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Charter rights "subject only to such reasonable limits, prescribed by law, as can be 

demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." On this Mew, section 1 would 

protect inherent right communities from the worst consequences of mainmeam Charter 

enforcement by pemiaing their governments to justify, in appropriate cases, departures from 

usual Charter standards when such departures are necessary to preserve essential cultural 

values. ' 6 9  

Because section 1 is both the guarantee of the rights in the Charter and the source of the 

limits on the xope of t h a t  guarantee,'70 it is indeed available to any inherent right 

governments to which the Charter applies. As long as they could meet, each time, the 

standards for justification articulated punuant to section 1, they, like any other governmenu 

subject to the Charter, would be able to infringe the rights in the Charter as necessary. 

The analytical framework used in section 1 analysis h a  grown in recent years to accommodate 

a host of exceptions, distinctions, qualifications and contextuali~ations;'~' the starting point, 

however, remains the test first set out in Oakes. Briefly, anyone seeking to justify a Charter 

infringement must show two things: that the objectives the infringement aims to serve are "of 

sufficient importance to warrant overriding a constitutionally protected right or freedom," 

and, a t  a minimum, pressing and ~ubstantial,'~~ and that the impact on the Charter right 

The Charter is a flexible instrument, one that &es govemments a stgnificant 
measure of latitude in implemendng its tem.  In pardcular, section 1 enables 
govemments to enaa reasonable limits on charter righû so long as these 'can be 
demonstrably jusdfied in a fiee and democradc sociecy.' Thk sealan is, of 
course, available to Aboriginal govemmencs: 

2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, a t  232. 

1 70 See R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103 ("Oakes") at t 35- 1 36. 

171 For a handy summary of many of the most important adjumnents, Iinked to the Supreme Court 
judgments from which diey have arisen, see Eldridm, note 22 above, at 685486 (7 185-86). 

172 Oakes, note 170 above, at 1 38-1 39, quodng R. v. B k  M DniaMart Ltd., [1985] 2 S.C.R. 295 
("Bk Mn) a t  352. 



of the measures used to achieve those aims is not disproportionate. The inquiry into 

proportionality focuses on three things: how carefully the measures have been designed to 

achieve the specified en&; what other means, les inuusive on the relevant Charter righu, 

were available to the legislature or government to achieve them, and how serious and severe 

the panicular Charter infringement is, relative to the importance and urgency of the relevant 

government ends.'73 It is, in effect, a standard of care analysis."' Despite the high 

threshold suggested by the phrase "pressing and substantial," the courts, in practice, have 

rarely concluded that a section 32 legislature or government h a  acted for reasons incapable 

of sustaining any justification of a Charter infiingernen~"~ They prefer almost always to 

weigh the importance of the governmentrs reasons for acting, together with the gravity of the 

Charter infiingement that results, in the coune of the inquiry into proportionality. 

Viewed from one angle, section 1, so understood, can look like a plausible means of rounding 

off the Charter's rough edges in its application to inherent right communities. It is reasonable 

to suppose, after all, chat such communities and their governments are as concerned as anyone 

1 73 Oakes, ibfd, a t  1 39- 140. 

174 "The more severe the deleterious effectr of a measure, die more important the objective must be 
if the measure 1s to be reasonable and demonstrably jusdfied in a free and democradc society": 
ibid. a t  140: and, by extension, the higher will be the expectadons of carebl design and minimal - 
impairment. This understanâing of  the Oakes test accouno, I diink, for most, if not ail, of the 
qualifications that have since been introduced into it. 

175 See, e.g., Edwards Books a1 A n  Ltd. v. The Queen, [ 1 9861 2 S.C.R. 7 1 3 a t  770, where Diclcson 
C.1.C. concluded, for a majority of the judges addressing the S. 1 Issue, that it was sufRclent that 
die relevant legislation had objectives that were "not . . . unimportant or trivial." 

The few occasions on which the courts have found b a t  the government's objectives thernselves 
could not be jusdfled lnclude A.G. Quebec v. Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards, 
[ 19841 2 S.C.R. 66 ("Protestant Schaol Boards"); Big M, note 172 above; Re Zvlberbera and 
Sudbuw Board of Education (1988), 65 O.R. (24) 641 (C.A.); Canadian CM1 Libera'es 
Associadon v. Minkter of Educadon ( 1990), 7 1 O.R. (2d) 341 (C.A.); Cornmittee for the 
Commonwealth of Canada v. Canada, [ 1 99 1 ] 1 S.C.R. 1 39; Zundel v. The Queen, [ 1 9921 2 
S.C.R. 73 1 ("Zundeln), and Vrierrd, note 53 above. In Edmonton lournal v. A.G. Alberta, 
[ 1 9891 2 S.C.R. 1 326, the court concluded that two of the three obiecdves advanced in suppon 
of the legislation were insufndent to support any possible iusdficaeon, but proceeded to the 
propordonality test on the strength of the third. 



else, albeit perhaps in different ways, to presewe public order, promote social welfare, 

establish economic self-sufficiency, conserve scarce resources and generally to achieve other, 

similar generic communal ends. Mainstream courts are well-practiced a t  accommodating such 

objectives within section 1 analysis; accordingiy, one might well suppose that they could apply 

the same general sort of proponionality cakulus, other things equal, in appraising the Charter 

infringements of inherent right governments. 

Attractive as this conclusion is, my own instinct is to be cautious of it. There are, in rny view, 

several ways in which "other things" are not "equal" about section 1's application to inherent 

right communities; together they give us reason CO doubt its capacity CO reconcile, on a case- 

by-case basis, respect for aboriginal difference with protection of crucial mainnream values. 

We rnust, to begin with, remember chat the section 1 inquiry is not, a t  fint instance, about 

the beneficial consequences of a measure that infringes the Charter, but about the sufficiency, 

by contemporary standards,'" of the original purposes that the legklauire or government 

actually sought CO achieve when it enacted or implemented the measure. This is a matter of 

proof, and the burden of proof, here and throughout the inquiry, is on those seeking to justify 

the rnea~ure.'~' In attempting to establish what its objectives really were, "if is not open 

to the government to assert post facto a purpose which did not animate the legislation in the 

first placen;"' in attempting to ascenain the real objectives of a measure, "the Court must 

look at  the intention of Parliament when the section was enacted or amended. It cannot 

assign objectives, nor invent new ones according to the perceived current utility of the 

1 76 See, e.g., A.G. Quebec v. lrwin Tov Ltd., [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927 ("lrwin Toy") a t  973; R. v. 
Buder, [ 19921 1 S.C.R. 452 a t  494496. 

177 See, cg., Oakes, note 1 70 above, at 1 36- 1 37. 

1 78 Irwin Toy, note 176 above, at 984. Compare tbld, at  973; Big M. note 172 above, a t  335, 
352-353. 



impugned provision . . . n 179 

As a result, it would not be enough, for purposes of section 1, to be able to Say, of a given 

traditional aboriginal measure, that it has the effect of promoting social welfare or public order 

in the community, that it is a measure that we, with Our mainstream lenses, would characterize 

as a public order (or social welfare) measure, or even that It is the kind of rneasure that a 

mainstream government might implement in the interest of promoting one of these goals. For 

that matter, it is not enough to demonstrate why the inherent right government did not do 

something else (or nothing) instead; explanations, as the court held unanimously in Vriend, 

are not obje~tives.'~~ What stands first in need of proof and appraisal is what the commun- 

ity understood i w l f  to be trying to do. The task of proving, by mainsveam standards, the 

objectives of an age-old aboriginal govemance custom, even in an authoritative contemporary 

version, would not necessarily be easy for a community whose learning and history are based 

on oral tradition. And even i f  the community succeeded in establishing what its objectives, 

from its own standpoint, were, there is good reason to suspect that mainstream courts would 

be much more cautious than usual -- i f  only for reasons of unfamiliarity -- about declaring that 

those objectives were "pressing and substantial." In these respects, a t  least, the section 1 

exercise burdens inherent right governments more, and differendy, than it burdens mainstream 

governments and legislatures. 

Suppose, however, that an inherent right community were to establish that promotion of 

public order and social harrnony were indeed among the objectives of its distinctive approach 

to, Say, allegations of individual wrongdoing."' How would the proponionalicy inquiry 

1 79 Zundel, note 1 75 above, at 76 1 . Compare Ibld, at 77 1 ( "None of these decisions stands for die 
proposition chat an age-old provision whose aim and scope was created pre-Charter can, as of 
1 982, be redeiined by reference to a present-day perception of udiityn). 

1 80 Vriend, noce 5 3 above, at 556-5 5 7 (1 7 1 1 3- 1 1 4). 

18 1 See, e.g., notes 125-1 27, 1 3 1 - 141 above and the text accompanying them. 
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unfold when the cornmunity sought, for instance, to justify ignoring mainstream expectations 

of independent, impartial adj~dication?''~ 

Here too, the inherent right government would face a distinct disadvantage, especially in trying 

to show that Its approach to these objectives interfered as litde as possible with the Charter 

right to an independent, impartial tribunal. We know, of course, that they need not show that 

their approach is the leact intrusive imaginable; as long as it is "within a range of reasonable 

alternatives" given the right, the inMngement and the importance of the objective, the courts 

would very probably be sati~fied."~ Even this relaxed expecation, however, would be 

difficult for an inherent right government to meet. For one thing, comrnunities following their 

traditional means of dispute resolution might well have made no effort a t  all to achieve the 

institutional distance and penonal disconnection that characterire mainstream notions of 

independence and impartiality; as we saw above, they might very well regard such 

expectations themselves as artificial, and even counterproductive. For another, it is notorious, 

a t  least tom a mainstream standpoint, that there les intrusive ways of pursuing those 

common objectives: namely, the arrangements in place in mainstream sociecy. 

This result invites us to choose between two mosc unhappy conclusions. It is, on the one 

hand, difficult to imagine a mainstream government succeeding under section 1 in similar 

circumstancer; i f  it could, the righrr in the Charter would have very little, if any, protection 

left. If thk is so, on the other hand, then section I seems unlikely to be of much use to 

inherent right governments unless they and their comrnunities are prepared to become a good 

deal more like the rest of us. 

-- 

182 See notes 1 34- 1 39 above and the tact accompanying them. 

Ie3  RIR-MacDonald Inc. v. A.G. Canada, [1995] 3 S.CR 199 ("w) at 342 (7 MO), McLachlin 
1. (for herself and two ohers). Compare fbid. at 305-306 (796), La Forest 1. (hr himself and 
three others). 



One way of avoiding this predicament may be to suggest that common objectives such as 

public order or social welfare mean, or require, something different in traditional aboriginal 

cultures than they do within mainsueam society. We saw above, for instance, that mainstream 

standards of independent and impartial adjudication conduce to public order within 

mainstream society; enforcement of those standards in traditional aboriginal societies, on the 

other hand, risks eroding the foundations of order and authority in those ~ocieties.'~~ 

Accordingly, one mlght argue, there should be room for some lexibility in appraising 

traditional aboriginal approaches to these ends, taking account of the different social and 

historical context in which they operate. 

In making this move, we abandon the attractive earlier notion thar section 1 can accommo- 

date, with equal facility and equal felicity, the measures of mainstream and inherent right 

governments. In making this move, we introduce the fact of aboriginal difference into the 

justilation inquiry under section 1. An appreciation of aboriginal difference, as we saw 

above, includes the realization chat at least some of the rights in the Charter are foreign to, 

and disruptive of, the traditions and customs that organize inherent right communities and 

anchor their aboriginal rights of self-government. When such societies do not observe or 

acknowledge the rights in the Charter, they are probably ofcen acting pursuant to their own 

constitutional imperatives. Their controlling objective on such occasions may well be to 

preserve a heritage within which the Charter does not fit. The question tc how to integrate 

chat phenomenon into section 1 analysis. 

We can be quite sure that no mainstream legislature or government could succeed under 

section 1 on the strength of such an objective. It is simply not open to federal, provincial or 

territorial governments, or to their delegates, to justify their activities pursuant CO section 1 

on the bais chat certain Charter rights are, as such, irrelevant, illegitirnate or dangerous to 

184 See notes 1 3 1 - 1 4 1 above and the tes  accompanying them. 
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civic life within those jurisdictl~ns.'~~ When the objective of a measure is itself inconsistent 

with the Charter, the section 1 inquiry ends abrupdy; the question of proportionality then 

does not ari~e."~ No one who suppom the guarantee of constitutional rights could want 

it to be otherwise. If we want to presewe a consistency of approach in applying section 1, 

then aboriginal difference will be useless, i f  not detrimental, to inherent right cornmunitles on 

the very occasions when they need it most in the section 1 inquiry. 

There is, however, a basis on which we might distinguish mainstream from inherent right 

governments with respect to section 1's operation. The reacon the Charter exists a t  all, and 

takes the particular shape it does, is because Canada's federal and provincial governrnents 

worked together to design it and agreed in sufficient numbers to give it constitutional effect. 

In doing so, they took care to ensure there was no essential disharmony between the righrs 

in the Charter and the other imperatives of mainstream g~vernance."~ The Charter, 

therefore, articulates the ordinary standards of constitutional behavior by which our 

mainstream governments agreed to be bound, and against which they agreed that their 

conduct ought to be appraised, in the exercise of their authority under the constitution. 

Accordingly, mainstream governments have no basis on which to challenge the relevance, or 

185 "Even on difficuft social issues where the stakes arc 
determine unilaterally the limits of its fnwsion on 
Charter": RIR, note 183 above, at  346 (1 168), 
Imagine, for instance, a govemment seeking now to 

hlgh, Parliament does not have the right to 
the rights and îkeedoms guaranteed by the 
McLachlin 1. (for herself and two others). 
/usdfL reinstatement of a Lord's Dav A a  on 

the basic that Canadian public order depended on obsemnce of traditional Christian valuesr or 
a law authotizing lengthy incarceration withouc tr ial  on the basls that due process was a MI1 that 
sockty could no longer afford. 

186 See Protestant School Boards, note 175 above, esp. at 88 (restridng instruction in languages 
other chan French); BIrr M, note 1 72 above, esp. a t  352-353 (legisladng Christian sabbath 
observance). In both, the lam struck domi were aimed ac promodng dkdncdve culairal values. 

187 Secdons 1,24, 32, 33 and 52 of the CansdÉudon Act, 1982 explicitiy address the tension, and 
define the reladonship, between the consdaidonal bill of rights and the prior notion of legislathe 
supremacy. In subsequent years, it has ahvays been the Charter that has given way when there has 
been potendal disharmony between it and other consdtutional imperadves. See note 19 above 
and the sources cited there. 
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the legitimacy, of the standards the Charter applies to thern. With one excepti~n,'~~ they 

undertook them voluntarily. 

lnherent right communides, of course, stand in a very different position. Not only were the 

amendments that included the Charter implemented without the consent, and despite the 

objections, IB9 of Canada's aboriginal peoples; aboriginal peoples and organizations had very 

little involvernent in the Charter's design or implementati~n.'~ The conflict between some 

rights in the Charter and the principles underlying traditional aboriginal social organization, 

therefore, is hardly surprising. Such principles were simply not important to the process that 

186 The exception, of course, is Quebec, whkh Is bound by the Charter, despite not having signified 
its approval of die Constitution Act, 1982, because Quebec's consent was not required for 
constitutional amendments before 1982 (see Reference re Obiealon to a Resoludon to Amend 
die Constitution of Canada, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 793) as long as such amendments had substantial 
assent tom the provinces generally (see Reference re Resoludon to Amend the Constitution, 
[ 1 98 1 ] 1 S.C.R. 75 3). 

Quebec% situation cornplicates somewhat the neat distinction I want to draw, for purposes of S. 

1, between mainstream and inherent right govemments. There are, however, at leasc three 
respects in Wich Quebec's siaiadon difiers fiom that of the inherent right communides. First, 
~Üebec war a voluntary partner to Confederation itself, in a way, and to r degree, that the 
inherent righr communities were no<. Second, Quebec, for that reason, partkipated hlly 
throughout the lengthy process of designhg the Charter; iîs concerns were considered and 
addressed, even if not always ta itr bll satisfàedon. Finally, Quebects subsequent resistance to the 
force of the Charter was not because of the rights it contained - most of chose already appeared 
in Quebec's own Charter of Human Naha and Freedoms, R.S.Q. c. C-12 - but because of the 
manner in which it came into force in Canada and the impact Québécois leaders believed it would 
have on Quebec's autonomy within Canada: se, e.g., Daniel Latouche, "The Consdaidonal 
Misfire of 1982" in Keith Bandng ar Richard Simeon, eds., And No One Cheered: Federallsm, 
Democracy and the Constitution Act (Toronto: Methuen, 1 983) ("And No One Cheered") 96. 

189 British courts held that Canada's lndians had no legal bais on which to abject to the pacrladon of 
the constitution of Canada: see R. v. Secretary of State for Foreign Commonwealth Afiirs. ex 
p. lndian Association of Albem, [ t 9821 1 Q.B. 892 (C.A.); Manuel V. A.C., [ 19831 1 Ch. 77 
(C.A.). See text accompanying note 1 17 above for the Membly of First Nations' position on 
the Charter in 1982. 

190 See generally Dougfas Sander's, "The lndlan Lobby" in And No One Cheered, note 188 above, 
30 1 ; Douglas Sanders, "Prior Uairns: Aboriginal People in die Constitution of Canada" in Stanley 
M. Beck a Ivan Bernier, eds. Canada and the New Constitution: The Unfinished Aaenda, vol. 1 
(Montreal: Instiaite for Research on Public folicy, 1 98 3) 22 5 ("Sanders, 'Prier Uairns'" ) at 229- 
237; McNeil, "Aboriginal Govemmenû," note 3 above, a t  70-71, 98-99. 



led to the Charter's en~enchment*'~' The Charter was designed to meet the needs and 

concerns of mainstream society, nor those of inherent righr communities and their memben. 

For al1 these reasons, inherent right communities stand in a different relation to the rights 

guaranteed in the Charter than do mainsueam governments. If the Charter does not (even 

purport to) reflect aboriginal custom or traditional governance experience, and i f  inherent 

right communities have not agreed CO be judged in accordance with it, then it seems adficial, 

a t  best, to treat the rights in the Charter, as such, as appropriate standards of ordinary 

constitutional behavior for such communities or for their governrnents.'92 This, of course, 

is another compelling reason CO question the wisdom of imposing the Charter upon thern a t  

all; i f  Charter standards are inappropriate standards by which to measure government action 

in such communities, they do not becorne more appropriate just because the Charter also 

provides a justification opportunity. At a minimum, though, it gîves the courts some reason 

to be more generous than usual when inherent right communities are the ones engaged in the 

justification exercise. 

My problem is in understanding what fom such latitude could take within the section 1 

inquiry and st i l l  provide for meaningful adjudication of individual cases. For comrnunities 

seeking to defend indigenous foms of life from the Charter's corrosive impact, section 1 will 

not be helpful unless it perrnits them to deny the relevance or the legitimacy, a t  least in 

relation CO their affain, of the Charter rights that erode chose foms. If mainstream courts, 

despite everything, were disposed to apply the Charter to inherent rigfic communities, one 

might well expect hem to be most reluctant to grant such broad permission, given that the 

191 Except, perhaps, insofar as they prompted indusion of S. 25 in the Charter. See notes 1 94-235 
below for discussion of S. 25. 

192 Unless, again, one is willing to say that Charter standards are simpiy minimum standards, no matter 
what. For discussion of that argument, see notes 1 54- t 62 above and the text accornpanying 
them. 



burden of justification is on the cornmunity. Once bey  did, however, the outcome of hture 

cases would be al1 but foreordained. If preservation of authentic aboriginal difference is ever 

a suong enough objective to excuse a cornmunity from compliance with the Charter rights that 

threaten it, then it seems almost certain always to be a good enough reason in matters 

concerning such rights. This is not the kind of determination that one would expect to Vary 

much from right to right, from community to community, or fiom time to time. And once 

the courts had concluded that a community was entitied to be excused from complying with 

a particular Charter right, then questions of proportionality would cease CO have much 

meaning in respect of that right and that community. (What is the least intrusive means of 

comporting oneself in respect of a right that one has no obligation to observe?) And i f  that 

is the situation, it is hard to see what useful purpose it serves to insist that the Charter apply 

to such cornrn~nities,'~~ let alone to insist that the courts go back to work on section 32 

to make room for them there. 

Despite its initial promise, therefore, section I seems poorly designed CO harrnonize, in 

particular cases, protection of essen tial mainsueam values with preservation of aboriginal 

difference. Instead, there is meaninfil risk that it will give one of these imperatives alrnost 

complete ascendancy over the other. 

19' One mighc, of courre, reply mat this conclusion strengthem the argument for applying the Charter 
to such communides because, under diese condldons, it could pose no real threac to their cultural 
integrity. I disagree witb this viewpoint for dire reasons. Fint, as the law now stands, the Charter 
would not apply to inherent right communides acting as such. The burden, in these circumstances, 
k on those who would reopen the issue of the Charter's application for the sake of extending irr 
reach co inherent right communides. If the Charter would offer litde protection to fundamental 
mainstream values even if it did apply to such communides, then there is much less reason to 
reconstder exisdng law. Second, these conditions result from a recognition that Charter standards 
are probably not appropriate standards to appiy, as such, in appraising the conduct of inherent 
right communides. If the Charter apglied, those standards would nonetheless govern, a t  least until 
such communides could demonstrate - likely to a judge unfamiliar with their traditions and ways 
of  life (se, e.g., Russell 81 Rudin, note 27 above, a t  1 7 1-1 72) - that enforcement of the relevant 
rights would indeed do hem lasdng harm. Finally, there is, of course, no assurance that the courts 
would indeed excuse them fiom compliance with certain rights for the sake of preserving aborlginal 
difference. If they did not, S. 1, again, would offer hem litde proteaian fiom the threat the 
Charter poses to their cultural integrity. 



Practically speaking, however, section 1 may make liale difference, given the operation of 

section 25 of the Charter. It is time to turn in detail to that provision. 

3. Section 25: Reading the Charter Down 

Section 25 of the Charter provides, in relevant part, that "[tlhe guarantee in this Charter of 

certain rights and freedoms shall not be construed so as to abrogate or derogate fkom any 

aboriginal, veaty or other rights or freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada 

. . ." A final response to concerns about the Charter's effects on aboriginal difference is that 

section 25 exists to moderate such effect. According to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples, for instance, section 25 

clearly rules out any interpretation of the Charter that would attack the 
existence of aboriginal governments or undermine their basic powers. It also 
ensures that the Charter will receive a flexible interpretation that takes account 
of the distinctive philosophies, traditions and cultural practices that animate 
the in herent right of self-government. Section 2 5 prevents distinctive 
Aboriginal understandings and approaches from being washed away in a flood 
of undifferentiated Charter in terpretation. '" 

Here, Rnally, is anchorage, within the text of the Charter itself, for some recognition and 

accommodation of aboriginal difference. For those who favor the Charter's application to 

inherent right governments, though, section 25 raises some serious issues of law and policy. 

From a policy standpoint, section 25 - as even this quotation from the Royal Commission 

makes clear -- compels one to abandon any notion that unifom Charter standards govern both 

"section 32" and "inherent right" governments. If, as the Royal Commission suggests, the 

rights in the Charter, in their application to inherent right communities, are going to require 

reinterpretation in every case to cake account of legkimate aboriginal cultural differences, what 

sense does it make -- again, from a policy standpoint -- to Say that it is sti l l  "the Charter" that 

we are applying to such communities? And what do we gain, in these circumstances, by 

194 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, at 2 3 1 -2 3 3. See generally Ibld. a t  2 3 1 -2 33; RCAP, 
Bridpin~ note 1 3 above, at 264-267; Hogg ef Turpel, note 1 5 above, ac 2 1 4-2 1 5. 



insisting on making r w m  In section 32 of the Charter for such comrnunities, beyond the 

rhetorical advantage of being able to say that "the Chartern applies? 

The problem fi-om a legal standpoint is that section 25 i w l f  appean to go much farther than 

this view of it acknowledges. Section 25, remember, proscribes interpretations of the rights 

the Charter guarantees that would "abrogate or derogate from . . . aboriginal rights . . ." On 

its face, this strongly suggesrc that courts are to "read downn the Charter's righlc and 

guarantees when necessary to avoid reducing the scope of an aboriginal right In hlc 1988 

monograph on section 25, Bruce Wildsmith concluded, afrer a careful review of the relevant 

Charter provisions, their drafting history and the available academic Ilterature, that 

the weight of evidence . . . lndicates that the effect of section 25 is to 
maintain the native rights referred to in section 25 unaffected by the Charter 
of Rights. . . . The proper view seems to be that section 25 maintains the 
rights and freedoms referred to it unabridged by Charter rights and freedoms. 
ln the event of an irreconcilable conflict between Charter rights or freedoms 
and section 25 rights or freedoms, section 25 rightr and freedoms pre- 
vail. I P S  

This view has also received support fiom subsequent cornrnentat~n'~~ and kom the few 

195 Wildsmlth, note 26 above, a t  23. See generally ibfa, a t  9-23. For similar views, se, e.g., 
Kenneth M. Lysyk, "The Rtghts and Freedoms of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canadan in 
Tarnopolsky 81 Beaudoin, note 52 above, 447 a t  472 ("The legal effect of S. 25, tben, is simply 
to make i c  clear that the guarantees of righa and fieedoms concalned in &e Charter are not to be 
read as subtracdng fiom any of die other rightr and keedoms pertaining to aboriginal peoples"); 
Kent McNeil, "The Consdaidonal Rights of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canadan ( 1982) 4 Sup. CL 
L. Rev. 255 a t  262 (S. 25% "obvlous purpose & to prevent the Charter fiom k ing  interpreted 
in a way that inMnges on any rights or fieedoms the aboriginal peoples may have"); Brian Slattery, 
"The Constitutional Cuarantee of Aboriginal and Treaty Rtghtsn (1982) 8 Queen's 1.). 232 
("Slattery, 'Consdaidonal Cuarantee'") at 239 ("This rule of construction [in S. 251 is mandatory, 
Where a Charter right impinges on a section 25 right, the latter musc prevaii"). For a difirent 
view, see Schwam, Second Thouahts, note 3 above, at  333, 392-393. 

196 See, e.g., William Penmey, "The Rightr of the Aboriginal Peoples o f  Canada and the Consdardon 
Act, 1982, Part 1: The Interpretive Prisrn of Secdon 25" ( 1988) 22 U.B.C. L-Rev. 2 1 a t  29 ("S. 

25 is intended to prevent any diminudon, impairment or inMngement of the rights and fieedorns 
that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada. Ic will apply even if there is no absolute denial 
of these rights"); Macklem, "Criminal )usdce Initiatives," note 1 1 6 above, a t  290 ("S. 25 will 
serve to shield rights that atlich to Aboriginal peoples fiom Charter scrudny by requiring the 
judlciary to interpret consdaidonal guarancees in a manner that ensures thk resultn). 



judicial decisions chat have considered section 2 5. ' 97 

If, however, section 25 gives aboriginal rights priority over rights guaranteed in the Charter, 

then aboriginal rights of self-government qualify to share in that priority. Nothing in section 

25 itself or its jurisprudence suggests that it applies any differently to some aboriginal rights, 

or to some Charter rights, than it does to othen. Wildtmith draws the evident conclusion: 

Whatever rights CO self-government exist, whether derived from aboriginal, 
treaty, contractual or statutory sources, they are section 25 rights or 
Fi-eedoms. Thus the Charter cannot abrogate or derogate from the right to 
govern. Since the whole thrust of the Charter is CO place limitations on 
govemment powen, it must be that applying the Charter would limit and so 
derogate from the powers of aboriginal governments, and thus offend section 
25. The confiict between section 25 and the Charter must be resolved in 
favour of section 25. 19' 

Section 25, in other words, not only "prevencs distinctive Aboriginal understanding and 

approaches from being washed away in a flood of undifferentiated Charter interpreta- 

t i ~ n " ; ' ~ ~  it appears to prevent the Charter Fi-om interfering with the exercise of self- 

government rights a t  a~l.~'' The distinctiveness of traditional aboriginal foms of govern- 

The functlon of S. 25 . . . is to act 'as a shield whkh protectr Aboriginal, treaty 
and other righcs fi-om being advenely affected by other Charter rights' [cidng 
Pentney, note 1 96 above, a t  2 [8]]. If the dght to limit voting to on-reserve 
members of the Band were recognized as an Aboriginal right under sî.35( 1 ), 
then s.25 would operate to ensure chat the right was not weakened by the 
operadon of s-S. 1 5 ( 1 ): 

Batchewana, noce 20 above, a t  3 1-32. See ais0 R. v. Nicholas and Bear, [ 19891 2 C.N.L.R. 1 3 1 
(N.B.Q.B.). 

198 Wlldsmith, note 26 above, a t  5 1. Compare McNeil, "Aboriginal Governmenc~," note 3 above, 
a t  73-75. 

t99 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, at 232, quoted above a t  note 194. 

200 Sublect only, perhaps, to S. 28 of the Charter: the provision that guarantees al1 rights and fieedorns 
"referred ton in the Charter equally to male and female persons, "[njotwithstanding anything in 
diis Charter." A surprising number of commentators have wrltten about the reladonship becween 
S. 25 and 28, and about which has priority over the odier. This seerns the appropriate place to 
address that issue. 

According to one commentator, Douas Sanders, " [b]y regular noms of statutory interpretadon, 



ance, and dieir wlnerabilicy to disruption and uansfomation under the discipline of the 

Charter, only svengthen that inference. 

Not everyone shares this understanding of section 25. Peter Hogg and Mary Ellen Turpel 

"believe that it is unlikely that a court would regard section 25 as providing a blanket 

immunity fiom the Charter to Aboriginal governments, even though the governments were 

exercising powen of self-government derived from a treaty or from an aboriginal right (the 

in herent right) ." 20' The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples shares their 

Neither source, unfonunately, cites authority to support its position or addresses the 

arguments and judicial decidons chai suggest othemrise. They do, however, suggest a couple 

section 2 5, as the speciRc provision, would prevail over section 28, the more general provisionn: 
see "The Rigtits of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada" ( 1 98 3) 6 1 Can. Bar Rev. 3 1 4 at  32 7. The 
overwhelmhg maiority of commentaton, however, argue chat S. 28 prevails despite S. 25, usually 
for two reasons, First, S. 28 operates "[n]otwithstanding anything in this Chartern; section 25 
does noc. Second, the righo idendfied in S. 25, though not "guaranteed" in the Charter itself, are 
nonetheless "referred ton there, and chat is al1 the text of S. 28 requires. See, e.g., Slattery, 
"Cansdtudonal Guarantee, " note 1 95 above, a t  240-24 1 ; Wildsmith, note 26 abve, a t  2 3-24; 
McNeil, "Aboriginal Governments," note 3 above, a t  75-78; RCAP, Br iddn~ note 1 3 above, a t  
268; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, a t  233, and, more guardedly, MacWem, "Criminal 
Justice Initiatives," note 1 16 above, at 290, n. 38. 

I have two concems about rhis prevailing view. F M ,  it may not take sufiident account of S. 26 
of the Charter, which says that " [tjhe guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and fieedoms shall 
not be conswed as denying the existence of any other rights or fieedoms chat exist in Canada." 
I f  we are going to Say that s. 28 guarantees equally to male and female perrons the rights in S. 25 
because S. 25 has "referred tan hem, we musc, I think, say the same of die righa "referred ton 
in S. 26: i.e,, "any other rights and fieedoms that exist in Canada." The result is that a rigtiû and 
îieedoms diat  exist in Canada are, by virtue of S. 28, guaranceed equally co male and female 
persons. Personally, I have no dlfficulty with that result, but S. 28 seems a peculiarîy indirect way 
of announcing it, if that was the intent. Second, it seems to me arguable, on the text of both 
provisions, that S. 25 should prevail over S. 28, because S. 28 is clearly a "guaranteeing" provision 
and S. 25 is telling us how to construe Charter guarantees. 

I doubt that this conaoversy really makes much difirence here, Section 35(4) of the Cansdtution 
Act, 1982, a provision outside the reach of S. 25 of  the Charter, itself guarancees, equaliy to male 
and female persons, "[n]ocwidistanding any other provision in di& Act," al1 exisdng aboriginal and 
treacy rights, In the presenc con-, in other words, s, 28 adds noching to the protection that S. 

35(4) provides, 

20 1 
Hogg Turpel, note 1 5 above, at  2 1 5. 



of other views of section 25 that, i f  accepted, would make its impact les absolute. These 

approaches deserve review on their merits. 

One such approach, which originated in an inluential paper by Brian S l a t t e ~ y , ~ ~ '  appean 

in the Royal Commission's early discussion paper Partners in Confederation: 

This approach distinguishes between the r i b t  of self-government proper and 
the exercise of governmental powers flowing from that right. lnsofar as the 
right of self-government is an Aboriginal right, section 25 protects it fkom 
suppression or amputation a t  the han& of the Charter. However, individual 
members of Aboriginal groups, like other Canadians, enjoy Charter rights in 
their relations with governments, and b i s  protection extends to Aboriginal 
governments. In this view, then, the Charter regulates the manner in which 
Aboriginal governments exercise their powers, but it does not have the effect 
of abrogating the right of self-government properezO' 

From a political standpoint, this reading of section 25 is appealing because, as Kenneth Tyler 

has said, "it gives the impression of granting both pro- and anti-Charter partisans half a 

~ o a f . " ~ ~ ~  From a policy standpoint, however, it fails to acknowledge the full extent of the 

threat the Charter poses to many aboriginal communities' governance traditions206 or the 

ham, well described in earlier work by Turpel henelf,'07 that can result from encouraging 

comrnunity members to look to the Charter as a resource for use in intemal disputes. And 

from a legal standpoint, it seems exuemely difficult to sustain. 

To begin with, as Kent McNeil h a  said, "this argument does not take suficient account of 

203 See Slattery, "Question of Trust," note 1 4 above, at 286-28 7. 

204 RCAP, Parmen, note 1 3 above, ac 39. Emphasis in original. Compare RCAP, Bridalna. note 1 3 
above, ac 265, which describes chis approach, again wichout ddng authotity, as "prevalent but not 
univemlly held," 

205 Tyler, note 80 above, at 23, n. 70. 

206 See esp. notes 128-1 53 above and the text accornpanying them. 

207 See Turpel, "lnterpretive Monopolies," note 1 1 5 above, at 4042. 



the dual protection offered by section 25. In panicular, it does not give the word 'derogate' 

adequate weight." 20e In common usage, "derogation" kom a right does not require sup- 

pression, amputation or abrogation; it also occun when a right is diminished, impaired or 

infkinged. Section 25, therefore, arises, as Pentney says, "even if there is no absolute denial 

of these rights. "209 In the wordr of the Federal Court of Appeal, i ts function is to 

"protect[] Aboriginal, treaty and other rights tom being adversely affected by other Charter 

rightsf[:] . . . to ensure chat the right was not weakened by the operation" of Charter 

rightsO2 ' O 

"The question, then, which must be addressed," McNeil continues, "is this: would the 

application of the Charter to relations between Aboriginal individuals and their own 

governrnents amount to derogation tom the right of self-g~vernrnent?"~" The Royal 

Commission's proposed approach to section 25 requires that we be able to answer that 

question in the negative. The supposition that we can do so assumes that one can, as a 

general matter, restrict the exercise of a right without necessarily weakening or diminishing the 

right itself: that restrictions imposed on the exercise of religious freedom, for instance, need 

not affect advenely anyone's freedom of religion. 

208 McNeil, "Aboriginal Governmena," noce 3 above, a t  74. 

209 Pentney, note 1 96 above, a t  29. 

2 10 Batchewana, no te 20 above, ac 3 1 -32, quoted at greater length above a t  note 1 9 7. This reading 
of S. 25 draws strength, as Kenneth Lysyk observed very early in the lifé of the Charter, fiom the 
difference in phrasing between ss. 25 and 26: see Lysyk, note 195 above, a t  472. Bodi 
provisions begin with the words " [tlhe guarantee in this Charter of certain righa and keedoms 
shall not be construed . . . " Section 25, however, proscribes construing hem "so as to abrogate 
or derogate fiom" the relevant rights; S. 26 proscribes oniy construing hem "as denying the 
existence of any other rights and îteedoms dia t  exist In Canada." "The latter formulation," Lysyk 
points out (w), "is open to the interpretadon that a non-Charter right might be quaiified or 
diminished in some way, without the existence of the rlght acaially being denied. The phraseology 
ernployed in S. 25 (as in ss. 2 1 and 29) precludes diminution, as well as denial, of the non-Charter 
right." The fàct that S. 25's drakrs rdected an eariier version using the phrase "denying the 
existencen supports the inference that the difference in phrasing, and in meaning, was deliberaie: 
see Ibtd, n. 16; Wildsmith, note 26 above, a t  5-8, 12-1 6. 

21 1 McNeil, "Aboriginal Govemments," note 3 above, at 75. 



I confess that I simply do not understand this supposition. To me, a right's scope and power 

are what define it and give it uniqueness. A right's scope consists of the kinds and range of 

conduct it protects; its power is the kind and degree of protection that it gives thern. When 

a given activity comes within the protected scope of some panicular right, then engaging in 

that activity just is a way of exercising that right. lmposing external restrictions on pennissible 

engagement in it diminishes -- derogates tom -- the scope or the power (or both) of the right 

itself and, by doing so, rearranges the right's defining coordinates. 

None of this changes merely because the right a t  issue is an aboriginal right of self- 

government. If some particular conduct or practice comes within the intendment, properly 

understood, of such a right, then any external restrictions or prohibitions imposed on the 

conduct or practice -- including chose imposed by the Charter -- would derogate from the 

right, because they would diminish the right's capacity to protect engagement in it.'I2 This 

is, as McNeil and others have said,"' exactly the kind of impact that section 25 says the 

Charter must not be allowed to have on aboriginal r igt~ts.~ '~ Attempcing to distinguish 

between self-government rights and their exercise, therefore, will not preclude section 25 fiom 

immunizing such rights from the Charter's impact. 

The Royal Commission's other suggestion is that section 25 be understood as giving a 

community exercising aboriginal rights of self-government 

an alternative way to justify its activities when these are challenged under the 
Charter. The section enables an Aboriginal government to argue that certain 
governmental rules or practices, which may seem unusual by general Canadian 
standards, are consistent with the particular culture, philosophical outlook and 

2 12 See McNeil, "Aboriginal Governments," note 3 above, at 75. 

2 13 See noces 1 9 5- 1 9 8 above and the text accornpanying them. 

214 If, on the other hand, the relevant condua does not corne within the protected scope of  the self- 
government right (or any other relevant right), then S. 25 has nothlng to do with Tt, because no 
abrogation or derogadon 'hues arise. Compare McNell, "Aboriginal Govemments," note 3 above, 
ac 74, n. 41. In that case, the discipline of the general law applies. See Chapter 4. 



traditions of the Aboriginal nation, and as such are ju~tified.~'~ 

At first blush, it is difficult to see how this suggestion relates to section 25. Section 25, again, 

appean to be instructing the courts not to conruue Charter rights and guarantees in ways that 

would cake away or diminish rights pertaining to the aboriginal peoples of Canada, including, 

one must assume, aboriginal rights of self-government. It is a rule of construction that applies 

of i ts own force. Nowhere does it say it requires communities that have such rights, as a 

condition precedent to invoking section 25, to defend or justify their interest in protecting 

these righrr from abrogation or derogation. 

The Royal Commission's argument, therefore, must be that section 25 protects self- 

government rights and other aboriginal rights only from "unreasonablen or "dlsproportionaten 

derogation a t  the hands of the Charter, and that the burden rem on the communities having 

such rightr to show that any derogation would be disproportionate or unreasonable. I believe 

this view is open to three serious objections. 

First, there is nothing in the text of section 25, its legislative histo$I6 or the limited case 

law applying i?" that offers any support for this approach. This, of course, does not 

preclude adoption of the Royal Commission's sugge~tion;~" it does, however, discourage 

2 15 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, a t  232. See also RCAP, Bridging, note 1 3 above, ac 264- 
267. Compare Hogg Turpel, note 15 above, a t  2 15 ("Sealon 25 allows an Aboriginal 
government to design prograrns and laws which are different for legitimate cultural reasons, and 
have these reasons considered as relevant should such differences invite rudicial review under the 
Chartern). 

2 16 See, e.g., Wlldsmith, note 26 above, at  5-8, 12- 1 4; Sanden, "Prior Uaims," note 1 90 above, 
at 23 1-236, and the sources cited there. 

217 See, e.g., Batchewana, note 20 above, at 3 1-33; Nichofas, note 197 above; R. v. Auwdne; R 
v. Barlow ( t986), 74 N.B.R. (2d) 156 (C.A.). 

2 18 See, e.g., S~arrow, note 8 above, a t  1 108-1 1 1 I (S. 35 righa subien to justiîied hfringement 
even drough S. 35 of Consdaidon A n  1982 not subject to S. 1 of Charter and makes no 
provision iûelf for justification); Côté v. The Queen, [ 19961 3 S.CR 1 39 at 1 9 1 - 1 92 (S. 88 
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the courts Rom adopting it without good reason. 

Second, this suggestion for reading section 25 is difficult to reconcile with the text and 

interpretation of other Charter provisions that section 25 resembles. Besides section 25, there 

are three Charter sections that use very similar "abrogate/derogaten phra~ing:~'~ section 2 1 

(preserving pre-existing constitutional rights and obligations with respect to English and 

French),"' section 22 (preserving pre-m'sting legal or customary rights or privileges with 

respect to other languages)"' and section 29 (preserving preexisting constitutional rights 

and privileges in respect of denominational s~hoo ls ) .~~~ There is every reason to suppose 

that this phrasing deserves, and will receive, consistent meaning throughout its four 

occurrences in the If we are to Say, therefore, that section 25 controls only 

disproportionate derogation Rom aboriginal rigtits and that chose who seek to invoke it must 

justify their assertions of disproportionality, we must first be sure we are ready to Say the same 

thing in respect of the Charter's relation to pre-existing language rights and to the rights of 

denominational schools. On its face, it seems rnost unlikely that we would be. 

of the Indian Act does not explicitly permit jusdfied provfncial treaty rights inMngemeno but may 
accommodate an " irnplicit jusdfi cadon stagen). 

For general discussion, see Lysyk, noce 195 above, a t  471 472; Wildsrnith, note 26 above, at  14- 
1 7. 

"2 1. Nothing in sections 16 to 20 [rights of otilcial language use in Canada and New 
Brunswick] abrogates or derogaces fiom any righc, prMlege or obligation with respect to the 
English and French languages, or either of hem, that exists or is condnued by virtue of any other 
provision of die Constitution of Canada." 

"22. Nothing in sections 16 ta 20 [rights of ofïïcial language use in Canada and New 
Brunswick] abrogates or derogates fiom any legal or customary right or privilege acquired or 
enJoyed either before or after the coming into force of this Charter with respect CO any language 
thac is not English or French." 

"29. Nothing in d i fs  Charter abrogates or derogaces Rom any rights or priviieges guaranteed 
by or under the Constitution of Canada in respect of denominadonal, separate or dissendent 
schools." 

The alternative is co assert that the educadon and language righo conkrred in sections 93 and 1 33 
of the Cansdtudon Act 1867 somehow outrank the aboriginal and treaty rights recognked and 
affirmed in section 35( 1 ) of the Consdaidon Act 1982. 



We must also ensure that this approach cornports with &sting judicial interpretations of those 

other three provisions. To the best of my knowledge, there are no judicial declsions 

considering or applying sections 2 1 or 22 of the Charter. The Supreme Court has, however, 

considered the impact of section 29. 

At issue in Adler and the earlier Bill 30 Reference were Ontario's funding arrangements for 

elementary and secondary schools, which provide full public funding for Roman Catholic 

separate xhools (in fu l fillment, the court concluded, of predsting constitu tional rights and 

privi~eges)"~ but no public funding for schools of other faiths or denominations. In both 

decisions, the court observed that this arrangement "s i6  uncomfortably with the concept of 

equality embodied in the Charter because not available [sic] to other ~ h o o l s " ; ~ ~ ~  as Estey 

]., concurring, said in the Bill 30 Reference, it was "axiomatic (and many counsel before this 

Court conceded the point) that if the Charter has any application to Bill 30, this Bill would 

be found discriminatory and in violation of S. 2(a) and S. 15 of the Charter of R i ~ h t s . " ~ ~  

One might have supposed these were ideal cases in which CO require Ontario, and this 

arrangemeni's other supporters, CO justify their interest in relying on section 29 to protect 

these pre-existing rights and privileges from the Charter's operation. This is the approach that 

the Royal Commission's apparent view of section 25 would have led one to expect. Instead, 

the court held, in the Bill that "S. 29 is there to render immune from Charter 

review rights or privileges which would otherwise, i.e., but for S. 29 be subject to such 

reviewn;"' in Adler, citing that precedent, it held that section 29 "explicitly exempts from 

224 Cansdtudon Act, 1 86 7, S. 9 3( 1 1. See Bill 30 Rekrence, note 1 9 above, at 1 1 76- 1 1 96. 

225 Ibid. ac 1 197; Adler, noce 19 above, at  641 442. - 
226 Bill 30 Reference, @icJ. per Estey 1. at 1206. Sections 2(a) and 15 of the Charter provide for 

freedom of religion and for equal protection and benefit on the basis of  religion, respecdvely. 

227 Ibld. at 1 198. Compare at 1 197 ("1 have indicated diat die rlghts or privileges protected - 
by S. 93( 1 ) are immune fiom Charter review under S. 29 of the Charter. 1 think this Is clear"). 
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Charter challenge al1 rights and privileges 'guaranteed' under the Constitution in respect of 

denominational, separate or dissentient x h o ~ l s . " ~ ~  

This reading of section 29, which replicates the reading that most commentators, and the few 

decided cases, have given to section 2 ~ , * ~  leaves little, if any, room for the Royal 

Commission's alternative. Applied to section 25, it will, again, preclude the Charter from 

interfering with arrangements or activities protected by aboriginal rights, including aboriginal 

rights of selfgovernment. And this will be so, again, whether or not the coum find a way of 

bringing inherent right govemments under the Charter, pursuant CO section 32. 

Suppose, however, that there were a plausible legal basis for treating section 25 as an 

alternative justification vehicle when inherent right governments contravene the Charter. My 

final objection to this suggestion is that, from a functional standpoint, it does not appear to 

make any meaningful difference. In particular, it does not seem to solve the problem we fint 

encountered when we considered section 1 of the The Charter does not need 

two separate justification mechanisms unless they each do different useful work. 

The Royal Commission's suggestion, again, is that section 2 5 equips communities exercising 

inherent self-government righo "eo argue thac certain [of their] governmental rules or 

228 Adler, noce 1 9 above, a t  643. Compare Mahe, note 1 09 above, a t  380-384, where the court 
felt compelled (at 38 1 ) to sa&@ itself that its proposed inarpretadon of S. 23 of the Charter 
(minority language educadon rightr) dfd not "inMngen a rigtit or prMlege protected by s. 29. See 
also Ford, noce 108 above, at  740-74 1, where the court concluded unanimously that there k "no 
warrant in the terrns of S. 33" - the "notwithstandingn clause - for a iusdficadon requirement, 

229 Even the reasoning underlying this reading of S. 29 works equalty well for S. 25. In Adler, ibid., 
the court said (at 644) that it had "refued [in the Bill 30 Reférence, note 1 9 above, a t  1 1 9 7] 
to use one part of the Consdaidon to interfere wich righîs protected by a différent part of chat 
same document." The reference there was to rights proteaed by S. 93( 1 ) of the Camdtudon 
Act. 1 867, but could fust as easily be to the rigtits protected by S. 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Aa, 
1982. 

230 See no tes 1 69- 1 9 3 above and the text accornpanying them. 
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practices, which may seem unusual by general Canadian standards, are consistent with the 

panicular culture, philosophical outlook and vaditions of the Aboriginal nation, and as such 

are justifiedanZ3' Even without the benefit of section 25, however, such communities could 

make such arguments. Nothing in section 1 of the Charter or its judicial interpretation 

appears to preclude them from making precisely these submissions in court in the usual way. 

Mainstream governments (armed, for example, with svong electoral mandates to "restruc- 

turen) might well sometimes offer, and often succeed with, similar arguments. 

The deeper problem the Charter poses for such communities is, as we saw above, that 

acceptance of the Charter's legitimacy would threaten the integrity of, and undermine intemal 

respect for, the customs, traditions and orientations that constitute many indigenous fonns of 

go~ernment.~~~ And ignoring the rightc in the Charter because one denies their legitimacy 

is not the kind of justification thac section 1, ordinarily, could countenance.*" 

This is the problem that section 25, as the Royal Commission conceives it, must solve to make 

any difference to the justification options of inherent right communities. Unless it pennits 

such communities to defend their constitutive traditions against the systemic threat that the 

rights in the Charter represent, it offers no important advancage over the justification regirne 

explicit in section 1. On the other hand, i f  it does authorize them to proceed in a given 

instance on the basis that Charter rights have no currency against governance measures based 

on traditional custom, it amounts -- again -- in practice to another form of blanket exemption 

from Charter discipline. For i f  this basic for justification succeeds in a single instance for a 

given community, it will have the same force in any subsequent case that involves the same 

reticulation of indigenous customs and uaditions. 

23 1 See note 2 15 above and the text accompanying IL 

232 See, e.g., Long EY: Chiste, note I 16 above, at t 1 3. 

233 See notes 185- 186 above and the text accompanying diem. 



The challenge with which this discussion of aboriginal difference began was to reconcile with 

it, on a case-by-case basis, meaningful application and enforcement of the Charter in respect 

of inherent right governments. A justification scheme that always gives one priority over the 

other is, for this purpose, not especially helpful. 

It is clear that this is not the solution the Royal Commission intended. In its final report, it 

said that section 25's effect would probably be "to exempt certain actions of Aboriginal 

governments from Charter xrutiny and to ensure that the Charter will be interpreted in a 

manner 'deferential to and consistent with Aboriginal culture and traditions.'"234 What it 

did not Say, however, is how, when or why the Charter, so interpreted, would resuict the 

exercise of inherent self-government rightst2'' or how we rnight distinguish such occasions 

from those in which the use of such rights is indeed "exempt . . . from Charter scrutinyen 

Without the benefit of that more complete analysis, we have no basis for confidence that the 

Charter, in ia application to the use of such rights, will either give sufficient protection to 

fundamental Canadian values or show sufficient respect for aboriginal difference. And if we 

cannot give the courts sufficient basis for confidence that the Charter assists in achieving these 

ends, we cannot give them sufflcient reason to rearrange the established law on section 32 of 

the Charter to make roorn within it for inherent right communities. 

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Chapter 1 identified two competing imperatives that supporters of self-government righo must 

satisfy and reconcile to achieve judiciai acceptance, under Canada's constitution, of meaningful 

234 2 RCAP Final Report, noce 1 3 above, a t  232. The intemal quotadon is fiom an earller version 
of Hogg eir Turpel, note 1 5 above, a t  2 15. 

235 Except to say that section 28 of the Charter - the independent guarantee of gender equality - 
always prevaiis over section 25: see 2 RCAP Final Report, note 1 3 above, a t  233; RCAP, 
Bridafng, note 1 3 above, a t  268. See note 200 above for discussion of the reladonship between 
ss. 25 and 28. 



aboriginal rights of self-government. One is to ensure that our courts will be able -- and 

realize that they will be able -- to continue protecting our legal order's most fundamental 

arrangements and values even after self-government rights begin to operate under our 

constitution's protection. The other is to minimize the ment to which the mainstream order 

interferes with aboriginal difference. Chapter 2 documented the extent to which Canadian 

aboriginal rights law already equips ouf courts, and mainsueam governmentl, CO address 

concerns about the use of constitutional rights of self-government Such rights, it argued, are 

entitled to the constitution's protection only so far as they are anchored in, and faithful to, 

the governance traditions and customs constitutive of the communities claiming them; even 

then, their exercise is subject to justified external constraints imposed by mainstream 

governments competent to enact such measures. The unanswered question is whether 

mainstream law can address, in the absence of competent legislative intervention, challenges 

to itr defining values posed by inherent right governments acting authoritatively from within 

their ancestral traditions. Our cas& in this chapter has been CO consider what help the Charter 

of Rights can provide in answering this question, and a t  what cost to the foundations of 

aboriginal difference. 

From a legal standpoint, the better view is that the Charter has no application to inherent right 

communities in the exercise of their self-government rights. Section 32 of the Charter, as 

interpreted and appiied in a series of Supreme Court decisions, militates very strongly against 

extending the Charter's reach to inherent right communities. If the courts are to find a 

principled basis for applying the Charter to such communities nonetheless, they will have to 

reconsider earlier decisions in which they sought to bring certainty to the law of Charter 

application. It would be unreasonable to expect them to do so without compelling reasons. 

From a policy standpoint, applying the Charter to such communides turns out to have few, 

if any, practical advantages. The hope was that die Charter would ensure the courts of ways 



of protecting wlnerable individuals living within such communities, aiid rhat its application 

would assure an essential consistency to the notion of Canadian citizenship. Applied full 

suength to inherent right communities, however, the Charter stanâs to endanger the 

traditional foundations of order and authority on which their own sense of integrity depends; 

in doing so, it most probably would disrupt their own traditional ways of protecting the 

vulnerable and frustrate and discourage their own traditional notions of citizenship. None of 

the Charter's own mechanisms for mitigating these effects is especially satisfactory. Section 

33, the Charter's override provision, would allow inherent right govemments to excuse 

themselves perpetually fiom al1 the Charter rights that matter most in mainstream discourse, 

but not to protect themselves against rights whose application to them makes litde sense. In 

principle, section I of the Chaner would permit such communities to justify, on a case-by-case 

basis, departures from panicular Charter rights; in practice, however, section 1 seems 

incapable, except on an all-or-noching bais, of addressing the confiict between such 

comrnunities' own fundamental values and Charter rights whose application threatens to 

destroy them. And apart from al1 this, section 25 of the Charter, given its best and most 

authoritative incerpretation, would exempt altogether from Charter review al1 conduct coming 

within the protected scope of aboriginal rights, including rights of self-government. 

What does this mean for the pmject of obtaining the constitution~s protection for inherent 

self-government rights? To me, it gives the project sharper focus. Even i f  the Charter were 

to govern the use of such rights, the mainstream order would need other ways of protecting 

some of b rnost essential values, because the Charter simply does not address thern. We can 

now focus on that wider task. But if the Charter does not apply to inherent right communi- 

ties, isnft the prospect of constitutional accreditation too frlghtening to consider any further? 

Not necessarily. For over a century, the legal systern in the United States has tolerated and 



reaffirmed the fact of retained aboriginal sovereigne6 - the rough American analogue to 

inherent self-government rights -- despite repeated confirmations by its Supreme Court and 

lower courts that provisions of its Bill of Rights have no application to tribal governments 

theree2" Throughout, the U.S. coum and Congres, in the course of managing the 

relationship between mainstream and uibal governmena, have found, when they needed 

hem, various means of protecting the interests and values they consider fundamental. No one 

there, to my knowledge, has thought it necessary to propose that tribal sovereignty be 

minguished in the national interest. There is no good reason to assume, without inquiry, that 

essential Canadian values and institutions are more fragile, or aboriginal peoples living in 

Canada less responsible, than their counterpans in the United States. 

Chapter 4 identifies one way that the U.S. courts have used to protect the mainstream system 

there from risks perceived to be posed by the use of aboriginal sovereignty. Another, worthy 

of brief mention here, Ir enactment of a statutory analogue to its constitutional bill of rights. 

The lndian Civil R i d m   AC^^'' passed in 1 968, gives memben of tribal communities many 

of the same rights against their tribal governments that the Bill of Rights provides to U.S. 

residents generally against their state and federal governmena. Since its inception, the KRA 

has been, CO rnany, a source of more convoversy than proie~tion;"~ in principle, though, 

it is always open to improvemenc through statutory revision. 

2 36 See, e.g., Williams, note 69 above; US. v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 31 3, 98 S.CL 1079 (1978) 
("Wheelernl; Merrion, noce 69 above. 

237 See Talcon v. Maves, 1 6 3 U .S. 376 ( 1 896) ("Taltonn ) a t  38 1 -384; Santa aara Pueblo v. 
Martinez, 436 U.S. 47,98 S.Ct. 1670 ( 1978) ("Mardnezn) a t  56 U.S., 1675-1676 S.CL, esp. 
n. 7 (dting extensive lower federal court authority); Duro v. Reina, 1 10 S.Ct. 2053 ( 1990) at 
2064. For usehl background on, and discussbn of, Talton, see Schwam, Second Thouahts, note 
3 above, a t  366-370. 

238 25 U.S.C.A. 55 1 30 1 - 1 303, as amended ("ICRAn). 

239 See, e.g., Mardnez, note 237 above. For usefiil background on the KRA, see Schwartz, Second 
Thounhts, note 3 above, a t  370-379- 
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The Parliament of Canada has the same option. It could enact a statute incorporating and 

applying the Charter -- word for word, come to that -- to inherent right governrnen~.~'~ 

Assuming it could justify imposing such restrictions on the exercise of their self-government 

rights,*'' the Charter's provisions, in this statutory form, would govern them. 

I do not favor this option, a t  least in this fom. It would solve none of the problems, already 

discussed in some detail above, that arise, ftom a polio/ standpoint, from imposing the Charter 

iw l f  on the exercise of inherent self-government rights. It is, however, one possible way of 

addressing important mainstream legal interests with inherent right communities, even where 

the Charter, as such, does not govern such communities. It demonstrates, by example, that 

responsible discussion of aboriginal rights of self-government need not presuppose the 

Charter's availability, as such. And it offen some capacity CO avoid the Charter's evident 

shortcomings for this purpose. Aker all, a substitute statute need not replicate the Charter 

exactly, or a t  all; it might focus more sensibly on the needs and circumstances in specific 

inherent right communities, ideally in cooperadon with them and their members. Aboriginal 

charters of rights,"' developed cooperatively and irnplernented by federal statute, would 

almost certainly be leu disruptive, and more effectively authoritative, within such comrnunities 

240 
lt could atso, again, wlth consent, indude some or al1 of the Charter's provisions as terms in any 
self-government treaty or agreement with an aboriginal communicy and enforce them as such for 
the duradon of the agreement. See note 74 above. 

24 1 One extremely important difference beniveen U.S. and Canadian law in respect of aboriginal . . 

people is that the power of the U.S. Congress to limit - and even extinguish - tribal sovereignty 
is plenary (see, e.g., U.S. v. Kamma, 1 18 U.S. 375 ( 1886); Lone Wolf v. HitchcockI 187 U.S. 
553 (1903); Wheeler, note 236 above, a t  323 US., 1086 S.Ct.); South Dakota v. Yankton 
Sioux Trik, 1 18 S.CL 789 ( 1998) ac 798; the power of Canada's Parliament to Pmit the 
exercise of aboriginal rights, includfng rights of self-government, ïs not. See Chapter 2, notes 97- 
146 and the text accompanying them. 

242 Proposais to develop aboriginal charters of rights have, of course, been under rtudy br years. For 
background and discussion, see, e.g., RCAP, Briddng, note 1 3 above, a t  266-267; 2 RCAP Final 
Report, note 1 3 above, a t  2 33-234. 
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than unilateral imposition of the Charter or a statutory Charter ana~ogue.~" 

In Chapter 5,l retum to consider the wisdom of demandlng a code to govern the protected 

use, in mainstream law, of inherent self-government rights. Whatever their ultirnate meriu, 

however, such options depend on cooperation, or at  lean on affirmative federal initiatives, 

that have not yet taken place. Till then, we sti l l  need some other way of securing the 

mainstream order's most fundamental values and interests while leaving suffident space for 

meaningful exercise of aboriginal rights of self-government. I try to meet that challenge in the 

next chapter. 

243 See, e.g., note 1 50 above, and Lyon, "Essay," note 1 16 above, a t  105-1 06. But see also Scott, 
note 35 above, a t  325, who wams that the mainstream legal order's penchant for codification can 
have die effea of "fossilkhg," at  an arbitrary moment, the condnuing development of audientic 
aboriginal customs, espedally in cultures that have chosen delfberately to lave hem unrecorded. 
I have my own reservadons, as well, about moving tao soon to codifL a constitutive set of esrendal 
mainsueam values: see Chapter 5, notes 50-78 and the text accornpanying them. 



CHAPTER FOUR: 
THE 'FUNDAMENTAL VALUES' HïPOTHESlS 

Chapter 2 suggests strongly that Canadians have less rearon than some may have thought ro 

fear the consequences of judicial accreditation of aboriginal peoples' inherent rights of self- 

government. Even after such rights are acknowledged to have the constitution's protection, 

features already a t  work within Canadian aboriginal rights law will limit their capacity to be 

used in ways that compromise the mainsueam legal order's moral or structural foundations. 

Essential mainsueam arrangements and values are vulnerable in respect of such rights only in 

the absence of justified affirmative measures cornpetently enacted by mainstream governmenrs 

to protect them,' and even then only when inherent right communities are acting authorita- 

tively from within their own defining governance traditions.' 

The question remaining is whether Our legal systern has the capacity to protect its own 

foundations from that residual range of vulnerability: from the challenges posed by sometimes 

profoundly different cultural arrangement$ even where elected mainstream governments 

have not intervened, or have not intervened effectively. Ar the Canadian Charter of Ri&& 

and Freedoms4 attests in a different way, our own most crucial arrangements and values are 

too important, and in a way too fragile, for us to feel confident restlng their protection 

entirely on affirmative measures that fallible and often preoccupied mainstream governments 

I See Chapter 2, notes 97- 1 46, 1 50- 1 52 and die wct accompanying diem. 

2 See Chapter 2, notes 16-80 and the text accornpanying thern. 

3 For one illustradon of the profiindity of the dimerences, see Chapter 3, notes 1 18-1 53, the 
sources cited there, and the texc accompanying them. 

4 Canadian Charter of RiQhts and Freedorns ("Charter of Rights," or lust "Charter"), Part I of the 
Constitution Aa. 1982, king Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), c. I 1 ("Corisdaibon 
Act, 1982"). 



may or may not happen to introdu~e.~ But if, as Chapter 3 concludes, the Charter is not 

available for imposition on inherent right communities,6 and would be neither appropriate nor 

helpful i f  it were,' how can we expect our courts to contemplate giving mainsueam legal 

effect to self-government rights? If courts cannot protect Our legal order against these riskr 

by enforcing the Charter, what are we going to suggest that they do instead? 

One sound and obvious suggestion is that they take full advantage of constitutional provisions 

that clearly do govern the exercise of self-government, and other aboriginal (and ueaty), 

rights. Chief among these is surely section 35(4) of the Constitution Act. 1982, which 

guarantees al1 constitutionally protected treaty and aboriginal rights "equally to male and 

female persans," " [n]otwithstanding any other provision" of the Constitution Act. 1982. 

Section 35 (4) gives Important protection against arbitrary gender distinctions that might affect 

participation in section 35 rights; it is st i l l  too early, however, to Say what restrictions it might, 

or ought tors impose on the exercise of such rightra9 And secrion 35(4), by its ternis, 

purpom to protect only one of our legal order's basic values. If we want more comprehen- 

sive protection, we need an approach that looks beyond the specific provisions now in the 

constitution. This chapter suggests and defends one such approach. 

5 "When we choose to consdtudonalize a value, to ueat it as a consdaidonal rlgtit, we are in effect 
saying bodi that biere k a deeply shared consensus about the importance of that value that 
we biink that value 1s a t  risk, that the same people who value it are likety to violate it through dieir 
ordinary polidcal processes": ]ennifer Nedelsky, "ReconceMng Rlghts as Reladonshipn (1 993) 1 
Rev. Canst. Said. 1 at 20. Ernphask in original. 

See Chapter 3, notes 1 8-97 and die text accompanying them. 

See Chapter 3, noces 98-235 and the text accompanying them. 

Consider, for instance, the Haudenosaunee traddon chat only men rnay be chiefs but that the 
chkfj are chosen, and may be deposed, exclwively by the clan mothers. Is th& an arrangement 
that s. 35(4) would, or ought to, prohibit? 

At least one court has held chat S. 35(4) precludes communides exercbing aboriginal rights kom 
disdnguïshing on the bais of sex in decermining community membership. See Sawddrce Band v. 
The Queen, [1996] 1 F.C. 3 (T.D.) a t  32-34, rev'd. on other grounds Cl9971 3 F.C 580 
(C-A.). 
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1. lNTRODUClNG THE "FUNDAMENTAL VALUES" HYPOTHESIS 

The challenge is to flnd a way of protecting inherent self-government righo within the 

mainstream legal order without exposing its foundations or i ts thematic integriety to any 

genuine hazards that rnay result from conscientious exercise of such rights. The easiest, most 

straightfonvard way of meeting that challenge is to define such rights -- considered as righrr 

within the mainsueam order -- in a way that eliminates that risk. If we undentand such rights 

from the outset not to entirle inherent right communities to govem in ways or for purposes 

that compromise the integrity of the mainsueam legal order, then putative aboriginal 

governance measures that have that effect will not qualify for mainstream protection or 

legitimacy, because they lie outside the constitutionally protected scope of the community's 

right of self-government. And i f  that is so, such measures are subject routinely to the 

strictures and discipline of the general law, just as they would be i f  there were no such right. 

I propose, therefore, that our legal order's vuly essential imperatives be part of the definition 

of -- operate as interna1 limits on -- the self-government rights it incorpora te^,'^ in much the 

same way as communities' defining ancestral traditions and customs already limit and 

constitute their aboriginal rights. On this proposal, an aboriginal governance measure or 

arrangement would not qualify for protection under a self-government right -- for enforcement 

through the mainstream courts and for a t  least initial priority over conflicting provincial or 

federal schemes -- i f  it were demonstrably incompatible with the defining traditions and values 

I O  Compare Bruce H. Wildsmith, Aborlainal Peo~les and M o n  25 of the Canadian Charter of 
Riahts and Freedoms (Saskatoon: Native Law Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1988) at 27- 
28, 5 1-52; Dan Russell ar Jonathan Rudln, Native Alternative Disnute ResoIution Swtems: The 
Canadian Future in Liaht of the American Past (Toronto: Ontario Native Council on Justice, 
1 992?) a t  1 54. This proposal may have some kinship, as well, with Lean Tralmian's recent efforts 
ID ardculate "a conception of rigtia limited intenally by resporisibilities diat inhere in the values 
underlying those rigt~ts," not just "externally by the rights of othersn: see Leon Trakman, "Native 
Culaires in a Righn Empire: Ending the Domlnion" (1 997) 45 Bufhlo L. Rev. 189 a t  2 19 
(emphasis in original); see also a t  194. Trakman's primary concem, quite properiy, is to 
reconceive mainstream property righa in ways that take more complete account of aboriginal 
interestr; in my view, diougti, hk suggestion here may have more general appîicadon. 



of either the community's culture or the mainsveam order." I cal1 this, for convenience, 

the " fundamental valuesn hypothesis. 

From a practical standpoint, this approach addresses the present need: it acknowledges and 

gives real protection within mainsueam law to authentic aboriginal governance activity, subject 

only to certain minimum compatibility conditions, while preservi'ng, in respect of measures that 

do not meet those conditions, the same full range of case-by-cae response and remedy as 

would be available i f  the constitution did not protect self-government rights a t  all. 

II. SUBSTANTIATING THE "FUNDAMENTAL VALUES" HYPOTHESIS 

Ic is one chlng to say that it makes good sense for Our coum to adopt the fundamental values 

hypothesis; it is something else to show that they have a defensible legal basis on which to do 

so. (As Chapter 3 showed, there are IenaI reasons why the Charter would not apply to 

inherent right governments, quite apart from the question of its de~irability.)'~ If we want 

our courts to take fundamental mainstream values into account in defining and applying 

aboriginal righrr of self-government, we need to provide a strong doctrinal foundation. Such 

a foundation depends on two propositions: that courts may take account of fundamental 

mainstream values and coherence imperau'ves in determinhg hues of aboriginal right, and that 

The challenge of deflning aboriginal ri&& stems fiom the fàct that they are rights 
peculiar to the meedng of two vasdy dissimilar legal cultures; consequendy there 
will ahuays be a question about which legal culture is to provide the vantage 
point fkom which rights are to be defined. . . . In other words, a morally and 
polidcally defensible concepdon of aboriginal rights will incorporate both legal 

Mark Walters, "British Imperia1 Cansdtutional Law and Aboriginal CUghts: A Comment on 
Delmmuukw v. Bridsh Columbia" (1992) 17 Queen's L.J. 350 ("Walters, 'Comment on 
Delmmuukw'") a t  41 2 4 1  3, quoted widi approval in Van der Peet v. The Queen, [ 19961 2 
S.C.R. 507 ("Van der Peetn) at  547 (142), 55 1 (749), Lamer C.1.C. (for the majority), at 629 
(12 32), McLachlin J. (disendng). See also Peter W. Hucchins, Carol Hilling Eu David Schulze, 
"The Aboriginal RIght to SelFGovemment and the Canadian Constitution: The Ghost in the 
Machine: (1 995) 29 U.B.C. L. Rev. 25 1 ("Chost in the Machine") a t  293-294. 

12 See Chapter 3, notes 18-97 and the text accompanytng them. 



they may do so on a case-by-case bais in deaiing with the claims based on such rights. 

The fint of these two propositions seerns sound on its face. There is general agreement that 

the inherent right of self-government, understood as an aboriginal right seeking protection 

under section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982, must find its bearings and definition 

within the Canadian constitutional order, no differently than any other aboriginal right l3 

We know already that section 35 rights "must be defined in light of [section 3531 

purpose," l 4  that that dual purpose is to acknowledge the pre-existence here of aboriginal 

societies and to reconcile it wlth the sovereignty of the Crown," and that it is appropriate 

in contemplating such reconciliation to take account of "the broader social, political and 

economic community, over which the Crown is sovereignn and of which the aboriginal 

communities themselves also form p a d 6  This means, as the Supreme Court h a  said, that 

[tlhe definition of aboriginal rights rnust, if it is uuly to reconcile the prior 
occupation of Canadian territory by aboriginal peoples with the assertion of 
Crown sovereignty over that territory, take into account the aboriginal 

The Aboriginal right of self-government i s  recognized by the Canadian legal 
system, under the consdtudonal common iaw of Canada and also under sealon 
35 ( 1 ). So, while the section 35( 1 ) right is inherent In point of orlgin, as a 
rnaner of current status it is a right held in Canadian law. The implication is 
that, A i le  Aboriginal peoples have the inherent legal rfght to govern themseives 
under section 35(1), this consdtudonal right is exerdsable only within the 
framework of Canada. Section 35 does not warrant a daim to unlimited 
governmental powers or to compkte sovereignty, such as independent States are 
commonly thought to possess. As with the fkderal and provincial governments, 
Aboriginal governments operate widiin a sphere of sovereignty defined by the 
constitution: 

Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Abariainal Peo~les, vol. 2 (Ottawa: Miniscry of 
Supply and Sendces, 1 996) ("2 RCAP Final Report") at  2 14. Compare Brian Slattery, "Fint 
Nations and die Constitution: A Question of Trust" ( 1  992) 71 Can. Bar Rev. 26 1 ("Slattery, 
'Question of Trust'") a t  28 1 ; "Ghost In the Machine," noce 1 1 above, at 29 3-294, 298, 300. 

14 Van der Peet, note 1 1 above, a t  539 (131). 

1s Ibid. a t  539 (731), 543 (136), 547 (142); Gladstone v. The Queen, [1996] 2 S.CR 723 
7 

("Gladstonen) a t  774 (7 73). 

16 Gladstone, a t  774-775 (f73); Delaamuukw v. The Queen in Mt of B.C, LI9971 3 S.C.R. 
101 0 ("Delmmuukw") at 1 1 1 1 (7 165). 



perspective, yet do so in terms which are comizable to the non-aboriainal legal 
system. '' 

It seems to me almost inconceivable that a Canadian court could follow these instructions 

responsibly without paying full attention to our legal order's defining imperatives. 

Consider, as an example, the inquiry that Brennan I., of the High Court of Australia, 

undertook in writing that court's principal judgment in Mabo." At issue there was whether 

Australian law left room for recognition of claims of aboriginal title; to resolve that issue, the 

court had to determine whether terra nu~lius'~ was st i l l  good law in Australia. It took 

Brennan 1. no time a t  al l  to conclude that the terra nullius doctrine, "[jludged by any civilised 

standard, . . . is unjustn and that "its claim to be part of the common law to be applied in 

contemporary Australia must be que~tioned."~~ He quickly added, however, that 

[i]n discharging its duty to declare the common law of Australia, this court is 
not fiee to adopt rules that accord with contemporary notions of justice and 
human rights if their adoption would fracture the skeleton of principle which 
gives the body of our law its shape and internal consistency. . . . The peace 
and order of Australian society is built on the legal system. It can be modified 
to bring it into conformity with contemporary notions of justice and human 
rights, but it cannot be destroyed. . . . I f  a postulated rule of the common 
law expressed in earlier cases seriously offends those contemporary values, the 
question arises whether the rule should be maintained and applied. Whenever 
such a question arises, it is necessary to assess whether the particular rule is an 

17 Van der Peet, note 1 1 above, a t  55 1 (149). Emphasis added, Even some commentators who 
have criticized the Supreme Court% approach to aboriginal rights acknowledge the necessity of 
"incorporati[ng] . . . some elements of the common law in the interpretation of [aboriginal] 
rightsn: see, e.g., John Borrows Leonard I, Roman, "The Sui Ceneris Nature of Aboriginal 
Rights: Does It Make a Difference?" ( 1 997) 36 Ah. L. Rev. 9 at  38. 

18 Mabo v. Queensland ( 1992), 1 75 C.L,R. 1 (H .U . )  ("Mabo"). Brennan J. wrote for three of 
the seven members of the panel, but none of the other four /udges disagreed expressly with the 
observadons or the approach discussed in fhe text. 

19 Terra nullius, very briefly, is the doctrine that the Gown acquired dde upon discovery of vacant 
lands. The accepted corollary was that lands occupied a t  discovery exclusively by aboriginal 
peoples were, for legal purposes, vacant: that indigenous peoples, despite the ha of their prior 
occupation of particular lands, had no legally cognizable interests in those lands. See, e-g., ibfd. 
a t  3 1 -38; compare note 85 below and the wrc accompanying it. 



essential doctrine of our legal system and whether, i f  the rule were to be 
overturned, the disturbance to be apprehended would be disproportionate to 
the benefit flowing fiom the ~vemrning.~' 

In the end, he concluded (as did a suong majority of Ausualia's High Court)" that 

Australian law could accommodate and recognize claims of aboriginal title, but only after 

dernonsuating that the terra nullius doctrine was not among its defining principles. 

This is the kind of inquiv, and these are some of the kinds of considerations, that, I suggest, 

Our courts may undertake in adjudicating matters arising from self-government claims. There 

is one relevant difference, though, between the inquiry undenaken in this passage fram Mabo 

and the fundamental values hypothesis. This pan of the Mabo inquiry looked to fundamental 

systemic values only to determine whether a particular kind of aboriginal right -- there, 

aboriginal titie - could cross the threshold of acceptance into domestic law. The fundamental 

values hypothesis suggests, in addition, that courts rnay look to such values in the ongoing 

course of defining and applying such rights once they do become part of domestic ~aw.~' 

This brings us to the second proposition on which the legal soundness of the fundamental 

values hypothesis depends: the supposition that courts may indeed take such values and 

imperatives into account on a case-by-case basis when asked to determine particular claims 

based on inherent self-government rights. This proposition is a t  the heart of the approach I 

am proposing. If our courts have ongoing capacity to scrutinize conduct invoking such rights 

for cornpatibility with the values that constiwte the mainstream order, the threshold question 

2 1  Ibid. ac 29-30. Compare Ibid. at 43, 45. - 
22 For a brief summary of the findlngs and resultr in Matto, see @&. per Mason CI]. and McHugh 

). a t  15-16. 

23 In ha, Brennan JO's judgment in Mabo does contemplate ongoing judidal scrudny of partfcular 
incidents and uses of aboriginal dde, to ensure chat the indigenou lam and custom on which such 
uses are based "are not so repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience diat judidal 
sanctions under the new regirne must be withheldn: & at 6 1. For discussion, see notes 1 58-1 72 
below and the cexc: accompanying hem. 
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-- whether our system, as such, can tderate such rights -- becomes, at once, substantially less 

mornentous. If they do not have to detemine, winner take all, the fate of self-government 

rights, they need not be preoccupied or distracted by every problem or hazard imaginable 

from aboriginal g~vernance.~' When pruning is an available option, it makes liale sense to 

uproot a sound and healthy hardwood vee merely because some of its branches may one day 

threaten the roof.25 

Fortunately, there is legal support for this second proposition, as well, even i f  we confine Our 

attention to North American law about the righa of indigenous peoples. When die Supreme 

Court instructed us to attend to the aboriginal perspective "in ternis which are cognizable to 

the non-aboriginal legal system," it was prescribing an approach to the task of defining 

aboriginal r i g h ~ , ~ ~  a task that is ongoing and incremental. Earlier, in ~vran ,~ '  the court 

[Although tlhere remain massive uncertaindes about the powers to be exercised 
by aboriginal govemmencs, . . . I do not see anydiing in the debate about 
aboriginal self~overnment chat undermines my own sense of the fiindamental 
values of Canada as a polidcal community. On the contrary, rny own concep- 
don of federalism, which welcomes and embraces cultural diversity and the 
positive contribudon of muldple cornmunides, combined with a strong sense of 
the need for sharing and redistribution, is enhanced rather than diminished by 
aboriginal self-government: 

Richard Simeon, "Sharing Power: How Can Flrst Nations Government Work?" in Frank Cassidy, 
ed., AhMnal  Self-Determinadon (Lanimille, B.CA Oolichan Books, 199 1 ) 99 a t  106. 

25 Compare Patrick Macklem, " Dis pibudng Sovereignty: lndian Nations and Equalty of Peoplesn 
( 1993) 45 Stanford 1. Rev. 13 1 1 a t  1345:. 

The extent ta which a muldcultural, muldracial, and multinational 
sociecy ougtit to be committed to ethical values that transcend cultural, 
racial, and national differences will condnue to be gennane in the 
conta of particufar dedsions made by lndian governments that conflict 
with the belle6 and values of surrounding or adlacent non-lndian 
communities. Yet the debate becween univemlism and reladvisrn 
should not speak co whether to recognize governmental structures. 
Instead, it becomes relevant i f  and when an Aboriginal community, 
dirough its polidcal Institutions, engages in an a m a l  course of conducc 
or policy that threatens what is daimed to be a univeml human value. 

26 See noce 1 7 above and die text accompanying it. Campare the quotation a t  noce 14 above. 
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had held that the express constitutional right to hunt conferred on Manitoba lndians by the 

Manitoba Natural Resources Transfer Agreemenea did not protect them when they hunted 

in an unsafe manner. "Inherent in the right," the court said, adopting the words of the 

Manitoba Court of Appeal, "is the quality of restraint, that is to Say that the right will be 

exercised reasonably."" Subsequent lower court decisions adopt this same approach in 

construing treaty rights to hunt and fish." And the U.S. Supreme Court, while continuing 

to acknowledge that aboriginal nations there have retained a sphere of sovereignty outside the 

27 Myran v. The Queen, [ 1 9 761 2 S.C.R. 1 37 ( "Myran"). 

28 Manitoba Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, 7 1 3, @en consdaidonal effect by the 
Constitution Act. 1 930, 20-2 1 Ceo. V., c. 26 (U .K.), s- 1 . 

29 Myran, note 2 7 above, at  1 42. See also Simon v. The Queen, [ 1 9851 2 S.C.R. 38 7 at  403 
(treaty rjght to hunt includes right to possess gun and ammunidon "in a safe manner" for hundng 
purposes), discussed in Wfldsmith, note 10 above, a t  27. 

See, e.g., R. v. Na~oieon, [ 1 9851 6 W.W.R. 302 (B.C.C.A.); R. v. M c b y  ( 1 993), 109 D.L.R. 
(4th) 43 3 (B.C.C.A.). Compare Ministry of Adculaire Fisheries v. Cam~bell, [ 1 9891 D.C.R. 
254 (N.Z. Dlst, Ct.) a t  2 72-2 74, which used similar reasoning to hold chat fishing rights do not 
protect conduct inconsisterit with conservation imperatives. 

In Thomas v. Norris, [ 19921 2 C.N.L.R. 1 39 ("Thomas"), the Supreme Court of British 
Columbia concluded (at 1 59- 160) that the Coast Salish tradition of spirit dancing, understood as 
an aboriginal right, did not endde the community or its members to subiect unwllling lndMduals 
to the spirit dancing experience, which invofved, in th& instance a t  least, forcible confinement, 
food and water deprivadon and ritual bidng, whipping and other forms of physical discornfort. 
"[C]onrdardonally proteaed rigtits under S. 35( 1 )," the court said (at 16 1 ), "an only be 
exercised in accordance widi those [criminal] !am, which prohiblt certain Mn& of conduct and, 
on the civil slde, create civil r i g h ~  in persons who may be injured by their exercise." Accordingly, 
diese features of the spirit dancing experience "were contrary to English common law" and "did 
not survive the comhg into force of that faw" : Ibfd. at  1 60. 

I find it difticult to dispute die result in Thomas, but I believe the court wenc too far when it said 
chat aboriginal rights mut always give way when they conflia with mainstream cMI or criminal law; 
sec notes 1 43- 149 below and the tact accompanying diem. Aboriginal righa are sumosed to be 
exceptions îkom die general law: see Chapter 2, note 18 and the text accompanying IL For a 
similar view, see Denise G. Réaume, "The Legal Enforcement of Social Norm: Techniques and 
Prindples" ( 1 997) [unpublished] a t  25-26, 28-29. For further discussion of Thomas, see, e.g., 
Thomas Isaac, "Individual Versus Collective Rightr: Aboriginal People and the Slgnificance of 
Thomas v. Nonis" (1992) 21 Man. L.]. 6 18; "Ghost in the Machine," note 1 1 above, a t  295- 



U.S. Constit~tion,~' h a  always defined the xope of the retained aboriginal sovereignty in 

a way that ensures that it cannot interfere with the sovereignty of the United States.32 

In each of these instances, the courts have resoned to values or imperatives that they 

considered fundamental to resuict the scorie of a right or power belonging to aboriginal 

peoples without either doubting or disturbing the existence of that right or power. 

These are just the precedents specific to the rights and powers of North American aboriginal 

peoples. If we cart our gaze more broadiy, we find that fundamental values and institutional 

3 1 See, e.g., Cherokee Nadon v. Georaia, 30 U.S. (5 Peters) 1 ( 1 8 3 1 ) ("Cherokee Nation") a t  16; 
Worcester v. Georaia, 3 1 US. (6 Peiers) 5 15 ( 1832) ("Worcestern) esp. a t  559-560; Talton 
v. Mayes, 1 63 U.S. 376 ( 1 896) a t  38 1-383; Wllliams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 2 1 8, 79 S.Ct. 269 
(1959) a t  219-220 US., 270-271 S.CL; U.S. v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 98 S.CL 1079 
( 1978) a t  322-323 U.S., 1086 S.Ct. 

Upon incorporation into the territory of the United States, the lndian tribes 
thereby come under the territorial sovereignty of the United States and their 
exercise of separate power is constrained so as not to confila widi the interests 
of thk overriding sovereignty: 

Ollphant v. Suauamish lndian Tribe, 435 U.S. 19 1,98 S.Ct. 10 1 1 (1 978) a t  209 U S . ,  102 1 
S.Ct (no criminal jurisdicdon in aibal courts over non-Indians); 

Tribal powers are not lmplicidy divested by virtue of the aibesf dependent statu. 
This Court has found such a dhmdture in cases where the exercise of tribal 
sovereignty would be inconsistent with the overriding interests of the Nadonal 
Govemment, as when the tribes seek to engage in foreign relations, alienate their 
lands to non-lndians wichout federal consent, or prosecute non-lndians in tribal 
courts which do not accord the fùll protections of the Bill of Rights: 

State of Washinmn v. Canfkderated Tribes of the CaMlle lndian Reservadon, 447 U.S. 134, 
100 S.Ct. 2069 ( 1980) a t  1 53-1 54 U.S., 208 1 S.Ct. See also Johnson v. M'lntosh, 2 1 US. 
(8 Wheaton) 543 (1 823) at  574 ("rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations . . . 
necessarlly diminished"; restrictions on alienadon o f  land); Cherokee Nadon, ibid. at  17, 
Worcester, Ibid. at  559 (no capadty co enter alliances with foreign nations); Montana v. United 
States, 450 U.S. 544, 10 1 S.CL 1245 ( 1 98 1 ) (no power to regulate hundng and fishing by non- 
members or reservation lands owned by non-members); Dura v. Refna, 1 10 S.Ct. 2053 ( 1 990) 
ac 2060-206 t (no criminal /urisdicdon in tribal courts over non-member Indians). 

For a brief Canadian discussion of some of these precedents, see Bryan Schwam, First Princi~les, 
Second Thouahcr: Aboriginal Peoples. Consdaidonal Refonn and Canadian Statecrafi (Montreal: 
Insdtute for Research on Publfc Polkcy, i 986) a t  369. For discussion of analogous doctrine widih 
British colonial jurispnidence, see notes 1 52-1 57 below and the text accompanying them. 
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imperatives are almost always available to courts as interna1 constraints and interpretive aids, 

especially in dealing with claims that, despite having some bais in law, are in some way 

idiosyncratic or unorthodox. Over the centuries, the courts within the British legal tradition 

have developed several related mechanisms, both a t  comrnon law and under the constitution 

of Canada, for consuaining the application of legally recognized rights and powers in the 

interest of maintaining the integrity of the legal order that protects and gives effect to them. 

I want in the next several pages to review those rnechanisms in detail. Most, i f  not all, apply, 

by their ternis, to rights of self-government because such rights, like al1 other existing 

aboriginal rights, are a t  once constitutional rights and rights a t  cornmon law. Even those 

mechanisms that may turn out, for technical reasons, not to apply per se to such rights serve 

as examples from similar contexts that courts rnay adopt and adapt to the task of harmonizing 

self-government rights with the truly essential features of the mainstream constitutional order. 

A. Self-Government Rights as Common Law Rights 

Section 35 ( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982 recognizes and affirrns "the existing aboriginal 

and ueaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada" (emphasis added). It follows, as the 

Supreme Court has noted, that section 35 ( 1 ) is not the source of aboriginal rights; " rather, 

it accorded constitutional status to chose rights which were 'existing' in 1982."" Aboriginal 

rights had a life of their own, apart from the constitution, before 1 982;14 they "existed and 

were recognized under the common ~aw,"~' or, a t  the very lem, were entitled to receive 

33 Dekamuuh, note 16 above, at 1091 (7 133). See generallyibld, a t  109 1-1093 ('(7 133-1 36); 
Van der Peet, note 1 1 above, at  538 (yv28-29). 

34 See, e.g., Slattery, "Question of Trust," note 1 3 above, at 280-28 1; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 
1 3 above, ac 2 13. 

35 Van der Peet, note 1 1 above, at 538 (728); Delaamuukw, note 16 above, at 109 1 - 1092 
(7 133). 



such recognition, whether or not they happened by then already to have received itJ6 In 

considering the mechanisrns available to our courts for harmonizing self-government rights wich 

the mainsueam system's imperatives, therefore, it makes some sense to begin with those 

available in respect of common law rights generally. Other things equal, such mechanisms 

ought to be able to discipline the exercise of rights and powers of self-government, just as they 

discipline other rights and powers that have effect at  common law. 

1 . Charter Values 

It was, as we saw in Chapter 3," in Dobhin Delivede that the Supreme Coun of Canada 

first defined and circumscribed the enforceable reach of the Charter. Section 32 of the 

Charter, it said, which "specifies the actors to whorn the Charter will apply," Ys conclusive 

on thle] issuen of Charter app~ication?~ As a result, as we now know, the Charter applies, 

as such, exclusively to federal, provincial and territorial legislatur and govemments, to 

certain statutory entlties on which they confer certain kinds of authority, and occasionally in 

respect of other kinds of entities when and as they are engaged in the implementation of 

federal, provincial or territorial poli~y.~' In part for diis reason, as Chapter 3 argues, the 

36 In C M  v. The Queen, [ 19961 3 S.C.R. 1 39 ("C6tén) at 1 74 (7  5Z), and again ln Delmmuukw, 
note 16 above ac 1093 ( f 1 36), the Supreme Court emphasfred that S. 35's procealon was noc 
limited to "those defining features [of aboriginal societiesl wuhich were fortunate enough to have 
received die legal recognition and approval of European colonizers." In Delmmuukw, the court 
wenc hirther, adding (m) thac "the existence of  a pardcular aboriginal righc at common law is 
noc a sine qua non for the proof of an aboriginal iight diat is recognized and affirrned by S. 

35( 1 )." To me this can rnean only chat aboriginal arrangements are not to be diiualified tom 
k ing  aboriginal rigtits merely because they happened noc to a h ,  to be recognbed, or to have 
k e n  advanced for recognition, a t  common law before 1982: see Côté, at 1 74-1 75 (7 52). Any 
suggestion that something mlght be an aboriginal right desplte not uualif;rlng as a common faw right 
seems to me inconsistent widi the court's earlier observations on aboriginal rights and with the 
limitation of section 35's protection to "exisdngn aboriginal rights. 

37 See Chapter 3, notes 42-5 1 and the text accompanying them. 

38 R.W.D.S.U. Local 580 v. Dolphin Delivew Ltd, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 573 ("Ddphin Deliveryn). 

39 Ibid. a t  598, 597, respecthrely. - 
40 

See generally Chapter 3, notes 1 8-33 and the text accompanying them. 
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Charter, as such, does not govem aboriginal communities in the exercise of thelr existing 

aboriginal rights of self-government: such rights are by their nature inherent and do not, and 

cannot, derive from federal, provincial or territorial authority." 

In addition to being a catalogue of panicular rights enforceable against section 32 

governments, though, the Charter is  an expression of some of the fundamental values that 

animate the mainstream legal order." Later on in Dol~hin Delivery, the court emphasized 

that the Charter, so understood, has an important, though different, role ro play in the 

disposition of legal disputes that do not involve legislation or section 32 governments. Even 

though the Charter does not govern the parties to such disputes, it is "far from irrelevantn to 

them, because "the judiciary ought to apply and develop the principles of the cornmon law 

in a manner consistent with the fundamental values enshrined in the Con~titution."~' 

Our courts, in other words, rnay and should take "Charter valuesn into account in the usual 

course of construing and applying common law principles, irrespective of the restrictions in 

section 32. The Supreme Coun reaffirmed this jurisdiction a few years later, in Swain: 

it is not strictly necessary to invoke S. 52( 1 ) of the Constitution Act! 1982 
in order to challenge a common law, judge-made rule on the bais of the rigtits 

4 1 See Chapter 3, notes 34-97 and the cext accompanying them. 

The underlying values and principles of a fiee and democradc society are the 
genesis o f  the rights and fkdoms guaranteed by the Charter and the uldmate 
scandard against which a limlt on a dght or teedom m u t  be shown, despite its 
effea, to be reasonable and demonstrably fusdfied: 

R, v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103 a t  136. 

43 Dol~hin Delivew, note 38 ahve, a t  603. See also Hill v. Church of Scientology, [1995] 2 
S.CR. 1 130 ("w) a t  1 169 (192): 

The Charter represents a restatement of the fundamental values whiclr guide and 
shape Our democradc society and our kgal system. It follows that it k 
appropriate for the courts to make such incremental revisions to the common 
law as rnay be necessary to have it comply Ath the values enundated in the 
Charter, 



and values guaranteed by the Charter -- if a common law nile can be 
refonnulated so as to attain its objectives while removing any inconsistency 
with basic principles, a judge is entided to undertake such a reformulation and 
is not obliged to seek jurisdiction for this action under S. 52( 1 ).« 

"This obligation," it added in Hill. "is simply a manifestation of the inherent jurisdiction of the 

courts to modify or extend the common law in order to comply with prevaillng social 

conditions and values."45 Pursuant to that authority, the Supreme Court has restricted 

severely the Crown's discretion a t  common law to put the sanity of an accused in issue in 

criminal pro~eedings,~ and h a  limited the scope of the common law rule precluding spouses 

from testifying against each other in penal mattersm4' 

It has been clear almost from the outset, however, that the "Charter valuesn doctrine was not 

meant to give the courts license to reconfigure the common law a t  will. Even as the Supreme 

Court has affirmed the courts' authority to consvue and develop the common law with 

reference to Charter values, it has emphasized the importance of caution In doing so. The 

quotation fi-orn Swain, cited just above, acknowledges the importance of ensuring that the 

common law rule remains able, after reformulation, "to attain i t s  objectives."" And in 

Salituro, the court took careful account of the limits on judges' institutional cornpetence and 

legitimacy before embarking on Charter values r e v i e ~ . ~ ~  Although judges "can and should 

adapt the common law to relect the changing social, moral and economic fabric of the 

country[, and] should not be quick to perpetuate rules whose social foundation has long since 

44 Swain v. The Queen, [1991] 1 S.C.R. 933 ("Swain") ac 979. See also CAC- va Dapenais, 
[1994] 3 S.C.R. 835 a t  875-878. 

45 HIH, note 43 above, a i  1 1 69 (79 1 ). See also Saliairo v. The Queen, [ 1 99 1 ] 3 S.C.R. 654 
("Saliairo") a t  666, 670, 678. 

46 See Swain, note 44 above. 

47 See Salituro, note 45 above. 

48 See note 44 above and the cext accompanying it. 

49 Salituro, note 45 above, a t  666670. 
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disappeared," the Supreme Court concluded, they should nonetheless "confine [themselves] 

to those incremental changes which are necessary to keep the common law in step with the 

dynamic and evolving fabric of our sc~iety."~~ 

It was in that the court consolidated the previous authorities and prescribed the proper 

approach to Charter values analysis. In doing so, it took pains to underline the difference 

between the Charter values inquiry and the justification inquiry that takes place pursuant to 

section 1 of the Charter. The issue in Charter values inquiry is not whether someone can 

justify having inftinged a constitutional right; there is typically no one before the court in such 

cases against whom Charter rights are enforceable. Instead, the task is to reconcile, as 

economically as possible, any conflict between the relevant Charter values and the principles 

underlying the relevant common law rule, which has a legkimacy of its own on which a t  least 

one of the parties will have relied." 

This difference in orientation explains two other significant differences between the section 1 

inquiry and Charter values analysis. First, the deliberation involved in Charter values analysis 

"must be more flexible than the traditional S. 1 ana~ysis";~~ the standards developed to 

sctutinize contraventions of Charter rights are not necessarily appropriate when the goal is to 

ensure, with as linle dislocation as possible, the legal systemFs integrity and coherence. 

Second, and more important, "the party who is alleging thac the common law is inconsistent 

with the Charter should bear the onus of proving both that the common law fails CO comply 

with Charter values and that, when these values are balanced, the common law should be 

rn~difled."'~ This is so, the Supreme Court has said, because "[olne party will have brought 

50 Ibid. at  670. - 
5 1 HIII, note 43 above, at  1 170-1 172 (ff95-98). 

52 Ibid. at  1 1 7 1 (797). - 
53 IMd. at  1 1 7 1 (198). - 
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the action on the bais of the prevailing cornmon law which rnay have a long himry of 

acceptance in the community. That party should be able to rely upon that law and should 

not be placed in the position of having to defend itWs4 

When the relevant common law rights in issue are aboriginal rights, "the community" within 

which they will have "a long history of acceptancen is, of course, the relevant aboriginal 

comrnunity whose customs and vadkions provide the cornmon law basis for such rights. In 

every other respect, however, the approach the Supreme Court prescribes in M to Charter 

values analysis seems, prima facie a t  least, to apply as well to common law rights of aboriginal 

self-government as it does to cornmon Iaw rules generally. On the one hand, it gives clear 

dixretion to the mainstream courts to reformulate particular cornmunities' self-government 

rights to ensure, as necessary, that they compon with Charter values. On the other hand, it 

extends a fair rnargin of appreciation to such righu within any such inquiry. The only 

aboriginal governance measures and arrangements that Canadian law can now attribute to 

aboriginal rights, after all, are those provably linked to traditions and customs that have "a 

long history of acceptancen within the relevant aboriginal c~rnmunities.~~ If aboriginal rights 

exisr, a t  leart in part, to acknowledge and protect engagement in those traditions and 

cust~rns,~~ then it makes good sense to say that the inherent right comntunities are entided, 

as of right, to conduct thernselves in accordance with chem, except wheri and as they 

demonstrably conflict with Charter values that, demonstrably, deserve to constrain thern. 

2. Public Policy 

Charter values analysis, as we saw above, is but one exarnple of the mainstream courts' 

ongoing and inherent power to modify and reforrnulate the common law as necessary to 

54 Ibid. at 1 172 (198). - 
55 See, e.g., Chapter 2, nota 16-53 and the tact accompanying them. 

56 See, e*., note 1 5 above and the tem accompanying it. 



ensure its ongoing relevance.'' Another, broader and more familiar form of that same 

authority is the power to deny effect in partkular instances, on grounds of public policy, to 

common law rights and niles that  are odremise valid and enforceable dome~tically.~~ The 

Supreme Court of Canada has explained the operation of public policy doctrine in this way: 

lt is  the duty of the courts to give effect to contracts and testamentary 
dispositions according to the senled rules and principles of law, since we are 
under a reign of law; but there are cares in which rules of law cannot have 
their normal operation because the law itself recognizes some paramount 
consideration of public poky which over-rides the interest and what othemise 
would be the rights and powen of the individual. It . . . is in this way, in 
derogation of the rights and powen of private persons, as they would 
othemise be ascertained by principles of law, that the principle of public 
policy ope rate^.'^ 

Courts operating within the broader British legal tradition have reserved similar powers of 

derogation on public policy grounds when asked to give dornestic effect to rules tom foreign 

law60 or, in Britain's colonial possessions, to enforce as law lndigenous cu~toms.~' 

57 See note 45 above and the text accornpanying it. 

5 8 "Whether the point be described in the language of public policy, 'dkcredon,' or 'the conscience 
of the court,' an English court will rehse to apply a law which outrages its sense of justice and 
decency": Re Fuld (No. 31, [ 1 9681 P. 675 ("Mn) at 698. 

59 Re Millar, [ 1 9 3 71 S.C.R. 1 ("Millarn ) at  4. Compare Fender v. St lohn Mildmay, [ 1 9381 A.C. 
1 (H.L.( E.) ) ( "Fender" ) at 38, Lord Wright: "public policy in the narrower sense rneans that there 
are consideradons of public interest which require die Courts to depart fiom thefr primary hinction 
of enforcing contracts, and exceptionally to rehise to enforce them. Public policy is in this sense 
disa bling." 

Whenever the Courts of this country are called upon to dedde as to the rights 
and liabilides of the pardes to a [foreign] conma, the e f fm on such contraa 
of the public policy of diis country musc necessarily be a relevant consideradon. . . . As has ofkn been raid, private internadonal law is really a branch of 
municipal [Le., domestic] law, and obviously there can be no branch of 
municipal law in which die general policy of such law can be properly ignored- 
. . . Where a contract conflicts with what are deemed in England to be esrendal 
public or moral interest., it cannot be enforced here notwidisending thac it may 
have been valtd by its proper lad": 

Dynamit Aden Gesellschaft v. Rio Tinto Cam~anv, [ 19 1 81 A.C 260 (H.L.(E.)) a t  302, Lord 
Parker, quodng Wesdake, Private International Law, 4th ed. (London: Sweet t!X Maxwell, 1905) 
S. 2 1 5. See also a t  29 3-294, Lord Dunedin, a t  299, Lord Addnson; Fuld. note 58 above, 
a t  698 ("lt is not, however, to be thought chat biind adherence to foreign law can ever be 
required of an English courtn). 



lmplick in our law's definitions of al1 such powen, rights and rules, in other words are 

constraints precluding inconsistency with public p0licy.6~ Other diings equal, it makes some 

sense to suppose that the same is vue of aboriginal rights of self-government, whether we 

choose to regard them as common law rights, as expressions of customary law, or even as 

foreign legal arrangements in need of domestic enforcement. 

What is the structure of judicial inquiry into public policy issues? Although one can find 

authority that public policy is a doctrine driven and confined by established pre~edent,~' the 

bener view, in my judgment, b that coum engaged in such inquiry are to "ascertain, with as 

near an approach to accuracy as circumstances permit, what is the rule of policy for the then 

present timeOn6' (No other undentanding can account easily for the emergence, or for the 

immediate judicial acceptance, of "Charter valuesn as interna1 constraints on the reach of 

cornrnon law rights in Canada.)65 In these circumstances, precedent "cannot possess the 

sarne binding authority as decisions which deal with and formulate principles which are purely 

In 1990, for instance, the Ontario Court of Appeal struck down, on public policy 

See, e.g., AkoR v. Akrofi, [ 19651 G.L.R. 1 3 ( H L  Ghana) ("Akrofi ")  a t  16; W.C. Ekow 
Daniels, "The Influence of Equity in West AMcan Lawn ( t 962) 1 1 I.C.L.Q. 3 1 at  4748; Sir 
CK. Allen, Law in the Making, 7th ed. (Oxford: aarendon Press, 1964) a t  1 58; A.N. Allon, 
New Essays in AMcan Law (London: Buttemrorths, 1 970) ("Allotc, New Essaysn ) at 1 73- 1 75; 
LX. Green, "'CMlized' Law and 'Primitive' Peoplesn (1  975) 13 Osgoode Hall L.]. 233 a t  235. 

See, e.g., Ertel Bieber 6t Co. v. Rio Tinto Company, [1918] AL.  260 a t  289-290, tord 
Sumner. 

See, e-g., ]anson v. Driefontein Consolidated Mlnes, [ 19021 A.C. 484 a t  49 1, tord Halsbury; 
Fender, note 59 above, at  38-40, Lord Wright, which argue that courts no longer have the power 
to idendfy new heads of public policy: that they may invoke die doctrine only in circumstances 
chat fit clearly within the prescripdons of established precedents. In Millar, note 59 above, a 
rnajority of the Supreme Court expressed support for this view (at 8), but did not decide the 'bue. 

Nordenfelt v. Maxim Nordenfelt Guns a Ammunidon Ca. Ltd., [ 1 8941 A.C 535 (H.C.(E-)) 
("Nordenfelt") a t  554, Lord Watson. Compare Allen, note 6 1 above, at 1 55-1 56 (" [i]t Is now 
generally recognked . . . that public policy is 'the policy of die day' - i.e. that its standards change 
tiorn age to age in accordance widi the prevailhg nodons and the social institutions of the drnen), 

See notes 37-55 above and the text accompanying them. 

Nordenfelt, note 64 above, a t  553, Lord Watson. 



grounds, uust provisions that restricted scholarship eligibility to individuals who were British 

Protestant Quca~ians,~' even though, as the court acknowledged, "when the trust property 

initially vested in 1923 the ternis of the indenture would have been held to be certain, valid 

and not contrary to any public policy which rendered the trust void or i~legal,"~* and despite 

two earlier precedend9 (one from the Supreme Court of Canada) holding that racial 

distinctions did not contravene public policy." 

Again, though, it is well established that courts are not meant to have license, in the name of 

public policy, to withhold enforcement from common law rules or from foreign laws or 

judgments merely because they happen to disapprove of them, or of their invocation in 

particular circumstances." Even "taking the rnost llberal view of the jurisdiction of the 

couns," the Supreme Court has said, "there are a t  least two conditions which must be fùlfilled 

to justify a refusal by the courts on grounds of public policy to give efiect to a rule of law 

according CO its proper application in the usual c~urse":'~ it must, a t  a minimum, operate 

in defence of "something in the body politic which every nomally constituted citizen of 

See Canada Trust Co. v. Ontario Human Rihtc Commission ( 1990), 74 O.R. ( P d )  48 1 (C.A.). 

Ibid. ac 496-497. - 
See Christie v. York Cornoration, [ 1 9401 S.C.R. 1 39; Noble v. Allev, [ 19491 O.R. 503 (C.A.). 

Compare Akron, note 6 1 above, a t  16: "If there by such a custom . . . whereby a person is 
discriminated against solely upon the ground of se. that custom has out-lived its useblness and is 
a t  present not in conforrnicy with public policy. Our customs if they are to sundve the test of dme 
musc change with the dmes." 

It is the province of die judge to expound die law only; . . . not to speculate 
upon whac is bat, In his opinion for the advantage of the community. Some 
dedsions may have no doubt ken founded upon the prevailing and just opinions 
of die public good; . . . but we are not thereby authorized to establish as law 
everything which we may dihk for the public good, and prohibit everything 
which we think othemise: 

Millar, note 59 above, a t  5, 12, quodng with approval Eaerton v. Brownlow (1 853), 4 H.L.C. 
1 ("Caerton") a t  123, Parke B. 

Millar, at  7. 



goodwill must, of necessity, desire to preserve,"" and it "should be invoked only in clear 

cases, in which the ham to the public is substantially incontenable, and does not depend 

upon the idiosyncratic inferences of a few judicial mind~."'~ "Substantial agreement within 

the iudiciary" may be a precondition for recognition of any new head of public policy.'' 

Public policy doctrine differs from Charter values analysis in offering coum a much broader 

-- indeed, an indefinite -- range of grounds on which to ensure that particular exercises of self- 

government rights are compatible with the integrity of the mainstream legal order. Within 

both kinds of inquiry, however, the mainstream courts are under insuuctions not to interfere 

unnecessarily with dispositions, transactions or rules that otherwise qualify for recognition and 

enf~rcement.'~ Only when the disharmony with hndamental values is dernonsuable is it 

appropriate for them to intervene. 

3. Constraints on the Reception of Aboriginal Laws 

So far, this discussion has focused on generic mesures available to the mainsueam courts to 

constrain the permissible reach of particular common law rights and powers when those rights 

and powers are invoked in ways or for purposes inconsistent with the foundations of our legal 

73 I bid. a t  7-8, ddng In re Wallace: Cham~ion v. Wallace, [ 1 9201 2 Ch. 2 74 a t  303, Younger L.). - 
Compare Block Bros. Realw Ltd. v. Mollard, [ 1 98 1 ] 4 W.W.R. 65 (B.C.U. )  a t  74 ("we should 
bar an action on the ground of public policy only if we could say it was contrary CO 'essential 
public or moral interest' or 'contrary CO out conceptions of essendal justice or moraPtyfw). 

Millar, @& a t  8, cidng Fender, note 59 above, ac 1 1 - 12, Lord A&. 

See Millar, ibld. a t  8, cidng Fender, ibld. a t  55, Lord Roche. 

76 Compare &nonf note 7 1 above, a t  1 97, Lord Truro: 

Judges who are charged wfth the duty of seeing that dkposidom and cransacdons 
are not upheld and enforced which are conmry to the spirit of the Iaw, musc be 
presumed to cake a r e  not to apply the law CO doubdiil cases, so as unnecessafny 
co interfere widi transactions which are the subiect of Judidal Investtgsdon, 

cited with approval in Mllar, a t  7, Ath Hfll. note 43 above a t  1 1 7 t (196): "Courts have 
mddonally k e n  caudous regarding the excent to which they will amend the common law. 
Rmilarly, they must not go firrther than is necesrary when taldng Charter values into account." 



order. We have supposed, for the most pan," that these measures also goven the exercise 

of self-government rights, because such rights are existingaboriginal rights and aboriginal rights 

themselves are part of the common law. 

There is good remn to think, however, that aboriginal rights in general, and perhaps self- 

government rights especially, are importantly different from most of the other rights and rules 

to which the common law has given effect, because aboriginal rights reflect and import pre 

existing arrangements and customs that already had the force of law when the (rat  of the) 

common law took hold in the various colonies in North America. "Although the doctrine [of 

aboriginal rights] was a species of unwritten British law," Brian Slattery argues, 

it was not part of the Engiish comrnon law in the narrow sense, and its 
application to a colony did not depend on whether or not English common 
law was introduced there. Rather the doctrine was part of a body of 
fundamencal constitutional law that was logically prior to the introduction of 
English common law and governed its application in the ~olony.'~ 

For similar reasons, Mark Walters has characterired aboriginal rights as features of "imperial 

common law," as opposed to "municipal [or 'domestic'] common law."" 

It is impossible to be sure how much difference, i f  any, this difference makes for present 

purposes. Despite their dissimilarides from other common law rights and powers, self- 

77 But see notes 60-62 above and the text accompanying them, h i c h  suggest chat conrideradons of 
public pollcy also affect domesdc enforcement of foreign law and of custamary arrangements. 

78 Brian Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rightsn (1987) 66 Cari. Bar Rev. 727 ("Slattery, 
'Understanding'") a t  737-738. The Supreme Court of Canada has cited this passage with interest 
(see Côté, note 36 above, a t  1 73 (1 49)), but not yet with approval. It preferred in chat case to 
rest ics decision on other reasoning: see & at 1 74- 1 75 (7 7 50-52). 

79 See Mark D. Walten, "Moheaan lndians v. Connecticut ( 1 705-1 773) and the Legal Staais of 
Aboriginal Custornary Lam and Covernment in British North Arnerican ( t 995)  33 Osgoode Hall 
L.J. 785 ("Walters, 'Moheaan Indians'") esp. a t  789-790; Mark O. Walters, "Aboriglnal Rlghts, 
Marna Carta and Exciusive Rights to Fisheries in the Waters of  Upper Canada" (1 998) 23 
Queen's L.). 30 1 ("Walters, Uama Carta*") esp. a t  338-339. See also Jeremy Webber, 
"Relations of Force and Relations of Justice: The Emergence of Normative Community Between 
Colontscs and Aboriginal Peoples" ( 1995) 33 Osgoode Hall L.]. 623; 2 RCAP Final Report, note 
1 3 above, esp. a t  190-1 92. 
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government and other aboriginal rights may very well tum out to be susceptible to Charter 

values analysis and to public policy doctrine; nothing related to either inquiry seems to wrn 

on the origins of the various rights now given protection within the common law." 

All the same, it seems imprudent to base the fundamental values hypothesis on the mere 

assumption that these measures will be available, despite aboriginal rights' distinctive 

provenance and character, to hannonire the use of such rights with the most essential features 

of the mainstream order. The argument ic much svonger if it takes account of those 

differences and demonstrates a doctrinal basis for fundamental values review even in respect 

of laws and customs whose foundations predate the domestic reception of the common law. 

We know that "the doctrine of aboriginal rights exists . . . because . . . aboriginal peoples were 

already here, living in communities on the land, and participating in distinctive cultures, as 

they had done for centuries" when the Europeans arrived in North ~merica." Unfonu- 

nately, we do not yet have either clear consensus or authoriutive judicial pronouncement 

about the precise domestic doctrinal significance of this fact: about precisely how and why 

authoriutive pre-existing aboriginal customs and traditions have come to have enforceable 

effect within mainstrearn law. There are, in my view, two contending accounts that have 

p~ausibility.'~ Both accommodate, though in different ways, the distinctiveness and the initial 

primacy of aboriginal rights within common law. According to one, our law recognizes 

aboriginal rights because ic  recognizes and enforces pre-existing customs general~y.~' 

80 See again notes 60-62 above and the text accompanyhg them. 

8 1 Van der Peet, note 1 1 above, at 5 38 (1 30). hphasis in original. For discussion, see, elg., 
Ulapter 2, notes 16-53 and the text accompanying them. 

02 See Walters, "Marna Carta," note 79 above, esp. ac 343. 

83 See, e.g., Norman K. Zloddn, "Judkial Recognition of Aboriginal Customry Law in Canada: 
Selected Marriage and Adoption Cases," [ 19841 4 C.N.L.R. 1 ; Bob Freedman, "The Space for 
Aboriginal Self-Governmenc in British Columbia: The E l k t  of the Decision of the British Columbia 
Court of Appeal in Dekamuukw v. British Columbfa" ( 1994) 28 U.B.C. L. Rev. 49  ac 80-8 1 ; 



According to the other, our law recognizes aboriginal rights because of a principle of imperial 

constitutional law known as the doctrine of continuity. The continuity doctrine provides that 

the laws and legal arrangements in force in a territory when the Crown acquires sovereignty 

remain presumptively in force, subject to certain conditions, unless and until the Crown or the 

legislature takes valid and effective steps to extinguish them." 

A principled choice between these approaches requires acquaintance with inuicacies of 

imperial constitutional law too complicated for us to work through here. It may be helpful, 

though, to try to summarize very briefiy the relationship between them. 

The traditional view of imperial law distinguishes sharply among the Crownts colonial 

possessions based on the method of their acquisition. When colonies were acquired from the 

local power by conquest or cession, the doctrine of continuity applied; the common law had 

no force there until it was inuoduced, either by Crown prerogative or by a duly constituted 

colonial legislature. Depending on the manner of the common lawrs introduction, and on 

subsequent valid colonial legislative activiry, indigenous legal arrangements might or rnight not 

survive alongside mainstream law. Other colonies, however, the Crown presumed to acquire 

by the mere fact of Engiish seulement (or ndiscoveryn), either because the territory really was 

uninhabited, or (much more often) based on the fiction that there was no legal order already 

in place there. In colonies regarded as setded, imperial law took no notice of pre-existing 

indigenous legal arrangements; the common law took hold upon the arriva1 of the first Engîish 

setder, because there was (by hypothesis) no other (suitable) legal regime available to govern 

inhabitants. In al1 setded colonies, therefore, and in ceded or conquered colonies that have 

Walters, "Marna Carta, " note 7 9  above, at 340-343. For very useful overviews of the Engîish 
law o f  custom, see Halsbuw's Laws of Endand, vol. 12, 4th ed. (London: Sweet a Maxweii, 
1975) (" 12 Hals. (4th)") if401-442; Allen, note 61 above, at 120-160. 

84 See, e.g., Slattery, "Understanding," note 78 above, at 736-741; Walten, "Comment on 
Delmmuukw," note 1 f above, esp. at 35 1 -352, 385-386; Walters, "Mama Carta," at 333- 
340. 
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replaced pre-dahg arrangements with their own basic law, indigenous arrangements, on this 

traditional view, can survive and have legal force, i f  a t  all, only pursuant to some specific 

statutory accommodation or if they can qualify under domenic law as cust~rn .~~ 

In recent years, this vaditional view h a  faced some sustained criticism. Slattery argues that 

the imperial doctrine of aboriginal rights does not depend on the circumstances in which a 

colony received the English common law; instead, 

it limits and mol& the application of that law CO native peoples, . . . The 
reason is that the doctrines governing the reception of Engiish law in 'seceled' 
colonies, and the reception of local law (such as French law) in 'conquered' 
colonies are themselves part of imperial constitutional law and are CO be 
understood in light of other imperial principles, including the doctrine of 
aboriginal righ ts." 

Walters, for his part, has identified several exceptions in mainstream law to the rigid rules for 

classifying British colonies: cases in which domestic colonial law accommodates pre-existing 

indigenous legal arrangements despite the absence of conquest or cession, and cases in which 

doinestic and pre-existing legal arrangements coexist and apply CO different populations within 

ceded and conquered colonies." Both have argued effectively that the doctrine of 

continuity is a sound and sufficient basis for domestic acknowledgement and enforcement of 

65 See generally, e.g., Blankard v. Galdy ( 1693), 2 Salk. 4 1 1, 9 1 E.R. 356 ("Blankard (Salk) ") a t  
4 1 1 -4 1 2 Salk., 357 E.R., ( 1 69 3) Holt K.& 34 1,90 E.R. 1 O89 a t  342 Holt, 1 O89 E.R (slighdy 
differenc reports); Anonvmous ( 1 722), 2 P. Wm. 75, 24 E.R. 646 ("Anorinnous ( 1 722) ") a t  
75-76 P. Wms., 646 E.R.; Cam~bell v. Hall (1 774), Lofk 655, 98 E.R. 848 (K.B.) 
("Cam~bell") a t  741 -742 Lofk, 895-896 E.R.; Sammut v. Scrkkland, 11 9381 A.C. 678 (P.C.) 
at 70 1 ; Sir Kenneth Roberts-Wray, Commonwealth and Colanial Law (New York: Praeger, 1 966) 
a t  533, 54 1 -542; Green, note 6 1 above, ac 2 34-2 35; Ausualia, Law Reform Commfsskn, 
Recomidon of Abariainal Customaw Law, vol. 1 (Canberra: AusuaIlan Government Publishing 
Service, 1 986) ( " 1 Australfan LRC Report") at 49-52 (7 760-64); Kent McNell, Cornmon Law 
Aboriginal Tide (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989) ("McNeil, Aborlatnal Titien) a t  108-1 33; 
Walten, "Comment on Delaamuukw," note 1 1 above, a t  358-373; Maûo, note 18 above, per 
Brennan ). a t  3443; Walters, "Moheaan Indlans," note 79 above, a t  790-792; Walters, "Magna 
Cana," & at 341 -343. 

86 Slattery, "Understanding," note 78 above, ac 738. 

87 See Walters, "Comment on DelParnuukw," note 11 above, at 362-366, 373-386. Compare 
McNeil, Aborlainal l'ide, note 85 above, a t  1 1 7- 1 32. 



such pre-existing arrangements as aboriginal rights.'@ 

Pending an authoritative judicial detemination of this it makes sense to examine 

both approaches for their compatibility with the fundamental values hypothesis. As it turns 

out, both involve screening mechanisms closely akin to the public policy d~ctrine.~' 

a. custom: reasonableness 

English law has long recognized that customs specific to identifiable groups of people in 

particular geographic areas can, i f  they meet certain criteria, operate and be enforced, in 

respect of those groups in those areas, as a kind of local common lawO9' Rights that arise 

88 See Walters, "Comment on Delnamuukw," !b& a t  386 ("once indigenous people are recognized 
as having law - whether the formal law of the European sort, or the custom-based law of aboriginal 
peoples - the Doctrine of Condnuity appliesn); Slattery, "Understanding," note 78 above, a t  738- 
739: 

. . . the rule respecdng native custom applies regardles of whether the 
territory is deemed co have been acquired by conquest, cession, 
peaceful setdement, or in some odier way. lt may be seen, then, that 
the doctrine of colonial faw that supports die survival of nadve custom 
in Canada Is distinct fkom the English rules concerning local custom in 
England and is governed by quite difirent consideradon. The attempt 
to apply the tests goveming custom in the English County of Kent to 
nadve customs in the Canadian Northwest Tenitories is mfsguided. 

89  In at least some important respects, the distinction between the "customn- and "condnuityn-based 
approaches closely resembles the difirence between die approaches of Lamer C.J.C., who wrote 
for the majority, and McLachlin J., who dissenced, in Van der Peet, note 1 1 above. To be fair, 
though, neither judgment addressed this very issue or hmed the argument in precisely these 
tenns. 

90 See, es., Allen, note 6 l above, at 155-1 56 (custom); Green, note 6 1 above, at 234-235; 
Bennie Coldin a Michael Gelhnd, AMcan Law and Custorn in Rhodesb (Cape Town: juta Co., 
1975) a t  65; 1.C. Bekker, Seymour's Customanr Law in Souttiern Afiica, 5th ed. (Cape Town: 
Juta 81 Co., 1989) a t  57-58 (continuity); Sebasdan Poulter, "AMcan Customs in an Engiish 
Setting: Legal and Policy Aspects of Recognidon" ( 1987) 3 1 ]AL .  207 at  2 16-2 1 7 (bodi). 

See, e.g., Filewaad v. Marsh ( 1 797), 1 Hag. Con. 478, 16 1 E.R 623; tockwood v. Wood 
( i 844), 6 Q.B. 50, 1 1 2 E.R. 1 9 (Ex. Ch.) (" Lockwood" ); Hammenon v. Honey ( 1 8 76), 24 
W.R. 603 ("Hammerton"); Ando-Hellenic Steamshi~ Ca. v. Louis Dreyfus a Ca. ( 19 1 3), 29 
T.L.R. 1 97. 
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from local custom belong collectively to the relevant cohort of individuals;" they protect 

only special practices and arrangements that those in thac collectivity "regard . . . as 

obligatory, not as merely fac~ltative."~' O bsewances qualifying as customs have "inherent 

validity[;] . . . the 'sanction' of the court is declaratory rather than ~onstitutive".~~ Once 

established, they prevail, in case of conflict, over other rights or powers that flow from the 

common law general~y.~~ Only an Act of Parliament can abolish or extinguish them.96 

There are, as the Australian Law Reform Commission has recognized, "no clear limits . . . to 

the customs that could be recognised in this way. . . . [Tlhe categories of customary rights 

are not, it seems, closed, and those that have been recognised do not fit into any defined class 

or ~laues."~' Because customary rights are exceptions from the general law, h~wever,~' 

W ~ l d  v. Sihrer, [ 19631 1 Ch. 263 (C.A.) ("Wyldn) at 255-256, Lord Denning M e R e ,  at 263, 
Hannan L.] .; New Windsor Cornoradon v. Mellor, [ 1 9 751 1 Ch. 380 (C.A.) ("New Windsor") 
a t  395 Brome L.]. 

Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  137. "There is a diCferenceIn Allen adds (Ibld.), "between a habit and 
a legal cusmm." See also & a t  8 3. 

Ibid. a t  1 30. Emphasis in original deleted. - 
lc is obvious that the custom may virtually deprive the owner of the land of any 
benefit of k because he cannot use it in any way so as CO hinder the villagers in 
their pasdmes. But, nevertheless, the custom is good. . . . If anyone should 
disturb or hinder the exerdse of that right, any one of the inhabitants can sue to 
enforce the right of al1 . . . He can stop any fences king erected, or any holes 
belng dug, or pipes laid, if they would interfére unreasonably with the exercke 
by die villagers of their right: 

New Windsor, note 92 above, at  387, Lord Denning M.R. 

Ibid. a t  38 7; Hammerton, note 9 1 above, a t  60 3; 1 2 Hals. (4th) 7 7 44 1 -442. Authorides differ - 
on whedier a statute can exdnguish a custom "either by express provision or by the use of words 
which are inconsiscent Ath the condnued existence of die custom" ( 1 2 Hals. (4th) 7 144 1 -442, 
cidng authority), or "only , . . by express words" (New Windsor, note 92 abave, a t  387, ddng 
Forbes v. Ecctesiasdcal Cornmissionen for Enaland ( 1 8 72), L.R. 1 5 Eq. 5 1 ). 

1 Awtralian LRC Report, note 85 above, a t  50 (762). 

Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  1 30; 1.N. Maaon, "The Cornmon Law Abroad: Eneh  and lndigenous 
Lam in the British Commonwealth" ( 1  993) 42 I.C.L,Q. 753 a t  763. 
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entitlement CO them musr be specially proved. To have the force of law as such, a custom 

must satisfy fours9 criteria.'" Three of these are questions of fact, designed to establish 

the custom's existence and authenticity; the founh, a question of law, ensures that any custom 

that obtains and retains the force of law is compatible with the foundations of the legal order 

that is to house it. I want to focus first on the three criteria of fact. 

To demonsuate a customts existence under English law, one must prove three things. 

Ceininty (or asceitainability). Like al1 other exceptions from general law, customs are 

subject to lirnits as to locality, participation and subject matter. To recognize and enforce a 

custom, therefore, a court musc be able to recognize, and apply in panicular cases, the rule 

or principle giving rise to it?" ro ascertain with enough precision what it is and where and 

to whom it applies. A custom purporting to apply throughouc the whole of England,''' or 

to embrace every member of the public,'03 could not be a custom a t  all, because it would 

be indistinguishable from the "cornmon" ~aw.'~' The more extensive the territory, and the 

broader the range of activities and participants, a practice or arrangement is said to 

encornpass, the greater is the risk that the courts will consider it "too wide" to qualify as a cus- 

99 humeradons sornedmes Vary. Allen, following Blackstone, idendfies seven criteria, unpacklng as 
separate tesa three factors generally dealt with under the usual four: see Allen, Ibtd. at  1 32- 1 40; 
in Wolstanton Ltâ. v. Newcasde-under-Lwne Corn., [1940] A.C. 860 ("Wolstanton") a t  876, 
on the other hand, the House of Lords lists only three, grouping together condnuity and andquity. 

100 See, e.g., Lockwood, note 9 1 above, a t  64 Q.B., 24-25 EOR.; Hammerton, note 9 1 above, a t  
603604. 

101 Cham~neYS v, Buchan ( 1 8 5 7), 4 Drew. 1 04,62 E. R. 4 1 . 
102 Anonyrnous ( 1 543), Bro. N.C. 56, 73 E.R. 87 1 . 
1 O? Fairlv v. Rodi ( I 686), 1 Lut. 89 1, 1 25 E.R. 489; Sherborn v. Bostock ( 1 729), Fia.-G. 5 1,94 

E.R. 648; Fitch v. Rawling ( 1 795), 2 Hy. BI, 393, 126 E.R. 6 14 (C.P.) ("Fitchn), a t  398 Hy. 
BI., 6 16 E.R. 

104 
Co. Lin. 1 1 Ob. See generally 12 Hais. (4th) 7 740 1-402, 41 5 4  1 7. 



tom.Io5 As long as a custom is and remains ascertainable in these respects, however, it can 

remain in force despite fluctuations in the constitution of its class of benekiarie~"~ and 

despite inclusion within it of some new operations, inventions''' or even related activi- 

ties.Io0 "A custom is not uncertain because it is not invariable in every part."'09 

Antiquity. "Local common law, like general common law, is the law of the coun~y as it 

existed before the time of legal memory, which is generally considered the time of Richard 

1," "O Le., the year 1 1 89.' l ' It is not necessary, however, to prove affirmatively that 

the relevant practice or arrangement was in place in 1 1 89;'12 i f  that were the requirement, 

no one now could ever authenticate a custom. Instead, the courts will infer a custom's 

l a 9  

1 IO 

I l l  

See, e.g., Harnmerton, note 9 1 above, a i  604; 12 Hals. (4th) 774 1 5-4 16. 

12 Hals. (4th) 74 1 7; New Windsor, note 92 above, a t  38 7, Lord Denning M.R. 

Mercer v. Denne, [1905] 2 Ch. 539 ( C A )  ("Mercer (C.A.)") a t  58 1, Stirling L.]., afPg. 
19041 Ch. 538 ("Mercer (Ch,) "). 

See, e.g., Fitch, note 1 03 above, a t  398 Hy. BI., 6 1 6 E.R. (custom authorizing play a t  "al1 kinâs 
of lawful games, sports and pastimes" held to include games of more recent invention); compare 
Slattery, "Understanding," note 78 above, a t  746-747, n. 65. 

Mercer (Ch.), note 1 07 above, a t  552. 

Hammerton, note 9 1 above, a t  603. 

It is something of a historfcal accident that 1 1 8 9  was established as the limit of legal memory in 
England. Judicial pracdce at che time was to begin Iegal memory for common faw purposes tom 
the outer limlt of the statutory limitation period for asserdng w r i ~  of rlght for the recovery of real 
property. The Statute of Westminster, 1275, 3 Edw. 1, cg 39, escablished 1 1 8 9  - the beginning 
of the reign of Richard I - as the earliest possible year in respect of which such actions could be 
begun; before that, earfier statutes had established eariier dates. lt was not undl 1540, however, 
that Parifament next enacted a limitations statute. By then, 1 189 had assumed a Iif'e of io own 
as the limit of legal memory, so the courts did not readiust it to continue the earlier pracdce, and 
have not done so since: see, e.g., Dalton v. Anmis ( 1 88 1 ), 6 App. Cas. 740 (H.L.) a t  8 12, Lord 
Blackburn, afPg. Annus v. Dalton ( 1 877), 3 Q.B.D. 85 a t  103-1 05, Cockburn Cl,; Henry J,  
Stephen, New Commentaries on the Laws of Enaland, vol* 1 (London, Butterwonhs, 1908) a t  28; 
Allen, note 6 1 above, at 1 33- 1 34; Sir William Holdsworth, A Histonr of Ennlish Law, vol. 3, 5th 
ed. (London: Sweet &Z Maxwell, 1 97 3) (" Holdsworth, 5th ed.") ac 8, 166; Hotdsworth, 5th ed-, 
vol. 7, 343-345. 

Bastard v. Smith ( 1 8 37), 2 M. H Rob. 1 29, 1 74 €.Re 2 38 (" Bastard"), at 1 36 M. ar Rob., 240 
E.R. 
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existence from "proof . . . that user corresponding to the alleged custom in fact existed a t  

some time past,""' or from "a continuous, peaceable, and uninterrupted user of the 

custom . . . as far back as living memory goe~,""~ unless mmeone can prove on conuary 

evidence that it was not, or could not have been, in existence before the beginning of legal 

memory. ' l 5  Concrete proof of more recent origin would, of course, suffice. 

Condnuity. Proof of a curtom requires proof of "long, continuous, habitua1 usage without 

interrup~ion.""~ This k a corollary of the requirement that customs be of immemorial 

origin; proof of continuity helps show that the conternporary observance is, in relevant ways, 

the same as the ancient one on which the custom is founded. One need not prove continuous 

engagement in the usage or practice down to the present day, but the longer it has been since 

anyone actually engaged in the practice, the harder it becomes to prove that it gives rise to 

a customary right."' Once a custom is established on the evidence, though, subsequent 

interruptions in its exercise cannot destroy or undermine it.'" It "cannot be lost by disuse 

or abandonment," and it cannot be waived by some individuals on behalf of the group to 

which it belongs. And again, it does not cease to be the "samen custom merely because it 

cornes to involve new operations, rnethods or kinds of instances. ' l9 

114 Bastard, note 1 1 2 above, a t  
Wolscancon, note 99 above, 

1 36 M, IX Rob., 240 E.R.; Mercer (Ch.), note 1 07  above, at  5 56; 
a t  876-877. 

I I 5  See, e.g., Hammerton, note 9 1 above, a t  604; Mercer (Ch.), ibld. at  555; Allen, noce 6 1 above, 
a t  1 34; 1 2 Hals. (4th) 1 1408, 42 1. 

III Wyld, note 92, 1 17 above, per Lord Denning M.R. a t  255; 12 Hals. (4th) 141 9. Compare 
Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  1 36. 

118 See, e.g,, Scales v. Key ( 1 840), 1 1 Ad, E. 8 19, 1 1 3 E,R 625 ("The flnding of the jury, that 
the custom had existed dl1 1689, was the same in effea as If they had found that It had existed 
dl1 last week, unless something appeared to show that it had been legally abolished"). Compare 
Mercer, note 1 0 7  above; Wvld, note 92, 1 1 7 above; New Windsor, note 92 above. 

Il9 See notes 107- 109 above and die cext accompanying diem. 
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When indigenous peoples in Great Britain's colonial possessions have asserted rights or daims 

based on pre-existing custom, the coum have applied "substantially the samen approach in 

adjudicating thern,l2O subject to some allowances for the differences in circ~mstances.'~' 

Such allowances include a different approach to the "time immemorial" requirement: the 

expectation that customary rights be anchored, a t  least notionally, in practices already in place 

by 1 189.'" The 1 189 problem has proved a real obstacle to settler peoples asserring 

customary rights (or prescriptive rights, which face the same requirement) in current or former 

British co~onies,'~' includlng those in Canada.12' As a general rule,Iz5 however, colo- 

120 See Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  157, cidng Ramalakshmi Ammai v. Sivanantha Perumal Sethuravar 

121 See, e.g., A.N. Allott, "The ludicial Ascertainment of Customary Law in British Afifca" ( 1957) 
20 Modem L. Rev. 244 ("Allott, "]udicial Asceminment'") a t  246: 

as hr as the Africans who are members of that tribe are concemed, their 
customary law is not an occasional variant fkom the general law applicable to 
hem; it is their general law prima hcie applicable in cMI and criminal matters. 
The tests for i ts application, and the method by whkh its rules are ascemined, 
should not be bllndly borrowed tom the English law reladng to local custom. 
After a period of uncertainty, colonial courts have recognised as much . . . 

122 See notes 1 10-1 15 above and the text accompanying them. 

123 See, e.g., Anmillia v. Onzc Boon Tat ( 192 1 ), 1 5 S.S.L.R. 190 (Singapore) ("PlaindfPs claim . . . based . . . upon common law prescription mu t  hl. The history of Singapore began ln t 8 19, 
more than 600 years after 1 189, and that in itself concludes the matter"). See ako Walcen, 
"Marna Carta," note 79 above, at  342, n. 1 37, 

124 See, e.g., Grand Hotel Co. v. Goss ( 1 8 79), 44 U .C.Q.B. 1 53 ("Grand Hotel") a t  26 3, Amour 
1. (custom unavailable as a source of rights in Canada "because chere is here no dme immemorial 
on which to found it"), a t  171, Hagarty Cl.; Burrowes v. Cairns ( 1  8461, 2 U.C.Q.B. 288 at 
290-29 1 ; Abell v. Villaae of Woodbridae and Countv of York ( 19 1 7), 39 O.L.R. 382 (H.C.J.) 
a t  388 ("prescription may be defeated by shewing that it first arose since the dme of legal 
memory, that is, since I 189; and the Court may cake judicial nodce of the fia that Arnerica was 
discovered in 1492"). But see Gibbs v. Villa= of Grand Bend ( 1989)' 71 O.R. (2d) 70 
(HOC.] .), rev'd. without reference to the point ( 1 995), 26 O.R. ( 3 4  644 (C.A.), which suggests 
(at 109) that " [nlow, a hundred and ten years [aiter Grand Hotel], perhaps the law of custom 
in Ontario could be Iooked a t  afresh" as regards the issue of immemoriality. That suggestion could 
draw some support fiom the House of Lords* acknowledgement, in Wokcanton, note 99 above, 
a t  8 76-8 77, that "the presumpdon [of andquity based on living memory] itself in most cases is 
lictie more than a fialan" and that "in most cases no one supposed that the enioyment really went 
back to the year 1 1 89." 
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nial courts have recognized that 1 1 89 is an utterly artificial measure of antiquity in preex'sting 

cultures,'26 and have adopted different, more convenient tests for measuring id2' 

Addressing iwes of aboriginal custom in the Northwest Territories, one Canadian court relied 

entirely upon the presumption of antiquity that arises on prwf  of continuous engagement "as 

far back as living memory goe~";'~' another held that "in this context, 'tirne immernorial' 

runs back from the date of assertion of English sovereignty over the territory . . ."'" " In 

essence," Mark Walters has suggested, "the continuity of law frM a preceding legal system 

displaced the need for immemorial usage." 

Other ways in which colonial courts have allowed for indigenous difference in accrediting pre- 

existing customs include reliance on distinctive local rules of evidence,"' acknowledgemenc 

that indigenous customs can modifL "under the influences of civilization . . . without losing 

their essential character of c~stom," '~~ and recognition that this body of law, as applied to 

For an exception, see Welbeck v. Brown, [1882] Sarbah F.C.L. 185 (Cold Coast). 

See, e.g., Allott, "Judicial Ascertainment," noce 12 1 above, a t  246; Allen, note 61 above, a t  
1 59; 1 Australian LRC Report, note 85 above, a t  50. 

See, e.g., Mensah v. Wiaboe ( 1925), Div. Ct. 192 1-25 1 70 (Gold Coast Div. CL) a t  1 72 
(upholding customs in place before, but not diose originadng a k r ,  enactmenc of the Gold Coast 
Supreme Court Ordinance gMng statutory e f k t  to customary law); Garurudhwaia Parshad Sin& 
v. Saoarandhwaia Parshad Stnah (1900), L.R. 27 IA. 238 (P.C.) a t  247 (eighty consecutive 
years fiom the dme of Bridsh occupadon suMdent). Allen, note 6 1 above, also cites, to similar 
effect (at 159, n. l ) ,  Doe d. laaomohan Rai v. Shad Nimu Dai, Montriou% Caes in lndian 
Law, 596. 

Re Kitchooalik and Tucktao (1972), 28 D.L.R. (3d) 483 (N.W.T.C.A.) at  488, ddng the 
passage quoted above a t  note 1 14; see generally, Zlotkin, note 83 above. Stephen, note 1 1 1 
above, supports thls approach to andquicy issues even widiin English law: see Ibld., vol. 1, a t  28- 
29. 

Hamlec of Baker Lake v. Minister of lndian Afiirs and Nordiem Development, [1980] 1 F.C 
518 (T.D.) a t  562. 

Walters, "Marna Carta," note 79 above, a t  342. See generally & a t  34 1 -342. 

Allen, noce 6 1 above, a t  1 59. 

Eshudavi Eleko v. Govemment of Niaeria, [ 1 93 1 ] A.C 662 (P.C.) (" Ueko") a t  673. 



indigenous tribes, can accommodate the deliberate alteration of local custom through the 

exercise of internal self-government. '" 

The resemblance between the Canadian law of aboriginal rights and the common law that 

governs recognition of local custom is, though so far unacknowledged and perhaps 

inadvertent, truly remarkable, especially after one takes account of custom law's special 

adaptations to allow for indigenous circurns~nces.'~~ The extent of that resemblance 

It may be that . . . the Maoris as a race may have some internal power of self- 
govemment enabling the tribe or tribes by common consent to modify their 
custorns, and that the astom of such a race is not to be put on a levet with the 
custom of an English borough or other local area which must stand as it always 
has stood, seeing that there & no quasi legislative internal authority which can 
modifL ic: 

Arani v. Public Trustee of New Zealand, [1920] A.C 198 (P.C.) a t  204-205; McNeil, 
Aborfainal Tide, note 85 above, a t  1 8 3, n. 8 3. See also (arguably) Ueko, note 1 32 above, a t  
673; Kaiubi v. Kabali ( 1 944), 1 1 E.A.C.A. 34 a t  37, discussed in Allott, "]udicial 
Ascertainment," note 1 2 1 above, a t  255-256. 

134 Compare notes 10 1 - 1 33 above and the text accompanying hem with Chapter 2, notes 16-53 
and the text accompanying them. 

There is a t  least one important difkrence benveen these two bodies of doctrine. So hr, at least, 
Canadian law recognizes as aboriginal rightr only those pre-exisdng cuJtoms, uadidons or 
arrangemena that were and remain "of central significance" to - incegral to the distinctive cultures 
of - the aboriginal sociecy clatming the pardcular righc: see Chapter 2, notes 2745 and the cext 
accompanying them. There is, as hr as I a n  tell, no sfmilar requirernent invoived a t  cornmon law 
in accreditation of a custom. As long as a pracdce or arrangement is regarded by those relying 
on it as "obligatory, not as merely facultativen (see note 93 above and the text accompanying it) 
and mets the other üsual requirements, including the test of certainty (see notes 10 1 - 109 above 
and the text accompanying them), it qualifies a t  cornmon law fbr enforcement as a custom, 
whether or not ifs observance also happens to be constitutive of the group or locality cfaiming its 
benefit. So fàr, a t  least, I have yet to find an instance outside Canada in which a colonial court, 
entemining a daim of indigenous custom, has insisted on proof that the observance was integral 
to the consdûidon of the relevant aboriginal culture. For related commentary, and cridcisrn on 
thk basis of the Supreme Court's approach in Van der P e t ,  noce 1 1 above, see Walters, "Marna 
Carta," note 79 above, a t  338. 

It is not clear, either, whether the law of custom is broad enough to accommodate the Canadian 
law of aboriginal dde, discussed in Chapter 2, notes 22-53 and the text accompanying them. 60th 
custom and aboriginal dde must be specially proved, and both depend on proof of certainty, 
andquity and condnuity; aboriginal dde, however, Aich "encompasses the right ta exclusive use 
and occupation of the land held pursuant dde for a ariecy of purposesn ~Delaamuukw, note 16 
above, at 1 O8 3 (7 1 1 7)) may airn out to be " too wide" a Mt CO meet the traditional 
specificadons of the law of custom: see note 105 above and the text accompanying it. 
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provides a suong bais on which to conclude that Canadian courts, in declaring and applying 

aboriginal r i g h ~ , ' ~ ~  may also rely on the fourth vaditional test that the common law uses 

in identifying and en forcing customs. 

That fourth test requires of candidate practices and arrangements that they be "reasonable." 

Inclusion of rhis standard confirms domestic courts' authority to ensure that the arrangements 

recognized and enforced as customs are compatible, a t  least a t  the rnargin, with the 

fundamencals of the mainsueam legal system. C.K. Allen describes the situation in this way: 

royal justice establishes approximate unifonnity in essentials as against the 
bewildering diversity of local custom, and the supreme custom becomes the 
custom of the King's Court. There is st i l l  great variety of usages in manors, 
boroughs, and localities; but in what may be called the working bais of a 
general system of justice, the royal courts carry on, and have ever since 
continued, a perpetual process of reconciliation and hannonization, so that 
local divergences, though always respected and often jealously safeguarded, do 
not impair the symmetry of the main fabric? 

To conclude that a practice or arrangement is unreasonable, therefore, is to conclude that, 

irrespective of the antiquity of Its observance, it is not the kind of arrangement that domestic 

law can accommodate, protect and en force. IS7 In one sense, therefore, reasonableness 

135 One issue that may deserve fiirther thought is whecher the common law of custom can serve as a 
foundadon for aboriginal rights in Quebec, given that the common law has not been part of the 
law of Quebec, at least in cMI matters, since enactment of the Quebec Act, 1 774, 14 Geo. III, 
c. 83 (U.K.), R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 2. One possible answer k that the problem does not 
arise in quite those terms, because the Canadian law of aboriginal dde - and, by implication, of 
aboriginal rights generally - is federal common law (see Roberts v. Canada, [ 1 9891 1 S.C.R. 322 
a t  MO), unaffected by the cMI regimes that happen to be in place in the various provinces. If thii 
is so, then the law of cwtorn, a least insofàr as it might fàirîy pertaln to aboriginal peoples, ought 
to be undersmd to be part of the fiederal common law, and ought therefore to be availabte as a 
foundation for aboriginal rights, even in Quebec. 

If6 Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  124- 1 25. See also Ibld. a t  127- 1 28 ("in the development of th& 
hindamental law, interpretadon by consdtuted authority play an indispensable partn). 

. . . when it k said thac a custom is void because it is unreasonable, nothing more 
is meant than that the unreasonable charaaer of  the alleged custom condusively 
proves that the usage, even though it may have a d  imrnemorially, must have 
resulted fiom accident or indulgence, and not fiom any right conferred in 
ancient dmes on the party setting up the custom: 
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review precedes and prefigures the rest of the inquiry into a custom daim, "because it is clear 

that no custom bad in law is susceptible of prwf. . . . On the other hand, it seems clear that 

a custom possible in law, because it is reasonable and othemise h i l l l s  the requisites of a good 

custom, may be established by very slender evidence." 13' 

Reasonableness, in other words, is part of the definition of every customary right,IJ9 and 

limits its protected scope tom within. Such rights, so defined, cannot protect or give e k t  

to measures that are themselves unreasonable, even when such measures othemise confon 

to the custom.Iw In these respects, a t  least, this requirement operates identically to public 

policy analysis."' Applied in Canada to the definition and irnplemenfation of self- 

government righrs, it would give Our courts ample authority to withhold domestic legal 

protection from measures or arrangements that compromised the structural or moral integrity 

of the mainstream order. There is clear precedent for its use in colonial courts adjudicating 

daims based on preexisting native customs. '42 

Marquis of Salisbury v. Gladstone ( 186 1 ), 9 H.L. Cas. 692 a t  701 -702, Lord Cranworth. See 
also Twon v. Smith ( 1 838), 9 Ad. 8f Et 406, 1 1 2 EOR. 1 265 ("Twon"), a t  422 Ad. 8f E., 
1272 E.R. 

Johnson v. Clark, [ 19081 1 Ch. 303 ("]ohnsonn) a t  309. Compare 12 Hals. (4th) 7410 
("[ulser to prove a custom must be such user as will prove a reasonable rule; no amounc of user 
will establish an unreasonable local exception to the common law . . . " ). 
"Since every cuswm sancdoned by the coum must be reasonable, it follows that every case where 
a custom has ben upheld by the courts is an example of a reasonable custom": 12 Hals. (4th) 
7412. 

See, e.g., Dav v. Savadm (161 5), Hob. 85, 80 E.R. 235, a t  87 Hob., 237 E.R.; Mercer (Ch.), 
note 1 07 above, a t  552; Mercer (C.A.), note 1 O7 above, per Sdrling LJ. a t  58 1 ; Allen, note 
6 1 above, a t  622-624. 

See, e.g, Ailen, & at 150- 1 5 1, 1 55- 156. 

See note 1 20 above and the text accompanying it. See also Vandemuve v. Botchway ( 1 9 5 1 ), 
13 W.A.C.A. 164 (Gold Coast) at 169 ("Native custom consists in the pedomance of the 
reasonable in the pardcular circumsmnces of the casen), ddng Yerenchi v. AkunO ( t 905), Renner 
362 a t  367; 1 Ausûalian LRC Report, note 85 above, a t  50; Gordon R. Woodman, "How State 
Courts Ga te  Customary Law in Ghana and Nigerian in Bradford W. Morse Gordon R. 
Woodman, eds., lndiaenous Law and the State (Dordrecht: For& Publiad~ris~ 1988) 1 8 1 a t  199. 



As with public policy review and Charter values analysis, though, there is throughout the law 

of custom real concern to ensure that the inquiry into reasonableness not interfere 

unnecessarily with the protection and enjoyrnent of genuine customary rights.'" This is 

important because local customary arrangements are often quite different -- sometimes 

dramatically so -- from standard mainsueam ways of doing things. C.K. Allen, for one, wams 

of the danger of mistaking unfamiliarity for irrationality, even in respect of Engfish customs: 

Often . . . the rational bais [for a custom] is exvemely obscure. A custorn 
may seem entirely arbit[r]ary, a mere freak or throwback, but this is usually 
because we have insufkient evidence of itr origin; funher investigation, or a 
chance discovery, may show that there is an excellent practical reason for what 
seemed a t  first entirely fortuitous. . . . We must be chary of characterizing 
any custom, however seemingly abnormal, as irrational unless we have al1 the 
evidence before us. '44 

The law addresses this concern in its treatrnent of both the burden and the standard of proof 

in reasonableness review. The burden of proof is on the pany challenging the custom to show 

that it is unreasonable; unless it demonsvably fails to rneet the appropriate standard of 

On the other hand, a court rnay not, on iû own initiative, transform one custom into a difFerent 
one, even in order to give it effea by rendering it "reasonable," "It is the assent of the native 
community that @es a custom its validity, and, therefore, barbarous or mild, it must be shown 
to be recognized by the native community whose condua it is supposed to regulate": Eleko, noce 
132 above, a t  673. If; as a matter of fàct, die community does not assent to, or observe, a 
version of the custom that sadsfies the test of reasonableness, the custom cannot stand in domestic 
law: ib& But see ldewu lnasa v. Oshodi, [ 1 9341 A.C. 99 (PL,) (" lnasa") a t  105, where die 
Prfvy Council preferred a narrower version of a tribal custom, which did accord with appropriate 
standards, to a broader version, which by implication did not. 

It is not meant by [the reasonableness requirement] that the courts are a t  liberty 
to disregard a custom whenever they are not sadsfied as to its absolute rectitude 
and wisdom, or whenever they think chat a beaer rule could be fonnulated in 
the exercise of their own judgment. Thls would be to deprive custom of al1 
authority, either absolute or conditional: 

Glanville Williams, cd., Salmond on lurfsprudence, 1 1 th ed. (London: Sweet Maxwell, 1 957) 
("Salmond, 1 1 th ed.") a t  242. 

144 Allen, note 6 1 above, ac 98. Compare Allott, New Essavs, note 6 1 above, a t  162 (" [a]s 
sociological knowiedge of AMcan peoples grom, and knowledge of the detailed rules of customary 
law becomes more ample and more accurate, there is less and les temptadon ta declare somediing 
that we do not undersand to ûe repugnant to our ideas"), 
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reasonableness, the courts will regard a custom, otheiwise proved, as reas~nable.'~' As for 

the standard of proof, there is general agreement that "[tlhe words Ireasonable or not 

unreasonable' imply an appeal to some criterion higher than the mere rules or maxims 

embodied in the common law, for it is no objection to a custom that it is nor in accordance 

with these rules or rnaxim~";'~~ the whole point, after all, of accrediting custom is to give 

legal effect to exceptions from the general law. Instead, "a custom to be valid must be such 

that, in the opinion of a trained lawyer, it is consistent, or, a t  any rate, not inconsistent, with 

those general principles which, quite apart from particular rules or maxims, lie a t  the root of 

our legal system.""' A custorn otherwise proved -- and a measure undertaken pursuant 

to it -- counts as good law, that is, unless it is demonstrably inconsistent with the most 

fundamental values of the mainsueam legal order.I4' One could hardly ask for a clearer 

expression of the fundamental values hypothesis. Indications are, too, thar courts take greater 

14s "The party who has proved the existence of a custom is not under the further necessity of proving 
its reasonableness; it is for the party dispudng the custom to satisfy the court of its unreasonable- 
ness": Allen, Ibld. a t  140. See also Johnson, note 1 38 above, at  3 1 1 ; 12 Hals. (4th) q409. 

* Johnson, note 138 above, a t  3 1 1. See also T m ,  note 137 above, a t  42 1 Ad. E., 1271 
E.R.; 12 Hak. (4th) 74 12. 

''7 Johnson, note 1 38 above, a t  3 1 1. One lookr to "a mined iawyern because the deteminadon 
of reasonableness - of consiscency with the prindples a t  the root of our legal system - is a question 
of law, not a question of fact: Ibid, See also Bastard, note 1 12 above, a t  1 35 M. a Rob., 240 
E.R. 

148 See, e.g., Allen, note 6 1 above, a t  1 40 (cidng authority basing the test on "fundamental prindples 
of right and wrongn), 146 (custom disquaiified only if it "noc merely differs fiom but d i r e  
conflicu widi an essential legal principlen), 155 (a custom "is not malus merely because it b an 
ertadc exception to the general law, but only if it is so violent an exception, ta the advantage of 
a small class of persons that it clashes irrecondlabiy Ath a prindple which it is the policy of the 
law CO apply to al1 persons whatever"); Salmond, 1 1 th ed., note 143 above, a t  242 ("The crue 
rule is, or should be, chat a custom, in order to be deprhred of legal efficacy, must be so obviously 
and seriowiy repugnant to right and reason, chat to enforce it as law would do more mischief than 
that whkh would result fkom the overaiming of the expmadons and arrangements based on its 
presumed continuance and legal vitlidiw"). Compare Mabo, note 1 8 above, per Brennan 1. a t  29- 
30, quoted above in text accompanying note 2 1. 



care not to intrude unnecessarily when entertaining the customs of a different ci~ilization.'~~ 

b. continuitw iustice. eauitv and aood conscience 

The effkct of the law of custom, as we have just seen, is to identify certain pre-exlrting 

arrangements, observances and activities and to incorporate them into the mainstream 

dornestic law, despite their somerimes substandal differences from the "common" law. The 

effect of the doctrine of condnuity, on the other hand, is to leave undisturbed the governance 

apparatus and the legal arrangements already in place in a territory at  the tirne the Crown 

acquires sovereignty over it, until such time as, and except to the extent that, the Crown sees 

fit to displace them with other arrangements or othemise to extinguish them. Wherea the 

pre-existing laws incorporated as customs operate within the domestic legal systerns that 

accommodate them, the pre-existing legal arrangements perpetuated by the doctrine of 

condnuity operate instead alongside and generally separate from such systems,'50 "within 

. . . it is dear that Men a dominant people is dealing with the customs of a 
difkrent cMlizadon and of difirent religions, the tests of reasonableness, 
morality and public policy musc be looked at fiom an angie somewhat different 
from diat which would be appropriate in the conditions of  English society. In 
general, British administradon has endeavoured CO leave indigenous customs 
intact [in its south Asian and AMcan colonies], however alien they may be to 
Western and Christian nations; but where they are considered to violate 
elementary considerations of humanity and decency, they are . . . rejected . . . 
On the whole, the British courts have applied only those principles o f  morality 
which they consider to be common to al1 cMlized peoples, without gMng them 
a dogmadcally Occidental - and of course not necessarily a Christian - 
colouring: 

Allen, a t  1 58. It is for this reason, and for the other reasons set out in this paragraph of text 
and the preceding one, that I believe the B.C. Supreme Court adopted too intrusive a test for 
accreditation when it considered the Salish custorn of spirit dancing in Thomas, note 30 above, 
a t  160- 16 1. See note 30 above. 

I SO There is authority to the e f k t  that the legal arrangements in place in a conquered or ceded colony 
- whether those be the arrangements fiom before the Gown assumed sovereignty or any new 
arrangementr prescribed under the Gownts authority - apply unifomly to everyone there, setder 
or native, except where specific provision is made to the contrary: see, e.g., Campbell, note 85 
above, a t  74 1 -742, 744 Loffc, 895-896, 897 E.R. Other cases, however, allow for exceptions: 
for situadons where, of necessity, pre-exlsting law will continue to govem the afiirs of the pre- 
&dng inhabitants and more English arrangements will govern the affairs of the settiers: see, e.g., 
Rudina v. Smith ( 1 82 1 ), 2 Hag. Con. 371, 16 1 E,R. 774 ("Rudingn) esp. at 38 1-382 Hag. 



the imperial constitutional order; the existing local system," as Mark Walters has said, " became 

one of the municipal legal systems of the empire parallel to the internal systems of England 

and England's other imperial possessions but subject to and deriving legi4timacy from the over- 

arching imperial constitution." l5 ' 

The continuity doctrine itself, however, contains a t  least two internal constraints on the kinds 

of legal arrangements it can perpetuate. First, it is understood that pre-existing arrangements 

cannot survive to the extent that they interfere, or are inconsistent, with the Crown's 

~overeignty.'~~ "Even with respect to the ancient inhabitants," the court said in Ruding, 

no small portion of the ancient law is unavoidably superseded by the 
revolution of governrnent that has taken place. The allegiance of the subjecu, 
and al1 the law that relates to it -- the administration of the law in the 
sovereign, and appellate jurisdictions -- and al1 the laws connected with the 
exercise of the sovereign authority - must undergo alterations adapted to the 
change. IS3 

As recendy as 1970, the Privy Council affimed, in a Ceylon appeal, that this reservation 

sufficed "to abrogate any rule of law previously in force there . . . i f  it was incompatible with 

the British concept of the exercise of sovereign authority by the Crown." IS4 

The sovereignty reservation lirnits the operation of the doctrine of continuity, but does not 

eclipse it entirely; subject to the second constraint, to be discussed below, al1 aspects of pre- 

Con., 778-779 E.R., and, generally, Walters, "Comment on Delaamuukw," note 1 1 above, at 
366-367, 373-375. 

I S I  Walters, "Mohemn Indians," note 79 above, at 79 1. See also Slattery, "Understanding," note 
78 above, at 738, Walters, "Marna Cam," note 79 above, at 338-339. 

152 See, e.g., Re Process lnto Wales ( 1668- 1674), Vaughan 395, 124 E.R. 1 1 30  ("Wales") at 400 
Vaughan, 1 1 32 E.R. (Walesc former laws mighc sdll obtain "excepdng in point of soveraigntyn); 
Slattery, "Understanding," ibfd. at 738; Walterr, "Mohem Indians," at 79 1. 

Is3 Rudim, note 150 above, at 382 Hag. Con, 778 E.R. 

154 Kodeeswaran v. A. C. Cdon, [ 1 9701 A.C. 1 1 1 1 (P.C.) ("Kodeewaran") at 1 1 1 8. 
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existing governance in the tenitory that do not encroach on Crown sovereignty may con- 

tinue,'" and may continue to develop.Is6 In principle, therefore, it leaves rmm for 

aboriginal rights of self-government. The incidents of Crown sovereignty, and their effectc in 

particular situations on pre-existing legal systems, are matters for case-by-case detemination. 

lncompatibility with them is something to be proved affimatively. Those who have sought 

to rely upon the sovereignty reservation to oppose pre-exiosting rules and arrangements have 

on several occasions been unsuccessfùl. Is' 

The other kinds of arrangements that continuity doctrine precludes are those "which violated 

European ideas of justice and humanity." Ise Originally, the conrinuity principle did not 

apply a t  al1 to the legal systems of "infidelsn; once the Crown assumed sovereignty, their laws 

were "ioso facto . . . abrogated [as being] not only againsc Christianity but against the law of 

Now, when the Sovereign agrees that the sysam of law prevailing in a conquered 
setdement shall condnue in force thereafter, it would seem a necessary inference, 
in the absence of any stipuladon to die contrary, that the rights of the State, 
4th regard to the acquisition, alienation and disposition of property, are 
tntended to be regulated by the legal principles which the Sovereign expressly 
sanctions. Such questions as whether the Gown is amenable to the jurisdiction 
of the courts, and its consdtudonal position in regard to matten of government 
stand on a different footing, and no lnference affecdng hem could properly be 
drawn from the establishment of a system of law difiring tom thai of  England: 

Union Govemment (Mnister of Lands) v. Estace Whittaker, [ 19 161 A.D. 194 (South AMca) a t  
203, quoted wlth approval in Madzirnbamuto v. Lardner-Burke, [1969] 1 A.C. 645 ( P L )  a t  
720. See also Walten, "Comment on Delaamuukw," note 1 1 above, at  388-392. 

See e.g., Kodeeswaran, note 1 54 above, at 1 1 1 9- 1 1 20. 

See, e.g., Rudlng, note 1 50 above, at 383-386 Hag. Con., 779 E.R. (local marriage lam survive 
assertion of Gown sovereignty); Lvons (Mayor on v. East lndia Com~anv, [ 1 8 361 1 Moo. P L .  
175, 12 E.R. 782 (P.C.), a t  282-283 Moo., 82 1-822 E.R. (English law incapacitadng allens 
from owning property not an incident of Gown sovereignty); Kodeewaran, ibid. a t  1 1 18- 1 1 19 
(right of cMI servant to sue for arrears of salary not incompatible with Gown sovereignty). 

Walters, "Comment on Dekamuukw," note 1 1 above, a t  36 1. See genemlly ibid. a t  360-36 1, 
384; Slattery, "Understanding," note 78 above, a t  738 ("except where they were unconsdon- 
able"); Walters, "Moheaan Indians," note 79 above, a t  791, 796-797 ("malum in sen). 
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Cod and of nature . . ." I S 9  In 1693, however, the Court of King's Bench held that "in the 

case of an infidel country, their laws by conquest do not entirely cease, but only such as are 

against the law of Cod; and that in such cases where the laws are rejected or silent, the 

conquered country shall be governed according CO the rules of natural equity." In 1 722, 

the Privy Council conlrmed the caseby-case approach. Until the Crown inuoduces new laws, 

it said, "the laws and customs of the conquered country shall hold place, unless where these 

are conuary to Our religion, or enact any thing that is malum in se, or are silent; for in al1 such 

cases the laws of the conquering country shall pre~ail."'~' Later decirions confirmed that 

substantial departure from the rules of natural justice was one more specific bais on which CO 

deny effect to certain foreign laws still in place in British posse~sions,'~~ but suggested, as 

well, chat British courts engaged in such review should, except in very clear cases, give the 

benefit of the doubt to the surviving foreign arrangement.'63 

We can gain some understanding of how this "natural equity" reservation mighe operate in 

relation to surviving indigenous legal systems by considering the colonial jurisdictions in British 

Africa, where it was codified in the statutory instruments that provided for reference to and 

application of customary law. Typically, such provisions authorized the courts with 

supewisory jurisdiction in the British African colonies to enforce existing native laws and 

customs that were not repugnanc to "natural justice, equity and good conscience" 

("repugnancy clauses") and to look to "natural justice, equity and good consciencen to fiIl any 

159 CaMn's Case ( 1608), 7 Co. Rep. 1 a, 77 E.R. 377 (Ex. Chamb.) at 1 7b Co. Rep., 397-398 
E.R., cited in Watters, "Comment on Delaarnuukw," ibTd. at 360. Compare Witrona v. Blany 
( 1674), 3 Keble 40 1, 84 E.R. 789 at 4û2 Keble, 789 E.R. 

160 Blankard (Salk.), note 85 above, at 41 1 Salk., 357 ER. 

161 Anonymous ( 1 722), note 85 above, at 76 P. Wms., 646 E.R. 

'" See, e.g., Becauet v. MacCarthv ( 1 8 3 1 ), 2 B. a Ad. 95 1, 109 E.R 1 396, a t  958-959 B. a 
Ad., 1399 E.R. 



gaps in the operation of customary ~hemes ("residual  clause^").'^^ Decisions construing 

these statutory provisions have, in wrn, sewed as authority in other Commonwealth 

jurisdictions, where there are no such statutes, for invoking this reservation to screen the 

indigenous laws and customs relied upon to give definition to aboriginal title.'62 

Two by now familiar features emerge from accounts of the jurisprudence from British Africa. 

Fint, it is generally agreed that it was for the superior courts to give content to this reserva- 

t i ~ n ' ~ ~  and that their fask in doing so was to identify and articulate appropriate standards. 

As Allott explains, 

164 The phrasing varied fiom one colonial instrument to the next, but the general idea remained the 
sarne. For a usefiil overview of diese several "repugnancy" and "residual" clauses, and of thelr 
operadon in colonial Afiican law, see Allott, New k y s ,  note 6 1 above, at  1 58- 1 73. See also 
Daniels, note 6 1 above. For more detafled discussion of the statutory schemes for custom in pre- 
independence Rhodesia and ln South AMca, see Goldin Gellând, note 90 above, chs. 6-7 and 
Bekker, note 90 above, ch. 3, respecthrely. 

Brian Slattery h a  desdbed these imperial enactments as "consdaidonal in the accepted sense that 
they defined the powen and funcdons of local courts": see hk note "Charter of Rlghts and 
Freedoms - Does It Bfnd Private Persans?" ( 1985) 63 Cane Bar Rev. 148 a t  160. 

165 See Mabo, note 1 8 above, per Brennan Je a t  6 1, cidng Inasa, note 1 42 above, at 1 05. See also 
Delaamuukw v. The Queen in riafit of B.C., [ 19931 5 W.W.R. 97 (B.C.C.A.), ("Delmmuukw 
(CA.) "), rev'd. in part without reference to the point by Delzamuukw, note 16 above, where 
Lambert I.A., dissendng, cites this passage fiom Mabo widi approval (at 272 (7649)) and goes 
on (at 273-274 (f f65+6SS), 361-362 (1  1023), 372 (1  1076)) to reiterate and emphasize 
the point in his o m  words. See also Réaume, note 30 above, a t  4-5, 7-8, 23-24, 28-29, which 
uses thls notion of repugnancy in analyzing recent Canadian case law about aboriginal rights and 
about the intemal governance of religious communides. 

One probably should not make too much of the statutory nexus in the British African jurispni- 
dence on "naairal justice, equicy and good conscience." (But see Delaamuuûw (C.A.), a t  2 10 
(141 5), Wallace ].Ae (concuning).) Gordon Woodman, for instance, concluded that "the 
principle would probabiy have been accepted to much the same degree if the [repugnancy and 
residual] clauses had not exlstedn in legisladon, at least in Great Britain's West Aman colonies: 
see Woodman, note 142 above, a t  199. One conflmadon of hls view is that at least some 
AfiTcan courts have condnued to apply diis standard, either as such or under the nibric of public 
policy, even a k r  the relevant statutory provisions have been repealed: see && a t  199, esp. n. 
52; Allott, New Essavs, note 6 1 above, a t  1 73- 1 75. Many other observers tao have commented 
on the close doctrinal reladonship between the British Aman courts' use of dik statutory 
dkcredon and common law public policy review see, es., the sources dted above at note 90. 

1 66 See, e.g., Daniels, note 6 1 above, a t  48; Roberts-Wray, note 85 above, at 5 77; Allott, New 
Essam. ibid. a t  162. 



The repugnancy clause gives flexibility to the administration of justice, since 
it pus die extent of the operation of customary law uldmately into the han& 
of the judges. It is within the dixretion of a judge (and previously was within 
the dixretion of the administrative officer-magisvates to whom much of the 
work of supervising the operation of customary law fell) whether to allow a 
certain rule of customary law to operate or not; but this discretion is a judicial 
one, which should be exercised, so far as possible, on clear and satisfactory 
principles. 16' 

It was understood that the relevant standards were to be, a t  least In pan, external to the 

society whose customary governance arrangements and laws were a t  issue. 16' 

Second, it was also accepted, at least a t  the appellate level, that the courts were to exercise 

this discretion wich restraint. According to the Privy Council, appropriate standards of natural 

justice, equity and good conscience musc take proper account of deeply grounded cultural 

differences. 16' Other African courts have concluded that the repugnancy reservation 

"should only apply to such customs as inherendy impress us with some abhorrence or are 

obviously immoral in their in~idence,""~ and that customs may be repugnant, by this 

167 Allott, New Essars, @kJ. ac 162. 

Ic  is, however, implied that European standards of justice and morality have ken  
applied. This approach is fordfied by the argument thac if it was not Intended 
to apply European concepts of justice and morality there would have been no 
need and no jusdficadon for such legisladon. All systems of law, including 
customary law, are generally consistent with justice and morality as accepted and 
understood by the people among whom it was developed and applied: 

Goldin Gelfand, note 90 above, a t  69. See also Woodman, note 142 above, a t  193; Daniels, 
note 6 1 above, a t  50-5 1 ; Roberts-Wray, note 8 5 above, a t  5 78. 

169 See, e.g., Dawodu v. Danmole, [ 1 9621 1 W.L.R. 1053 (P.C.) ac 1 060 ("the principles of naarnl 
iustice, equfty and good conscience applicable In a country where polygamy is generally accepted 
should not in a matter of this ldnd be readily equated with those applicable to a community 
governed by the rule of monogamyn). In the result, the Prby Council reversed the trial judge's 
conclusion that a pardcular customary Nigerian inheritance rule was void for repugnancy because 
it took polygamous arrangements into account. Compare Koykoy latta v. Menna Camara ( 1 964) 
8 )AL.  35, discussed in Green, note 6 1 above, a t  236. 

1 70 Tabitha Chiduku v. Chfdano, [ 1 9221 S.R. 55 (So. Rhodesia) a t  58, discussed in Allott, New 
Essays, note 6 1 above, a t  162 and in Goldin af Gelhnd, note 90 above, a t  66-67. 
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standard, in some applications without being repugnant a~together.'~' 

In al1 these respects, the jurisprudence on the continuity domine corroborates the 

fundamental values hypothesis. Whatever other limitations may constrain mainsueam courts' 

supervision of the legal systems that the continuity doctrine perpetuates,'" such courts have 

clear authority to ensure, on an ongoing bais, that such laws and arrangements do not 

compromise the Crown's sovereignty or those moral principles on which the mainstream legal 

order genuinely depends. lmplicit in these judicial decisions, however, is an assumption that, 

other things equal, the previous legal systems and arrangements that the doctrine addresses 

do continue in force until someone demonstrates their inconsistency either with Crown 

sovereignty or with the mainstream system's own defining imperatives. 

4. Summary 

We have now examined four different doctrines, each of which authorlzes our courts, in the 

ongoing course of defining and enforcing common law rights and rules, to ensure preservation 

of our legal order's most basic  value^."^ Two of them -- Charter values analysis and the 

public policy doctrine -- discipline the operation of common law righu and rules generally; a t  

a minimum, the mainstream courts have the option of invoking them while construing and 

applying common law righu of aboriginal self-government. The other two doctrines -- the 

"reasonableness" requirement in the law of custom and the two reservations built into the 

doctrine of continuity -- operate in the alternative, but also imperatively. To qualify as a 

special custom given effect within mainstream law, a pre-existing aboriginal governance 

171 See, e.g., Vela v. Mankinika and Mamrtsa, [1936] S.R. 171 (So. Rhodeda), discussed in Goldin 
81 Celfind, Ibld. at 6 6 6 7 .  Compare Inasa, note 142 above, at 105, where the Privy Coundl 
adopced a version of a tribal custom that it found it could uphold. 

172 See, e.g., Wales, note 1 52 above, at 40 1 -402 Vaughan, 1 1 33 E.R. 

l n  I do not pretend that ais survey Ir exhaustive. I have not considered, for imance, the scope or 
impact of the superior courts' inherent parens ~atriae jurîsdidon. 
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arrangement must be susceptible to definition, and must be defined, in a manner "consistent, 

or a t  any rate not inconsistent, with those general principles which, quite apart from panicular 

rules or maxims, lie a t  the rwt of Our legal system."'" Pre-exi~ting aboriginal legal systems 

and arrangements can be acknowledged to continue alongside mainsueam law only so far as 

they leave undisturbed Crown sovereigniy and its incidents, and only so far as they do not 

uansgress our legal system's most basic standards of justice and moralicy. 

Despite having developed at different times, in different contem, and in response to very 

different issues, these four doctrines display a remarkable symmecry of approach, captured in 

greatest generality in public policy doctrine. Three features they share are especially relevant 

here: a recognition of the paramount importance of presetving the structural and moral 

integrity of the mainsueam legal order as it evolves from cime to tirne; a determination to 

interfere no more, and no more often, chan necessary with the integrity of the specific rights 

and rules that are otherwise entided to common law recognition, and a capacity to "fine tunen 

the proper balance bemeen these two imperatives as the circumstances of panicular cases 

require. The first and the third of these features were ewctly what we needed to substantiate 

the fundamental values hypothesis in respect of aboriginal rights of self-g~vernment;"~ the 

second keeps interference with aboriginal difference a t  a minimum. 

B. Self-Government Rinhu as Constitutional Rinhts 

If the analysis just concluded is sound, then there is indeed a firm legal bais on which to insist 

that self-government rights be defined and applied a t  common law with reference, as needed, 

to our legal order's most fundamental values. If this is so a t  common law, there is every 

reason to Say it remains so once those rights are aven constitutional effect pursuant to section 

35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1982. Section 35(1) does not purport to change the 

174 Johnson, note 1 38 above, ac 3 1 1, quoted at greater lerigth in text accompanying note 1 47 above. 

I 75 See notes 12- 1 3 above and the text accompanying them. 
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character, definition or scope of the aboriginal rights it protects; it merely gives a different 

status, and much greater protection, to certain rights already nexistingn when it came into 

force.'" Even in the worst case, therefore, aboriginal rights of self-government should be 

no less susceptible after, or because of, section 35% enactrnent to interpretation in li&t of the 

most fundamental mainstream values. 

In my view, however, the fundamental values hypothesis need not depend entirely on the 

common law provenance of aboriginal rights. Even i f  section 35( 1 ) were a source of novel 

self-government rights, there would be strong grounds on which to conclude that such rights, 

understwd exclusively as constitutional rights, could, and almost certainly would, be kept 

tom jeopardizing the integrity of the larger mainstream constitutional order. 

We know, to begin with, that imposition of justified external limiu on constitutional rights is 

not the only way of managing the interaction between such rights and our society's other 

compelling concerns and imperatives. Like section 35 rights, the rights guaranteed in the 

Charter are subject to justified external consuainu; as the Charter jurisprudence demonstrates, 

however, such rights also stand in ongoing need of definition and interpretation. That process 

of definition can, and sometimes does, result in identification of internal consuaints that limit 

the scope of such rights; the first question in a case about a constitutional right is very often 

whether it protects the relevant con duc^ We recognize such internal consuaints most readily 

in those Charter rights that contain explicit internal qualifien: in those, for example, that 

prohibit "unreasonable" searches or seizures, "arbivaryn detention or imprisonment, or "cruel 

and unusualn treatrnent or p~nishment.'~' It is perfectly common, though, for the courts 

also to find internal consuainu implicit in constitutional rights expressly conferred in the 

broadest possible terms. Everyone now knows, for example, that acts of violence are not 

176 See notes 33-36 above and the text accompanying them. 

in See Charter, a. 8, 9 and 12, respedvely. 



constitutionally protected forms of expression;'" that freedom of association does not 

extend to lockouts, suikes, or collective bargaining generally, 17' and that section 1 5 ( 1 ) of 

the Charter, the equality guarantee, "does not prevent the creation of an offence which, as 

a matter of biologkal fact, can only be committed by one of the sexes . . ."IBO Commenta- 

tors -- and judges -- have sometimes criticized, on the merits, the propensity to dispose of 

particular Charter daims "at the definitional stage, rather than by means of sedon 1 ,"18' 

but no one h a  questioned their authority to do so, where appropriate. 

In this respect, self-government rights, understood as constitutional rights, stand in the same 

position as the rights guaranteed in the Charter. I f  anything, the courts will have even greater 

interpretive freedom in construing section 35 rights, because section 35, unlike the Charter's 

rights-conferring provisions, interposes no textual discipline on them.Ie2 For purposes of 

Canadian law, a t  least, aboriginal rights, quite literally, are what the judges Say they are. 

178 Charter, S. 2(b). See, e.g., Dol~hin Deliverv, note 38 above, at 588; lrwfn Tov Ltd. v. A.G. 
Quebec, [ 19891 1 S.C.R. 927 at  970; R. v. Keea~tra, [ 1 9901 3 S.C.R. 697 a t  732, Dickson 
C.J.C. (for the majority), at 8 30-8 3 1, McLachiin J. (dissenting on other grounâs). 

1 79 See, e.g., Reference re Public Service Em~lovee Relations Act, [ 1 98 71 1 S.C. R. 3 1 3 at  390-39 1, 
Le Dain J. (for half the court), a t  403-406, Mclntyre 1. (concuning); Profwional Irisdtuce of the 
Public Service v. Commissioner of the Nordiwest Tenitortes, [ 1 9901 2 S.C.R. 36 7 esp. a t  40 1 - 
404. 

180 Hess v. The Queen, [ 19901 2 S.C.R. 906 at 929. 

18 1 Dale Gibson, "The Deferential Trojan Horse: A Decade of Charter Dedsionsn ( 1 993) 72 Cm. Bar 
Rev. 41 7 a t  435. See generally ibid., a t  435437; Robin Wliot, "Dwelopmenû in Consdardonal 
Law: the 1989-90 Tenn" ( 199 1 ) 2 S. Ct. L. Rev. (24) 83 esp. a t  10 1 - 129. Compare, e.g., 
Richard B. v. Children's Ald Society of Me t ro~ohn  Toronto, [1995] 1 S.C.R. 3 15 a t  374 
(787), 389 (17 120-1 2 l), La Forest 1. (for himself and three other iudges). 

182 It was arguabfe on standard interpredve principles, for example, that the text of the Charter clearly 
specified whkh rights were meant to be subiea to intemal constrahts by maklng those constraints 
explicit in the provisions conferiing those rightr: ss. 8, 9 and 12, again, for example. By 
implication, those Charter rlghts conferred without explkit conscraints ought instead, on this 
argument, to have k e n  &en full scope and to have been subiea to limitation only externally, 
pursuant to s. 1. To impute interna1 constraints ta the Charter rlg)itr to fiee expression, fiee 
association and equal beneiit (see notes 1 78-1 80 above and the text accompanying them), the 
Supreme Court had co find a way co overcome diis textual irnpediment. No such impedlments 
adse within the constitution in respect of aboriginal rights. 



It is, in my view, beyond question that our mainsueam coum have a mandate, in exercising 

b i s  inherent interpretive authority, to take full account of any uuly fundamental mainmeam 

values that self-government riphci, as applied, rnay happen from time to time to put a t  risk. 

If there Ir one controlling imperative that governs the enterprise of constitutional adjudication 

in Canada, it is that our coum have both the power and the duty to preserve the integrity of 

Our constitutional order. I e 3  " [Tl he powen requisite for the protection of the constitution 

itself," as our highest courts have affirmed more than once, "arise by necessary implication 

from the British Nonh America Actn -- or, as we would now Say, from the constitution of 

Canada -- "as a whole." 'O4  " The duty" our courts have "to ensure that the constitutional 

law prevai l~" '~~ derives in part, of course, from the explicit declaration that it is "the 

supreme law of Canada,"'e6 but also, and more vitally, from the k t  that a constitution, 

as such, "is a statement of the will of the people to be governed in accordance with certain 

principles held as fundamental and certain prescriptions restrictive of the powers of the 

legislature and government. la' Our constitution takes precedence, in other words, precisely 

because it is an expression, and a repository, of our own most hndamental values. 

This, then, is the imperative that prescribes the structure and orientation within which al1 other 

issues of Canadian constitutional law are resolved, and h m  which the courts take their 

183 "In each case, the concem Is with the presetvadon of the Constitution which is paramount": Arnax 
Potash Ltd. v. Govenment of Saskatchewan, [ 19771 2 S.C.R. 576 at 59 1. See also Reference 
re Manitoba Lanmiaae Mts, [ 1 9851 t S.C.R. 72 1 ("Manitoba Lanmiane Referencen) at 75 3. 

184 Reference re Alberta Scatutes, [1938] S.C.R. 100 a t  I 33-1 3 4 ,  aWd- on other issues (sub nom. 
A.G. Alberta v. A.G. Canada, [1939] A.C. 1 17 (P.C.), quoted with approval in Saumur v. City 
of Quebec, [ 1 9 531 2 S.C.R. 299 at 33 1, Rand J., at 3 74, Locke 1. 

185 Manitoba Lanmiam Rekrence, noce 1 83 above, a t  745- 

1 86 Consdtudon Act, 1 982, S. 5 2  ( 1 ) . 
187 Manicoba lanmiaae Reference, note 183 above, at 745. See ais0 Beauremrd v. The Queen in 

riaht of Canada, [ 1 9841 2 S.C.R. 56 at 70. 



bearings in addressing novel constitutional issues?" Rand 1. once put it this way: 

To suggest that the constitutional legislative position of the provinces presents 
impedirnents and limitations to the overriding neceaity of maintaining the 
foundation upon which It rests indicates a wimewhat inadequate appreciation 
of the realities of organized society in the world of these rimes, as well as of 
the constitutional statute. '13' 

When couru give shape and application to the rights and powers for which our constitution 

provides, therefore, their overarching tatk is to make the best sense of the constitution as a 

 hol le.'^ Since at  least 1 882,19' our highest courts have affirmed the need for "mutual 

modificationn in defining the legislarive and executive powers conferred expressly in the 

Constitution Act, 1 867.IP2 "ln consuuing section 9 1 [of that Act]," the Supreme Court 

of Canada said in the Water-Powers Reference, "its provisions must be read in light of the 

New appreciadons thrown up by new sodal conditions, or re-auessrnenu of old 
appreciadons wtiich new or altered social condidons induce make it appropriate 
for this Court to re-examine a course of decision on the scope of the legislative 
power when W h  issues are presented to it, ahvavs rememberina, of course. that 
it is enawted widi a vew delicate role in maintainina the in tdcy  of die 
consdtudonal limits im~osed by die British North America Act: 

Zelensky v. The Queen, [ 19781 2 S.C.R. 940 a t  95 1 (emphasis added). See also Reference re 
Resoludon to Amend the Consdtudon, [ 1 98 1 ] 1 S.C.R. 75 3 ac 84 1, Dissent: Law: "on occasions, 
this Court has had CO consider issues for which the B.N.A. Act  offered no answer. In each case, 
chis Court has denied the assertion of any power which would offend against the basic principles 
of die Constitution." 

'" Reference re the Validiw of the Wardme Leasehold Renibtions, [ 19501 S o C R  124 at 145. 

190 "Our Consdaidon has an interna1 archftecture . . . The individual elements of the Consdaidon 
are Iinked to the others, and must be interpreted by reference to the structure of the Consdaidon 
as a wholen: Reference re Secession of Quebec (20 August 1998) (S.C.C.) [unreportedl 
("Quebec Secession Refèrencen) a t  25 (750). Compare ibfd. a t  24 (749). 

Ic becomes obvfaus, as scion as an attempt is made to construe the general tenns 
in which the classes of sub/eas in sects. 9 1 and 92 are described, thac both 
sections and the other parts of the Act musc be looked a t  to ascertain whether 
language of a general nature mut  not by necessary implication or reasonable 
inwndmenc be modified and Iimited: 

Citizens Insuance Ca. of Canada v. Parsons (1 882), 7 App. Cas. 96 (P.C.) ac 1 10. See also 
Russell v. The Queen ( 1882), 7 App. Car, 829 (P.C.) ac 839. 

192 Constitudon Aa. 1867, 30 et 31 Via, c. 3 (U.K.). 
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enacmients of section 92, and of the other sedons of the Act, and . . . where necesary, the 

prima facie scope of the language may be modified to give effect to the Act as a wh01e."'~~ 

In the same way, the Supreme Court, since the dawn of Charter interprecation, hac insisted 

that Charter rights' scope and application be informed by, and reconciled with, not only the 

other rightr in the Charter,I9' but other relevant principles and provisions anchored 

elsewhere in the constitution of Canada.'95 

It is undentood that this instruction sometimes requires courts to look beyond the constitu- 

tion's wrinen text: to recognize and affirm "unwritten postulates which fom the very founda- 

tion of the Constitution of Canada." '96 Such fundamental, though unwritten, constitutional 

values, once narned and distilled in particular cases, can operate not only "to fiII out gaps in 

the express terrns of the constitutional ~cheme,"'~' but also to limit the exercise -- or the 

availability -- of righd9' and powerdP9 that the constitution confen express~y.~~ 

Reference re Waters and Water-Powers, [ 19291 S.C.R. 200 a t  2 16. See also, e.g., SwCtzrnan v. 
Elbling, [1957] S.C.R. 285 a t  303, Rand 1.; Ontario Hvdro v. Ontario Labour Relations Board, 
[1993] 3 S.C.R. 327 a t  403-404, lacobucd ]., a t  340, Lamer C.J.C. 

See, e.g., Dubois v. The Queen, [ 1 985 1 2 S.C.R. 350 a t  356-359; Reference re B.C. Motor 
Vehkle Act, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 486 a t  500-503 and, especially, R. v. Bia M Drua Mart Ltd., 
[1985] 1 S.C.R. 295 at  344. 

See, e.g., Reference re An Act to Amend the Educadon Act, [ 19873 1 S.C.R. 1 148 at 1 197- 
1 1 98, Wilson J. (for the maiodty), a t  1 206- 1 20 7, Estey J. (concurring); R. v. Sheldon S., 
[ 1 9901 2 S.C.R. 254 at  287-290; Donahoe v. Canadian Broadcasdn~ Cornoration, [ 1 9931 1 
S.C.R. 319 ("Donahoen) at 375-378, 393. 

Manitoba Lanauaae Reference, note 183 above, a t  752. Compare Quebec Secession Reference, 
note 1 90 a bove, a t 2 5 ( 1 5 1 ) : " [a] lthough these underlyfng prindples are not explicitly made part 
of the Constitution by any mitten provision, . . . it would be impossible to conceive of Our 
consdardonal structure without them. The princfples dictate major elements of the architecture 
of the Constitution itself and are as such its Iifeblood"; Reference re Provincial Court lu-, 
[1997] 3 S.C.R. 3 ("Provincial Court ludaes") at 68 (192). For recent substantive explications 
of some of those unwritten constitutive prindples, see Ibid. at  68-78 ( 7  794- 109); Quebec 
Secession Reference a t  24 (7491, 2741 (1 155-82). 

Provincial Court ludges, Ibtd. a t  69 (195). Compare fbid, at  75 (1 104). 

See, e*., Donahoe, note 195 above (Charter does not apply to provincial Iegislatures In the 
exercise of their inherent privilege to exclude strangers frorn the legislacive chamber). 



I f  even the powen and guarantees that the constitution expressly confers are subject to 

reconfiguration, as necessary, for the sake of preseMng Our constitutional framework's 

coherence and integrity and the fundamencal (if sometimes unankulated) values for which it 

stands, one is al1 but compelled to expect that existing aboriginal rights of self-government, 

whose own constitutional status is itself a matter of inference, will continue to be susceptible 

CO incerpretive adjusment in the service of those same imperatives. We already know that 

section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982 -- the provision that would confer constitutional 

status on self-government rights -- is itself within that same interpretive horizon.20' 

I c  would be a mistake, however, to conclude frM this discussion that constitutional rights of 

aboriginal selfgovernment are, or should be, uniquely malleable in the interest of overall 

constitutional harmony. Section 35( 1 ) became a part of our constitution to recognize the fact 

and the legitimacy of the aboriginal presence in what we now cal1 Canada, and to confer some 

protection within the mainsueam constitutional order on aboriginal cultures' defining ancestral 

traditions and cus t~ rns .~~~  Because of that decision, respect for authentic aboriginal 

199 See, e.g., O.P.S.E.U. v. A.G. Ontario, [ 1 9871 2 S L R .  2 a t  57 (neither order of govemment 
"rnay enaa legisladon the effect of which would be to suûstandally interfere with the operation 
of this basic consdtudonal structuren); Provincial Court ludaes, note 196 above, at 77 (7 108) 
(provinces may not exercise their exclusive authority over the administration of Iusdce in the 
province (Constitution Act, 1867, S. 921 14) in ways that undermine the independence of the 
provincially appointed judiciary). 

[Underlying consdaidonal] piinciples assist in the interpretadon of the text and 
the delineadon of spheres of jurisdicdon, the scope of rights and obligations, and 
the role of Our political institutions. . . . [They] may in some drcumstances ghre 
rise to substantive legal obligations . . . , which consdtute substantive limitadons 
upon government acdon. These prindples may ghre rise to very abstraa and 
general obligations, or they may be more spedfic and precise in nature. the 
prindples are not merely descriptive, but are also invested with a powerfiil 
normative force, and are binding upon bath courts and governments: 

Quebec Secessbn Reference, note 1 90 above, a t  25 (1 S2), 26-27 (7 54). 

20 1 See Sparrow v. The Queen, [ 1 9901 1 S.C.R. 1 075 ("Sparrown) ac 1 109 (S. 35( 1 ) to be "read 
together wvith" the federal power over lndians and lndian lands conkrred by S. 9 1 y24 of the 
Constitution Act. 1 867). 

202 See note 15 above and the text accompanying it. 



difference -- for fundamental aboriginal values, one might Say - is now itself a fundamental 

value that helps define the mainsueam constitutional orderm203 Like the other rights and 

powen for which Our constitution provides, selfgovernment rights prescribe a constitutional 

space with a force-field, and an integrity, of its own. Like other constitutional rights and 

powen, they are susceptible, in principle, to some implicit interna1 limitation, but only when 

and as such constraints are demonsuably essential to die structural or the moral integrity of 

the entire constitutional framework. As a general rule, they are to be construed and enforced 

according to their own ternis. There is no reason, either, just to assume that it would, or 

should, always be the aboriginal right of self-government that gives way when its exercise 

proves irreconcilable with some other constitutional value.204 There probably will be 

occasions when the constitutional value expressed in and through the self-government right 

is the more compelling one, and takes precedence. Such determinations are almost certainly 

best made one at a cime, in the presence of real situations, real facts and real people. The 

most we can say - and the most we need Say -- is that our courts are in a position to ensure 

that other fundamental mainstrearn values constrain the definition and exercise of self-govern- 

ment rights whenever chose values deserve, on reflection, to do so. 

Ill. APPRAISING THE "FUNDAMENTAL VALUES" HYPOTHESIS 

At the beginningof Chapter 2, we identified two contending imperatives that self-government 

advocates would somehow have to satisfy to achieve accreditation within the existing Canadian 

constitution for meaningful rights of aboriginal self-government. One of them is to estabtish 

that the mainstream courts wifl have the capacity to conain any genuine threats chat the use 

of such rights, once accredited, mighr pose to the most fundamental of mainsueam values and 

institutions. The other is to resist unnecessary constraints on such rights, in order CO maximize 

203 See, e.g., Quebec Secession Reference, note 1 90 above, at 4 1 (7 82); Swrow, note 20 1 above, 
at 1 106, citing with approval Manitoba Lamane Reference, note 183 above, a t  745, quoted in 
part in die cexc above at notes 1 85- 187. 

204 Compare "Ghost in the Machine, * note 1 1 above, at 296-298. 
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the constitutional space available within the mainstream legal order for the expression of 

a boriginal differen~e.~~' 

This chapter's principal focus h a  been on the first of these imperatives. I f  the arguments it 

offen are sound, there is linle doubt that our courts have authority, in the usual course of 

adjudication about self-government rights, to define such rights in ways that preclude their use 

to threaten or jeopardize our legal order's most fundamental values. This is so, as we have 

just seen, whether we focus on aboriginal rights' constitutional status or on their anchorage 

and articulation in the common law. In either guise, self-government rights are subject to 

judicial interpretation and interna1 constraint to ensure their ongoing consistency with the 

deepest principles that define our legal order fiorri time to tirne. Courts, therefore, need 

never enforce such rights on behalf of conduct or arrangements irreconcilable with the 

essentials of the mainstream order. They need nor refuse altogether to give such rights the 

constitution's protection in order to secure the mainsueam system against such risks. 

As it happens, rhough, these same arguments also address the other imperative. Each of the 

constitutional and common law doctrines reviewed here confirms independently that the 

various rights and niles to which it penains have the full force of law within the mainsueam 

legal system, and that those who rely on them are entitled to their full benefit, excent where 

their operation is demonstrably incompatible with the coherence or the integrity of the 

mainstream legal order as such. Self-government rigfirc, exercised in accordance with the 

defining ancestral traditions, customs and values on which they are b ~ e d , ' ~  are therefore 

to be applied and enforced full strength unless someone can demonsuate both that some 

particular aspect or instance of their use is irreconcilable with some other fundamental 

mainsueam value and that the competing value deserves, on that occasion, to prevail. Like 

205 See Chapter 2, notes 1 -3 and the text accompanying them. 

206 See Chapter 2, n o m  16-75 and the text accompanying them. 
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al1 the other rights protected by section 35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982, such rights will 

be subject to justified extemal constraints imposed by competent mainsueam govemments. 

The only interna1 restrictions that the mainsueam systern imposes on the use of such rights, 

however, will be those that are demonsuably necessary. 

The " fundamental valuesn hypothesis, therefore, appears to address -- as much as any purely 

legal solution ever can207 -- both of the problems facing advocates of inherent self- 

government rights. It prepares the ground for ludicial confirmation that such rights are indeed 

section 35 rights by supplying a fimi legal bais for their ongoing judicial management; the 

nature of that legal foundation, however, itself discourages strongly any unnecessary judicial 

interference wilh such rightr' use or dimensions. 

Even so, there are some possible criticisms of this proposal and, quite probably, some 

individuals who will find its case-by-case approach l e s  appealing intuitively than enforcement 

of an external code of protections such as the Charter. I want in Chapter 5, the final chapter, 

to address sorne of these concerns and criticisms. 

207 See Chapter 1, notes 6667, 79-87 and the cext accompanying them. 



CHAPTER FIVE: SECOND THOUGHTS, FlRST PRiNCIPLES1 

The aim of this work has been to help prepare the way Tor judicial confirmation, under section 

35( 1 ) of the Constitution Act. 1 982,2 of aboriginal peoples' inherent rights of self- 

government. It h a  sought to do so, not by appraising legal arguments about the status and 

survival of such rights within mainsveam law, but by addressing the apprehensions that many 

Canadians, including some aboriginal people, share about the consequences of ueating such 

rights as constitutional rights. I have argued that courts will be much more receptive to the 

legal and moral arguments that support accreditation of self-government rights i f  they have, 

and know they have, means to ensure that such rights, once accredited, pose no exceptional 

threat to the coherence or the integrity of the mainstream constitutional order as a whole. 

Such apprehensions are understandable. There are, of course, profound differences between 

the various languages, histories, customs, authority structures and presupposltions of Canada's 

aboriginal peoples and those of the settler people, reflected in the mainstream legal order. 

Such substantial differences could give rire to uncertainty in the best of circumstances. And 

no one supposes chat these are the bat  of circumstances. Generations of disadvantage, 

external disruption and dependency have compounded severalfold the tensions within, and the 

problems facing, many aboriginal communities. Few communities of any ancesay or 

nationalicy could abide or seek to address such conditions without sometimes disappoinring 

the expectations of mainstream gentility. And the mainsueam order faces threats and 

challenges of its own, quite apan from iû interactions with the original peoples. 

I Widi apologies to Bryan Schwartz, whore work Fint Prindples. Second Thouhts: AborMnal 
Peoples, Consdaidonal Reform and Canadbn Statemft (Montreal: Insdtute for Research on Public 
Polky, 1986) has made an important contribudon to deliberadons about aboriginal dghts of self- 
government, espedally during the 1 9 8ûs. 

Constitution Act, 1 982, king Schedule B to die Canada Act 1 982 (U.K., c. 1 1 ) ("Constitution 
Act, 1982"). 



Even so, my conviction is chat self-government rights can coexisc within the mainstream 

system. As I argued in Chapters 2 and 4, our law already contains suffkient mechanisms to 

ensure, in any aven case, that the exercise of such rights does not compromise the 

arrangements and values fundamental to our legal order. The federal government, a t  least, 

may impose and enforce extemal consuaints on the use of such rights, wherever such 

constraints serve compelling and substantial objectives in a manner sufficientiy sensitive to the 

relevant aboriginal interests, rights and perspectives. Even in the absence of such external 

constraints, however, our courts may withhold protection from aboriginal arrangements 

inconsistent with the cornmunityfs own ancestral governance customs or demonstrably 

incompatible either with Crown sovereignty or with the mainsueam order's essential values. 

None of these conclusions depends on the application of the Canadian Charter of Riahts and 

Freedoms3 to aboriginal communities exercising in herent self-government rights. There is, as 

we saw in Chapter 3, good reaon to doubt, as a matter of law, chat such communities, 

exercising such rights, are even subject to the Charter. By cornparison, the view I have 

proposed in Chapter 4 is much more solidly anchored in exlcting mainstream law. 

I f  this were the only concern about rellance on the Charter, Parliament could address it 

tomorrow -- if it were prepared to assume the burden of justifying any limits such a measure 

would impose on the self-government right4 -- by enacting a stawte requiring Charter 

compliance, in whole or in part, of inherent right governments. The United States, as Chapter 

3 mentioned,' enacted just such a statute, to ensure that a version of its own constitutional 

bill of rights would govern aboriginal peoples exercising tribal sovereignd Chapter 3 also 

3 Part I of the Constitution Act, 1 982 ("Charter of Righo," or just "Charter"). 

4 See chapter 2, notes 1 1 3-1 30 and die text accompanying diem. 

5 See Chapter 3, notes 236-24 1 and the text accompanyhg diem. 

6 See lndian Civil Riafia Act, 25 U.S.U. 99 1 301 -1  303 (1  968), as arnended ("ICRA"). 
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concluded, however, that imposing the Charter on inherent right communities would be 

inappropriate from a policy standpoint, because the Charter satisfies neither of the rival 

imperatives - protection of crucial mainsueam values and respect for aboriginal difference -- 
by which we ought to measure advocacy for aboriginal rights of self-government. What 

protection the Charter offers to fundamental mainstream values is, a t  best, incomplete and 

inconsistent, and it comes a t  the cost of excessive intrusion on aboriginal difference. 

These two imperatives ought, of course, to govern appraisal of my own approach to these 

issues, as well. I want in this chapter to undertake that appralal, having special regard to 

certain objections that one might make, from a policy standpoint, to the fundamental values 

hypothesis, and to see whether resort to the Charter -- or to some other, modified canon of 

codified rights or limitations -- offen useful assistance in addressing them. 

PROTECTING FUNDAMENTAL MAlNSTREAM VALUES 

Chapter 3 set out at least three different ways in which the Charter might fail to protect 

fundamental mainstream values, even i f  it governed the exercise of aboriginal rights of self- 

government. First, it is not comprehensive and does not pretend to be: it gives no protection 

to those values, arrangements or interests chat it does not include.? Second, inherent right 

communities could, in al1 likelihood, act a t  will to excuse themselves from the Charter rights 

that matter most to mainstream culture, by invoking section 33, the Charter's "notwithstand- 

ingn clause.' Finally, and apan from al1 this, section 25 of the Charter appears to immunize 

such communities altogether from restrictions the Charter rnight seem to impose on the use 

of aboriginal rights of self-government9 One might cure some of these problems, again, by 

drafüng a new federal statute, based on the Charter, in a way that avoids them. First, though, 

-- 

7 See Chapter 3, notes 98-99 and the text accompanying them. 

8 See Chapter 3, notes 1 64- 1 68 and the cext accompanying them. 

9 See Chapter 3, notes 195-229 and the text accompanying them. 



it makes sense to consider what, i f  anything, we would gain by enacting such a statute, from 

the standpoint of ensuring protection for the essential mainstream values, 

We do not appear to need such a satute co fiIl in the gaps in coverage we identified in the 

Charter. I f  Chapter 4 is sound, our courts already have the authority to deny effect to self- 

government rights whenever their exe~ise clearly conflicts with the sovereignty of the Crown 

or other principles or arrangements fundamental to our legal order. Because the task of 

identifying such circumstances when they occur fs part of the enterpise of defining and 

applying aboriginal rights (and common law rights and rules generatly), there is no artificial 

limit ro the range of considerations that judges engaged in it rnight take into account, and 

there is no occasion to claim exemption or immunity from its resulrs. 

There are, however, three possible concerns that one might have about relying exclusively on 

this inherent judicial authority to secure the integriry of the mainstream legal order. One is 

that it rnay impose too heavy a burden on vulnerable individuals within inherent right 

communities seeking relief in the mainsueam system from oppressive community rules or 

standards.I0 Ar Ayelet Shachar h a  observed, such individuals are "potentially exposed to 

severe pressures to withdraw the legal claim in order to protect the group."" A second is 

10 See, e.g,, Ayelec Shachar, "Group ldendcy and Women's Rlghtr in Family Law: the Periis of 
Multiculrural Accommodadonn ( 1997) [unpublfshed] (forthcoming in 6 1. Political Philosophy) 
a t  25-26. Shacharts k a generic concem with the "detrimental intra-group enectsn on vulnerable 
members (especially women) of minority cultures that result fiom "legal arrangements thac atm co 
relieve inter-group inequalides" by vesdng in the minority group initial legal authority over matters, 
such as family law, diat have special culairal signifkance to the group: & at  8-9 (emphak in 
original). For a somewhat more sanguine view of the normative scope for cultural pluralism, see 
Denise C. Réaume, "The Legal Enforcement of Social Norms: Techniques and Principlesn ( 1 997) 
[unpublished] . For ~ i e ~ p o h b  on gender issues in aboriginal comrnunities, see, e.g-, Donna 
Greschner, "Aboriginal Women, the Constitution and Giminal Justicen 119921 U.B.C. L, Rev. 
(Sp, Ed.) 338 and die sources cited in chapter 1, noces 42-46 and die text accompanying diem. 

t 1 Shachar, & at  25. For a different view, see Mary Ellen Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and the 
Canadian Charter: lnterpretive Monopolies, Cultural Difkrences" ( 1 989-90) 6 Can. Hum. RU. 
Y.B. 3 ("Turpel, 'lnterpretive Monopolies'") a t  42 (even allowing interna1 disputes co go before 
Canadian courts is "pardcularly threatening, perhaps even ethnocidal" to culaires, because "It will 
seriously undermine die Aboriginal styles of dispute resoludon , . . [by] encouraging people CO go 



that it may leave some real dangers unaddressed because the burden lies on those opposing 

application of the indigenous rule or arrangement to show its incompatibility with the 

foundations of the mainstream order.I2 The third is that it offers no assurance a  rior ri that 

any particular values or arrangements we think of as fundamental -- or, indeed, any 

mainstream values or arrangements a t  al1 -- will turn out, on deliberation, to have enough 

systemic force to constrain the use or definition of any inherent self-government rlghu. 

The first of these concems highlights a real and difficult problem, one that deserves more 

thought and discussion than I can give it here. For now, I want to Say jusr two things about 

it. First, it is not a problem we could solve by imposing the Charter, or a statutory Charter 

substitute, on inherent right communities. Where community members do face pressures not 

to take their disputes with the group "outside," the nature and scale of those pressures seem 

unlikely, other things equal, to depend very much on the legal grounds that the mainsueam 

systern makes available to them when they consider doing so. Making some such grounâs 

stronger or more explicit may increase the chance of success in such a proceeding, but it will 

not necessarily reduce collective resistance to undertaking it. If anything, the resistance may 

increase i f  the mainstrearn noms invoked are perceived to have no resonance with the 

community's own  tradition^.'^ Second, the fact that such pressures sometimes exist within 

identity groups with idiosyncraric rules has not dissuaded Canadian courts eicher from 

respecting such rules and enforcing them against those voluntarily taking part in such 

groupst4 or hwn undoing group decisions found to conflict with essential mainstream 

outside the community and its customs, to senle disputesw). 

12 On the burden of proof, see Chapter 4, notes 5 1-54, 71 -76, 1 43- 145, 202-203, 206. 

13 See, e.g., Assembly of First Nations, First Nations Circle on the Constitution, To the Source 
( 1 992) ("Ta the Source") at 62-63; Turpel, " Interpretive Monopolles," note 1 t above, at 40- 
42, and chapter 3, notes 148-1 53 and the text accompanying them. 

14 Hutterite cases seem apt examples here. See, e.g., Hofer v. Hokr, 119701 S.CR 958 (former 
colony members bound by ardcles of association, not endded on expulsion co a divisible share of 
comrnunity property); Lakeside Hutterian Colony v. Hokr, [1992] 3 S-CR. 165 ("Lakeside") 



standards." There is no obvious reason for mainstream law to give greater weight to such 

pressures merely because they occur within self-governing aboriginal communities. 

The second concern overlooks two important points. One is that respect for genuine 

aboriginal dimerence is now ircdf, for bener or worse, among the fundamental values of the 

mainstream legal ~rder ; '~  it is one of the purposes that animates the Canadian law of 

aboriginal rightr." We give it no effect a t  al1 if we assume, until persuaded othenvise, that 

aboriginal customs or mesures cannot coexist within the mainstream order merely because 

they differ -- even differ profoundly -- from mainstream practice." The other is that 

mainstream judges are, of al1 people, the ones best equipped -- by training, disposition and 

mandate -- to recognize, in the matters before them, genuine threats to the integrity of the 

legal order for which they are re~ponsible.'~ If governance measures shown to be consistent 

with an inherent right community's own deflning traditions pose real and specific risks to 

(courts should not intervene in such communides' intemal disputes except to protect important 
legal rights or Interests, and then only on such grounds as bad fifth or fiilure of natural justice). 

I S See Lakeside, ibld. (expulsion of dissident members invalid because declsion made without proper 
nodce). For cridcism of this concfusion, see Réaume, note 10 above, a t  1 4- 1 5. 

16 See Chapter 4, notes 202-204 and the text accompanying them. 

17 See, e.g., Van der Peec v. The Queen, [ 1 9961 2 S.C.R. 507 ("Van der Peetn) a t  538-539 
(1730-3 1). 

18 See Chapter 2, text between notes 1 10- 1 1 1. Compare John Borrows 6t Leonard 1. Rotman, "The 
Sui Generis Nature of Aboriginal Rfghts: Does It Make a Différence?" ( 1997) 36 Alta. L. Rev. 
9 at 37-38. 

Judges have, by the nature of dieir office, a particular concem wlth the 
normative structure of a community through dme. The very means by which 
they jusdfL their dedsions require that they reffect upon die substance of 
previous judgmentr, that diey care about consistency over dme and across 
contemporaneous judgments, and drat they seek to mould the IaWs evolutlon in 
a manner that takes seriously the law's claim to be a ftamework of justice - part 
of the normadve fibric of a sodety chat cares about its claim to be a moral 
community: 

Jeremy Webber, The Jurisprudence o f  Regret= The Search for Standards of Justice in Mabon 
( 1 995) 1 7 Sydney L. Rev. 5 ("Webber, 'Regret'") a t  27-28. 



fundamental mainstream values, it seems most unlikely that our courts will somehow fail to 

notice. Although the burden of proof in such cases resides with those alleging the conflict, 

the standard of proof seerns likely to Vary inversely with the significance of the other 

mainstream values that the aboriginal measure is said to jeopardize. 

Even i f  that were not the case, though, resort to the Charter, or even to a more comprehen- 

sive statutory analogue, would offer at  best only limited assistance. There is, aker all, very 

little risk that our courts will overlook the values codified in the Charter when considering 

exercises of inherent self-government rights; the growing "Charter valuesn jurisprudence bean 

witness to that" On the other hand, it would be rash to assume that the Charter does, or 

chat any broader codification of key rights or interests can, provide an exhaustive l is t  of the 

matters to be considered for the sake of conserving the essence of the mainstream order. 

Sometimes the most insidious dangers are those thac have not yet occurred to us. 

Where a Charter statute could help, of course, is in singiing out for priority over inherent self- 

govemment rights certain mainsueam values, arrangements or interesrs. The final concern 

identified above about relying wholly on fundamental values review is t ha t  such review, on its 

own, would nor necessarily (be able CO) do so. A more explicit priority framework would, 

of course, give more stability and certainty to the interaction between the mainstream and the 

various aboriginal legal orders. 

Beneath this concern, and indeed al1 three concerns, however, are w o  key and controvenial 

assumptions: that somehow we already know, even without the benefit of aboriginal insighu, 

that some values and arrangements typical of the mainsueam order deserve to limit the scope 

of aboriginal rights of self-government, and that we can identify fairly earily at  least some of 

those that do. If these assumptions were clearly sound, it would indeed make good sense to 

20 See Chapter 4, nom 37-56 and the text accompanying them. 
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proceed on the bais of that shared understanding and to clarify suaightaway the iurisdictional 

boundaries on the interculairal map. On the other hand, i f  they really were sound, I suongiy 

suspect we could have executed chat map already, without al1 the dithering. 

I return a t  more length in Part III to some issues that these assumptions raise. First, though, 

I want to engage the other im perative of conscientious self-government advocacy: minimizing 

un necessary interference with aboriginal di fference. 

II. MINIMIZING INTERFERENCE WiTH ABORIGINAL DIFFERENCE 

As we saw in detail in chapter 3, North American aboriginal culturest characteristic ways of 

integrating social order with personai autonomy differ fundamentally kom those derived from 

European tradition and experience. Traditional aboriginal societies, as a rule, have not sought 

to maintain order and focus among their members by resorting to rnechanisms of hierarchy 

and coercive power more familiar from European experience; instead, they have relied much 

more on embedded notions of personal responsibility, on the disciplinary force of generations 

of observance of their cultures' defining traditions and custorns, and on ideals of conservation 

and incremental change. As a result, the notion of rights to which our Charter Oves 

expression is foreign and unhelpful in and to such societies, because it addiesses conditions 

that do not arise within the normative horizons of their own self-understanding. Wone still, 

a t  leasc some of the rights in the Charter, i f  enforced (as we understand them) within such 

communities, would pose serious risks to those societies' stability and collective integrity. In 

these respects, the Charter -- if, and to the extent that, it could bind govemance practice 

within inherent right communities -- would interfere profoundly with the preservation and 

realization of aboriginal differencea2' 

2 1 See Chapter 3, notes 1 15-1 53 and the text accompanying them. Even an effort to codify 
"aboriginal charters of rightsn has potential - espedally if undertaken In response to extemal 
expeaadons - to disrupt the fluidity and the authority of aboriginal legal arrangements perpeaiated 
within an oral tradition by gMng dispropordonate weight to forrns and concerns that obtain at an 
arbiîrary historical moment and dispropordonate signitlcance to an expression of the law in written 



The approach that chapter 4 proposes, on the other hand, inuudes much less deeply and 

automatically on contemporary versions of vaditional aboriginal govemance. It assumes that 

the arrangements or measures that otherwise qualify for protection under a self-government 

right are compatible with, and deserve enforcement within, the mainstream order except 

where and as they demonstrably conflict with essential mainstream values that, demonstrably, 

deserve priority over them. Such an approach, implernented conscientiously and in good 

faith, precludes, almost by definition, unnecessary interference with aboriginal difference. 

In one respect, however, this approach may appear to be more intrusive on aboriginal 

difference than would the Charter. Unlike the Charter, which highlights a few key rights and 

gives them (alone) presumptive primacy over government action, the "fundamental values" 

approach accepts no preconceived limits on the range of mainstream arrangements or values 

that courts may consider for the sake of preserving the integrity of the mainstream order as 

a whole. In respect of matten outside the Charter, therefore, the approach I propose asserts 

and retains some capacity to constrain aboriginal practice, whereas the Charter, by definition, 

does noc. This observacion has ted some thoughtful commentators to suggest that it might be 

les intrusive, after all, for the Charter, or something like it, to apply to the exercise of 

inherent self-government rights. That way, the argument suggestr, the potential for judicial 

interference with the use of such rights, though substantially greater in degree within its limiced 

reach, is at  least confined altogether within that substantively ascertainable range." 

form. See, eq., Colin H. Scott, "Custom, Tradition, and the Polidcs of Culture: Aboriginal Self- 
Govemment in Canada" in N. Dyck = ].B. Waldram, eds., Andiro~oloav, Public Policv, and 
Native Peo~les in Canada (Montreal: McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1993) 3 1 1 at 325. 
Compare PA. Monture-OKanee u M. E. Turpel, "Aboriginal People and Canadian Criminal Law: 
Rethinkhg Justice" 119921 U.8.C L. Rev. (Sp. Ed.) 239 at 244-245; John lortom, "Wh or 
Widiout You: Fint Nations Law (in Canada)" ( 1996) 4 1 McGill L.]. 629 ("Borrows, Wh or 
Widiout You'") at 646649. 

22 I am gratefiil to h i e  Weinrib, Jonathan Rudin and Mayo Moran, who each, quite independendy, 
suggested versions of Mi argument CO me. 



The fatal problem with this suggestion is that the premise on which it rests is false. None of 

the arguments chapter 4 offers to anchor our c o u d  authority to safeguard essential 

mainsueam values depends on the assumption that the Charter does not apply in or to 

inherent right communities. The powen our courts would derive from imposition of the 

Charter on such communities, therefore, would supplement, not substitute for, their existing, 

inherent authority to define and interpret aboriginal rights, including self-government rights, 

and to take account, in doing so, of the full range of fundamental mainstream arrangements 

and values.23 lnstead of consuaining the allowable range of interference with aboriginal 

governance practice, enforcement of the Charter against inherent right communities would 

only intensify the degree of intrusion within a part of that range." 

Despite its breadth, therefore, the "fundamental values" approach seems much lesr intrusive 

on aboriginal difference than any plausible arrangement that involving en forcement of Charter 

rights. The remaining question is whether even it is unacceptably inuusive. For one must 

concede, as John Borrows and Len Roman recently pointed out in a closely related context, 

that it does, in an important sense, leave existing aboiginal rights of self-government "entirely 

dependent upon the goodwill of the judi~iary."~~ There are a t  least two reasons why such 

dependency rnight seem problematic or inappropriate: because it amibutes a semblance of 

23 1 acknowledge that legisladon, or even the constitution, could predude the rnainstream courts fiom 
considering anydiing other than charter values in conswing seîf-government rights, if it did so 
explicitty and with sufRcient precision. But no such consequence would result roudnely fiom the 
Charter's applicadon, or 6om enactrnent in legisladon of a Charter subsdtute; in Santa Uara 
Puebla v. Mardnez, 436 U.S. 47, 98 S.CL 1670 ( 1  978), in fàct, the United States Supreme 
Court concluded that the KRA conferred no power on mainstream courts to enforce it, except 
in respect o f  applications for habeas cornus. 

24 For those concemed about the potendal irnpaa of self-government rightr on mainstream sodety, 
it could be extremely upsetdng if k were obiendse. The nodon that courts rnight have no choice, 
in the absence of Iusdfied extemal limia imposed by competent legisladon, except to give effect 
to aboriginal measures raising amies, establishing banks or engaging in foreign policy - al1 matters 
that die Charter, as such, does not address a t  al1 - rnight well gbe some pause even to those who 
propose this argument. 

25 See Borrows a Roman, note 18 above, a t  32-33. 



authority and primacy to mainstream ways and values over indigenous ones, no maner how 

authentic and fundamental the latter may be, and because mainstream state involvement in 

the work of interpreting and enforcing indigenous norms exposes such noms to serious risk 

of ongoing systemic distortion. Let's consider both these concems in turn, and in this order. 

Several commentators have remarked on the arbiuariness, and die colonial arrogance, in 

rnainstream courts' assumption of - and assumptlon that they deserve -- authority to declare 

authentic aboriginal custorns acceptable or una~ceptable.~~ Jeff Richstone points out, for 

instance, that "[rleson to a repugnancy test," such as the one colonial courts adopted to 

determine which indigenous laws could suwive the Crown's assertion of ~overeignty,~~ 

"involves a morally weighted discoune. This exercise is clearly question-begging: the choice 

of the set of values to be adopted determines the answer given. Once a non-indigenous 

standard is accepted to detemine the validicy of aboriginal norms, a conceptual trap has been 

setenZB James Zion, discussing similar maners, describes it as "racist and discriminatory for 

one people to judge another and declare that a part of their culture is unacceptab~e."~~ And 

Kelly Gallagher-Mackay, writing with specific reference to self-government rigtits in Canada, 

concludes that mainstream courts do not "have the cultural authority to unilaterally define the 

26 Se, e.g., Bradford W. Morse, "lndigenous Law and State Legal Systems: Conflia and 
Compadbltyn in Bradford W. Morse 41: Gordon R, Woodman, eds., lndiaenous Law and the State 
(Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1 988) (" lndiaenous Law") 1 0  1 a t  1 I 1 ; James W, Zion, "Searching 
for lndian Common Lawn In Indlaenous Law 1 2  1 a t  1 37- 1 38; Jeff Richstone, "The Inuit and 
Customary Law: Consdtudonal Perspectivesn in lndiaenous Law 239 a t  246-248; Noel Lyon, "An 
Essay on Consdtudonal Interprecadonn ( 1 988) 26 Osgoode Hall L.J. 95 ("Lyon, %ay'") a t  
1 03; Turpef, " Interpredve Monopolies," note 1 1 above, esp. at  2 3-25; Michael Asch 8î Paakk 
Mackiem, "Aboriginal Ngha and Canadian Savereignty: An Essay on R. v. Sparrown ( 1 99 1 ), 29 
Alta. L. Rev. 498 esp. a t  5 15-51 7; Scott, note 2 1 above, at  327; Kelly Gallagher-Mackay, 
"Interpredng SelfXiovemment= Approaches to Building Cultural Authority," [ 1 9971 4 C.N.L.R. 
1. 

27 For discussion of this nodon, see Chapter 4, notes 1 5 0 - 1  72 and the text accompanying them. 

28 Rlchstone, note 26 above, a t  246, 

29 Zion, note 26 a h ,  a t  1 38. "The patemalisrn of the past," Uon goes on to say (m, "where 
lndians were 'heathen savages to be punished and assimilaced into a 'superbr' culture, b clearly 
contrary to modem democradc thought , . . " 
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right of self-government for Aboriginal peoples" and amibutes that lack of authority to "the 

imposition of Canadian law without consent of Aboriginal people~."'~ 

The only appropriate way to begh a response to this concern is by ackmmrledging its force. 

I see no good reason to suppose that the moral standards invoked by rnainstream judges, or 

those atuibuted to mainsueam society generally, are sounder, as such, from an ethical 

standpoint than those that emerge fmm an understanding of the normative features of North 

America's indigenous cultures. I can think of no standard or standpoint 1 would trust on 

which to base a conclusive judgment on such matters. In my view, it just will not do to 

assume that aboriginal governance measures or arrangements must give way rnerely because 

they are aboriginal, because they are unfamiliar or because they are based on ethical premises 

different from those that animate reflection in mainstream culture." 

I t is one thing, though, to recognize that mainsueam standards, and their official interpreters, 

have no special daim to moral primacy; it is another to infer on the bais of that acknow- 

ledgement that mainstream judges have no business caking Our system's most essential values 

into account in giving effect in mainstream law to inherent rights of aboriginal self-government. 

In my view, thac inference is unsound, for at least two reasons. 

First, the kinds of self-government rights under discussion here are rights that have full force 

and effect within mainstream -- that is, Canadian -- law. Once accepted as constitutionally 

protected righ ts, self-government rights, and arrangements and measures undertaken pursuant 

ro them, will have a t  least initial priority over the conflicting arrangements of mainstream 

30 Gallagher-Mackay, note 26 above, at 2-3. 

3 1 I mean to take no position here on the deepfy difïicult philosophical hues of moral and cultural 
relativism. For an excellent, well-balanced accounc of  the current debates on such issues, see 
Patrick MacMem, "Dlstributing Sovereignty: lndian Nadons and Equallty of Peoplesn ( 1993) 45 
Stanford L. Rev. 1 3 1 1 at 1 335- 1 345. 
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governmen~.'~ Not only is it exvernely unlikely, from a strategic standpoint, that our courts 

would agree to treat such rights as constitutional right. without sorne ongoing capacity to 

ensure that the rnainstream order can continue to abide them;" it is, from a structural 

standpoint, essential that they engage in such scrutiny. The quality, and the significance, of 

the protection Canadian law can offer to the self-government rights of inherent right 

communities ultirnately depends on the coherence and the integrity of, and on ongoing public 

respect for, the legal order as a whole whose protection is sought and received." The price 

of such protection, for better or worse, mu t  almost cenainly be toleration of some minimal 

threshold of harmony with the conditions that continue to make it possible to provide ir. 

My second reason for resisting the implication of ilkgkirnate ethnocentrism is that imputations 

of moral inferiority or opprobrium to aboriginal practices -- or, a fortiori, to the cultures in 

which they serve - need play no part in the relevant fundamental values inquiry, any more 

than they do in the bal1 and strike calls a t  home plate in a baseball game." The arrange- 

ments and values, whatever they are, hindamental to the mainstream order are not 

fundamental (heaven knows) because they demonstrably atisfy best sorne absolute standard 

of rectitude but, in significant part, because they have emerged, so far, kom our best efforts 

to make the best sense of our distinctive shared history: they are the ones that have corne, for 

- - 

32 See, e,ge, Chapter 2, notes 97- 146 and the text accompanying them. 

33 See Chapter 1, notes 67-79, 88 and the text accornpanying them. 

34 To dits exteni, I disagree with Gallagher-Mackay's suggesdon, quoted in the cext above 
accompanying note 30, that mainstream courts have no culairal authority to interpret aboriginal 
peoples' self~vemment rights because the rnainstrearn order was imposed on them without dieir 
consent. A great many diingr about mainstream law, induding its fudicial syscem, have indeed 
been imposed unlaterally on aboriginal peoples; the decision whether to seek accreditadon and 
protection for such rights withln the mainstream m m  k, however, theirs. See notes 50-51 
below and the text accompanying them. 

35 I do not deny, of course, that indMdual fudges somedrnes get thii wong, or that they have done 
so in the past - widi profoundly unfortunate consequences for aboriginal peoples. 



now, to define the framework within which Canada ope rate^.'^ Moral judgrnents, of course, 

figure importandy in diis conversation, but even they derive much of the shape and 

significance they have within it from the texture of the shared experience that elicits themO3' 

Other, quite possibly better, ways of seeing and doing thlngs may, despite their resonance 

within more venerable cultures, simply not work right now as part of the mainstream Canadian 

legal or constitutional mix. (One need not believe that elecuons are morally better than 

positrons CO recognize that bringing these two kinds of particles together in certain ways 

destroys hem both.) I f  anything, such a determination might reflect badly on the mainstream 

system's own brittîeness. The test that our courts are to apply in securing the mainstream 

system's ongoing integrity is -- to borrow a distinction from uuth theory epistemologists -- one 

of coherence with the imperatives currently given within it, not one of correspondence with 

sorne ethnocentric external referent Conclusions reached on this bais are exacdy as arbitrary 

as the cultural frameworks within which they take place. 

The other concern about mainstream involvernent in the interpretation and enforcement of 

aboriginal peoptes' inherent self-government rights is that such involvement almost always 

distom its character and threatens its integrity. In the words of Gordon Woodman, who has 

studied the interaction of custornary and mainstream systems in Ghana and Nigeria? 

The modern state is rarely contradicted with success. Therefore, when state 
institutions act upon relationships which have previously been the concern of 
folk law, the effect on folk law is likely to be terminal. It might seem chat a 

36 For a thoughdul, and quite persuashre, meditadon on these themes, see Gerald 1. Postema, "On 
the Moral Presence of Our Past" ( 1 99 1 ) 36 McCill L.]. 1 1 53. 

. . . we fel an obligation (though by no means absolute) to keep hith widi 
commitrnents inherent in reladonships that have been important co us, even if 
diose reladonships have noc been chosen by us and even if die specific 
commitrnents are difficult to jusdfL on independent grounds. The relationships 
demand a measure of respect simply because they have formed the bas& hr 
subsequent interaction - they have eritered into the consdaidon of our social 
Iife: 

Webber, "Regret," note f 9 above, at 1 8. 



possibility of sudval lies in an injunction by state law requiring state 
institutions to preserve or enforce portions of folk law. Hereby, it might 
appear, folk law will be perpetuated and even fonified by the authority of the 
state. The conclusion is alse. State institutions, when inmucted to apply folk 
law, in practice do not. They rather are apt to create a new body of law, 
which they misleadingiy cal1 folk or customary law." 

. . . The experience of Ghana and Nigeria suggests that the social relations of 
a community will not be preserved by the adoption of its social norms as state 
law, and that rules which have previously operated independently of a modern 
state cannot be 'enforced1 by the state. However, the creation of wte  power 
over a community necessarily changes social relations within it. The state 
cannot insulate a community fiom its own power, any more than from 
econornic relations with other communities. There is, therefore, no immedi- 
ately feasible po~ icy .~~  

This is so, Woodman argues, in pan because the procedures that govern adjudication within 

the mainstream courts, and the remedies that they can offer, "cannot reproduce the 

circumstances in which social norms operated and by which they are enforced [within 

indigenous societies], and consequently they cannot simply 'apply' those n ~ r m s . " ~  

" Experience in other jurisdicdons (some in fact having ovemhelming indigenous majorities)," 

Jeff Richstone adds, "ha  shown that, despite indigenization of the judiciary, training in the 

European legal tradition tends to cause custom to be interpreted through non-aboriginal filters. 

Indeed, this process inheres in the very structure of judicial decision-makingOn4' And Roger 

McDonnell reports, based on his studies of Cree societies in eastern Canada, that " [tlhe mort 

38 Gordon R. Woodman, "i-iow State Courts Geate Customary Law in Ghana and Nigerian in 
Indiaenous Law, note 26 above, 18 1 at 18 1 . In a similar vein, Mary Ulen Turpel asks "Cari a 
judge bww a value which is part of an Aboriginal culture and not of her own?": Turpel, 
" Interpretive Monopolies," note 1 1 above, at 24 (double emphasis in original). 

39 Woodman, at 209. 

$0 Ibid. at 182. See generally Ibid. at 182-1 90. For sornewhac difkrent perspectives, wtiich - 
nonetheless acknowtedge the point, see A.N. Allott, "What Is to be Done 4th African Customary 
Lawn ( 1984) 28  J.A.L. 56; Borrows, "Wldi or Without You," note 2 1 above, at 648454. 

41 Rkhstone, note 26 above, at 247-248. For criticism on a similar bais of Suprerne Court of 
Canada ]urisprudence in Hutterite cases, see Réaume, note 10 above, at 14-1 5. 



cornmon basis" on which indigenous cultures determine how to characterize their thematic 

customs to the outside world 

is strategic. . . . Rather than the culture group, it is the state that tends to 
establish the conditions and set forth the tenns in which differences between 
the two are established. And it is fkorn these tenns that the group makes its 
selection and develops i t s  suategies of influence and advantage with regard to 
the state. . . . However, it should be suessed that ro negotiate for elbow- 
roorn with an extemal political opposition is not a t  al1 the sarne as providing 
an agreeable, cornprehensible, or effective foundatlon for developing a 
community based, socially realistic, and culturally meaningfbl alternative to 
what now exisu. Indeed, it does liale more than provide a model for a 
solution that non-natives can understand. In no sense does it necessarily stem 
frorn custom, nor does it attempt to address the internal problerns facing 
conternporary native comrn~nities.~~ 

Again, it makes sense to recognize the force of these criticisrns; 1, for one, am in no position 

to take serious issue with them, either as social science or as representations of aboriginal 

experience. Considered, however, as reasons to resist a role for the mainstream courts in 

situating self-government rights within the Canadian legal order, they may seem to some to 

have a certain artificiality. No responsible commentator on British North America can 

overlook the penistence, the pervasiveness or the xale of the impact that the settler society 

has already had on the foundations of aboriginal culture and social organization here, ofien 

quite deliberately and without any regard for aboriginal societies' own internal in~egriry.~' 

One regrettable consequence of these centuries of interference is that North Arnerican 

aboriginal societies no longer have the option of preserving their pre-existing laws and forms 

of authority "in their primeval simplicity and vigour,"" wholly free from unwanted European 

42 Roger F. McDonnell, "Contextualizing die Investigation of Cuscornary Law in Contemporary Native 
Communides" ( 1 992) 34 Can. 1. Crim. 299 at 3 1 1-3 12. See also Uon, note 26 above, a t  1 37. 

43 See Chapter 1, note 1 9 for an initial list of recent sources discwing and documenting that history. 

Thii phrase originated in Brian Sbttery's authoriiadve artide "Understanding Aboriginal Righon 
( 1  987) 66 Can. Bar Rev. 727 at 782; it was quoted widi approval, though to slighdy difirent 
effea, in S~arrow v. The Queen, [ 19901 1 S.C.R. 1075 at 1093. 



influence;" there may be r e m  to doubt that they would choose ro do so, even i f  they 

could. For better or worse, mainsueam and aboriginal legal orders are going to have to 

reckon with each other for the indefinite hture, as they have had to do since Europeans firsc 

arrived? From a practical standpoint, then, the question for aboriginal cultures now is not 

whether to tolerate the fact of mainstream involvement, but how to minimize those of its 

effects that are unnecessary and ~nforwnate.~' Their current choice is not between abiding 

and escaping some ongoing mainsveam influence on vaditional governance forms, but 

between having some protection for those forms in mainstream law and having none. 

In these most irnperfect circumstances, some inherent right communities may well elect to seek 

mainstream constitutional protection for their ancestral governance traditions and arrange- 

ments despite the unavoidable riskc of (further) misunderstanding and distortion by 

mainsveam courts. The fact that aboriginal societies have already survived, with as much 

45 See, e.g., Morse, note 26 above, a t  1 14; Mary Ellen Turpel, "Reflecdons on Thinking Concretely 
About Criminal Justice Refonn" in Richard Gosse, James Youngblood Hendenon a Roger Carter, 
eds., Condnuinrt Poundmaker and Riel's Quest (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 1 994) ("Pound- 
maker") 206 ( "Turpel, 'Reflealons'" ) a t  208. 

46 See, e.g., Jeremy Webber, "Reladons of Force and Relations of Justice: The Emergence of 
Normative Community Between Colonists and Aboriginal Peoples" ( 1995) 33 Osgoode Hall LI]. 
623 ("Webber, 'Relations'") a t  6266  30 and throughout. 

It is impossible ta speak in tenns of absolute separadon or duality of systems 
(Canadian and Aboriginal) when a considerable overlap between Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal ways of doing things and seeing the world has resulted h 
convergence at many levels. This Is not necessarily convergence boni of consent, 
but convergence h m  of colonialism and die terribly colonial nature of the 
history (and arguabiy ongoing polida) of Canada. . . . 
Convergence is as important as diikrence. Understanding how to work with the 
other side requires some critical refledon, dialogue and creativicy. One cannot 
erase die history of coloniallsm, but we must, as an imperadve, undo k in a 
contemporary con- 

Turpel, " Reflecdons," note 45 above, a t  208. See also Menno Soldt s ]. Andiony Long, "Tribal 
Traditions and European-Western Polidcal Ideologies: The Dilemma of Canada's Nadve Indians" 
in Menno Boldt a 1. Anthony Long, eh., The Quert for lusdce: AborMnal Peomles and 
Aborfdnal Mtr (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 98 5) ("Ouest for Justice") 33 3 a t  342- 
345; Bomows, "With or Without You," note 21 above, at  642; Borrom sr Rotman, note 18 
above, a t  3 1-32, 37-38, 44-45. 
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integrity and determination as bey have, much more extreme and deliberate manifestations 

of interference'' offers a t  least some ground for hope that they will alco survive judicial 

acceptance, interpretation and enforcement of their inherent self-government right~.'~ 

It is critical to remember, however, that the decision whether or not to assert or to exercise 

such rights within mainstream law rem exclusively with inherent right communities themselves. 

The protection the mainsueam order affords aboriginal rights of self-government is, as the 

Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples took pains to emphasiie, only one of the twls 

available to aboriginal peoples in their effom to secure clear space to govern, and to be, 

thern~elves.~~ If  particular inherent right communities conclude that the risks and pitfalls 

involved in invoking such protection outweigh the benefits of obtaining it, they may, ar their 

option, instead seek greater respect or protection from other sources, or by other meansO5' 

48 See, e.g., Scott, note 2 1 above, a t  3 1 2, 326-32 7; non, note 26 above, a t  1 38; Borrom, "With 
or Without You," Ibid. a t  662463. 

49 See, e.g., Borrom 81 Roman, note 18 above, a t  30. It may help a litde to recall that mainsueam 
judicial interpretadons of indigenous law are authoritathre only for purposes of  the mainstream law. 
lnherent rlght communides need not treat them as internally bhding excepc when and as diose 
communides look to mafnstream law to protecc and enforce their self-government righû. Compare 
Chapter 2, note 73. 

50 Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriainal Peoples, vol. 2 (Ottawa: Minister of 
Supply and Services Canada, 1996) esp. at 165-1 67, 184-1 85. The Royal Commission 
acknowledged, for example, that the treades between aboriginal nadons and the Gown may well 
be a separate source of enddement to a fonn of legal autonomy (ibfd. a t  1 85), and concluded that 
die aboriginal nadons located in what we now cal1 Canada also have righcr of selFdeterminadon 
deserving of recognition under the prindples of international law: ibfd. a t  169- 1 84. The Suprerne 
Court of Canada's observation, in Reference re Secession of Quebec (20 August 1998) (S.C.C.) 
[unreportedl ("Quebec Secessbn Rekrence" ) a t  66 (q 1 32), that the "rlght of colonial peoples 
to exerdse dieir right CO self-determinadon by breaking away fiom the 'imperlaIr power is now 
undisputed," &es at least some doctrinal support to the Royal Commission's view, even diough 
abartginal peoples* rights a t  international law were not a t  issue in that proceeding. 

SI See, e.g., Borrows, "Wldi or Without You," note 2 1 above, a t  662-663, esp. n. 1 70; Gallagher- 
Mackay, note 26 above, a t  1-2, 23. 

From the outside, thoiough, there appear to be a t  least two clear advancages to inherent rlght 
communides in establkhing and using aboriginal rights of self-government. One is that such rights 
need not corne a t  die expense of sudi communides' other poiidcal options. They do not, for 
Instance, preclude inherent right communides Rom engaging, either suûsequendy or a t  the same 



This is not, however, the kind of conclusion that mainstream culture ought to want to 

encourage. For one thing, it would signify such comrnunities' despair at  the prospect of 

securing a fair measure of autonomy through cooperation with the mainstream legal order. 

Such despair could only complicate funher the ongoing challenge of coexltting peaceably, and 

would spell the failure of Canadian aboriginal rights law to achieve its min goals: protecting 

the integrity of the pre-existing aboriginal presence in North America, and reconciling that 

presence with the sovereignty of the CrownOs2 For another, there is reason to doubt that 

some of the other options such communities might pursue would be to Our liking, especially 

if the selection emerged from circumstances of such discouragement5' 

It is important for everyone, therefore, that inherent right communities be able to recognize 

themselves in -- and, generally speaking, that they be comfonable exercising -- the kinds of 

self-government rights that our constitutional order can receive and protect. The extent to 

dme, In treaty negodadons with the Crown about self-government, in efforts to en force the terms 
of ueades already in place, or in efforts to achieve federal or intemadonal recognition of their 
sovereignty, The other is that successfid accreditadon and use of such rights may Improve, to some 
extent, such comrnunities~ chances of success in pursuing polidcal options. Establishment chat such 
rigtits qualify for consdtudonal protection, and demonsuadon, in pracdce, that they can coexist 
with ( ohn  very different) mainstream arrangements, for instance, should bath improve the climate 
for negodadon of formal self-government treades with the Gown and improve such communidest 
bargaining power within such negodations. Trying and Ming to do so, however, could, of course, 
just as easily jeopardize both the negodadon cllrnate and pardcular commun id es^ bargaining 
positions within it: see, e.g., Gallagher-Mackay, a t  2 1-22. 

52 See, e.g., Van der Peet, note 1 7 above, at 5 38-539 (7 7 30-3 1 ) and chapcer 2, notes 1 6-53 and 
the text accompanying them. 

53 Ar an influendal conference in Saskatoon in 1993, for example, Chief Roland Gowe of the 
Federadon of Saskatchewan lndian Nadons, afier emphasizing chat "[wle, as First Nadons, want 
to continue to work with government and non-lndian people and continue to enioy a peaceful co- 
existence in this beaudfùl country and thk fine province," added this admonidon: 

It i s  extrernely difïicult for our First Nations leaders to ask our young people for 
patience. Patience is wearing thin, The leaders you see today are humble and 
honourable, but if we don? make those changes, you will see those leaders 
changed because of Impatience and inacdviry. Itm hoping we dontt need to go 
that far: 

Roland Crowe, "Rrst Nadons Perspective on Justice and Aboriginal Peoplesn in Poundmaker, note 
45 above, 34 at 36. 



which they can are able to so will depend, most probably, on which mainsveam arrangements 

and values turn out to be fundamental enough to constrain the definitions of mainstream self- 

government rights, and on how our courts make such deteminations. I want now, finally, to 

consider those very difficult issues. 

III. WHAT FUNDAMENTAL VALUES? 

I have argued throughout that our courts need -- and have -- a way of ensuring that aboriginal 

rights of self-government operate compatibly with the most fundamental features of Canada's 

legal and constitutional order. I have, however, been vague -- some might say coy -- in my 

ueaunent of those essential features. It is time for me to uy to explain that reticence. 

It is not that we lack guidance about our legal order's foundations. In a series of decisions in 

the past twenty years, the Supreme Court has provided, a litde a t  a dme, increasing 

penpicuity about the themes and principles, both substantive and structural, that, from a 

constitutional standpoint, make Canada what it is. We know from Provincial Court lud~es of 

the constitutive significance of the aspirations set out in the preamble to the Constitution Act, 

1 867 -- "to be federally united into One Dominion under the Crown of the United Kingdom 

. . . with a Constitution similar in Principle CO that of the United Kingdomn -- and, in 

particular, of an independen t ju di~iary.'~ We know tom the Quebec Secession Reference 

that "it would be impossible to conceive of our constitutional structure withoutn the organizing 

principles of federalism, democracy, constitutionalism and the rule of law, and protection for 

rnin~rities.'~ We know from Oakes that the Charter was enacted to ensure that "Canadian 

society is to be fiee and dernocratic," and that the "values and principles essential to a fiee 

and dernocratic society" include, "to name but a few, respect for the inherent dignity of the 

See Reference re Provincial Court ludges, [ 1 9971 3 S.C.R. 3 ac 6 3-78 (7 16 3- 109) . 
55 Quebec Secession Reference, note 50 above, a t  25 ( 1  5 1 ), 24 (149). See generally IbTd. ac 1 5- 

16 (132), 2741 (1155-82). 
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human person, cornmitment to social justice and equality, accommodation of a wide variety 

of beliefs, respect for cultural and group identity, and kith in social and political institutions 

which enhance the participation of individuals and groups in ~ ~ i e t y . " ~ ~  And we know from 

Hunt that the federal structure that constitutes Canada requires minimum standards of order 

and fairness, including full faith and credit in the recognition and enforcement of judgmeno 

from other provinces, to coordinate the exercise of jurisdiction among the parties to 

Confederation." Other judgments contribute other insights. And nothing in these 

judgments suggesa that this catalogue is exhaustive. 

None of these explications of the essence of the mainsueam order occurred in a context chat 

invited attention to aboriginal rights or interests. Because these themes and principles help 

define the mainstream order, however, it Lr al1 but certain that they (and, apin, perhaps 

others, as well) will arise for careful consideration within the enterprise of defining the nature 

and scope within mainsueam law of aboriginal peoples' inherent rights of self-government. 

When self-government issues arise that engage these principles, our courts have clear authority 

to invoke them. What we don% know yet is how, or whether, each of these defining features 

of the mainsuearn order will, or should, consuain the use within it of inherent self-government 

rights. That is the crucial question, and the one rnost difficult to answer. 

In fact, I Qe have some idea, based on my own best current sense of what maners most about 

Canada, which of these mainsuearn hndamentals I would be disposed to treat as interna1 

consuaints on self-government righrr i f  I were a judge facing such an issue today. Among 

them are threshold notions of fairness and equality and outer limits on the f o m  and degrees 

of pemissible punishmen~ Actual mainsueam judges, no doubt, have predispositions of their 

own, infonned by their own experience, that would operate comparably. Such predispositions 

5 6  R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.CR 103 at 1 36. 

57 See Hunt v. T 8~ N. ~ l c ,  [ 19931 4 S.C.R. 289 at 32 1 -327, esp. at 324. 



are both unavoidable and indispensable: they are, in a sense, raw material from which we seek 

to develop mature and authoritative intuitions about "the way to live most nicely together," 

to borrow a wise and indelible phrase from Trish ~ o n t u r e . ~ ~  They are, u, to speak, the first 

words in the conversation we need to have about how to live together. They are the words 

that tell us where we standOs9 

We make a mistake, however, i f  we assume too readily that they show us more than that. I 

say this for two distinct but related reasons. First, any prescriptive intuitions thar we in the 

mainsueam currently have about how inherent right and settler communities ought to coexist, 

each according to itr own laws, within the mainstream order's protection are almost certain 

-- whatever they are -- to be underripe and sti l l  unwonhy of full conviction. Given the 

circumstances, it could hardly be otherwise. Probably the dominant theme in the past fifreen 

yean of public discussion about the proper constitutional status for self-government rights has 

been a profound uncertainty about what they might mean, or how they might work, within 

the mainstream constitutional order. It is this sense of uncertainty, as rnuch as anything, that 

has given rise to the numerous public expressions of apprehension about the consequences of 

constitudonalizing such r ighdO I have sought in this work to address these apprehensions 

58 See Pa tricia Monaire-OKanee, "Thinking about Aborfginal Justice: Myths and Revoludon" in 
Poundmaker, note 45 above, 222 at  227. Monture reports that difs phrase is the most accurate 
Engîish translation of the word in the Mohawk language for law. 

59 See, e.g., ]ennifer Nedelsky, "ReconceMng Rights as Relationship" (1993) 1 Rev. Const. Stud. 
1 ("Nedelsky, 'Reladonshipt") a t  19, and "Embodled Diversity and the Challenges to Law" 
( 1 997) 42 McGill L.]. 9 1 ( "Nedekky, 'Dhrersity'") a t  107-1 09. Compare Alan C. Cairns, "Why 
1s It So Difficult to Talk to Each Other?" ( 1 997) 42 McGill L.]. 63. 

60 See, e.g., "Inherent But Unclear" [editorial] Winnbe Free Press (1 I April 1992) A6; Edison 
Stewart, "Questions Remain on Native Self-rule" Toronto Star ( 15 May 1992) A27; William 
Johnson, "Mercredi Has No Mandate, But That Doesn't Stop Him" The Pfontreall Gazette (26 
June 1992) B3; "Native Self-rule Worries Provincesn Calmw Herald (6 ]uly 1992) A l  ; William 
Johnson, "Modem Myths: Elements of Selfwvemment Havenrt Been Perpeaiatedn 
JMontreall Gazette (7 luly 1992) 83; Miles Monkeau, "Self~vernmenc: How Can We Accept 
a System That We Don't Understand?" The Montreal1 Gazette (21 July 1992) 83; Bryan 
Schwartz, " Bryan Sdiwam Takes a Close Look a t  Aboriginal Selfqvernmentn JTorontol Globe 

Mail (4 August 1 992) A 1 2; "Co Slowly on Self-government= Canadians Deserve More Than 
Vague Conceptsn [editodal] The Montreall Gazeae (24 Ianuary 1994) B2; Karina Byrne, "Self 



and uncertainties by suggesting a doctrinal fkamework within which to move toward certainty 

and predictability in the use of such rights, and by offering doctrinal assurance that Our cours, 

no matter what, will be equipped to protect the mainsueam order's most fundamental 

arrangements and values.61 I believe such work is essential and, when well done, a helpful 

beginning, but it cannot substitute for some actual lived experience with the ongoing 

interaction between the settler and self-governing aboriginal comrnunitie~.~~ 

Lived experience with recognized inherent right communities, and the opportunity to reflect 

on such experience as it accumulates, are precisely what we have not had. In their absence, 

many non-natives feel more urgently the need to domesticate the exercise of inherent self- 

government rights: to house them from the beginning within a structure of rules and 

restrictions that neuualize their foreignness in the interen of achieving predictability and 

certainty. That very inexperience, however, alrnost guatantees that any efforts we might make 

now to crak and impose such a structure would be uninfomed and premature. One fin& 

hardly any core of agreement among conscientious commentators about which mainsueam 

values should outrank and constrain the self-government rights of inherent right communi- 

we don% as a society, know what to Say about such questions6' because, in a very 

Rule Goal Hard ta Define" Winnbea Free Press (27 March 1994) A3; Jim Bronskfll, "Liberals 
Wavered on Promise: Native Self-government Mernorandum" Calmnr Herald (6 May 1996) A8; 
Tom Oleson, "Native Selfde: Is It a Dead End? Know Sovereignty Before Building Itn Winni~eg 
Free Press ( t 4 luly 1996) B2. 

6 l See especially Ulapters 2 and 4. 

62 See, e.g., Turpel, " Refleaions, " note 45 above, a t  2 1 0. 

63 Once we get past, or unpack, the rhetoric that insists on applying the Charter to such communi- 
des, a t  least. See Chapter 3. 

64 Two examples help illustrate dits point. Consider k t  the controversy surroundhg the use of 
international human rightr instruments to measure the govemance pracdces of self-governing 
aboriginal peoples. To some commentators, such inmumeno have already achieved suffident 
intercultural assent to qualifjr as neutral standardi appiicable to al1 peoples, lncluding aboriginal 
peoples: se, e.g., Peter W. Hutchlns, Carol Hilling a David Schulre, "The Aboriginal Right to 
SelPCovernment and the Canadian Consdaidon: The Chon in the Machine" ( 1995) 29 U.6.C 
L. Rev. 25 1 at  294-298; Ioyce Green, "Consdtudonalizing the Patriarchy: Aboriginal Women and 



real sense, we do not know what we are talking about. The danger in prescribing a nomative 

framework in these circumstances is that, in Our ignorance, we rnay get it badly, tragically, 

wrong. A sensible place to begin is by admialng that this is soO6' 

Second, the burden of proof within the fundamental values inquiry is, as a matter of 

mainstream law, on those who daim that an aboriginal governance measure or arrangement 

is compatible with the integrity of the mainsueam order: that it conflicts with a 

fundamental rnainstream value important enough to consvain it, despite the mainstream 

order's constitutional cornmitment to respect for aboriginal difference? If we began by 

supposing we knew which essential mainstream values deserved CO convol the protected 

Aboriginal Government" ( 1993) 4 Corist. Forum 1 10 esp. a t  1 1 5. Others distrust the 
application of such standards to aboriginal cultures, because aboriginal peoples, as such, played no 
part in their formulation and because they are based on fndMdualistic noms that are foreign and 
detrimental to findamental aboriginal values: see, e.g., Menno Bofdt BT 1. Anthony Long, "Tribal 
Philosophies and the Canadian Charter of Rfghts and Freedoms" in The Quest for Justice, note 47 
above, 165 a t  167, 1 77- 1 79; non, note 26 above, a t  1 33- 1 34; Turpel, " Interpredve 
Monopolies," note 1 1 above, a t  21 -22; 1. Anthony Long si Katherine Beaty Chiste, "Indian 
Governmencs and the Canadfan Charter of Rights and Freedomsn ( 1994) 18 Am. lnd. Culture 

Rsch. 1. 9 1 a t  1 14. 

Second, although there is widespread agreement that aboriginal women may be uniquely In need 
of protection in some inherent righc communides, there is titde, If any, agreement, among either 
aboriginal or mainstream commentatorr, about M a t  role, if any, the mainmeam ordet could or 
should pîay in providing it. For contrasting aboriginal vkwpoints, compare To the Source, note 
1 3 above, at 59-6 1 and Mary Ufen Turpel, "Patriarchy and Patemallsm: The Legacy of the 
Canadian State for Fint Nations Women" ( 1993), 6 C.J.W.L. 174 widi Green, ibld. and Emma 
Laftocque, " Re-examining Culturally Appropriate Models in Criminal Justice Applicationsn in 
Michael &ch, ed., AborMnal and Treatv Rircfrts in Canada: Essavs on Law, Euualiw, and Respect 
for Difference (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997) ("AboriaJnal and Treatv Riahtsn) 75; for 
concrasting non-aboriginal views, compare, e.g., Shachar, note 1 O above with Greschner, note 10 

For a judge, a situation of cultural difference should be and musc be a situadon 
of net knowing which direction to go, a situation invoMng choices about 
reasoning which may not be defénsible or acceptable. It invoives episodes of 
undeddabllity, self-judgment, and uncertainty. It would involve acknowledging 
the imperadve of admitting mistakes and recognizhg ignorance: 

Turpel, " Interpredve Monopolies," note 1 1 above, a t  45. Emphais h original. 

66 See Chapter 4, notes 5 1 -54, 7 1 -76, 143- 1 45, 202-203, 206. 
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exercise of self-government righu, we would enter the inquiry assuming what is supposed to 

be proved. Dolng so deliberately would hsuate part of the purpose, and cast doubt upon 

the integrity, of the onus requirement, and, CO that extent, of die inquiry as a whole. 

This allocation of onus is not an empty formality; a principal ream for it, as we saw in 

chapter 4, is to protect against the danger that courts, when asked to enforce unusual pre- 

existing customs, will sometimes mistake unfamiliarity for repugnancy or irrationa~ity.~' 

Evidence from both Engîish law and colonial African law suggeso that domestic courts are 

much les likely to regard as repugnant unusual pre-existing customs when chey understand the 

contexr and the reasons that have given rise CO theme6' One virtue of this onus, then, 1s that 

it forces the mainstream courts to become acquainted with a custom's history, nature and 

operation before they conclude that our legal order cannot countenance it. 

Such caution is especially apposite here. The most obvious shoncoming in current mainstream 

preconceptions -- my own of course included -- about the potential impact of aboriginal self- 

government is that they draw so little on any real understanding of the nature and operation 

of aboriginal legal systems, or of the mischief that measures undertaken within such systems 

are intended to addre~s.~~ It will take discipline, patience and some cultural humility for 

mainstream jurists and commentaton to make this deficit good. Making some effort to do so 

is both a real opportunity and a functional necessity. 

6 7 See Chapter 4, notes 143- 1 45 and the text accompanying them. 

68 See, e.g., Sir CK. Allen, Law in die Making, 7th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964) a t  98; 
A.N. Allott, New Essavs in Afiican Law (London: Buttemordis, 1970) at 162. See also chapter 
1, note 79. 

69 "One cannot take a strong position on the Iimits of a body of law unless that law is tlrn 
understood. . . . [Glovemment pokyrnakers shoutd be prepared to take part in the search 
with an open mind and reach dedsions on the use of or limitations ta lndian common law after 
getting a kel for icw: Zlon, note 26 above, at 1 36-1 37. See also Lyon, "bsay," note 26 above, 
at 120-121. 



Here, briefly, is why I see it as a necessity. Aboriginal peoples will continue to see the 

mainstream order as an attractive source of protection for their self-government rights only 

if, and only while, the outcomes of mainstream self-government jurisprudence seem 

acceptable, or a t  least rational, to them from their own  perspective^.^^ Our courts are 

unlikely to meet this expectation in every case -- there will always be dissatisfied litigants -- but 

it is imperative that judges acknowledge as a conuolling aspiration the task of doing so." 

They will rarely succeed in earning respect from inherent right communities unless they learn 

to care, and try to understand, what maaers most within those cornrnunitie~.~~ 

Different commentators have suggested different ways in which mainstream law might expand 

its horizons to take more authentic account, and better advantage, of aboriginal understand- 

70 See, e.g., Borraws a Rotman, note 1 8 above, a t  26-29. 

The Supreme Court speaks [in Van der Peet, note 17 above, at, e.g., 539 
(7 3 1 ) 1 of using Aboriginal rights to reconcile the prior presence of Aboriginal 
sociedes in North America with the Crown's assertion of sovereignty. 
Recondliadon, If chat is not to be a code word for unilateral imposition, 
necessarily musc imply outcomes that are reasonable by a standard that has 
receked acceptance fiom Aboriginal sociedes as well as present government, In 
order ta accomplish that klnd of reconciliadon, the Court musc be willing to look 
outside of its own jurisprudence, which is necessarily culturally spedfkc, to find 
standards against which they can measure the outcomes of dieir dedsions: 

Gallagher-Mackay, note 26 above, at 1 1 - 12. See also Webber, "Relations," note 46 above, ac 
659-660 ("The pouibility of intercommunal norrnatMty demands humility fiom jurists educated 
and hndoning in an emphadcally non-Aboriginal htellectual milieun); Borrows Roman, note 
18 above, esp. a t  1 1-1 3. 

. . . although there appears ta be a convergence of modem lndian values and 
those of Western liberalhm around such indMdual rlghts as personal enddements 
and a parallehg belief in the equality of persons, the strength of these concepts 
as guides to indMdual and collective behavior depends very much on perceptions 
of their origin. After decades of failed government policies airned a t  enhancing 
the welkre of Indiaru through cultural assimilation and political control, lndian 
peoples are understandably reluctant to accept externally imposed standards to 
guide their conduct. To be meaningful, sudi standards musc emerge or reemerge 
ftom wlthin thek own sockdes: 

Long 8t Chiste, note 64 above, at 1 12. Compare Noel Lyon, "A Perspecdve on the Application 
of the Criminal Code to Aboriginal Peoples in Lighc of the Judgment of the Supreme Court of 
Canada in R. v. Saarrow 119921 U.B.C. L. Rev. (Sp, Ed.) 306 ("Lyon, 'Perspective'") a t  3 10. 



ings," such as looking to the intercultural noms that emerged between aboriginal and sealer 

communities during the period shonly alter European contact7' or to the ternis of the self- 

government agreements that some aboriginal peoples have aiready concluded with the 

Crown." The general idea, however, is captured in the phrase "enlargement of mind," 

which ]ennifer Nedelsky has adapted from Hannah Arendt: 

What makes it possible for us to genuinely judge, to move beyond our private 
idiosyncrasies and preferences, is our capacity to achieve an 'enlargement of 
mind." We do this by taking different perspectives into account. This is the 
path out of the blindness of our subjective private conditions. The more views 
we are able to take lnto account, the les likely we are to be locked inm one 
perspective, whether through fear, anger or ignorance. It is this capacity for 
'enlargement of mind' that rnakes autonornous, impartial judgment possi- 

The opportunity -- the dividend -- available through thls effort and ftom greater toleration of 

aboriginal difference is chat we in the rnainstream culture might well learn something useful 

that will improve our own approaches to governance. In his well-known veatise on Canadian 

labour law, Paul Weiler argued that the division of powers in Canada, which reposed in the 

provinces primary jurisdiction over labour relations, allowed them to operate as "laboratories 

for legal experimentationn in that subject area. This arrangement, Weiler suggested, both 

n For a very helpful introducdon and radonale for this effort, see lorrows, "Wlth or Without You," 
noce 2 1 above. 

74 See, e.g., Webber, "Reladons," note 46 above. 

75 See, e.g., Gallagher-Mackay, note 26 aûove. My one reservadon about this proposal is that it 
could serve to limit the scope of some communides' exisdng aboriginal righcr of self-government 
because of the bargains that diey (or even other communides) happened to conclude in the 
circumstances of the negodadons, quite pouibly without having lntended co affect any aboriginal 
rights of self%overnment that they mtght have. (Welladvised communides strhre to ensure that 
such agreements operate "without pre/udicen to any other selfmvernment rlghts diey may have.) 
Gallagher-Mackay Is correct in poindng out, however, that exlsting self-government agreements 
cypically leave more room for the meaningfiil exercise of self~vernment powers than die courts 
have yet acknowiedged In the iurfsprudence on aboriginal rfghts: see, e.g., ibfd. at 18-20. 

76 Nedelsky, "Diversity," note 59 above, at 108. Such consdendous exposure to other viewpoints, 
Nedelsky ad& (Ibid, at  108- 109), heîps facilkate both cridcal retlecdon about, and mnsformadon 
of, Our own prerefleaive - and o k n  somadc - responses to situations. Compare Borrom, "Wth 
or Without You," note 2 1 above, a t  642. 



rnaxemized the range of collective experience with different approaches and minimized the 

reach of the harm i f  a province happened to enact an unsound mea~ure.~~ It is, a t  a 

minimum, arguable that inherent right communities exercising constitutionally protected self- 

government rights can offer just such advantages to one another and to the mainsueam order. 

The beneficial impact traditional aboriginal governance foms have already had on political 

theory and constitutional arrangements in the European tradition is well-known and 

do~umented.'~ As many commentators have said, there is gwd reason to suspect that some 

of those same traditions have insights, and perhaps solutions, that relate to predlcaments of 

modern mainstream governance." No sensible observer of Canadian public life today could 

pretend that existing mainsueam arrangements and practices need no improvement. In these 

circumstances, it seems only prudent at  least to be receptive to these sources of fresh 

perspective. We in the mainstream culture risk missing out on this opporwnity i f  our courts 

and commentators are not open to instruction about the legal systems and foms of authority 

that operace within inherent right communities. 

For al1 these reasons, I would discourage Canadians contemplating aboriginal rights of self- 

government from doing so wich firm predetemined views about what is and is not 

fundamental CO, or compatible with, Canada's own constitutional order. Instead, I would 

encourage courts reviewing such rights, or their exercice, on "fundamental valuesn grounds to 

do so wich as few preconceptions, and as much flexibility, as possible. 

The rights, and legal rules generally, that have currency in the mainsueam system are, after 

77 See Paul Weiler, Recondlable Dlfferences: New Directions h Canadian Labour Law (Toronto: 
Carswell, 1980) at  10. 

78 See, e.g., the sources cited in Chapcer 1, note 8 1, 

79 See, e.ge, Zion, note 26 above, at 33-39; Lyon, "Essay," note 26 above, at 103- 108; To the 
Source, note 1 3 above, at 20; Greschner, note 1 0 above, at 345-346; Lyon, "Perspective, " noce 
72 above, at 3 1 0; Hon. Robert W. Mitchell, " Blazing the Trail" in Poundmaker, note 45 above, 
303 ac 3 1 1 -3 1 3; Borrows, "With or Without You," noce 2 1 above, esp. at 65 3-655,662-ô63. 



aII, fonns of shorthand -- what fonnal logicians sometimes cal1 "well-fonned abbreviationsn -- 
that distill the resultr of much longer, though st i l l  ongoing, conversations about the values we 

care about and the klnds of relationships we wanteo Those of us entirely within the 

mainsueam systern are able to deal with confidence with each other in that currency because 

such conversations have already taken place, or are well underway. When it comes to the 

governance of inherent right communities, though, we are in a very different position. The 

intercultural conversations with those in such communities, about the issues of value and 

relationship that arise between them and sealer culture, are only beginning. Such conversa- 

tions need time and structure to yield authoritative fonns of currency such as rights and rules. 

The real need, as Robin Elliot has said of another subject of constitutional inquiry, "is not a 

rule that is designed . . . co provide a more or less ready answer to such questions, but a way 

of conceiving or thinking about such questions . . . that permits one to resolve them on the 

bais of an analysis of what is truly a t  stake."" Bob Mitchell, a t  the tirne Saskatchewan's 

Attorney General, said much the same thing a t  a conference I anended in 1993: 

I come from a culture where people like to be able to predict what the 
outcome is. That is the majority culture in this country. Before we get 
comrnitted to an idea, we like to know how i f s  likely to come out. And so 
when we in the majority culture look a t  self-government, we ask ourselves, 
what does it mean? What's it going to look fike? Whac are these new 
governments going to do? How are chey going to work? How much will they 
cost? All those questions arise because we like to know as exactly as we can 
the shape of ttiings to come. We spend a lot of tirne and dedicate a lot of 
resources to analysing what the outcorne is likely to be. 

What I think I learned from my Aboriginal friends during the Charlottetown 
process is that that is not so important. It's not possible to accurately predict 
these things. What is important is to set in place a process for getting us tom 
here to there, from where we are to where we want to be. And if the process 
is sound, it is not a large leap of faith to predict that the ouuome will also be 

80 See, e.g., R Eliot, "Rethinking Manner and Form: From Padiamentary Sovereignty to 
Constitutional Values" (199 1)  29 Osgoode Hall L.J. 2 15, esp. ac 238-239; Nedefsky, 
" Reladonship," note 59 above, esp. a t  4, 1 3- 1 4, 1 7- 1 9. 

8 1 Eillot, ibid. at 2 39. Compare Nedelsky, "Reladonship, " Ibld. at 9. 



As it happens, we already have a t  least one such process ready to hand: the al1 too familiar 

mainstream procedure of dealing with important legal controvenies, on their own facu and 

merits, case by case. This is a tirne, i f  ever there was one, to realize and take full advantage 

of the benefiü of case-by-case adjudication in dealing with the "fundamental valuesn disputes 

that seem bound to arise occarionally with inherent right communities. It-is a procedure 

designed to focus attention on the way disputes are embedded in real people3 real lives, to 

ensure that effom at  justice are faithful to that particularity, and to discourage sweeping 

pronouncements until a broad enough shared understanding of individual instances 

accumulates to substandate generalities. In doing so, it leaves room and time for attention to 

the way things work when they are working well, for resolution of, and reflection on, 

intemediate cases -- those "disputes of less operatic proportionsn that engage mainsueam and 

indigenous cultures but do not necessarily bring them into potential collisions3 -- and, of 

course, for negotiated arrangements and, where necessary, legislative intervention. 

lnstead of circumscribing the conversation from the outset within a cage of rules and 

assumptions untested for this purpose, this incremental approach encourages us to look and 

see, in the crosslight cast by real situations and practical experience, which mainsueam values 

really are fundamental, and to take our bearings and improve our intuitions accordingly. 

There is, of course, some chance in so doing that some arrangements and values now regarded 

as fundamental, to either the seuler or the inherent right communities, will cease to seem so 

important as a result of the encounter. Such transformations, however, need be no more 

fearsome nor drarnatic than the incremental adjusments always undemay in al1 these societies 

82 Mitchell, note 79 above, at 307, 

03 See Réaume, note 1 O above, for an illuminadng discussion of what such cases can tell us about the 
capadty of Canadian law to accommodate culairal plutalism. The phrase quoted in the text 
appears in ibid. at 3- 



.236 . 
as circumstances change, perspectives shift and perceptions sharpen." 

I favor this incremental approach to fundamental values issues, despite its promise of some 

initial indetermina~y,~%ecause I believe it will lead, in the long run, to sounder, more 

trustworthy conclusions, and to a deeper harmony among the different systems of law and 

governance that will comprise Canadian law, once our courts acknowledge that the 

constitution already protects aboriginal rights of self-government. In the rneantime, such an 

acknowledgement amers inherent right communities greater assurance than ever before that 

their efforts to preserve, express and restore their collective distinctiveness will not be subject 

to routine defeasance by mainstream legislation or for the sake of mainstrearn values. Settler 

communities, for their part, can cake comfort from the fact that mainstream judges, uained 

in mainstream law, will continue to be able to ensure that the integn'ty of the Canadian 

constitutional order, and everything that proves, from time to time, to be essential to it, will 

remain intact. 

84 See, e.g., Richard Simeon, "Sharing Power: How Can Firsc Nadons Govenmenc WorkY in Frank 
CAssidy, ed., Aboriqlnal Self-Determinadon (Lanaville, 8.C: Oolichan Books, 1 99 1 ) 99 a t  106, 
quoted a t  Chapter 4, note 24. Compare Quebec Secession Reference, note 50 above, at 16 
(7331, 34 ( W ) .  

85 There is good reason to expea that rules, undelrtandings, compromises and protacols will, in dme, 
emerge fiom this process CO stabilize interactions between inherent righc and setder cornmunides, 
If only because relations of peace and stability are so important to everyone. In an insighdiii recent 
article, Jeremy Webber documents some of the normative intercultural arrangements that emerged 
- and held - between the aboriginal peoples and European setders in eastern North Arnerica after 
Rrsc contact, despfte inequalides and rapid changes in bargainhg power, their almost incommensur- 
able domesdc legal systerns, and occasional lapses by one side or the other, because bodi sides 
regarded stable relations as a pradcal necessity: see Webber, "Relations," noce 46 above, 
throughout. (For an account wich similar orientation of the treaty-making process in western 
Canada shordy after Confkderadon, see 1. Edward Chamberlin, "Culture and Anarchy In lndian 
Country," in Aborlainal and Treaty Rlahts, note 64 above, 1 .) Times and circumstances, of 
course, have changed a lot since then, but the pracdcal importance of stable foundadons hr 
interaction between the two Mn& of sociedes can hardly be said to have diminished. My point 
- and Webberfs - is that working arrangements result in real stabMcy onîy If they emerge, not fiam 
theorizing or from one side's domestic prekrences, but from a loint and pracdcal understanding 
of what is really going on. 


